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Introduction: Purpose and Conceptual Approach of
the Investigation

Functionally and morphologically the geographical reality of

a town is the result of the interplay of socio-economic factors under

the influence of their regional and historical c~ntexts. Function is

the decisive element in fashioning the overall pa.ttern of the city.

It nearly always finds expression in one or other 9f the townscape

eloments. This physical expression, whether sholin in the street

system or in the building type, is consta.ntly changing. The scale,

nature and timing of such cl~ngeB and modifications are determined

by the socio-economic factors and technological development in each

phase of the city's growth. Fu11ctional change,s influence both

traditional and modern forms and their readjustment in relation to

other constituent elements of the townscape. This dynamism and its

results is one of the special concerns of this study where new

forms are always emerging. The processes of development such as

peripheral land. use expansion, and the decline and replacement of

buildings in the central area are good examples of the physical

changes of the Arab city,

The unique char·3.cter of Peghdad has been moulded and re-

moulded by a succession of formative processes. Baghdad's histor,y

shows that the city was either receding or growing internally and

within its zones of influence. Its expression and regeneration,

no matter how chaotic, is proof of its dynamic vitality. New

transformntive development in the centre refashions the form of

lhghdad. and here modifications to the existing structure such as

remodelling, replacement, or taking land out of use influence its
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present and future growth. These internal stresses and strains

influence urban formatio~~! and in this role increa~ing1y affect

and change the existing pattern. This no doubt has helped greatly

in fashioning the internal and external morphology of the city,

giving indications of the stage of socio-economic development reached

by Eaghdad's society in each historical period.

The new peripheral expansion experienced by the city takes

the form of accr~tions either continguous or dispersed. This

has rosulted in strildng contrasts in the overall physiognonv of

Baghdad, expressing the differences between the traditional Arab

and modern w~s of life. These changes have happened either gradually

or abruptly, mainly in the last two morphological phases of the

city, i.e. after 1936. The town-plan elements of Baghdad indicate

suoh sequential dovelopment and its vigour is maximized in the centre

owing to the economic pressure promoted by the degree of accessibility,

but also on the periphery where many new functions can find sufficiently

cheap space to accommodate themselves.

Tho application of this general approach perhaps will contribu"lie

to the study of urban Gcograp~r in tho Ara.b ~lorld. This springs fr9m

the fact that none of the Iraqi towns or indeed most of the other ~ab

tOl-ms havo not yet been studied in such a ."lay as to givo formative

processes a high priority. However, the understanding of spatial

character and. the processes determining its forms and. pattorns,

rather than the method is tho ultimate purpose of this study. Although

Baghdad exhibits generally significant or mOnothetic foatures that

are found. in other towns, to yield various elements of a g8neral

theory in urban geography, yet inevitably it has its own idiographic
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As a spatial reality in a particular region made

by a particular sooiety and under particular sooio-economio and

historical oiroumstances, Baghdad maintained its own individua1iza-

tion within urban goograpl\y". This individual make-up is expressed

in locationa1 patterns and formative processes existing in the

intra-city limits whioh represent peculiar elements needing a

particular urban approach. This m~ help to explain the double-

sided oase of Inghdad as a t:(pical Arab city, yet one l\y"bridized by

modern westernization.

E:l.stern to\"IIlS.

Indeed it applies to ma~ other Middle

,oI'i
Because of its function as the country's administrative Capital,

as 1'le11 as tho economic and cultural centre of a wider region,

leading to its exceptional size, Baghdad epitomizes the Arab city in

modern times. This is in spite of the fact that each of the Arab

towns has its own peculiar morphological characteristics. Baghdad

ref10cts the stresses and contradictions of present-day Arab life.

It mirrors Arab hist01y and heritage, as well as the Arab's present

state of affairs. It reflects his strong and not so strong points

and his search, often frenzied and disordered, for a place under

the sun. The richness of B9.ghdad which displays most of the

"peculiar and often untestigated characteristics of the Arab town,

may add to the field of urban geography in the Arab World.

The spatial relationships betl'1een the Arab individual and the

functional forms among which he moves such as bazaar or coffeehouse,

and also tho meaning to him of family, neighbourhood as well as his

relationship to government, is quite different from that exisiting

in the Western World. FUrthermore, time and space have different
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meaning in tho Arab "or111fi(;"~hat knO'1n in the Weet. Therefore

the wa:y of using them is different. This naturally has lead to

the creation of particular areal differentiations characteristic

of towns in Arab culture. The series of formative processes which

has put its stamp on the morphology of the Arab tOl'nl also have

beon determined by tho Arab character of Baghdad's society. The

interplay of such social and physical factors can be understood

perhaps more lucidly if studied by an Arab individual familiClr with

such regional and cultural differentiations. Although :Baghdad has

beon subject to more than six centuries of foreign rule, which has

arrested its devolopment and evolution, the city still maintains

its Arab character.

\ Arab towns have unique features imprinted on their urban fabric.

This makes the Arab city as distinctive an urban type as the

Medieval European, the Chinese or Indian towns. Though they might

be thousands of kilometres apart and experience extremes of climatic

conditions, there is a unity and similarity in the Arab cities
~

that makes them unmistakably Arab. The unifying elements are many.

Some of them, the object of this study, may help to visualize the

o.na.to~ of the Arab city elsewhere. The mahal1ah (town-qu.a.rter),

the mosque, the bazaar, the courtyard house, the hammam (public

bath) and gahwah (ooffee house) are all features lending a special

character to the traditional Arab city. These perha.ps have not

been studied since the time of Ibn Khaldun (14 - 15th century), who

was the first urbanist, sociologist and urban geographer in a

modern sense of tho word.
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The morphology of the traditional Ara.b town: requires intensive

study and the case "study of J3agh~d can shed light on the a.nato~

of the Arab town.

In its modern'development ,Baghdad is no less interesting as

it reprosentl5 in many :f1avrS towns of the Third World particularly

those subjected to colonial or quasi~colo~al control. All the

modern technological ,developments influencing the oity's gr0wth

are foreign. Baghdad is'a unique ,case of uncontrolled, very fast

and in many respects unhealthy expansion that perhaps represents'

the recent unguided growth experienced by most Arab cap~tals. The

analysis of such growth is a major element in the field of Arab

urban geograplw that should not be ignored.

Tho present expansion, "vlhether caused'by ease"'of mobility,

chango in the sooialprinciplesof life, population" growth or by

industrial development, has generated particularly acute problems

not experienced by advanced countries. This indeed furnishes a

~ >-, ~ " .' , " ''-'" '.~ f' :', ."' ,. ....'.

obscure urban phenomena charact'eristic bf the Third'World.

Owing to Baghdadfs diEwrga.~zed·moderngrowth the~ iden1iity of the

city already part'ly' d~'stroyed 'bY'thomodern'oochine. Frantfca.lly

~dernizing ~~thoritios in'Brighdad have destroyed'tho city for

the sake of We~tE3rn tochnologidal innovations, ruth1e~slr'Segmenting

it by many straight brea1~-thi'~~li'\3tr~'etB. When Baghdad was

"hit" by this p~icU1ar aSI>ect"'of westernization, form changed

~ch faster than the e~olutiohof"the society•. -In this \,my:the

ph;ysiogno~ of the city is 'c~ng 'with astomsning speed.

Much of tho unity of traditionallkghdad' has beon:'destroyed;' and
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this study will show how Baghdad has been "raped" ;by ~ensitive

Arab and' foreign hands~

The study attempts to demonstrate 'l~owfar the olef ·.characteristic

elements of the Arab ·qity, have r.esisted i change, have be~ modified

or have declined owing to functional,~eQtmologicaland social

changes. Most of the forms, and the spatial arrangement of

componont elements of 'the Arab city ar.e not yet understood. The

study aims to discover how lhghdad has survived and thrived. ~

do its inhabitants' cling so tenaciously to this location? Why has

it exploded in its spurt of unguided modern growth? Why has it

been subject to the painful blows of a million bulldozer-hoUrs

of work. How does it react to diverse combinations of ph¥sical

and human dete'rminants? The 'explanation' of the complex active

relationships in the intraoity space at all scales of human

association is a major purpose of this study.

Unfortunately, the Arab of today has drawn little inspiration

from his heritage in expanding his city, controlling it and

designing its buildings. It is important to traco the impact of

politics, commerce and particularly oil on Baghdad as an example

of an Arab oity which fell victim to untrammelled forces of

speculation and exploitation. The tirab city', instead of existing

for man has become a city fol' tho car. This study aims to

examine 'how far Baghdad demonstrates the planning, arChitectural

and. cultural crises facing the Arab city of todaiY.

The magnitude of destruction done to the traditional parts

of the city adds another purpose to the study, that of warning

other Arab towns that selective conservation' of the, cultural
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heritage should recognized as one important claim on town and

country planning.

If traditional parts are not maintained, Baghdad is in danger

of losing its own character and even its own identity. Arab

culture in Baghdad and rnaJliY other Arab cities has had. to surrender

to the impact of misunderstood conceptions of civilization. This

has influenced tho essential organic simplicity of t~le .Arab town

which can only be understood in relation to the function which it

was initially created to perform.

When substituting the old by the now, the latter' must be bette;t'.

In the case of town planning "better ll must not be confused merely

with technical efficiency, and less so in a purely Wostern sense,

but must include social and cultural values of the society for which

town planning is being done.

(Baghdad MS ovolved in tho last three decades frOLl a closely

knit, organic and typically Arab city that was inwardly orientated

to an outwardly oriontated type of cosmopolitan city.') A city that

only three decades ago was made up of Arab mahallahs todc.'1.Y has by

contrast numorous modern neighbourhoods, and has mushroomed int 0 a

city of about two million people. A city which gathers tod~ the

extreme forms of socialism, democracy and capitalism is particularly

distinctive both in the Arab world and throughout the l'lorld. What

took Europe over fifteen decades to achieve under the impact of

industria.l revolution has taken Baghdad and many othor Arab tovlnS

only one to three decades under the impact of oil exploitation,

technological development and land speculation.
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This ..dld and. quick grolrlh of the city has led to the emergence

of new forms peculiar to Arab underdeveloped countries. These

forms will reflect characteristic political and economic conditions

not found in the developed world.

To give somo examples the wild l3arifah (reed mat hut) and

kukh (mud. hut) shonty towns is one of Baghdad's modern sinister

features. They are very characteristic of many countries of the

Third l'lorld. Studying such phenomenon l'1ill introduce some new

aspocts to .Arab urban geogro.phy.

In its modern d.evelopment Baghdad provides another peculiar

phenomenon, namely the governmental residential suburbs. The

government has deliberately created nell social segregation. The

new social stratifica.tion depends on the relative economic and

professional status of the occupants. Particular professional

groups aro housed on particular snes. This is irycomplete contrast

to the naturally developed tra.ditional residential mahallah.

It meant that ne1'1 social problems ha.ve beon created which need

particular attention. These nevI problems are the consequence of

the present •modern , urbanization of a developing country, a
. ,

phenomenon not observed in the advanced countries.

Urba.n geography here can help to comprehend the relevnnt

problems and thus provide' a new dimension to its work. In this

sonse too tho present investigation helps to offer 'hTider applica.-

tion to tho study of Arab towns. In common with most other Arab

towns Baghdad MS had no datailed urban study. .Almost all that

has been written about Baghdad is historioal. Historians have

primarily dea.lt with the social life of Baghdad's past, particularly
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that ralatou. to tho Caliphs and political leaders. This together

with tho lack of documents relating to both past and present

has left Daghdnd '\'1ithout an;y reliable, including statistical,

information. In comparison, most European tOvlrlS have statistical

information and have already been the subject to variolls kinds of'

investigations. Recently three f'irms of f'oreign tOl-nl-planning

consultants have been investigating ]nghdnd. These poople have

attempted to do town-planning without adequate research on the

social and economic structure of the city. '1'hey have not studied

local society and logislation. The intimate relntionship bet\'1een

function and form was overlooked.

In practice, there has been no participation of local bodies,

whether oitizens or authorities, in the olaboration of' these plans.

This means that the plans have been imposed f'rom the top without

nny comprehensive study of the city, which should serve its Ol'lrl

society. In these oircumstances none of these plans can in f'act

be implemented. However, Bome useful information has been accumul~ted

during the preparation of these plans and \'rlll be referred to where

relevant.

In addition to the crucial lack of' basic data urban geography

in the Arab t-lorld has evolved no general theoretical framework

appropriato to the characteristics pecular to Arab tmms.

Most studies \'lI'itten about Middle Eastern towns have dealt with

Iranian towns. These studies are valuable in shedding light on the

1>1os1om town. However, though Iranian tOlms are Islamized they are

not strictly llrab in any full social and historic sense. There

are differences botween Arab and Persian society and culture with
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consequent differences in the respective tOWIlscapes. Clearly

urban society provides the essential context on which 0.11 other

procosses depond.

Unfort~toly, most of the Arab geographers have dealt with

soparato (Spects of the town. This indicates the absence of' a

thooretico.l frame by which the Arab town' can be approached.

Thl8hdn.d. can bo studied in terms of' v~ious systematic

approaches, Le. tho flmctional, the historical or the morphologic&1.

A geographical study of Daghc1.ad can also emphasize vnrious

systematic viewpein·~s ouch as the centro.l-place aspect.

Owing to the o.bsencc of more spocio.lized investigations on

these lineD the city has been studied in the present investigation

in terms of 0. general urban geograpl\y, but with considerable

emphasis on its morphologiool aspects. Urban morphology has

received little if ~ attention in tho Arab geographical literature.

It is in MY case 0. relatively neglected aspect in current urban

geography. Yet to ignore it, is to ignore the physical reality

of tho town itself.

Tho study will inolude various aspocts of the city. Thus

residential growth, migration, industrial developmont, tra."1sportation

and commercial land uses are dealt \·1i.th to explnin the recent

uncontrolled growth of the city.

To provide an elucidation of the formative processes f'ash~oning

the city, the study ho.s drawn upon several related disciplines such

as architecture, hydrology, sociology, history, political science,

economics etc. In Bome ways thero is an overlap between the

approachos of these fields. Urban geography is interested in the
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differentiation of various functional area.s within the cit;}r, in

social organization and in the expression of these functional

aspecto in corresponding physical forms and patterns that give

urban spaco its particular character.

The unguided gro\-lth, destruction and haphazard locational

patterns of land uses in Baghdad, as in many other .Arab towns, result

largely from the neglect of the geographical structure of local

society by planners in their investigations. This geographical

structure io no doubt one of the major fundamentals of urban

geography upon which planning decisions should be based.

All planning tokes place in a spatial frame whether within

the city or without. lS.ghdad like any other town is a field of

planning operation. Urban geography, particularly in the Third

World, can be more than useful in regional and town planning and i~

the long term development of the region.

Too often planners in the .Arab l-10rld underestimate spatial

factors and the way in which different elements interplay. Planners

have jumped to the future overlooking all too frequently the past and

the present. Yet these t"10 aspects do form the basis of future

development.

Urban geography has the methods and techniques applicable to

the examination of evolving problems in a.n;y urban society. Yet so far

Arab geographers have not taken part in any kind of sooial or civic

planning. Planning as an operation is too diffioult to be run by

a single specialist, in Iraq's case, the engineer. It calls for the

partioipation of a group of specialists, which may be led by any

intelligent and gifted person of the group.

The possibility of using urban geography in town and regional
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planning should not be detrimental to the subject since the

connection ~dll develop and advance the field of urban geograp~

rather than deflecting it from its own appropriate philosop~.

By understanding the very compli~ted social and functional

interrelationships in the intra-city space, urban geograp~ may

successfully help in improving the :urb~ environment and attaining

a better urban woy of life in Arab to~s. Guiding a mushrooming

city such ao Daghdad in this way brings the field of urban

geography in tho Third World to more immediate practical application.

To be able to partioipate in planning decisions in conditions

where documental and statistical information is inadequate, urban

geography in the Arab tOl-lnB should be based much more firmly on

fieldwork.

Tho nature of field investigation is determined by the kind 9f

study and the information required.

In this study fieldwork has proved ·very necessary in

elucidating the interrelationship between functions and patterns.

These interrelationships 'provide a significant field of genetic,

analysis rendering the understanding of forms gained in the

investigation of one representative example applicable to .the

study of other Arab towns. The scope and method done for this

investigation is explained in Appendix A.

In any Arab to\-ID building fabric and street system yield

perhaps more information than most of the ancient documents. They

mirror the interrelation between the socio-economic and technological

factors influencing tho ' city evolution. Therefore, the current

study considers ,the townscape elements as the major criteria in
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comprehending and an1ysing the development of the city.

Four house types and three broad types of street system have

been recognized in Baghdad. They have helped significantly in

understanding the transformation taldng place in any of the tovmscape

e1eoents. Only by this method which depends almost tota.lly on field

investigation, has it been possible to recognize th~c as a historical

Arab city Baghdad has distinct morphological phases.

Houses of the second phase for example cannot be found in any

of the other periods, providing thus a reliable method to follo1'1 the

evolution of the townscape.

In the investigation of any large city the recognition of

morphological phases is of great importance. This principle of

morphological phasing may be applied to many other Arab towns.

Morphological phases naturally reflect the cultural history of the

town concerned.

I~fuen one period has achieved the manifestation of its own

requirements in the urban pattern of land .use, streets, plots and

buildings, another supersedes it in turn, and·the built~up area,

in its functional organization -as well as in its townscape, becomes

the accumulated record of the town's development." 1 This means that

the investigatov must be armed with efficient historical, economic

and political lmowledge of the region in which the city is located.

It is pertinent to point out here that the processes of change and

replacement occurring, in the preceding periods should not be over-

looked in urban investigation.

'Eaoh morphological phase oxpresses itself in the town plan as

well as the building types created by particular needs and dynamic
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impacts of society in a:ny particular stage of its cultural evolutton.

A townscape represents the physical manifestation of social

and functional aspects of urban geography through time.

The morphological side of this study has been stimulated by
"I\~

the absence of similar studies in Iraq by the theoretical approach
~ .

in the morphological work recently done by M.R.G. Conzen in Alnwiok

and. Newcastle upon Tyne~ The implementation of this approach in

studying B:l.ghdad. depends primarily on the nature of field ~lork.

Though the social, historioal, economic, climatic and technolo-

gical context of lmglish towns is quite different from that of

Baghdad, research experience has shown how relevant the general

theoretical approach is to the case under investigation. One

aspect, strikingly applicable, is the concept of the fringe-belt,

which links functional and morphological aspects together in a

credible scheme of development.

It is interesting that although laghdad. has its own developm~ntal

processes both in the centre and the periphery, the general genit~cal

approach demonstrated in the case of those two English towns gw.d€ld by

careful observation of the details peculiar to Baghdad as an Arab

town bas helped in tracing the latter's fringe-belt and its evolution-

a.ry processes.

It is suggested that the recognition of fringe-belt growth

is an important aspect for the Arab urban geograpby and its associated

morphological studies.

In the light of this discussion much of the terminology used

in Conzen's work has been adopted in this studJr, retaining its

basic meaning, but recognising the variations arising from the very

different context of the Arab case.
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The theor~tical framework of a fringe-belt arranged round

its' fixation line is very well demonstrated in the case of laghdad,

firstly associated rlith the medieval wall and more recently With the

city dyke. The evolutionary processes within the intra- and

extramural limits of fringe-belts, typified by repletion in the

former and accretion in the latter, are distinctive features in

Baghdadts morphological dynamism. Though it is much bigger than

the two English to't'mB mentioned earl'ier, Baghdad protrays surprising

similarity of some basic principles of developmental change.

Furthermore, it is safe to state that the theoretical approach'

associated With the fringe-belt concept can be observed in most

of the Mesopotamia's largo tOrms particularly,those built before the

nineteenth cent'DI"Y.

As in the case of many other towns the geographical reaIity of

the fringe-belt as an urban phenomenon and its structural forms

in Baghdad is determined by economic, social and physical factors

within a regional context. Uorphologically, these factors

mirror the whole spectrum of social necessity, functional

significance and. geographical setting of the tributary region over

a certain period of time.

The components of Baghdad's townscape, Le. town-plan, building

fabric and land uses react perhaps in somewhat similar ways but with

different speed to functional and physical factors impringing on them

as compared with those observed in European towns. Thus in Baghdad

observation frequently shows that more than one function can be

housed in ~he same building, whether simultaneously or successively.

Buildings IDa\Y thus be said to have a resistence to physical. change



but not to the .same ex~ent as tho town....plan, tlmch indicates the

evoluti"onary processos of tho city's townscape.
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1 H~RoG. Conzcn, Alnt-lick, lTorthumberland, A study in Town-plon.......-.- .-

Analysis, I.B.G., Publ. 27.; (1960)6.

2 Conzen, Ope cit., (1960), M.R.u o Conzen, The Plan Analysis of

on ~lish City Centre, Printed in Proce&dings of I.G,U.

Symposium in Urban Geography, Lund, ed. by K. Nevborg, Lund,

(1962), 'i :1 0 383 - 414.
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CIIAPl'ER 2•....., c·_

Baghdad's Situation in its historical
context

Baghdad was founded to fulfil the role of an Arab capital,

and was not born by chance. Made by men and for men, it was

placed where armies, caravans, men and goods can easily meet. Such

was the 98.se with Baghdad, one of the most historic cities of Iraq

and though it looks back on a development of more than twelve hundred

years Baghdad reveals' its metropolitro+ past and uniqueness by its

internal pattern and physical arrangement. In order to explain its

location, it is necessary to look at its' geographical setting in

relation to the whole ancient world, basia and. Africa, in the midd~e

of which Baghdad stands. It is only within this context, which may

at first sight seem exaggerated, that Baghdad finds its full signifi-

cance.

The physical setting i.e. site and situation of alliY' se.ttlement

is constantly changing. ~siographic forms can never be thought as

finished pr.oductst

The site is the piece of land on whi~:,~ city rests, develops

and aetuall~. occupies, w?ile the 'situation of the city covers a

wid~r.~egion'within which the 'city interacts.

The ,human. potential, of the:region, degree of centrality of the

t~wn and its accessibil~ty, are the major elements of situation.

In the course of development Baghdad's urban' morphology has been

influenced by the changes in ·the city' s situation. Urban growth

is not necessarily a simple cumulative process. During:its evolution

Baghdad.experienced periods of growth, stagnation-and decline. This

was ,caused by p~sical and human factors. Layout and p~sical struc

ture of the city: have been influenced. and shaped by these factors in
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varioua ways.

Physical factors are represented by floods, sedimentation and

the shifting of .river courses (Fig. 2.l.4.b ). Human factors on the

other hand, are shown in the frequent wars, socio-economic develop";

ment and technological changes.

The geographical setting of Baghdad, which gathers the city's

ph;ysical aspects and their effects on its growth as well as Iraq's

urban hierarch;y, will be dis cussed in this part.

Baghdad's Situation.

Tke'importance of Iraq's geographical situation has been obvious

since Alexander's armies linked Europe with India twenty-two centuri~s

ago. Through Iraq f-an not only the shortest but the easiest routes

from Europe to the Arabian Gulf* and II1dia, until the dis...90very

of the Cape Route. From the time' of the Babylonian Empire the

trade of the Far East tended to pass through Iraq to the Levant

porls on the Mediterranean. The importance of an effective situation

such as that of B9.ghdad is refleetedin the emergence of many urban

settlements all of which were centres for traffic concentration.

The first city of Baghdad was developed as an oasis city, irrigated

entirely by rivers, of which the Tigris is the main. The Tigris

and Euphrates rivers have induced concentration of routes on

Baghdad's site where they can be crossed fairly easily at the'waist

of Mesopotamia'. The waist is where the Tigris and Euphrates run

nearest to one another. The 'land between the two rivers at this

* Arabian Gulf is the term uaed in Iraq and the other Arabian

countries, mown in Europe as the Persian Gulf.
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" '

variouS stci.ges ot the Mstorical development of the area.

Modern l3a.ghdadfldike its Arab predecessor, Al-Mansur's

d " *
"Round City", lies on both banks of the Tigris river some 630 kns

from the mouth of Shatt aI-Arab and 650 ,kms from Iasrah, which to

all intents and purposes is its port~ Within Mesopotamia's

alluvial plain Baghdad commands the most strategic site in the

country which helps to explain its vigorous 'urban development

compared with other towns in the country.

Since its early 'foundation, :Baghdad has occupied a unique

position, refleeti~ the importance of its situation in the countr;v.

Its importance derives from its water front, ,crossroads position

and position within arela.tively densely populated area (Fig. 2.2).

It is the window through which Iraq, and the Arab World looks t'o, ~d in

touch with, foreign nat'ions' from,the north and ~st'. Ba:ghdad' has an

obvious central position in Iraq. It, is'about 325 kms from the

Syrian border, 460 kina, from the'Jordanian 'border" 586 kns from the

Turkish border.. and. 169,}{ms from the Iranian border. Tho relative

stability of this central" position of Baghdad has supported the

situational importance,_ from which it' derives it's function as a

capita.l.

The geographical advantages of Baghdad's site and'situation

were thus taken ~into consideration during the :founding of ,the city

as an imperial capital :in 762 A.D. (145 A.H.)**'

* Al-Manstlt' 'is ,the founder of the city of Baghdad. ,He is the second

Abbasid Caliph•

.. Iates in brackets refer to the :Arab system of 'dating which takes

its origin from Hijrah, the flight of the Prophet Muhammad from

Mecca. 'on 16th July 622 A.D.
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Baghdad tod~ is not at the centre site of its Liwa (Fig. 2.1,a,bJ )

It is situated some 40 kam from tho boundaries of Hamadi LiWEl t

200 kms from the provincial boundaries of Mosu1 and only 15 kms

from tho boUndaries of I>i.yala Liwa. The latter boundaries are

not far from tho built-up area of the capital. Hence new

administrative divisions are ver,y much needed for a rational modern
(

development of Baghdad'. Moreover, tho new .Ama.na.t al-Asimah (the

municipality of the capital) boundaries cover some territories

belonging to other administrative units within lhghdad Liwa, such

as Abu-Ghraib, Mahmudiyah, and others, which consequently make it

difficult to obtain comparable census da.ta of I3a.ghdad. The

expansion of both, the built-up ~eas and the municipal boundaries,

reflect the successive stages of the situational and functional

development of the city.

FUrthermore, Baghdad has political and administra.tive centrality•.
This has been associated with Baghdad's positive and negative

historical phases. In its history, Daghdad remained eithl;lr a.

sta.te capital or a provinoial capital. Daghdad has been influenced

by its rogional and international context. This can also be Been in

the earlier cities of central Iraq, all of them emphasizing the

great importance of that situation. All tl10se earlier centres have

benefited to a large extent from the situation before and. after

the a.dvent of Islam in Mesopotania. Its vast pla.in and fertility

~ustained its contripetal attraction for many urban settlements.

Man participated in the ph3"sical factors in founding and devoloping

aternative sites in Baghdad's situation. The interests of leaders

or langs in those da;ys had their own role in choosing and building
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a. Tel Harmal

b. arra
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SOME PRE-ISLAMIC URBAN SETILEMENTS
lN MESOPOTAMIA (AFTER SUSA)
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Fig.2.2 Islamic Urban Settlements
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the settlement, e.g. the movement a1-Saffah the first Abbasid Caliph
'.

from Hnshimiyat a.l-Kufoh towards a1-Anbar, \oThere he built a1-Hashici;rd

as a new Abasid capital~ Al-Saffah moved just becaUse Hashimiya£

a1-Kufah was not associated with his nace. It was naced after

Ibn Hubairah, the UIDa3Yad leader. Its relics today are near the

recent to~m of Fa11ujah (F1g. 2.2)

Most of those urban settlements whether pre-Islamic or Islamic

were sited within an area of some 120·lerna north of Baghdad, 150 kiltS
).

south and &:>uth-~'(JSt and not more than 65 kina from both mst and

wast of the city. Pre-Islamic and Islamic urban Settlements ~

be discussed briefly as fo11ows:(F1gs.2.2,2.3)

Babylon or Babi1, t.he capital of Daby1onia, built aromd its great

temPles and royal p$laces, is mentioned as far back as 2350 D.C. as an

urban settlement of considerable size. One important period in its

existence 'was that of the regions of Hammurabi and Nebuchadnezzar.

The cHiy was. froquent1y destroyed by raids and. invasions. The

ruins now on the site dato back'to tho' death at Ilaby10n of Alexander

the Great, 323 B.C. ,when the city was finally abandoned1
"'11, .

Tel Harmal one of the 'small mounds in South-8a.storn Daghdad,

8 kJs east of tho city centre, waasoce kind of provincial capital

within the oity state of EBlmuna and was excava.ted---in 1949.' It was

·an important administrative centre and the f1ourishi1l5 period of

tho town was in. the last period' of the Kingdom's independence.
!.

This 'was put to an end by the conquest of the ~~untry by' HarnInUro.bi

of Babylon in 'the thirty secon'd yoar of his reign (F1g. 2.4)



i . 2.5

a. Durkuri zu ( )

b. Ctesiphon ch (Tag Kisra)
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Dur-Kurigalzu is called locally A'gerguf or Tel A'gerguf.

It was a Kassite city established by Kurigalzu i;he King in the

5
beginning of the 15th century D.C. The relics of this city are

in need of further excavation. It lies 8 kes north west of

Baghdad (Fig. 2.5a) Seleucia "laS founded by Seleucus I "icutor

in the 3rd century B.C. 'It is situ.e.ted'.on the right bank of the

Tigris, some 32 kInS south of Baghdad and opposite to ctesiphon.

Its ruins are now laiowri as Tel Umran? It played the role of

the oastern capital of the Seleucid DJpiro. ctesiphon is

situated some 32 killS s'Duth-east of laghdad, 2 kns iouth of the

confluenco' of Diyala., tho Southernniost' tributary of tho Tigris.

It had been nnDed ctespiphon by tho Greeks. In 150 D.C. it became

the winter capital of the Parlhinn Kings, who were replaced by

tho Sassanids. It WM known as al.;.l.1adain by the liI'o,bs. It is

situated on tho main road which' connects Roron Syria to the nest

with the Parthian te.rritorios 'to tho east. The road comes down

from Intakio.h towards the Euphrat(lsj one of its bre.nches crosses

the desert towards ctesiphori. It is now known as Salcan Pa.k

after the famous lioslem Saint, Salman' the Persian. It is now 0.

townlet within lhghdad Liwa.-' Tho arch, still standing at

Cetesiphon·is To.k Kisre. '(Chor:iroos arch) (Fig. 26b).

Kufah was 'established after the 'conquest of Iraq by the lU'o.bs about

6380.1) during the reign of QQo.ri the Cn.liph. It \-ms intended to

serve as a permanent .ca.cp on the Arab or desert side of the

Euphrates and occupied on extonsive plain lying above the river

bank. It was a pilgrimge stage point, and now it is one of the

Shieh religious centres within Karbala Liwa'.
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Al-HnshiI:1i.ya"", was built by Yazid Ibn Hubairah, an

Omayya.d leader during the reign of Uarwan Ibn 1,~d, tho last

Omayya.d Caliph. Al-lfmnaur, tho sGcond Abbasid Caliph made

.lU-Hashimiyat his capital for a time before the foundation of

:Baghdad?

1/fadinat and Q9.sr Ibn Hubairah was founded by the SaDe founder.

Yazid had' built his palace awQY from Kufah for political reaaons.

It was situated on the Fhstern side of the Euphrates above Kufah.

AI-Mansur did live for a time in'this settlement before ~e founded

his new capital at Baghdad.

Al..Anbar wns a town an tho Euphrates, somo 64 kms v.est of

Daghdad. Its existence dated from long -before the lh'ab conquest,

and it was called "Firuz Sabur" by the Persians. It had been

built by Sabur II who reigned from 310 - 379 n.c.8
It was rebuilt

by a1-Saffah, the caliph, nine years before tho foundation _,of

Baghdad. The· Caliph al-Shaffah and a1-Mansur mnde ,it their

residence for a. time. 'The importance of a1-Anbar lay in its

position, o.tthe head of the Isa Canal, the first great navigable

canal flowing from the EUphrates to the Tigris. It is now in

ruins and- has beenrep!aced by;the modern market town of a1-Fa11ujah.

Haeit was founded by ,a1-Hajjaj the ~ad victor of

Mesopotamia" ,in the year 702 or -703 'A.-D. The city occupied both

banks, of. tho'--ancient _course of the .Tigris, _and ·the two sides of

tho city wero connected by a pontoon bridge. It was called Hasit

(midd1e)'because it was.in.the middle between Dasrah, Kufah and

a1-Anbo.r. Apparently -the -eastern part of tho town fell in ruins

earlier than the western part. ·The Tigris ceased to flow po,at
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1'lasit iii····the 17th century, and th~ the city fell completel;}r into

ruins. According to Susa~ however, it was ruined after 1421A.D.

These ruins are now near r.l-lIni, the modern to\-ID l·1ithin !Cut Liwa~

.P~Jl (Fig. 2..1;'b)had been founded as 0. new capital for the

Abbasid Empire during the reign of al Mu ,'tasim, \'lho hc.d. moved

from Baghdad by the yea:r 836 A.D. (221) for political reasons.

It was no longer the capital in 892 A.D. (27~) . 'when Hutamid

10
returned to Ihghdad.. Samrra, the temporary Abbasid capital,

stands on bluffs out of tho reach of floods. 4,320 years of

historical change has seen the decay and birth of urbanism. Modern

Baehdad represents the contemporary phase of this deep-rooted urban

development.

In the course of urban evolution, ono can easily sec that

Seleucia during the Greek period inherited Babylon. Similarly

ctesiphon during the Bo.esanid period replaoed Seleucia. Daghdad

of the .Arab empire functionally inherited all of' ctesiphon, Kufah,

al-Hashimiya-h, al-lInbar, and other nearby settlements. Some of

them are'no more than rolics at present, e.g. al-llnbar, while

others such ~s mfah survived to continue their urban functions.

The advantages of Ba.ghdad t s 8ituat ion have thus passed froD one

urban site to another.

Baghdad as tho last of this site succession, has served as en

outstanding conunercial and cultural focal point between tho

civilizations of l3a.bylonia, Assyria, tho Kassite state, Greeco

and. Persia.. For this reason and with the very great efforts and

resources of manpower in those days, Seleucia, ctesiphon and other

tOl-IDS and cit~es were established to play the central role of a
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capital. The site inhe:,itance can be clearly seen when one

realises that all the sites mentioned had practiced more or less

the same functions, particularly in administration, defence and

COInmdrce. The importance of commerce goes as far back as

3000 D. C., when there \oTere regular caravans connecting Ihbylon

with tho above mentioned civilisations.
11

The Chief Sooia-economic and Physical Motives for Baghdad. fS

Foundation:

It is perhaps worth discussing here the min motives of

Baghdad's foundation. The situation and site of Baghdad have

military, political and adDinistrative advantages. The area is

economcally promising and agriculturally rich. The climate

here was relatively milder than other desert areas and there

were potential advantages for further urban growth.----B9.ghdad's ph¥sical setting was considered and examinod very

carefully before the foundation of the city. Several envoys were

sent by al",:"Mansur to examine the land on either side of the Tigris.

1.loreover aI-Mansur himself had inquired of the Christian Sahib

Bo.ghdad. (tho religious leader) about tho area's climate, fertility,

and accessibility. Sahib ~hdad replied "Your capital II\Y Lord

will be between four TusslJgs, two on each side of the Tigris,

Katrabul and Daduria in the Western side, Dug and Kilwaza on

the Eastern side. You will be near \-Tater, surrounded \-lith palm

trees and orohards. It will be easy to move froe one side to the

other if ~ natural or human disaster should occur on any side.

Commodities will be easily accessible from Morocco, aI-Sham and

E6;ypt. Rivers would be navigable to import froe as far as China,

India, Dasrah and Hasit. It will be easy to USe the Tigris as a
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medium to import from P.omn countries 1 Jezirah and 1tlosul. No

.encI!\V will be able to attack without building a bridge which

could easily be cut, consequently trapping them. Finally you

win be in the centre, between InsrM, Hasit, Kufah and Mosul,

as well as the whole of the ·v;orld. You will be in the vicinity

of both mountains and the sea. ,,*12

Al-l.1'ansur was not satisfied l'lith all the findings of his

investigator, so he spent t'·I0· nights and two days thero exploring

several sites. Finally ho realised and accepted all the salient

features already fJentioned. He stated that "it is a good

military camp. 130sides here is the Tigris' to put us in touch

with lands as' far as China. We can'benefit from the' sea produce,

we can also import from al-Jezirnh and Armenia. .And this is tho

Euphrates through which all' cOlllI:lodities will come from aI-Sham,

Raggah and their surroundings. ,,13 So aI-Mansur was no doubt

fully aware of the strategical and economic advantages of the

physical setting of I30.ghd.a.d; he almost drel-r a world, map of the

space relations and natural nodali~y of his city~4

* Tradition further avers that the monks produced a propheC'J

from one of their ancient' books to the affect that a great city

would be founded near their monastry by one with the name of

Miklas, a name '\-Thich the Caliph assurod his audience he had.

actuo.lly borne himsolf as a boy. This was the name of n.

celebrnt'ed· thief of tho time n.nd lbnsur had earned the nickname

by SODe boYish peccadillo.
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If o.l-~fidain* waist is considered as 0. nodal region, Dnghda.d

which COIllIllQ.nds it 'becomes i tanodal focus. The wo.ist -is where

tho Tigris o.nd EUphro.tes runS 'nearest to one anothor~ The

distonco between o.1-fu.fido.in in ·this waist' is just 32 kne. This

nodality has been reinforced on' the -twentieth century by building

ro.i1wn;ys following the old'routew~a, i~e. both lo.nd and water

routewn;ys, which have ·o.ttracted the mo.jorit~ of Iro.qi urban and

ruro.1 settlements (Fig. 2~6). :fughdo.d's- sitUrition· clarifios tho

geogro.phic ·reo.iity·tOOt such ,'sottlementS'· are 'indu~ed~'bytheir '

nodo.iity ·to bo centros' of lirbcin 'development and traffic concentration.

From its found.o.tion until now··~hda.d"ho.s,been the 'mo.jor junction

ond break of 'bulk point 'in' Iraq. ·lit,·present :Ihghdo.d· represents tho

chiof collecting and dist'ributin;g· centre- -1;1' tho. coun·~ry. USU£l.lly

two thirds of tho goods imported; from Syria, Lobonon and Turkey

are un,loo.ded'irt Ihghdail, the other·thi:roc~?es to lhsrah. lhghdo.d

distributes these 'goods··to tho' majority of Iraqi urban settlements.

The milita.ry' factor bohuld th'e' foimc1D.tion of· :Da.c!hdo.d was

important"because 'of the need, to· build fortresses'in ordor to 'control

a vast empire. Daghdo.d·has 0. potentially ~efensive site. Rivers

were qonsidered as great dofensive aids. 1~o.1-1~ur realised

'.- toot' no 'enelI\Y could arrive in 'Ihghdad with6~t crossing 0. bridgeJ
, -

neither from the east (Tho Tigris) nor from tho vest (tho Euphrates).

].!oreover, the loops in the -Tigris reinforced the defensive advantages.

So "it was ,0. strong·to.ctical :l'oint -in a good .strategic situation,

which' minimized possible attacks... ··Tho military rolo c;>f J30.ghdo.cl's

Bite is one of its primary-functions. Iraq' is -surrounded by' Turkey

* lll-Ra:fidain .is .an ~bic'word .widoly used, in. Iraq, referrir::g to the
Tigris and Euphrates river~ collectively. 'The land of al-Ro.fic1D.in'-.has the SnIDe .moaning of 'Mesopotamia'. Hafid is the singular Jlrabic

. name of either of the two'~rivers~ Literally ro.fid moans tributary•

...
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~n the nvrth and Persia in the east, both moutainous in terrain,

while on the other sides Irnq"is surrounded by .Arab territories _

inhabited by its own people.

The plentiful permanent water supply' from the Tigris and

Euphrates, and their irrigation systems" reinforced and facilitated

the militnry defence funct.ion of lJaghdad, since '\-la.ter is a vito.l

necessity during both peace and'wox - particularly in long

blocy..ades. Severa.loono.ls served as def~peive mqo.ts for the city

of al-Mansur. ,The geographirol centrality of Jhghdad both nt

present and at, the time of the .Arab empire in the lliddle llges,

go.vo it defenseve significance. Moreover, defensive facilities
'-',

wore reinforced when',al-MO.nsur accommo!in.ted his: clo.nsmon and

families, around his palace in the neH capital. Ho also had tho

city':'l"1all_~td-1>y- three enolosures"togother with an external circular,------- -- ~-- ._--_..,- ....- . ._._--~

_~tch. Tho walls here completodithe\natural defences offered by
----~-----------~---_¥- -~-----------_._-------

the area.-_.-- However, tho defensivo',cha.rncteristics of l3aB'hda.d's site
_,__ •• ' • • • _._ __ .J _~_.~ + ~_. _

are no lona-er as vital' b'ecauae of modern mi11tary warfare. The---- -- _.- -- ....:. -" -

defense factor indeedho.s stampod'the dqvelopment of tho city and

its physiool expansion a.s eerly o.s' the first world war ~lhen the

medieval walls bego.n ,to bo' negl~oted.

The'influenco'of'the polittcialfnct'or is excoptionally well
...... ..~' . ~- . - ~ _. - ---... -- " . . ~

'developed ,thanks to 'a prevaili~ '.Arab~tradition l'1hereby every
. .

, :ruler and. ruling dynasty used' to abo.:na.on the .co.pital' city of its. -~.__.~-_. -.'

predecessor because of the, tribal "rivnlries at home and establ~sh
'-. - -- - - .( , ... -

a newly founded city' of thoir own~5_ HOl'1eVer, it Hould have boen-------un~lise of nl-1!ansur to choose his ~apital in Syria since it wo.s

entirely pro-Oma.;yyads; and at the aq.mo time Damascus lacked good
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l'later communicatIon com,tlared "lith the new' :Jite of m3'hc1.cd. The

possibility of building his "capital in.Khurasnr~l the land of his

Persitin supporters waS also dismissed. This c~oice of location

WOuld, have isolo.ted the caliph from his. f~a.b homolv',lJ.. lbghdad

was on an effective line' of communication. This l'Tould be'

evident since' the already mentioned towns: were devdoped in tho

same area. Jhghdad'Ms,:the double advantage of boiDB' near enough

-to'Persia, yet it i~S in its native land.

Politico.l disasters in I'J.Elcco. .and l&l.dinnh where the rea.son for

'~ch of, tho' friC?tion in hoth cities, :which'were ,tho traditional

'contres of,Islamic power. Pa"plo ,in those ,·places were no lorger

propl:'..I'ed to take up political initiatives. Iroraover, l&:l.dinah was'

t'?o remote to administer an ompire,succeslfully. Tho oxplosivo

atniosphere' in al-Hashimiyp.h" O£t er the revolution of al-Roll.'"1diYah*

against the Caliph .made it very:difficult:'for. him .to stay thore.

lhsrah hnd been established as .a loco.l provincio.l contre, at the

so.no'tim? being situatod off tho,main international highw~B usod

at the time. Kufah citizens bo~e hostility towards, the ~bba.sid

Caliphs, because of their deep-rooted support for tho iUlJ;Yid family.

This was an additional factor for o.l-l~sur ohoosing o.nother site.

Tho 1lrab. empire, however" had renched a -sto.go o.t '-lhich the

unifying effect of 0. single capita.l was ,urgently needed for

cultural progress. In addition.to the political advantages of

Baghdad's central location, thore were also ndministrative

advantages. This enabled the caliph to control his empire.

* They were a po.rticular group of people who hnd peculiar beliefs.

They believed that their God was o.l-Hansur~6
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lirnUnistrative function is considered hOIO as anothor primar,y

function of tho city, l·lhich{ added to its urbnn development.

Baghdad, however, becneo ono of the major capitals during the

Abba.sid caliphate because aI-Mansur wanted it to stand as a

Shovl-piece of .L1rab culture above the culturus of neighboUl"ing

countries as well 0.8 a secure place for the caliph's imperial ~rmy.

Baghdad is located in a fertile and cultivated plain with a

developed system of irrigation from the Tigris, the Euphrates

and Diyala. It has great agricultural potential, since it is

situated in the levee and bo.sin type topography of the lIosopotamian

plain, both of which have a fertile soil and ~ULtural drv..inage.

It has fertile hinterland from 'Vlhioh supplies can be dral-m. It

has benefitted from the different levels of the Euphrates and

Tigris, by using a gravity system of irriffO.tion. The Euphrates is

50 m above N.S.L.opposite Baghdad, near Fallujah, \-lhila the TigrifJ
at Baghdad has an average level· of 32 III above U.S.L.

Doghdad's environs has a continuous growing season for crope r

Bnghdad enjoys hot weather which is hOl-rover, rel~tivoly mild when

cOIDpt:'..I'ed 'tdth the severe heat of other marginal desert sites, which

l-rore capitals before lJaghdad. .JlJ.-Rafidain have their own Iilicro-

climatic effects. J.lore details about c1; matic conditions will
v

be disoussed later in chapter four.

The area of Baghdad is free from raalarial trE'.cts so common

in some other parts of the country. Besides, rivers, streaos,

orchards, vegetation, lakos, ponds, desert and the countryside

near Baghdad. between the Tigris and Euphrates were all a great

attraction to the Caliph and hie followers as recreational

centres and picnic spots.
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As a result of flood control there were :au p~sical obstacles

to Baghdad's urban growt~· Agricultural, trade, other domestic

utilities, and now industr,y are making use of its~ site

advant~es, which include water supply aild plentiful 'space, thus

paving the 'iaY for urban development in all directions.

~ choosing this site for Baghdad, the Capital of iihe Arab sta.te

was brought further n:>rth than ever before. From here it could perform

the function of a capital more effectively.

\ SOCi.;u;. Arabs",re not rural dusllers, since ths desert was their

, homeJand. So one can understand w~ they p:,'eferred peripheral

sites, 'i.e. not :far away from the desert, such 'as Basrah, Kufah, nnd

severOlloities in North Africa. The desert was consider-ed useful by

the Arabs only for military t~ainirig. ;But later on they transferred.

their capitals to interior sites such as Baghdad, to administer the

empire· from a more suitable 'location.. ~ building the fortified cit;r

of Baghdad al-Mansur perpetuated his fame. Prestige was always very

important to Arab leaders.

During the oourse of time Baghdad's 'situation has varied considerably

in functional .significance. This was owing to the means of transport,

which have been influenoed by the topograp~ of the country, trends ot;

international routes' and :p'olitical status, and their effect upon

Baghdad's 'territorial position,.. These aspects will now be discussed.

Heans of TransJ~.oIj,,:· (Fig. 2.7, 2. 8)

River Trans~ort:

.AJ..:':"Ra.fidain are the main obvious p~sical features in the countr,y.

They 'have been and' are to some extent still one of the chief means of

transport. They are the main resources of fertility, irrigation and.

defence.
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The "raison d'etre" of oldand modern lagh1ad lies in its functional

aspect) the contral situation being of great importance i~ ~ttracti~

population and development of the city. This is why l3a.ghdad resisted

pressur~3 and survived in spite of a long ~eries of human and physical

tragedies. Generally the natural topogra.phy of Iraq has facilitated

Baghdad's accessibility to the most populated areas of the count~r.

The national and international relations of Baghdad are dependent;

on the transport network.

railways and aviation. The

are strongly in~errelated.

They are river naVigation, land routes,

dey~lopment of the city -Bnd. of transport

I ~ . •
Within this rel~tionship Baghdad has

served ~s the 'heart of the countI'¥ with transport routes as arteries.

, The improvement of communi'ootion has· pr~'moted the prosperity of

l3a.ghdad, this can be seen equally i'n the past and present.,

Commercially1hghd~ made u~~ of ·this' 'advantageous situation.

Water routes serve as one of the' most in'tp'oI-tant means of transport

for Baghdad, as a large 'Mesopotamian centre•. The influence of river

transport can ,be seen by the compet'iti~n'of various central',functions

to occupy sites as .near to the' Tigris' as 'possibl,e.-'This accounts for

"
~he,high concentration of bazaars Snd'khans'alongside the river in

the central area. Until the' MODgollan,invaJion;the -Euphrates was

connected with the Tigris by sevea canals, from 'the vicinity of the

Mediterranean to the Arabian Gulf. 'The present 'canal of &lq~awiyah

(Fig.2.8Q:) croBsing l1e~'op~tamia in a general. eastward direction and.

"
branching from the Euphrates above Fall1J,jah, ,. is without doubt one of

the most ancient commercial' navigation routes in the world:7 It is

probably the ,canal kno:wn.in the past as .Isa*. The Isa canal \oTaS

navigable by big ships of tho.sedays, which brought commodities from

* ..The area between -the Tigris and Euphrates bot,'lcen Fallujah and Hindiynh
Barrage is served by a group of canals commanded by the natural river
levels, known as the Euphrates left bank canals. (Fig. 2.&). These are the
Saqlawiyah, Abu-Ghraib, Yusifiyah and I.e.tifiyah, serving 336 sq. k.in.'~
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both al-Sham*= and Egypt. Al-Mansur had already realised the si.Jliuational

importance of Baghdad \'lhen he said, just before Baghdad's establishment

"that all ships of Hasit, J3asrah and Baghdad are navigating in the

Tigris ,,19 The security of river transport during those days was,

however, greater than that of land transport, since ato;d.cks of

caravans by nomadio tribes was not Uncommon; this applied ~vticularly

between the Mongolian occupation and the end of the 19th century. Tpe

Tigris river was the main connecting link between Baghdad, Hasit ,

Basrah' and India, in a Boui;ohern and south-eastern direction and to }.!osul,

Diyarbakr, Rabiah,. Armenia and Azerbaijan to the llorthJJntil tho
~

sixteenth' century, commodit'es wore transported with European merchants

"navigating thor'Euphrates dot-m to Fallujah. From there land transport

was used to-Baghdad, either stopping there or continuing on the Tigris

to :&ismh, India and as far as China. During tho lator Oitoman and.

early independent Iraqi times"vessols of up to 350 to~ were navigable

up to :Baghdad:. Tho first navigation' company, established in 1841 by

tho English firm of ~ch and Co. operated commercially betwoen :Bag~d

and Basrah in l861~0

Navigation on the Tigris had soveral difficulties such as the

." "j

shortage of water in the dry' season and the rapid flOl'1 of the river c;iuring

the floods in the months of March, April, :May and June; the lack of

navigation facilit'ies such as 'guiding'sigris, especially during the f~ood

season; the high percentage' of sedimentation in some places and the

great number of acu:to curvatures, particularly between Baghdad and Kut,

somo 176 kttos south of Baghdad. These handicaps have affected river

transportation' particularly during the last three decades.

* 'Al-Sham was' Used to indicate all of present-day Syria, Palestine and

Jordan though sometimes it refers only to Syria. Damascus however, is

still named locally as Al-Sham.
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The declining imporlance of river navigation was aided by the

corilpetition of railwB.ys, particularly from 1940 onwards, uhen some

railways were completed, and by the construCtion of new roads.

At tha.t time there was only Iqnch and Co. connecting :Baghdad with

Basrah.

However, in 1968, there were 1,322 local crafts using Iraqi

waters. Most of them were on the Tigris river and 202 steam-propelled

river craft navigated between lhsrah and :Baghda~, making 1,670 up-and

d t
. 21

own-s ream Journeys.

The draught of the Tigris steamers bet,,,een Baghdad and l3a.srah

varies between three and five feet, depending on the sea.son. On the

other hand, only small steamers can go fur1her than Tikrit, some

150 k,nS Worth of :&ghdad, and then only with great difficulty~2

The total tonnage of river transport decrea.sed from 280, 471 tons

in 1960 to 218, 469 in 1966~3 Only duripg the hi~h-water soason

can thellDnthly tonnage of river transport exceed that of rail transport.

land Transport: (Fig. 2.7p,)

For a long time, growing Baghdad was served only by land and

water routes, these being dominating factors in its situation.

Baghdad of the Abbasid period was the koy point of many important local

and international routes (Figs. ~.2, 2.6). The four gates of the

Round City of aI-Mansur, were positiontd 80 as to lead to the main

parts of the Empire.

The high roadS branching from ~he gates affected ~he growth

pattern of the oity. The presen1; plans and growth of Baghdad are still

affected by tho modern highwa.ys, espeoially during the past two decades.

The development of modern roads after the seoond world war, has freed
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to a certain extent the spatial distribution of the cent:ca1 land uses

from the previous, almost totally river-orientated layout.

1-
They are pre- and post-1920. From its foundation up _to the twenties

of this century Baghdad was a major caravan centre, where the most

important international caravan routes met. The whole p~siognorqy

and internal structuro of the city "las influenced by such factors.

This is exemplified by the developmont of bazaars and the location of

mosques on the main zuqaqs.

by caravans~4

These zllqaqs were the major. lines frequented

The second stage of transportation is exemplified., by vehicle and

rail-roads and aviation development. Concurrent, with the modern

transport development, the, oi,ty grow bringing up new forms made

necess~ by fth~ ,n~wly introd\1oed. media." of transport. Tho street syst em

that catered for camels in fughdad t~us. be~m~suit~ble fQ01lo
______..._-----. --- r _--~ ~ -+ r' . _.-. ,

mo~~~~._o.~.~_~!'ort. The ,....old an.A-ncw-f'orms_a~ongtho old and new

routes of tr~sport in .the city bear witness to such _~_~~:1.!encesl The

city has multiplied its size owing, to transport development. FIlrther

more, the immediate hinterland of Baghdad was increased owing to the
, ". "',

modern transportation development (Fig. 2.713).
.' .

During the, .First,.,World War lorries war,e introduced to, Iraq for

the first ,~ime by the fighting armies of Brita.in and the ,ottoman
. ,

Empire. ltr 1914, ,however, less than a dozen .cars wore in ,use in the

country~5

. Through transport devolopmentsi J3ag~dad managed· to-remain the

dominating commercial exc~e.centre. \ Iraq· has developed as a

country aided by tra~~s and automobiles which.hava,pl~edan.active
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role in mobilising the commerci'al and human resources in the growing

-!: urbanization o:f the natio~. (Animals and ani~l-drawn carriages
, ~,

". { were the main means o:f transport to connect :Baghdad locally and.

internationally. ') Changes began to take place at the end o:f the

First World War, when Iraq in 1914 had two roads :for vehicular tra:f:fic

one tro.ns-descrt road to Syria, and the other to Turkey via Mosul

(Fig. 2 .. 6) I The :first regular transport between 13a.ghdad and :Da.masCUB

via Rutbah was started between 1923 and 1925 by Nairn and Co. 13e:fore

the Second World War, Baghdad was connected with Tehran via

Kermanshah, by surface route :for strategic military ainm since Iraq

was considered by the British Army as a second line of defence, with

Egypt as the first. So Iraq, at that time had only one route

connecting Persia, Iraq and Syria. :But a:fter 1952 vehicular

transport almost completely supersoded the old animal caravans as the

mea.ns o:f communication. After 1956 Iraq entered a more promising

transport phase when the main highways were built. This has a:r:fected--- ------ .. -

I :Baghdad morphologically, since the City more than doubled.its built-up._
-----

Since then (Fig. 2.9b) road traf:fici area after that date (Fig. 2.7'8).
\ ...._- - .. - - ---

has begun to compete successfully with railway traffic. About

3,195,000 passengers travelled by rail in 1958/59 falling to about

1,695,800 in 1967/68~6 During this period there has been an

annual decrease o:f 10 per cent in rail travel. The number o:f cars

incroased very quickly and in 1968 54 per cent of all cars for the

cotmtry were in Baghdad.

Iraq already has more than 11,000 kll1S of highways, tarmao roads,

roads tmder construction and non-metalled or unsurfaced roads. In

February 1968 the daily tra:r:fic :flow on the main highways towards
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B9.ghdad averaged 19,119 vehicles on a week-day including cars

from Iran, Syria and Jordan:7

--1- As a multi-functional capital, Baghdad acts as a focal point

for the bulk of traffic of the country. The traf'fic routes, '·Thich

man has developed by building either roads o~ rail~s, are few.

One follOl-IS the Euphrates, another the Tigris, a third the Sha,tt

al - Oharra!, joins the two rivers. A fourth reaches the edge of

the Zagros range and its foot-hills and a fifth leads to the north

+-- 9).st of the country (Figil. 2.2, 2M.
\ Cross routes are also few in number. The Zagros Uountains,

because of the breadth, height and number of ranges, cannot be easily

crossed. They, too, have few cros.sing points as follows:-

In th~ far south, the Zagros can be crossed between the provinoe

of Fars where, not far from Shiraz, the ruins of Pasargadao and

Persepolio can still be seen, and the province of Khuzistan where

Susa. was the capital for 4,000 years before the present ca.pita.l of

Ahwaz. From there, tho route ascended towards :Babylon, abandoning

the general east-west direction which would have taken it, beyond. the

Shatt aI-Arab, into the heart of Arabia. But what would have been

the use of this route before Islam? It \-TaS not until lfu.hamma.d

made the Arabian peninsula a centre of attraction, \-Iith the

pilgrimage to the Holy Cities, that great streams of traffic were

launched in that direction. It is not surprising that l3asrah was

founded only in 638~8 This city marks the point where tho ne\-T

route crossed the Shatt aI-Arab, making it possible to cross southern

Mesopote.mia which is full of lakes and marshes.

In tho North, Iranian Kurdistan is linked with the 14editerranean

by the Pass of Hawanduz, the valley of the Greater Z9.b, the trough
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lying at tho foot of the sub-Taurus plateau, the ford of Jarablus

and the Halab (Alleppo) region. In Iraq, this route cuts the one

~'lhich follows tho Tigris in the foothills between the moutains, the

TigriE: and the Greater Zab. Historically this region has b::lon the

geographical pentro of 118syrian power, with the cities of Khursabad

(Dul" Sharruqin) Nimrud (Calah) and Niniveh. In modern timos, the

City of·'lfusul, third in size after Baghdad and :&.srah,

mirrors the importance of theso crossroads, which are three

thousand years old.

About equidistant from the two crossing points just mentioned,

the border moutains can be crossed relatively easily between

Baghdad and Tehran. The route is a traditional one. The· Persian

inscr~ptions of Behistan, the Sassanian rock carvings: the refinery

of Khanagin and Kermanshah are all witnesses of different ages~

visible, from the present road where motor~coaches and cars travel

towards Tehran, giving sufficient evidence that man has never been

without the use of this line of communication. In fact the Tehran

Kcrmansha.h-Khanagin-l3aghdad routo, far more than the one through

Rawe.nduz "111ich 'is difficult because of the Zab gorges, or the one

through Susa which is too much out of tho WCliY, has alWD;YS been the

min line between the Iranian plateau on one side and lIesopotamia, '

~ia-Pa.lestine and Turkey on the other. Through it, for about· five'

thousand years, have passed mo~t or the soldiers a-'l1d. merchants whose

coming and going have brought the I.Iediterranean parts of Europe and

Africa into contact with Hesopotamia, Central lwia and India.

This natural route, developed quite early by mu.n, is therefore

important not only to Iraq, but even to Europe and lwia. The only
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route which can be compared "lith it is the zone of' steppes north

of the Ara.l, Caspian and. Black Seas, which brings Asia and Europe

into contact but, unlike this one, does not servo Africo..

The situation of Baghdad is now clearer. Hhile·it is

possible, on emerging from the Zagros, to fork towards llssyria and

Mosul to reach the crossroads of Aleppo, an9ient .Antioch, and

cspecially Anatolia o.nd the straits; the Aleppo crossroads can be

roached much more quickly by going up the Euphrates through Ramadi/

Anah and fuyr al-Zor. It is also much easier to roach tho

Mediterranean coast or Egypt by croosing the Syrian desert than by

a detour to the nor1;h. Finally, it is easiest to reaoh the great

holy oities of Shiism, Samarro., K9.dhimiyah, Karbala, K\U'o.h and

Najaf' from Baghdad and n~t from Mosul or, even, Basrah (Fig. 2.6) •

Theso cities .are grouped around. it, a~ .Hel1 as Uedinah and liIeooa, the

Moslem places of pilgrimage which oa.t+ be rc.ached through lhrb

ZUbaidah*. from Najaf and tho Darb aI-Hajj from Samawah.

But in Baghdad' s situation, the -powerful Diyala alluvial cone

has pushod the Tigris BO f'ar to the west that it is only about 32~

from the Euphrates and the dry land of the Syrian desert, presenting

no dif'ficu1ties to traffio. .Areas supject to flooding are reduced

to a minimum; two projectiona ,of"the Diyala oone come so near the

Tigris ,that ,they reduce the esoape channel f'or tho f'lood waters to

\, a minimum width. Similarly between the Tigris and Euphrates, the

great line of depressions which are £illed by the heaviest floods of

the two rivers ar,e reduced to 0. yery small width. Here also is a

nat erwtl\Y whi ch La. Strange has described as "one of the oldest· in

the world". Thanks to tho cana.1:s whio~,run from the Euphrates and

* Darb Zubaidah loTaS built during the reign of Harun a1 - Rashid and
has been namod after his wif'e, Zubaida.h '\'1ho built it 186-809 A.D.
(110 - 193 J1.H.)
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1'1hose branches reach the suburbs of Baghdad, a boat can pass

from one river to the other. This 'tro.terway has boen used for many

centuries; as late as the end of the 19th century (Fig. 2.8 ).

Thus no region wo.~ better suited for crossing the rivers than

that between the edge of Jezirah on tho north and the line betwoen

Hindiyah and al-Aziziyah, 011 the South. J3eyon?- this line the Tigri'}

. its dist~ibutary al-Gha.rrnf and the Euphrates are flanked on both

sides by almost continuous ha1'TrS (marshes). In the Middle Ages

the latte~ region ~s filled, by the great marsh which stretched as

far as K'ufah wove Na.jaf. Southern Mesopotamia 't-ro,s thus - and still

is - impassable from e~s~ to west~9

After 1968, when Ku~mit, the Arabian Gulf states ani Saudi

Arabia were connected with Baghdad via l3o.srah by an international

high~~,. the, tourist industy in Syria, Jordan, L~banon, Turkey

and Persia began to flourish. Consequently Baghdad has benefitted

from the growing importance of i~~, situation, especially tho tourist

industry. Baghdad is not- usually the destination of tourists, but

it. serves as on important crossroad in their journeyings.

The growing facilities along the highway, the great number of

car owners from the rich Arabian-Gulf Shoikhdoms and the

1.U1bearably hot climate in the Ara.bian ,Peninsula' in the BWDmer seasqn

are additional reasons for the inc~ease:in tourist traffic. The

transit freight traffiq thrOll£?h Iraq via J3a.ghdad has also

"
increased along with tourism, especially on acco1.U1t of the differen'~

economic structures of the c01.U1tries, in this region.

Railw& .Tra..'1s~ortation: (Fig. 2.7";

The Arabian Gulf and ;the surro1.U1ding Arab lands were, and still

are, the goal of different ~eat powers :for commercial, political
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and strategio reasons.

lIoreovor, the discovery of o?-,l and the growth of air

conmnmication in the 20th oentury have givan the reBion and' Iraq

in particular, a Eiignificant place in the political fl.amevlOrk of

the 1'lor1d. This is explained by the conneCtion of Baghdad :'n'1919

"dth Basrah by a' metre-gauge railwaj and the completion in 1926 of

another lfne to' link Baghdad with I<hanB.giri and Kirkuk.

1---rn 1940 Baghdad was connected' for the firSt time with Europe

by standard gauge' railway via. Syria' and Turkey~ Baghdad benefitted

functionally from this situational development whi ch enlarged

its tributary area and facili.tated furthor its accessibiEty. The

present Iraqi railw~ system is 2,190 kma of standard and metre

gauge lines, diverging from fughdad. The railwatV' network stimulated

~hd.a.dt s trad~ activity. The commercial freight betl'leen the

Arabian Gulf and other 1l.rab countries, and between the Gulf and >

5
Europe does not noed tho tr~pment froLl metrio to standard

gauge, as had been necessar,y before 1968. Furthermore, it also

increased the tra.nsport capacity of both passenger and goods traffio

as it passes through the relatively thickly populated and cultiva.ted

regions of southern and. central Iraq. It is 1'1Orth mentioning hero
(, "

that though the railw£\ys inside, Baghdad can be used to define

stagos in the modern growth of the city (Figs. :; , I 2.7B), they

ho.ve influenced city growth less than the case of European towns.

lhghdad lackS efficient commuter trains. Most of the tOl-ma in the

:Baghdad region are not linked with the capital by trains. The

increase in raihla¥ freight traffic was 555,133 tons during the

period 1958-68, with an annual averago increase of 55,513 tons
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(Fig. 2.9b). More than 71 per cent of the total freight traffic

in 1968 was transported by the Baghdnd - Basrah line. This reflects

the functioml importance of :Bo.ghdad and Blisrah as the major urban

centres in the country.

I HOl-lever, Baghdad together with tho rest of Iraq did probably

not bonefit as much as vlas expected from the modorn railvlays. The

majority of these linos were built mainly for military purposes.

1mst of these lines avoid tovIDS and populated areas, as most towns

lie at least 10 k:ns away from the lines. Thus they l1ere inndequato

to meet the socio-economic needs of the country.

~ In 1936 the Iraqi Government bought tho railway system from

the United Kingdom, repaired maqy of the lines and built the

standn.rd gauge :Bo.ghdad-Basrah-Um-Qasr line to connect fughdad and

the northern extremities of the country with the 1J.rabian Gulf and

so unify tho gauge system.

Aviation:

I Since 1923, when Baghdad was connected vlith Cairo by air, air

traffic has been growing steadily. Baghdad's international airport

was built peripherally in 1932. During 193;' more than 250 planes

landed and were serviced at the Iraqi airport. Situationally,

Iraq is locatod on or near the shortest route between Western

Europe and South-East Asia. ~his has increased the importance of'---------
Baghdad's air travel.

l-
At present Baghdad's airport serves many international airlines,

reflecting Baghdad's importance within the Great Circle route.

The total number of passengers using tho airport in 1968 ~ros

97,800 embarking and 99,339 for disembarking, served by 3,149 flights
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(Fig. 2.9~).2,021,800Kgs of freight movement took place at

Baghdad airport in the same year.

Both passenger and freight figures are re s:pectivoly 24

and 5 times greater than those of the second biggest airport in

the country, Basrah. Baghdad is now regularly connected to Basrah

by daily services, and to Mosul and Kirkuk by a weekly air service.

In the internal air traffic of Iraq between :Baghdad _. Basrah, and

Baghdad - MOsul, 11,000 passengers embarked during 1968, while

88,600 ~s of freight were loaded and 30,900 legs unloaded at

:Bnghdad airport. The peak period of both J.nternational and local

passenger traffic to lhghdad is during the religious festivities,

such as Muhnrram* and pilgrimage seasons. 4,400 end 10,500

RajisHere flown in and out of Baghdad during the Raj (pilgrimge)

season of 1968~1 As a result of· the growir..g' ilI1Tlortnnce of

Baghdad and the recent sprawl of the city, a new mcdern internatio~l

airport capable of receiving big jet planes, was opened in 1970.

Baghdad at present is connected with the Middle Eastern

capitals and with London by three different routes crossing Europe.

Iraqi Airlines, the national airlines of Iraq, had in 1968 a fleet

of three Trident Jets and tour Viscounts. In addition the various

Iraqi petroleum companies have their own fleets of planes for their.

freight and passenger transport. Petrol export by pipelines

could be considered a kind. of transport, but B9.ghdad is not

directly influenced by it, since the main pipelines do not pass

* During this month the Shiah Moslems mourn the death of Husain,
the son of Ali, the Caliph, who was killed near Karbala in the
yoar 680 .A.D. Baghdad, Karbala Kufah and N9.jaf are the main desti
nations of these local and foreign pilgrims.
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through tho city (Fig. 2.6).

From the nbove it appears that Baghdad represents the central

hub of the network of river, land and airw~B of Iraq. But

generally one can state that roihmys arc mainly used for goods

transport.

ant i cipa.ted_

Neither l~terways nor airways have functioned as

Trends of International Routes and Political Status:--.-.-------------------......------~--~ ........
As a.1ready discussed Baghdad has been a. cultural and commercial

centre for centuries, founded to command the strategic geographical

situation on the 1a.ndbridge betwoen Afri ca. and Europe in the West,

and Asia in the East. Several factors caused Baghdad's post-

Abbasid position to be reduced to a mere shadow of its past glor,y

and dominanco. Such factors arc: the rivalry with Ca.iro during

the second half of the tenth century when Fatimids built it as their

capita.1, the ottoman occupation 1a.sting about four centuries, the

discover,y of the Cape Route to the Qast in the late fifteenth

century, the opening of the Suez' canal in the beginning of tho

second half of the ninetoenth century and the relatively thinly

populated areas of the Arabian Gulf, without natural wealth except

oil in the twentioth century.

In terms of its past focal situation itha.s now been pushed

into the background as an international crossroads. That h<.1.s

been the fate of 0.11 the Moditerranean commercia.1 centres too,

because intornationa1 commerco was taken awrxy from tho region,

leaving .the Moditerranean as a cul-de-sac. Thus Baghdad as an

inland city was affected by what is called .: "transport capture"
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while most of the Atlantic ports flourished. After t'Jorld War II
cl .

Baghdad. began to rebui11 its situational importance, partly

through technical development such as the development of the

vehicular and raihray network as a means of communication. New

roads were built as an attempt to meet the neGJs of the rapidly

gromng urbanism of the country. Thus' the fortunes of the r.ity,

as well as of·the country, have begun to be promoted in this

century. ,+,his has affected the tempo of urban growth iJ:l most

of Iraqis urban settlements. At the present time as.well as

historically Baghdadls situation has varied. This is reflected in

the development of its structure. :Baghdad, as the capital of the

Abbasid Empire, differs from present-day Baghdad, both in its built-
. ,

up areas 'and increa.sed rate of functions.

Baghdad was the political capital of"th:e)~bs and the cultural

centre of the whole area now knomto Europeans as the Near and

Uiddle East, North India, Armenia and some' pa;Ms of l'lestern China.
. .

During the ottoman occupation however, Baghdad .waE!.,:no more than

the capital of a Wil.qy~t (~ovinco) (Figs. 2.10, 2.11). 'Accordingly,

the funCtions discharged by Baghdad have differod widely,

particularly in .terms of administrative importance. During the
" .

ottoman occupation like Rome early in the 19th century Baghdad became

but a shadow of the ancient imperial city. It has recently begun to

regain some of its historical prestige, and is developing as one of

the main centres in the Arab World. The 20th century indepondence

gave tho city a new impetus to develop various structures to

accommodate the newly needed functions of a caPital(ThO po~ulation

of the city grew rapidly and Baghdad joined the "million" cities of
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of the world in the 1950's. Politically, Baghdad's situation is

very important for Iraq and the Arab nation. This is because the

city became the capital of a country bordering non-Arab countries

i.e. Iran and Turkey.

Present-day Baghdad's political, cultural and economic
, ,

complexity developed as Western and later Eastern civilisations

began to leave their mark on its ltiEtoric fabric. The 1'lest-East

confrontation in the area has exerted its oWn influence on :Baghdad's

structure as an Arab city. This situational importance can be

elucidated by tracing the foreign powers' presence in the area.

Thero are two political factors in Baghdad's situation, i.e. the

external and the internal one. The former, for example, was

noticod aftor the Bolschevik Revolution, when Baghdad became the

main transit centro for Iranians, as a result of the economic boycott

betwoen the new Russian regime and Iran. Iran began to import from

the West through the Mediterranean via 13D.ghdad. But when the

n:>rthern and middle parts of Iran were connected with the Arabian

Gulf via Tehran by railways, once again: Baghdad began to loose some

of its situational advantages as a transit centre both in volume of

transit trade and revenue. But transit activities~withboth s,yria

and Turkey wore stimula.ted again during the Second World War because

of the absence of the socurity of trade in the blediter:...anean a.nd

Arabian Gulf. Revenue from transit during 1944 was about 14 million

I.D. (14 million pounds) out of which about 70 per cent of the transit

trade was from Iran•

.Another external political example can be stated 'here: when Iraq

became a signatory of the Baghdad Pact, a political and military
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treaty between Iraq, Turkey. Iran and Pakistan. This PaCt

lasted' from 1956 - 58 after w~ch time it ~ollapsed as a result, ' ,

of tho 1958 Iraqi Revolution having strategic consequences. In

addition. the collapse of t;he Arab Hashimid Union .between Iraq

and Jordan. following the 1958 R~vo1ution against the monarchy,

was an obvious emmp1e of the internal 'political factors.

The major factors discussed are all interrelated. Thus

tho main routes of tho country have beE!ncontinuously controlled

by tho pl~sical landscape. Roads and railways for example running

parallel to al-Rafidain in the Mesop9tam:i.an plain or following

valleys and plains in the norther~ m01,Ultainous parts.

Again as alre~ discussed f Baghdad's situation needs to be

Understood in terms of the great benefits it has derived from the

man-made routes radiating from·it. Along these routes one can see

the international influences on the physiognoIrtY of the city' which is

alw~s undergoing changes. Only in these terms can an urban centre

bo evaluated' as ~ iI:lportant functional site.
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Be'\ghdacI 1'dthin Iraq I s Urban
Hierarch,y

Introduction':
r-..... ....-............

The purpose of this part is to present brief general back-

ground r.bout tho Mesopotamian urban context within l<!hich Bnghc1ad

represents tho major centre. It will cover tHO major aspects •
•

The first is the scale, nature and consequences of the urbanization

of the C01ll1try particularly during this century. The second is

the urban hiernrchy of Iraq. The associated fundnmental socio-

~economic problems of contemporary urbanization represented by

rural - urban migration will be o.na.lysed in Chapter 9 within

Part IV.· ..

prbanization in Mesopotamia.

Urbanization is as old as civilization o.nd equally complex.

As 0.. process it is definod as an increase in the proportion of a

regionls population located in urban nreas whose activities are

priLlnI'ily centr6d on government, trade; industry and allied

interests~ Urban growth on the other hand, is an increase in the

population of to~ although the balance between urban o.nd. rural

popula.tion may remain largely unUtered~ It is pertinent to

Iilention here that, though freedom of choice of living and work

place Ill£l¥ be important, the need for proper socio-economic and

ph\Ysical planning is of prime importance in Iraq, in order to

control urban growth properly. Mesopotamia.n urbanization is

operating within a different context to that of tho West, since it

has its own nature a.nd scale which are different even frOIil other
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Arab countries in llUl.I\Y wqa.

Even in ancient times Ueso-potamia. ~&rienced. ur~~Q'tion

ns illa.ny cities like Nineveh, Nimrud· an4~ndi(lntQ. Prdbe.~

in suoh -towns, espeCially at Ur, ~ was tra.ined for the t'irst _
. . ~ . ---- .~---_ ..--_.._._--- -- -- - ---...-- .- - -------~--- - -.--

timo to live in. t\ tightly pa.oked 'Communit~. Kufah, Basrnh-------_.._~ ._- - -_.~----._--"...

and :Baghdad are examples of world-famous towns during me<i;eval

times. Even under thy ottoman occUpation (1638 - 1917) Iraq

estimated proportion of urban population amoUnted to between 20
2

and 24 per cent, but it is only in the past quarter of ..this

century that urbaniza;Uon has taken place with uniquely rapid

growth, a phenomenon which has understandably led to the present

urban problems. 'Nearly a.ll urban places ('xe increasing rapidly.

Generally spenking the larger the town the greater its growth

. .
Ta.ble 3.1: Numbor of villages ·and towns with population increase

during the period 1957 - 1965~3 ~.

fYear i Villages"and '~OO
! Tow;1B exoeedo+
: ing 2000

;10,000 J15,oooj

! I I
1 I

, I
20,000 30,~OO 40,000150,000

•

3

42

12

5 \722

1aol 5 I 5 !

f 14 j
I

16

31

I

'1

1957

f19'~I I

...- ----_._-_.._.
100,000 200,000 I 300,000 400,000 I

i i
I

~
I
I

1957 1 - , - 1 •
I

t 1I

1 1965 1 1 1 1 I

i ! !

From 'this 'trible it a.ppears that the number of towns increasing

in popul~tion "Was .35. . In 1957, Iraq had only 5 t~l"ms with a

populatien at mw~ 'tbe.tl '$0.000. IU 1965 the humber Imd risen



Fi9·3.2Cflanse in Urban Popula1ion by Liwas be1i¥een Jq47 and /q6S
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There was only one city with 0. population of'moi-e than

200,000 in 1957. :By 1965 this" number had increasod to 3. The

major factor of suc.h grovrth was tile rural-to-urban ci:gration,
..

a process which eventually depriv.ed .the countryside of its

necossar,y1abour force.

The main towns of Mesopota.m:i:a. have grown up' considerably,

not in the wake of industrialisation or modernization of
.

agriculture as in the caSG of Europe, but rathe!' ahead of these

changos. A:l;most in all the, 14 1i1ms (pl'ovi~ces) of Iraq the

percentago of urban population is increasing', (Trlb1e 3.2)"

Table 3.2: Changes in i1rbo.n population by Ihm. to the, total
population of each liwa. (Fig. 3~ 2 ) ,

.-....._--~ ......---.....~---.._ .
.! 1~47.· I:
; IJ "
j i •

1957
- %

I-wsul

Sulmmaniyah

1lrbi1

Kirl:uk

~ya1a

Rnmadi

fughdad

ICut

Hillah

Karba1a

Di't'lffiliynh

lunarah

Nassiriynh

Basrah

35 38
24 38
21 26

, 23 3~

15 23

20 27

60 65

22 24

28 41

42 78

21 24

20 25
,

f
15 18

. 40 46

37.5
32

38

48

34
38

48

31
36
72

33.5
30

28

62

Sourco: Directorate General of Civil Mfairs, The Official General
Census of Iraq's population for the years 1547, 1957 and
1965.
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This table shot'1s that I\D.rbala, lhsroll, Kirkuk: and 13a.ghdad

support the highest percontages of urban population. This can

be attributed to the roligious fact or- in the rose of tho first liwa

to the existence of port and oil facilities in that of the second,

to the existence of oil in that of ·tho third, nnd ~n the case of
, -1M.

IhghdOO. liwn. to" city's l'..dmi.mstrative, cultural, industrial,

commercial and. religious significance. Although tho percentage of

urban popula.tion in Baghdad liwa has declined, tho absolute number CJ~

urban population has more tlwl doubled.

Baghdad and. other major to\'mB are growir..g too faat for the

real needs of the country and. ,of the toWns themsel\l"os as well as in

relation to the economic potential of ;the state and society.

Growth of towns has outstripped growth of employment' thus

increasing urban Unemployment. Most of the growing urban' places

of the country are not guided by any concrr,te planned goals and ere

therefore suffering from,~ problems of growth which nro

accentuated by thafaot that investment in these ar6as does not

follow any considered overall plnn. ,Even Baghdad, despite enjoying

the greatest investment, still suffers from serious financial

shortages, to, meet, tho requiroments of twentieth centlr.'Y urban

life. Urbonization is the most obvious human phenomenon in

Mesopotamia tode.y. Increasingly, cities nre attracting people

from the ru:..~al areas. It is estimted that more tt.L.Xl 50 pt>l' ~xmt

of the population in 1911 were living in non-rura.l arec.s.

A few major townS are tho main targets for the I:lc"jority of

the Lligrants, (Fig. '3.•~ ). About three quort'ers of the country's

urban population are in the fivc_ cities 'of Baghdad, lhsro.h, Mosul



Kirkuk and Najai'. These towns hoUse more than 30 per cent of the

! ,

total population of Iraq. Ilaghdad liwa alone has more than

26 POI' cent of all the Iraqis and nearly half of the country's

urban population. Baghdad city on the other hand has more

than 23 per cent of the country's population; such high

concentration resulting from -the fact -that Baghdad 1iwa has

60 per cent of all -the country t s industrial work,Jrs, 75 per cent
\~. '

of -tho business, commerce and other -technical seril"ices. Besia.es

being the capi-ta1/ Baghdad is also the centre of higher education

and cul-ture. It also provides a vast varioty of public services1

Daghdad, tho primate city, has more than five and six times

the population of' Basrah and Mosul, the next biggest tOlms,

respectively. 1JJ:J reported in 1971, the co-..r..'ltry has a do~en

. $5
cities of more than 100,000 inhabitan'2' and there is nothing

to indicato a dackening of urbanization in the foreseeable

future, since the procoss of modern urbanization in Mesopotamia

has just commenced. In the absenc~ of regional and physical

p1o.nning ,urbailization in Iraq has brought about great economic

and social disordor. It is a salient feature that public

facilities available in most t~wns are far from adequa-I;e.

Crn the caso of Baghdad for instance, as ."lith the other major

cities) this urbanizat.ion has incluced· structural instability within

its society instecel of the promise of a better life.) Signs of

congestion, ovorcrowding and deteriorating residential maha11ahs,

traffic bottlenecks, irrational location of development and land

speculation all .indicato that -things are far from well.
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Tracing the available da"ba on population growth reveals

that urbanization 'has become' ntliscernible force mainly in

the last three decades. .As a developing country, Mesopotamia

does not have reliable and cons::'stent data on the c.ountry's popu-

lation prior to 1947. Specific details of popul~tion compositicn

in the recent censuses of 1957 and 1965 are not reliable either.

The successive censuses show essenticl differences in mcthodoloGY1

classification and organization. Therefore the data cbtaj na1

are comparable only to a limited degree, and the conclusions mve

to be drawn tnth great care. There are no data 't'lhich can illustrate

demographic events in the years botween the censuses. lTeither

are scientific elaborations of the results of tho censuses m''i

available.

(Fig. 3.3) and '(Table 3.3) illustra.to the population changes in

absolute numbers and percentages:

Table 3.3: Pop'ulation oho.nge in Iraq bet \'10en 1867 - 1970

I
I
I
I

1
I

I

1
I

I
!

-I"

,1,280 35 41 24

1,726 , . " . 25 50 25
2,250 17

I 55 24-
3,288' , 1 68 25
5,200 5 I 59 36

6,496 4 I ~Q 36... "

8,261 3' 5'=> 44
• 8,826 3 I 51 46I

9,498 , I I 48 52I .. I
h I. =*

....

-'-'--' - -
Year Iraq's Tota.l PercentElge Distrib tion

Population Nooads Rural UrbIID

1.. in (000) , "
I
'/1867
I

1890

1905
1930
+947
1957
1965
1961
1970

Source:' Figuresfor the period 1867 -,1930 are based on M.S. Salman,

The 'Economic Development in Iraq 1864 -- 1958, J3eirut (1965) 53 •

. '" .
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Those for 1947 - 1967 are fro~ the Annual Abstraot of statistios

issued by Central statistioa1 Organization, r,linistry of Planning,

Baghdad. Figures for 1970 are from Ministry of llfunioipalities,

Demographio and Researoh Section.

The urban peroentage of ·~hG pupulation in 1~n5 is rather

high for an agrioultural oountry suoh as Iraq. Even if one

~xoludes urban oentres of 2,000 or less,. like some Qcdhas

(district oentres) and Nahiyahs (sub-distriot oentres) t the

peroentage would remain as high as 31 per oent.

In one oentury (1867 - 1967) the population of r,1eaopotamia
~-o(J

has grown from 1. 28 million to about nine millions, representing

an almost sevenfold inorease. During the same period the urban

populatioll increased by more than thirte'an times and. Jret the

peroentage inorease i'ffiS only from 24 to 46 per cent of the

population. However, urban growth has been most nota1Jle only

sinoe 1930. The real drift to urba.n cOlltres seems to have

roOliElenoed early in the 1930's and. inteIl9ifiec.l l"r.Lth and after the

'i second lior1d War and the Iraqi Revolution of 1958. Table 3.3Ialso shows that during the period (1867 - 1930), while the main

I increcse Has in the rural peroentage and. part of the nomadio

population had settled either in agricultural land or near the

oil fi~lds~ in the same period the propo~bion of urban population

remained relatively static. However, the a·bsuhrtc number of urban

population incrensed considerably. The population ohanges from

1947 - 1957 and from 1957 - 1965 is presented in 'fable 3.4. .From

this table one oan observe that the percentage increase of the

oountry's population i'laB almost the same for the two periods,

1947-1957 and 1957-1965.
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During the period 1947 - 1965 the urban percentage

increased from 34.3 to 48.1, while Baghdad tripled its population

having 44.8 per cent of the country's urban population, mainly

owing to the recent waves of migration.



Table 3.4- Population change in Mesopotamia
during 1947 - 1965 and its Urban
Component in (000)

2.07

Bo.8

67.9

60.9

66.0

59~7

81.8
I

5S.6

40~7

----~

2,38!

---.-------.~----~--.,.~-~~.----'-.------.----~--~~.~--------___r
i kr ! P~on Percentage increase ! Percentage of' the Country i P'7rcentage ')f' the

~
' ea -.L::', 1957'119

6
5 ~4~195~e~.~1965; 1947 J:7. I__19_6_5~ ,1~9_4_~o_un_try_1_;5_s 7_u_rb-:-an_1_96_5 ___

Mesopotamia :1: 4,8161 6,~99 . 8~261 30.8 31.1 'I'

i Iii Total Urban ; 1,653 2,455 i 3,634 48.4 48.0 I 34.3 I -38.9 48.1 100 10C 100

I Urban Places : 1,395 2,391 ~ 3,580 71.3 60.1- l 28.9 I 37.9 ,46.9 84.3 97.3 92.8
I up to 5,000 Iii ,

I I I
I TOl'~;,~;h pop. !1,070 2,00813,352 88.5 66.8 - I 22.1 I '31.8 40.6 64.4

ICiti~~,:~h poP.! 738 1,463 !1
2,472 98.2 68.S 115.3 I 23.2 29.9 44.6 1

IAl1towns·ex. 6 97.2 X I 8 IBaghdad ! 1,12 r1,657 I 2,527 52.5 I 23.4 26.2 30.6 6 .1 'I
! I I I

IFourldajorLi- 'I' 99111,71312,738 _ 72.9' 59.8 1120~5 27.2 33.1 155.9 I

I was* ~ I I i I I
'Five Main j 861 1;552 i 2,471! 80.2 - 59.2 I 17.8 24.6 I 29.$' 52.081

Cities** I', ; I I

~h":::-'d.CitY _~3 1,~~~, 87.0 i.~~6_3_.~1_1_1_1_.1_ _;.~15,-.-e--:lio--17-.-48~ 32.3 ~
T th -t--..: I ~ I I -- -I -. I

owns WJ. pop. : 171 1 150! 171 ; _ 12.34 14.06 3.5 I' 3.38 2.07 10.36
between 2,,000 and l I I I I

I 5,000 I ,J.. __.1 = I I~..~__.;..... -+- __

* Baghdad, Basrah, Mosul and Kirkuk

** Baghdad, Basrah, Mosu1, Kirkuk arid Naja!



The four major Ihms viero inho.bited by 66 per cent of tho

urban population in 1965~ From this and the follo\'1ing ta:Jles one

can conclude that the uneven distribution of urbo.n population is opo

of the distinct negative feo.tures of IraqIs urbani zo.ti on.

Some interesting fea1iurcp. of populo.tion clu::.nt;e in -:;110 courrli"ry

botueon 1947, the do.te of the first officic.l census, nnd 1970 are

shalom below (Table 3.5)

*Table 3.5: Populo.tion change in Iraq, 1947 - 1970

47.6

55.3

Bl.p!
i,

94.4 i

Source: Kozouedc., Populo.tion Projocts for Iro.q, 1?57 - 1980, U.N.D.P.

lhghdad (1970) 3, I,finistry of Itfunicipo.J.:lties, Damog.raphic lmd

Rosearch Section Jhghdad. 1971 (Unpublished Information) •

.......~.....-......--.........--------_--.-.....................- . -_-..-.-.-._...----....._---... -----.--.... ....-
* The 1965 census shov1s the total population of Baghdad to be
1,864,500 within its municipo.l bounclo.rios, \'lherens the population
of tho urban built-up aroa was 1,521,000.
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This' ta,ole indioo.tes that irhi1e the' country's populaiion

has neariy dO"J.blcd bcii",Teen 19'1-7 .' 1970, the u.1'ban increas'o

was 239.3 per oent.
",

The foUl~ m~jor cities inl~G~ed Qy 290.6

per ccn"~ Sl101·Ting high percemago increase. fug'hdad 6ti.tstripped

the Iraqi towns ruth the highest per'centago 1"'lc:'·e~190t i. e. 389.

It so'eml:.' tnd;'C ab.out' 95 p~r' cent of' tho Urban popUlii.tion of the

couni'i-y' fii.'o iiving' in' t.6wns' of OVaI" 5,000 inhabitants'" (Tabln 3.7)

ThGso' "i;:N,lills vf" ft:.st urbani:zatiorl nre exPieNsecl iri' tho
, ,

phenomenal pnysical expansion of roost of the t·o\.riis'.

Table J. 6· provid~s: data a.bo'l.t populat'io:n , ~r0ndi3" o·l th~

1'4 1i~m; centres'.and ai-Uajal city during the p'GriodS 194'7 ~ 1957

.~nd: ,1957 .;.. 19'6j~·

During'tho'period' f~6m 1541~oi~65, Dagh~~ ~iritain~d its
I" • • ,'..~ ," ~" '" ". " ." •

position'as Grade' l~' ~sr~h'took Grade 2 replactng al-Mosul
_ •• ,~. • _ • .' J'. _. ~ "', • • j

in 1965," because it" was .thO omy' port' of the co1,Ultry, having its
" • I ... ". .~ ..... ,. ~ \ Ii •.• ..~ . • • • .

:H-ch- oi·l" fio1d.s~' Thus" rit'tra'c=ting L:ti:gro.nts· from'the nearby

impoverislled southern- parts of" the country.

In 1965 DiwoniYah' repiaced' Ar'6i:l: in'the tenth rank. Amrah

was a.rid.~ st'il'il fs' tJie' nk-dh" s'oUree' of nli·gro.ntff, especially tOl'1arcls

Daghdo.d, and' Basra-h, duo' t'o; i1;'s' baclo.mrd' status' socio-economica11Y.·

In-1965,. it hadl
, falHm ·t'o~ grJJ,de' 9:.' Mig:rat'ioh"' has' grea.tlY

contributed 1;0 the rapi~; gorol-....tll· o'f" :B~BC1:;:'.d~ According' to t'ho~

Nc.stor Plan of ~hetad~, t'hero .were 950,000 migrc.nts in tho city

who" migrated during tho" poriod'194,i - 19651'

Hillo.h 1ID.d temporarily acqtiiredtthe place of' Karba1l:l. in 1965.

This" could,be att;t'ibut'ed' to the' fact' that Hillah is tho' capital

of- tlio'middle Euphrates'basin,- rich in'agrl'cU1tUra1 products'.'
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Table 306 Population change in the 14 liwa centres and aI-Najar city during
the period 1947 - 1957 and 1957 - 1965r To~-"-' ',- . ~~·~n~-~-I·~-I--;~pul~tion· :~iin:re'-'as~e~"';"'I-----~~'1 d1 --~---l

l~-~7':~'42 L~.2:~_!'-_ 194!...J.::l2 ~':'::'~~-:::'::'.. ._~~~ " 7' i~:~se .,. !
! Ilaghdad ; 1; 1 I 1 I 535,328 1 1,000,000! B.fti.~ I 1,620,000 i~61.0
, Mosul ;2: 2 ~ 3'1 13~,6251 178,222! 33.~ ~ 243,~.11 3600
; B~~r~h I), 3 I 2 I 101,448 ~ 164,905 I 62. 5

1

" 313,327 '90.0
. I, t I I

I K:1..I'kuk ,4; 4 : 4 I 68,3081 120,402 76.2 167,413 3901
! • I I I' I\ !lajaf ! 5, 5 I 5 l 56,261 89,190 58.5 128,095" 4306

; Sulaimaniyah I 9 ,\ 9 ;, 6 I 33,510 I 48, 812 :ii5:& 86.8221 77.9

\~balal6 j 68 I 44,150 ! 60,294 • 36.6 82,301 I 36',5
I F.:', ••lah ! 8; 7 I 1 36,579\ 54,353 I 48.6 I 84,717 55.9

IA;i:a~E..h ! 8 I Sj I 9 36,907 , 53,529 ,I 450° i 64,847 21.1

I Diwamyah . 1 12 .1 12 ; 10 I 19,878 I 33,433 68.1 I 60,553 81.1
; .P;..~bil I 10 : :'8 I 12 27,036\ 3)",913 4706 I 50,407 '26.3

i I:ae:driyah, ! 1::' ! '11 ! 11 24,0381 39,2391 63.2 60,405 '5309

} Bagub~l 1:4 I J.4 ! 14 I 19,511 I 15,517 I 0:1.01 34.575;t 77.1

I /l-ur 13 I 13 : 13 ! 14,940 I 26,644 I 78.'3 I 42,116 58.0

~~~~.~' -L~_,L.l~, J~~_L.~,:I~.~~6'5~ I. ~6::~. J. 28.
723

. • L~~___ !
Source: General CensusES of Iraq for 1947, 1957, 1965. Po1service conSulting Engineers, Master

Plan of :Baghdad, War&J-HVol. 1 (1969) pp. 11- 7, 11-9
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Tho importanco of tho religious factor co.n be seen in ai-Najaf,

which maintained a high Grade, fifth in tho list. ITajaf is the

burial place of Ali, the Caliph, considered tho first of tho 12

Shiah Imams. Sinco 1965 Sulaimaniyah has overtaken both Hillo.h

o.nd Karball::.. It is the regional capital of tho n:>rth- e ;ste:rtl.q)w...t
,

of the country, being well placed in a fertile intermountare bo.sin.
"

In addition, I::. large cement works, cigaretto faotories and 0. recent

university have been developed in al-Sulaimo.niyah attracting

peoplo from beyond its region.
(3·6 )

The table~shows that, in general, the larger the town, tho

higher the percentage of population increase it achieves •
.', ..

13aghdad has:nultipliod its population Il1Pr.!~:tJiJX.?timcs, Ilasrah ho.s
< '

more than trebled, ,.w.htL£ al-Hosul, IG.rlcuk; Sulaimaniyah, Hillah
hp'w mfY'f1/.rcn d?{(bltd •

and Diwaniyahjl Tho present pattern of size distribution of Ul'ban

COQIDUllitios in Mesopotamia cx1tibits the high degrec of ske~moss

expected mh the agglomeration effect of the migration process.

The largost urban concentration is in J3aghdacl City vlith a populatior

of more than two millions, l'lhich is approximately six times larger
tX

than the socond largest city, ]hsrah. There is.. noticeable (~ gap

in population sizo in the ono half to one million category of cities,

(Table 3.7).

Table 3.8 shows that the population of cities vlith 20,000 and

more increased o.bout 80 per cent in tho pericd 1947 - 1$'57, and

by 65 pOI' cent in tho period 1957 - 1965. H'ol'lever~ tho nuuibel' of

such towns increaset:l from 11 to 22 in 1965 and their total

population from 1.06 million in 1:'47 to 3.30 million in 1965,

thus indicating a. growth of 210 per cent in this period. Hheroas
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Table 307 Distributivn 0:0 towns according to their size by Lierra in 1965
; • , - ~ .. ~.. - - ...... -......-....-..-..-=-~. _•......-.-_ ........--.....:em __

; Liwa I 1,000,000 1200,001-1 100,001-! 50,001 -!20,00l-i 10,001- I' 5 ,001.-; 2 000- I i

~ _ .• L _1 ~~~~__ .:.-~?0,0_0~~_2.02~::_~L:~~0.1_ I 50,00~ J 2?,OOO t 10~02-~._._..~;.~~._!~~o~_L 2,000 J
I 1fusul i ,: 1: t , 1 1 2 --t-- 5 ! 6 I 21 '

I ' I I I I I . I
Sttlaimaniyah I' I I t 1 I 1 2 ' 4 I 13 I

I ' I I ,

'I Arbi1 : : I i 1 i 1 2 j 4 9 II' · I . . I
I Kirkuk I :. ~ 2 1 3 ! 5 8 I
I Di ya1a I I II I 2 I 4 2 ,3 7 I

I
I. I I! I I

Ramadi ! I : I I 1 1 '5 1 3 1 1
i I I l '
: :Baghdad 1; I 2 4 i 53!
'Kut I;! 1 2 II 2 i 5 3 I! . I I
; Hillah ' I I I 1 I 2 I 4 : 4 3

: Ke.rba1a I 1 I 1 1 : ! 1 2

I Diwaniyah , I 1 1 2 I 6 I 4 8INasm-iyah I I ill 2 3 I 4 6 !
~ Amarah i I I 1 I 2 7 . 2 I

\' I' I I I

r:;~h. -:---"7--+-;-+--;--+---7-"1~:"': 2;·-.-J- ;-r'~-~' 8~- -l
. __ .. _ J__~~ 1~*1' .... _...-_~...J~~~~_~..-.--....--L~.~~~~_~~_~._1-_-__-L. _ .l

Source: Cerrtral Statistical Organization t ~T:.:!listry of Planning, Annual Abstract of Sta-t:.stics,
1965, Baghdad.
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Ta"ble 3.8 A frequency d:ist":,~b!(~ion of the number of cities and tc~mfl l(Jp !I~esopotamia

b~ size for the years 1947, 1957, 1965.

l
'Size :1' Towns-I' No. of II' Total ---I"_~%~--r; ': ~.~~I Total - ! -~%-l No. of ,-'" To't'~;-"---';'- %
_ Towns I P~~"i;:~on I !TOl'r.9 IPOi~~~~~n I ITowns ! P~~"i9:~Qn I !
l~~~-----L-------.-....,." ...-------.....~...--.---..-...-.- ..-- -. ...-..- ' .....-----.-.......~ -.....-....-.-1
I !; ,! i i. ,---I
: 400 ,000 . 1 I 503,OJO 112.16 I 1 ! 1,000,000 i 15.8 I 1 ; 1;62('1°('0 l 17.48 I
I 2C>0,001-400 ,000 I - - I - j - i-I - ! 2 ! 536,638 l 6.7 I'

i 100,001-200,000 i 2 235.073 i 5.65 I 3 I 463,521 I 7·3 I 2 215,50' ! 2.6

50,001-100,000 l 2 124,561 I 2.57; 4 I 257,366 ! 4.08 I 7 4lJ.~Oj2 I 4.9 I
20,001- 50,000 I 6 I 20~,220 i 4.30 I 9 287,656 i 4.5 10 334,340 4.0 .

10,001- 20,000 t 12 I 168,854 I 4.12 I 13 181,565 I 2.8 I 23 313,895 3.79 I
5,001- 10,000I 23, 1 161,307 ! 5.20 ! 31 226,573 I 3,55 i 42 289,653 ! 3.5
2,001- 5,000 46 1 160,006 I 10.59 i 47 I 159,483 I 2.5 i 58 I 181,103 2.19

~ss tban 2,000~._....L~2,536 i 55'~~La~l 81,242 -1_ 1:3 ! 88 I ~.'~'-_. L 1.02_1

Source: General Censuses for Iraq 1947, 1957, 1965.



thero wore only throe cities of 100,000 or mo~o in 1947, their

number rose to 5 in 1965 and reputedly to a dozen in 1971.

J3aghdo.cl the capital has grown evon core speotacularly from over

half a. IJillion in 1947 to more than two millions at present.

One 0011 thus perceive, f.rom the historiccl trends brief;; (

disoussed above, that a furthor subRtantial inorease in urban.

population is inevitable in the coming decades. Tho urban rate

of growth is likely to be more than three timos the lmtioml

ra.te. Tho United Ifa.tion's population estimates for Iraq

indicato that, by 1990, tho population cay bo ~lhore betwoem

19.32 and 20.73 million. HaNover, tho urb~ ostioates fnr the

samo period vary bet"lOen 13.8 and 15.2 million deponding upon

soveral factors. This l"Iould mOt.I.ll iihat tho ur'lnm pOI''lllatioll is

likely to multiply, at least three times and probably more.*

From these trends ono C<.'Ul visualizo tho enormous offorts,

investments and land requirements necossary for absorbing such

a largo increaso expected to occur within the brief period of loss

than the noxt tl'lO decades. If tho present trends are to continue

unabated, Daghdnd alone ..dll olaim nearly 40 per cent of all

the country's population by 1990. Unplc.nned drift is con-

tinuing from the rural nreas to tho urban centre, robbing tho

countryside of its agricultural oanpowor, and in C'.ddition, putting

--~~...........-_--.-..._.-- -~_.----...~_---... ..~ .-..--------_.--- .-.--_..--.----
* Tho rete of the population increese, both urban o.nd rural ms boon
variously estimated, urban growth for 1947 - 1957 being 3.69 per cant
l'icitlB' to 4.91 par cent for 1957 - 1965. This is perhnps n record
rate in n l-lorld context. The percontnges of rural increase v;ere
2.26 per cent and 2.27 per cent for the tvl0 periods respectively.
The officinl foreoast employed by tho nuthorities of Ireq in their
plans and other announcements nre based on the essuoptions that the
populntion l'dll incrense by 2 per cent per nnnum~ Aocording to
offioinl Iro.qi clo.tn the population of Ba.ghdad nill be 2.4 million in'
1990, wherens basod on the forecast by L. Jones, the populntion vdll
be 5.5 IJillion in the same yenr~ HOl'1over, it is very likely toot both
figures are unrenlistic~
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enormoiia'strain on tho problem of Urban growth. The situation,

therefore, mnkes it essential that ndequo.te attention should

be paid t,o the nnticipated gro\-rlih of Mesopotamia's towns.

Noorly 71 por cent of tho last 'fiv~-yeor plan's (1965 - 1910)

allocation of I.D. 821 million wus to have been invested in

tho ur'OOn sector of the nntional oconOIi\Y;O yet tho groHing to\-ms

of the country are suffering from'the absence of nnny important

urban amenities enjoyed.by European tOl-ma.

Exnminntion of the previous 'tables, shows that tho prob1oill

of Uesopotamian urbnnization is two' fold. Firstly thoro is the;

continuing concentro.tio~ of population' in to\-1l1S, and secondly the

imbalanced spatial distribution of their population. This un-·

Justifiable distribution no doubt has its 'nog.:rdve influence 011

the who10 socio-econoIJic set-up of the country.

It is c1ec.r thereforo, that the country roquir~'S'11 0. com

prohensive p10n at different spatial 1evo1s and "lith multi

purpose orientation. Cities and tOlIDS must be viOl-led within

the 1argor Mosopotami~ context, each to~m having a defined role

within the whole hierarchy of cOlJIllUnities, and oaking its

specific contribution tOl'1nrds the nation cs a \'lho10. In the

broad spectrum of Hesopotamia thero should be cities o.nd towns of

vorious sizos with a \-lido voriety of roles, depending upon their

functions o.ncl loco.tiono,~d each offering its own social, culttt't'c1

and economic benefits to the country. Only l'lith such an

approa.ch can the painful and striking contradiction betweon rural

and urban areas bo replaced by a positive ro1ctionship between tho

t\-lO, which should, in fact, be comp1omentory in no.ture. Oon-



life since in the larger towns at least khans arc by no means merely

details of its distribution pattern viz. its number and concentration---- - -- ~------- -
in various_tQ~s. It also. forms a viaple link with Iraq's present

- 70 .. '

sequences of laissez-faire, spontaneous urbanization must be

curtailed.

could also be defined, for example, those with Kirkuk and

Sulaimaniyah in the north and Diwaniyah in the south as centres.
"'--

The~e exists a fairly good communication network, but this will

need to be integrated witin the framework of the national plan.

Fortunately Mesopotamia has great opportunities to realise any

socio-economic and physical plan beca.uGe of its great variety of re-

gionnl endowments in natural and other resources.

Finally, it is to be hoped that Mesopotamia will learn from the

experience of developed countries and avoid costly mistakes, and

that it will make use of the better methods and more ad.vanced

technology available today.

1he Urban gierarcpy in Mesopotamiat

:Before going into the details of the present urban hierarchy in

Mesopotamia, it will be instructive to look at the historical position

in the centuries before 192.. It so happens that there is a most

useful morphological element in Iraqi towns to bear on the urban

hierarchy during the ages of when caravans were the only means of land (

transportation, and that is the~, as relict feature from those .; ~U \
) I'

times. It forms a useful indicato~_~f former. 1;o~ r~_t..hrO:!lg!Lthe I'~ l

\
\
;

1 ...
/ . ·t~
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relict features from the past but still surp:risir.gly fulfill important

functions.

Studying khan distribution on a national scale will also shed mqre

light on the commercial importance of the city of Baghdad in the cOlltext

of Iraq's urban hierarchy.

Khans can be used as'a criterion in ranking historic Iraqi torms,thGi~.

/

\ ntunber, age, size and type of construction being very sensitive indicators

for the purpose. Whether they conveyed merchandise, travellers or

pilgrims, r.aravans frequented a number of towns along well-defined routes

and for various reasons. The degree of centrality of towns, i.e. their

accessibility and frequency of paravan calls, determined the number and

locational pattern of khans in each town. Functionally and morpholo-

gically caravan towns are influenced .by the construction of khans.

It should be noted that because of the complete lack of research

on this aspect and the non-existence of statistics about khans in any

of Iraq's towns, a simple classification into but four types is offered,

although Iraqi khan towns could be divided into a greater number of.

ranks. It has been possible to discern the following ranks of towna:

Multi-khan towns of the first rank r~presentedby Baghdad only (119

khans)j multi-khan towns of the second rank exemplified by Najaf (15,

khans)j single:-khan towns of third rank as e.g. Mahmudiyahj and single

khan towns of the fourth rank as Khan Bani Saad. All the places just

mentioned were surveyed by the writer in 1911 (Figs. 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.1)

The long distances betwe~n Baghdad and other cities, and the primitive

type of transportation imposed progression by stages on caravan

movements and led to the development of what may be called stage khans

\ ...

at regular intervals.

In Iraq the construction of such stage khans frequently attracted

urban development. Some of this accretionary development was big enough
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( to produce towns, as for example al-Iskandari;}rah developed around its'

khan built in the 13th century by the Persian Pr>incell Husain Khan

to serve the pilgrims to the holy plades of Karbala'and Najaf.

SUch khan towns developed to various sizes, but generally khanG at

dist~ces of 90 - 120 ~bec~e settlements of higher order, 8Qch ~s

Hillah, Hamadi and Najaf, and serve a larger trade hinterland.

/ On the other hand, khans at meditim dlstances of 50 - 60 kms apart

grew up as medium-sized market· towns su~h-as al-Mahmudiyah, while thOGO
, ""'----- _.

khans at distances of 25 - 30 'k~apart ~ave either evolved as small

towns such as Khan Bani ·Sa.ad and al-Yusifiyah 'ordeveloped as stage---
This .loeational model is clearly seen in

the central area of Mesopotamia; 'where the land is a plain, and the

The khans'along/the caravan routes 'were built for various reasons.

;khans allover the Islamic worlq., particularly along roads. leading

(to re).i.~laces. Some c'f,·these ~khans had'a well' in' the .middle and
I' ---- • ~\

could accommodate 300. or.:4Q9· meri.:5' Mal'l\Y of .such khans were built by
,

lwealthy pious people.

tors of settlements in the southern region•

I
. :AlSO. i.f one gO'~8 ,~urther t'o 'the 11'§il', where the area 'is mountain

ous, the pattern'w~ll be found ·to be different again from .that of the
J

central and·southern regions •

j caravan was the main means of transportati0n•

.;;i? J:. If one goes to the~ ·however, the hierarchy of khan settlemen~s
• t,)... •

fJ.~ v·.t "-' and their spa'Cing are quite dff:ferent 'from those of the central region.

i'v ';' This -is because rivers, 'canals °and ,marshes 'were the main sp.acing fac-
~.. '~
..., ~J.1
."',)0

~\ '

. 93\
,l"

w, rv .. ,.:;)
; .""," :-..',

/: :~, ~l,,! .Religious motives were' one of the :most impor.tant reasons ofor b__uildipg
, ":9 ...' Oil
\-u' tv}

v· ,-J

~'r.<{..
'\~\

'(1 ~
'1)1

Governors themselves sometimes endowed towns with '·khans among

many other institutions such as schools' and hammams. They also built

khans along caravan routes between religious centres;3
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There are people who act as pilgrimage agencies transporting,

housing and serving pilgrims who travel between the holy cities of

the country and between Iraq and other countries.

1 At present, the caravan khans fall into two categories; some
I..;; ....

~.:Y' are out of use, such as the 'khans between Karbala and lTajaf, ,,;hich
[,,,

/
'---;:il! \also failed to attract a distinct urban settlement (Fig. 3..8 ).

:)"
.~' ~'ElSe\'lhere towns had developed around the khan, but the khan itself has
/,

been neglected and sometimes has fallen into disrepair like that of

JIllian Bani Saad (Fig. 3. 9) •

Khans on caravan routes are important historical monuments

reflecting a characteristic stage in the cultural and economic develop-

ment of the nation. Mostly, in design, they were constructed like the

cloisters of monasteries, divided into chambers, each with a dOOl' and

a lock. It is the responsibility of the authorities conceErsd to res-

tore some of these stage khans as part of the national heritage.

Najaf, Mahamudiyah and Khan Bani Saad represent the seond, third

and fourth ranks respectively in the hierarchy of the khan towns of

central Iraq after 13aghdad (Fig. 3.4).

Najaf is a multi-khan town of the second rank after l3aghdad in the

hierarchy of khan towns. The city grew up in the desert round AI.i' s

tomb, over which the faithful built a great mosque with golden domes

and minarets. The main development took place after 786(170) (Fiks.

3.10, 3.110.,b).

Al-Najn£ has perhaps the largest expanse of cemeteries in the

world as a result of being considered the foremost holy city of Iraq.

AI-Imam al-Sadiq said that "a prayer beside the tomb of Ali is equal to

200,000 prayers elsewhere". Ali, the fourth caliph after Muhamnnd,

was buried in this spot in 657 (40)~4 Thus it became the most sacred

place for Shiahs, who accordingly took to the tradition of burying
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th~ir dead in the soil of al-Najaf, inspired by the belief that

Imam Ali would testify for them on Yawm al-Qiyamah, the day of judge-

mente Little wonder therefore that Najaf became the second Mecca

*for Shiahs.

The first shrine was built by Harun ",.aI-Rashid, 772;6 Since

then it has been rebuilt, enlarged and beautified frequently, by

Arab and foreign indiViduals, and by government bodies.

from allover Iraq for burial at the sizeable cemeteries now in ~

much better sanitary condition than they were before the Second

World War (Fig. 3.l2b);7

, v/
';;71'1 1r \,

I
I

At present, more than 66 funerals converge on Najaf every day

It is traditional for family and friends to accompany a ftUlera1

to al-Najaf. The number of cars following the funeral vary aco~r'ding

to the social order of the decoased.

The city of al-Najaf has been influenced to a great extent by the

funeral industry which has increased the importance of the khan to

the city, as the major aecommodation places.

·Caravans of corpses used to travel heading to al-Najaf from all

overthe Mos/lem Shiah worl~.: particularly from Persia. This old

method of corpse transportation had its own health ha~ards when

corpses deteriorated, promoting various kinds of diseases. Thus

Iraq frequently made agreements with .Persia to organize the trans-

portat ion of the dead. For example, the agreement between Midhat

Pasha and Persia in 1869-1871 laid down that only corpses which had

Ibeen b~i~.~ _:~__~e-=~i~fo-=_.~: _le~st a year were to be allowed to e~te~.
\ the country. To bury th~ dead immediately and transfer them after

* According to the Shiah creed Ali is a semi-divine figure, greater
even than MWtammad himself. To .th& original Moslem declaration of
fai th "I affirm that there is no God but God, and that Muhammad
is the Prophet of God" the Shiah add "and that Ali is the vice
regent of God,,15
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n;l'·t fJl'\ one year is known as Junanah (in trust). Obsequious?~

transfer was unknown in Islam before the 16th century A.D. 18 In

the 20th century, the government of Iran has closed its border and.

turned the stream of dead bodies towards the Iranian holy cities of

Qum and Mashhad. 19 However, corpses continue to be smuggled across

the long and uncontrolled borders between the two countries.

At present, there are about 1,00020 Abu Nubahs i.e. burial agencies

(undertakers). An Abu Nubah is a man who has bought a particular picco

of land from the municipality of al-Najaf to use as a cemetery. The

burying process is carried out by a trained worker known as daffan

(grave' digger). Each grave is dug at a cost of 1,500 fils. The

process takes between ~ an hour and an hour. The municipality levies

another 500 fils, and the Abu-Nubah charges another 1,500 fils. This

puts the total cost of burial of a poor person at about 3t I.D, but

the cost of a single grave can be more than 1,000 I.D., usually

reserved for the wealthy. In such graves, a decorated basement

(sirdab) and dome are perhaps built and occasionally a telephone

system for use by visitors, will be installed.

The legal pe~iod for burying is between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., but in

practice the operation takes place at any time.-As a result of its religious importance al-Najaf has become a

mjor commercial centre, particularly as it is located at a major car

avan stage to Mecca. This importance is appropriately expressed in

the development of a number of khans. Until the second quarter of the

present century, Najaf had 15 great khans. Most of these were built

long after tlie construction of the shrine of Ali, because in earlier

times the number of visitors waa limited by the primitive method of

transportation and the few visitors could be lodged within the con

fines of the sanctuary. As a result of the increase in the number
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of visitors however, decisions had to be taken prohibiting the use of

the sanctuary for lodging, and this helped to multiply the number of

khans which had been few and were cntering only for merchants.

The chief khans of Najaf are locnted alongside or behind the

frontage of al-Suq al-Kabir (the big bazaar) (Fig. 3.5) which

consisted originally of stables for horses and beasts of travel.

During the Ottoman occupation, it was re-built as a fine bazaar being

an endowment property and starting from the east gate of the shrine.

Individuals have however, encroached upon it, as governmental control

was corrupt, and the bazaar has become privately owned.

Four of the fifteen khans of Najaf have been either completely or

partially destroyed as a consequence of the construction of break

through stree# (3.ni). Another four khans have changed their f"unctions.

two of them now accommodating confectionery firms and the other two

having been changed to schools. This has resulted in essential

physical, particularly internal, changes. Two of the remaining khans

have been repleted by new buildings somewhat in the manner of some of

the khans of Baghdad (cf. Ch. 15), serving as merchants I offices and

store rooms. The peripheral rooms have been changed into shops.

The remaining five continued functioning as commercial khans

proper and are used mainly as warehouses.

At present and after the vicissitudes of its long history, the

city of Najaf has developed major suqs, more than 100 mosques, most of

which are in the old mahallahs, more than 18 religious schools, some of

which are run b,y Iranians, more than 30 modern schools for girls and

boys, and more than 10,000 houses. Its population in 1965 was

Najaf is a great intellectual centre in Iraq, has more

than 34 celebrated libraries, and is considered the second printing

centre after Baghdad, with 13 printing works and 20 newBPapers. 2l
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Like Baghdad, Najaf is a dual ci1:y; -tho OJ d Town round the

sanctuary of the Imam consisted of four mahalla.h.J, of which al

Mishraq and al'Imarah* were the most favoured residential areas as

they were located between the holy sanctuaries of Najaf and Karbala

(Fig. 3.5).

These four old mahallahs are characterised by their traditional

Arab courtyard houses, zuqaqs and agids, bazaars, khans, hammams and

mosques, each of which is named after a pious man or tribe.

Until the 1930's Najaf was a walled city of roughly circular

pattern. In 1928, the walls, built in 1811 of stones, bricks and

mortar, were partially knocked down. Originally they have two gates,

one on the Kufah highw8¥, and the other on the Mecca caravan route.

The wall was fortified by towers at appropriate intervals and pierced

by many holes for defensive purposes.

In 1971 the writer found that particular stretches of the wall

still existed. On average their width is about 2 m. (Fig. 3.120.).

After the first world war, Najaf became subject to some moderniza

tion. Hospitals, schools, break-through streets and squares for motor

vehicles, a water supply, electricity, and suburban development were

introduced to the city, particularly after 1930.

The first modern suburban mahallah, al-Ghaziyah, developed in a

sprawl pattern to be followed after 1956 by the most modern mahallah,

al-Saad, with its climatically inconvenient gridiron street system.

Thismahallah is still growing rapidly along the highway between Najaf

and its twin settlement of al-Kufah, the other holy Shiah city.

Modern developments now exceed the old nucleus of the traditional city

in size.

* Al-Buraq and al-Hwaish are the other two mahallahs.
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At present, Najaf is the religious capital of all Shiahs.

I'[lhe highest Shi.all lmamm is nasen i.n Nejn.f and his prOnC11.U1Cempnts arc

respected by all Shiahs. Consequently it has a vital political

significance, as may be seen in the past and contemporary history

of the country.

IvIahmucliyah reprosOt.l.;;s the third'-rank in the'Iraqi-khan town
'.

hiera;r:.ch:r" (Fig. ·3.4·~. 3.6, 3.9b, 3.1:3) .~n 1608, Mahmud Pasha i the

then Wa~i of Baghdad b~ilt'a small vill~ge on this site, from which

., '. 22-
the present to~~ derives its n~e. The village did not grow

l.l.ntil the establishment of its khan. The monumental edifice was

built 'in' 18701 . It' was built b~~ Jaafar al-Husaini for religious

purposes as an overnight stage khan where apimal's were 9hanged for

fresh ones. It has a series of liwans(pol,ticoes)"'and 100'rooms surr

ounding a sizeable courtyard in the middle of Which there is a chapel

(Fig. 3.13). Two wells were dug in the khan which soon attracted

other developments such as housing and commercial establishments. A

police station was built as well as a hammam annexed to this khan.

In 1917 the khan was used by the British troops :as a fortress.

furing this time i t8, oondition ..beg~ .~O.i ~e~eriorat e. In 19?7 the

gover~ent of Iraq considered the "luole; area of Mahmudiyah to be

state land and took over the khan without compensation~3 .

Thi;s khan has its own summer and winter. chapels, stables for

animals and rooms for residences. A school: has recently been

built on the site of the khan'S cemetery. By 1947, the settlement

had grown to a population of 2,300~4 :Because of the discontinuation

of caravans passing through Mahmudiyah, the khan, 'situated at the

interaootion of the two major streets is now completely neglected

* It is interesting that there are the remains of an Aboosid
Khan of Azad, now al-Hurriyah on the same site further evidence
-that this route is one of the old caravan routes through the
country.
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The town)recently promoted to a Qadhn. centre;: is a thriving

market town within tho orbit of Baghdad. Its population is now

more than 10,000/i.e. more than 3 times its size in 1947. The tovT.n

now has a grand mosque built in 1935, a hospital, and six schools.

Permanent surfacing of the road to :Baghdad in 1953 and the. rec:.m-;:

establishment of a regular bus route linking the town with Baghd~d

have contributed to Mahmudiyah's modern expansion. Recently a ne'",

bicycle factory has been established here which will aid the to~lP·s

rapid growth.

The lowest (fOur1b) rank of khan towns is exemplified by Khan Bani
3.90.). .

Sand (Fig. 3. 7t _ In 1678, Ahmad Bushnak built the famour Khan of

:Bani Saad25 along the Persian caravan route. This and similar khi".:':lS

were built for short rests, usually for the noon siesta. It lies abouc

half wB3 between the khan towns of Baghdad and Bagubah and has att-

racted a permanent settlement which grew to become a Nahiyah centre

within Diyala Liwa, playing the role of a very small market town vrith

a population of 1,195 ih 1965. Its great khan has been

brusquely and unnecessarily destroyed in the construction of the

modern highwaY to Iran. :Because of its proximity to :Baghdad and

:Baguboh and the development of modern transportation, it has failed

to groW to the same extent as Mahmudiyah on the highway to Hillap.
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Mesopotamia has II1aJ\Y different sized towns having different
• _.... _ _ '~j" 'P'. '"r- " '.. .. \ ~- {.: .oP - <II

functions s'crvi:ng, 'greator or 'smaller areas. Tho Iraqi settlements
~ ~. ""~X - ''''If.I-t: .-~... •

VDry from '0. 'cluster of less thtJn '15 houses to the olosely spaced
" r -.'

small villages parli¢ula.:r:ly near 'the ;ti\re~s, i'o "'tokuets, towns

o.nd citi~s; w~ch serve wider tributary areas, and culminating

in the capital city of Baghdnd.

Urban centres a:re de~ined a.~ administrative centres, which
. ,25

have munioipa.l status, with a popula.tion of 2,000 and. over. It

is important ~o introduce. at the start, the concept of centres
..... ~"". " \:~'••••• '-~_';. / ...~" .. ~_ '~~ ... ~t•••\, '. : •• ',_ ~ ....... _ _. s

of different ~des acc'o~ding to their size. S<;lven ~uch grades
',(, >

ar~ postulated: (Fig. 3 ~'14)

Grado 1

Grade 2

Grade 3a

Grade 3b

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 680

Grade 6b

Grade 7

Tho capital, over 1,000,000 populo.tion.

~njor. li~ia centres and al-Najaf city, over

100,000 population.

ProVincial centres of population between 70,000 

100,000

Provincia.l contres of populo.tion between 50,000 

70,000.

Small provincial centres and major Qadlla centres

of population between 20,000 .:. 50 ,000.

Medium Qadha contres and major Nahiyah (the

smallest administrative centre) centres of

population between 10,000 - 20,000.

Small Qadha centres and medium Nahiyah centres

5,000 - 10,000.

Smell No.hi.yah centres of population betlleen 2,000 -

5,000!"

Small urban-type settlements or townlets (Nahiyah

centres) of popula.tion below 2,000.
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The typical Iraqi village contains Dore than 15 J;1ouseholds,

with an average of more tha."l 5 persons each. Iraq villages

numbered 9918 in 1960. Money income is too 10.'1 to support

commercial enterprisos othor than a gahwah for men, and perhaps

a rudimcntnry shop solling commodities such as tea, sug"...r,

tobacco and mtchos. In effect even these tvTO types of

enterprises do not exist in many villages (Qo.riya.hs). In a

village within commuting distance of the cities ne'!'l ideas and

a.spirations enter along with increased incomes .for illdustrial

employment and rising land values. Such villages exhibit

living patterns midway between traditional village dwellers and

thoso of the urban ·poor. Administration can also be used an as

indication of rank in the ,urban hierarc}v (Fig. 3.)5).

In lfusopotami.a, Ihm, andqacl.hn boundaries have been

recently reconstituted froe tho previ9us Ottoman provinces,

and adjustments are still being'made. Towns are also usually
\

well spaced; the only incipient conurbations being Greater

Daghdad and tho Basra11 - ZUbair - Abu - al-Khasib agglomeration.

Administratively, the Iraqi towns range from the NahiY'lh Centre

D to Qa.dha Centre 0, to liwc centre B to tho capital A which is

above all. these ranks.

The local administration in tho fourteen,liwns of Iraq is

linked to the Ministry of Interior,. Each Local Government

Authority has general'responsibility for supervising the regional

work of all the :national ministries. It ,also has the total

responsibility for rural area.s, i.e. administration, development

Tho Uutassarif (gove:rnor) of a liwa, an of~icial

of tho Ministry of Interior, is the highest official in tho liwa.



He represents all IJinistries in his liwa and can be authorized

by different ministers to act on their behalf. At present

Iraq has 156 nahiyahs and 63 qadhas. They ere presented in

(Appendix B) and. (Fig. 3J.5) excluding settlements less t11o.n

2,000 inhabitants.

The Ibm. centres foro the regional capitals which include

Baghdad, 3 in Grade 2, 011 the contres of Gra.de 3, ond 3 centres

of Gra.de 4.

Hot'1Over, in Karbala and Rn.ma.di Liwo,s, there exist totms

largor in population thnn tho 111-10. centres themselves, such as

ITajo.f nnd Fo.llujo.h for tho first and second lbms respectively.

Fa.llujo.h is the Ill!l.in nnrkot centre for n wide nroa c.nd is

located on tho Syrian highroadi t-;hereas lifajaf boasts this rank

bocc.use of its stable religious function.

Size, thereforo, is not alw~s an exact indicator of

adIJinistrativo status. Many nahiyah centres nre higher in pop

ulation than their qadha. centres. The smallest nahiyah centre has

162 inho.bite..nts ond 58 have under 5,000 Such sizes would not

represont a. t·own in many other countries.

It is far from satisfo.cto~r to rely oither on sizo or

administrntive status as criteria for measuring settlement and

for classifying their urban status. In soeking more satisfactory

criteria, it is well to tclco account of tho essential £unctions

of tot-ma and institutions diSChi~V'Jingthem~1 In the caso of

Iraq, £unction cannot be used procisely in urban definition

mdng to tho 'lack of such usoful data a3 are available for

British towns. The definition of urban status in Iraq soems to
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to lie in the acquisition of certain administrative,

commercial and religious functions, embodied in the mor

phological features of al-Sarai (the main administrative

complex), bazaar and F.ridavr mosque. The elaboration, .size

and number of these three elements indicate the" real rank of

the settlement, which is influenced biT the number 'of population, .

and the funation of the Bettlement.·«I~~q;however,needs

such studies to define its to~ms on 'm~re' fndicatJ.ve bases.

Virtually all towns in Iraq have been classified by rank on the

basis of size and administrative' order, whereas in EUropean

countries service provision has been included in such classifi-

cation. Smailes in Britain, for example, has adopted the

2R
service method to examine the status of the towns;

If such a scheme could be devised forUesopotamia' :Baghdad

and Basrah 't"lould appear high on the list as they are far

advanced. They provide a wide variety of servi ces;" both' of

modern and tradi1I.ona,1 types.

Similarly, if accessibilitiby public bUs services could

be mapped, as has been done in England by Green, "lho' suggested

29 30 .
five orders of towns, and Carruthers,' who studied the

classification of se~ce oentres~ a hierarchy of bus oentres could

be drawn up. Because timetables are rarely written down and

because services in Iraq are erZ::ttic, such data for this type of

classification would be difficult to obtain. In contrast to

Britain, with almost ali its parts acc8ssibledirectly by public

road transport i'rom o~e of its "servic'e ceritresn~l . the majority

of the Iraqi towns are not served by such services. However, the
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14 1iwa centres and a few other qadha centres have recently

developed bus services, but these are unsatisfactory and do not

cover the surrounding areas. Moreover, many towns in Iraq are

not connected by railWays and private cars are few outside the

larger towns. However, taxis, min~buses and large buses com

pensate to a great extent the aeficiency in public buS serVices.

It is also important that, though Iraq had three general

censuses, none of them publish data about the hinterlands of

urban centres. These censuses provide general numbers of

rural and urban population according to administrative units,

without 'a clear definition between the two, even in the case of

Baghdad. The difficulty is fUrther e:mcerbated by the absence

of statistical data about the professional structure of the

rural and almost all the urban areas.

All this muSt be 'considered when a hlerarchy based on

accessibility 'or services is prepared for Iraq.

Commercial activity can be used in ranking the l-Iesopotamian

towris. In contrast to Britain, where the market ceased to be

the most accurate measUre of the status 'of a. town, commercial

activity is the main criterion in Iraq to define whether a

settlement is urban or not.

Practically ~ll urban cent;es of l\7esopotami~ are market

towns for different-sized areas. They are the main collecting

points for the products of their surrounding territories, and.

the main distribution centres for goods from outside. The

oommercial actiVity of these towns is reflected by the bazaar

structure. The bazaars of market towns vary from the primitive

as in lru1maniyah in Kut Li:t'1a, to the very complex and well
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developed bazaar structures of Basrah &1d Kirkuk.

One has to note that practically' there are no towns which

play a role only as market towns. Usually when a market

centre is born in the countryside, it turns into an admi."listra-

t,ive centre. Thus almost all market towns in Iraq play at least

the i't;nctiolls of mal'kEJt tOl1tlS and. adI:lll1istra-tive centres. In

addition to these roles many of the market towns are centres of

religion with major or minor mosques. It is rather rare to find a

clear industrial function in such towns, though certain craft
. ,

industries may be developed eventually•
.

The major market towns in Mesopotamia are practica11y all

capitals of liwas. They are on average 1601008 from each other.

There are 123 traditional market towns in Iraq ranging in

pOPUlation from 2,000 - 20,000, they include 23 towns of Grade 5,

42 towns of Grade 6a and 58 towns of Grade 6b.(See Appendix C)

The distances between these market towns vary greatly, according

to the economic structure of their regions. It is only with

detailed atudy that it will be possible to define the distances

between market towns of different sizes and the areas they are

serving. At the present time it could be said that market

towns of 10,000 - 20,000 may serve areas with a radius of

several tens of Kms. Vlhilst minor market towns may serve very

small areas, possibly not exceeding a diameter of 10 ~ Market

towns are usually not well developed, especially those which

have arisen recently. Some important ones may be well developed

according to outdated notions of development, but these do not

correspond to modern requirements of public health, traffic and
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social amenities. It can be said that market tOwns as' a whole

are yery\def~cient in .se~i~es thus presenting many problems +or

their inhabitants a.I+d t~~ surrounding population ~hich is served
'.'

by' them.

The.market towns pf Mesopotamia are usually located where

people from th~ coUntryside CWl visit them by leaving their

homes very ear~ ,in the ,morning .and ~eturning to them at sunse'b.
0- .' ,

With an average day of 12 ,hours, in a country where there w~re no

good transport~tion facilities, people could not visit market

tOinlS only at ~ distance of 20 -.25 Rms from their homes. Thus the

major towns are s~parated by distances ~f 40 - 50 kms.

With the introduction of new methods of communication after. - ' . ~ ~ :. .. .

the 1940 l s, peopJ.e have been.able 1io .visit at ,a much greater

distance by using Ji bus .se.J07ic9., lorry o.r ~.ven their .car. This

has led 'to change~ :in the ;whole pattern of .countryside market

centres. Several major to~s fUld medium ones, 60.- ·90 kIn apart

flourished. Some other' .~ket. towns declined when some of their

inhabitnnts ,migra"jied to other rising centres. Furthermore, .there

are .pther towns with a decreasing sphere of influence yet with their

population experiencing incr.e~sin~ prosperity, .and these remained

quite stable. Fin~y, the development of new functions, especially

industry nnd ndministration·have.!promoted .the eA~ensions, growth

and birth of new market ~owns.

Here it s40uld be po~ted out that the d:tstribUtiopal patterns.,. .

of towns in .both the mo~~~ous and marshy lands are' different from

t:ha.t has already ,been discussed. This is owing to the physic

graphical differenc~s nnd associated means of transportation.
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In terms of evolution Mesopotamia has several

categories of market tows. There are tows which have declined

such as Rawanduz in Arbil 1iwa, Badrah in Kut 1iwa and Kumait

in Amarah 1iwa, others which have been depressed, yet other$that

have remained relatively stable, and finally developing alfd new

In spite of-the fact that much criticism has been directed

against using population as an indicator of urban status in

Western countries , it is practical to adopt tbis concept in this

discussion of urban hierarchy. As was found in the case of Iran,

Iraq also has reasonably comparable information regarding the

population' of its totm. Also in a country where urbanizo,tion

and industrinlization on a modern scale is only just beginning

and where the urban population is only about 50 per cent of the

whole, it is obvious that the majority of people in urban ,places

must be engaged in providing services. The analogies existing

in manufo,cturing tows, large in size but lacking in services,

have not yot been developed in Iraq, as an underdeveloped Arab

countr/? 2

The 1965 census, the -third and best census in the history

of Iraq, gives population figuros for 233 lurban places', that

is, places of over 2,000 population. The urban hierarchy of

Hesopotamia is represented in/(APpendix 0)' and tFig. 3.,)'.

Baghded, the primate city, occupie~ Grade 1, just as much
~-----

as Cairo does in the hierarchy of Egypt. In 1968 the population

of Iraqis three major cities were in the_ ratio 100 - 12 - 11

Baghdad is foilot/ed by the four maj or regional centres, namely,

Basrah, Hosul, Kirkuk and I,raja!, all of which are 1iwa capitals
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with the exception of al-Najaf. Najaf gre't-l in prominence

as the main religious centro of Shish Moslems all over the

world, at the same time being a terminus of the desert route to

Mecca. These centres are publication centres of either morning
J

dailies such as Baghdad and Basrah or weekly and montryr magazines.

Apart from Kirkuk, they are the seats of now universities, which

draw their pupils from beyond their regions. They are also

centres or sub-centres of wholesale distribution, and main centres

of banking facilities.

All the towns of Grade 3 are liwa centres. Two in the

n.orthern region, two in the central r~gion and three in,the

Southern region following the overall distribution of population.

The upper group Grado 30., of this class included Arbil and

Sulaimaniyah, the main KUrdish centres in Iraq, Hillah is the

main commercial centre of' the whole middle Euphrates region,

and Karbala is the major religious centre for Shiah Moslems, with

a recently developed large modorn canning factory.

The lower ,group of this category Grade 3b included threo

liwa. centres 'which aro located in the southern region. It is

indicative of the bad agricultural conditions ,of a considerable

part of tho 2outhern'rogioh that its liwa contres appear low

in the hierarchy.

All tho centres of this rank have medium-sized hospitals

and head post officos.

As a major characteristic distances are small between

Diwnniyah, Nassiriyah, Hillah, Karbala. and Naja!, and between all

of these towns and Baghd3d. The rivers, traditional roads and
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religious factors havg influenced such spatial distri~ution.

Najai' and Karhala are big centres of faith. This attracts

people and gives them additionni importance'. All the centres

of Grade i - 3 offer services of a greater range, e.g. specialist

medical advice, cinemas except for the regligious centres of

Karbala and Najaf, and higher education. Grade 4 comprises ten

towns, seven of which are qadha centres, and three poor liwa

centres, save Bagub~l whose low rank can be attributed to its

vicinity to Baghdad. Seven of these centres are in the central

region, the other three are widely seatered following the overall

distribution of tho population.

Fallujah and Bagubah can be considered parts of Greater

Baghdad. Kufch has acquired its rather high rank because of

its roligious function. It can be considered part of Greater

najaf~3.-3 Host of these towns have recently developed their

manufacturing firms and thus show a steadily rising status.

Apart from Habbaniyah-Khaldiyah which is a nchiynh centre,

all the other urban places uithin Grade 5 are qadha centres.

Thoy are widely scattered in the country being respectively 5,

11 and 7 in the northern, oentral and s~outhern regions. Three

of the southern centres are in Basrah Liwa. All these towns

are propsperous market to\lnS for their regions. All of them

have secondar.r school institutions and oithor largo dispensarios

or small hospitals.

A hundred other towns with poPulations 2,000 - 10,000 are

within Grade 6. All these places are either nahiyah or qadha

contres. Thirty towns aro scatterod in tho mountainous aroa. In

the central and southern regions they follow the ovorall distribution
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., pattern:.of.,poPuJ,ation',..·.as well.a.s the layout of tho river and .
. . .

canal system. 26 of them are located' on the Enphrates and its

canals, wheroas 24 towns. are on t.he Tigris a....ld its branches.

Some of these centres have "a considerable regional importance.

Tho eighty-eight other places, are ~ahiyah centres with populations

ranging betwoen 162 to 1,972 inhabitants. Their number is

presented' in I(APpendixO~.according to their liwas.
,7·

Administratively, tlioy are C'onsiderod urban centres, while

in practice they are rather primitive 'urban villages' with

cort~in administrative and very limited commercial importance for

their surrounding regions. However, they have primary schools

and post offices. Fin~, it·is possible in Iraq to depend on

the municipal. statu's 9f the Iraqi, towns in studying their hierarchy

(Fig. 3~)
". ;.

According' to Article II of the Municipal Administra-

tion Law,NQ. 165 of 1964, the Iraqi municipalities form six

grades, according to population and function within municipal

boundaries: 4 These sub-grades are classified as follows:-

Grade A: Baghdad Municipality ( Amanat al-asimah)

Grade B: The munit:lipalities of Basrah, Hosul and, Kirkuk

Grade 0:. The municipalities of other .liwu centres and al-Najaf

Grade D: The municipalities of toWns with ci. population more than
15,000

Grade E: The municipalities of towns with a population more than
5,000

Grade F: The municipalities of towns uith· a popula.tion iess than
5,000

.'

The municipillities (baladiyahs) aro semi-official authoritics

charged with all municipal duties and bocause of thoir.general



inexperionce the itldividual lJlUricipalitios are ~inkod to tho

lfinistrY of lfunicipalities through the Directorate General of

Hunicipalities. This Ministry has the added responsibility of

supervising the projects and oXpenditure that comer, to the

municipalities from the Goneral Budget or from the Economic Plan.

However, water supply, eloctricit.r, telephono and sewage disposal

are not the responsibilities of tho municipalitios. The case of the

Municipality of Baghdad is somewhat different from the othor

municipalities of Mesopotamia. It is classified by law as a

'Distinguished l-funicipalityr which has wide autherity and special

powers. The Amin al-Asimah (Hoyor of tho Oapital) is linked

directly to the J.1inister of Hunicipalities, which means that unliko

the other honds of municipalities, ho is outside tho control of

the ltinistor of Interior oxcept in some matters of a spscial nature.

The Amanat al-Asimah has unlimited authority to award projects of

all sizos and to undertake projocts of all kinds. In addition

it onjoys tho privilege of contacting directly all municipalitios

and dopartments which makes tho problem of cO-O~"1ation of

sorvices somowhat easior. Tho creation of the J.Iinistry of

~funicipalitios after the 1958 Revolution, completed the independence

of Amano.t al-Asimah from tho Ministry of Intorior.

From. this ..aJ'U:I.lyais it will be seen. that the hiera.rclJy based on size,

ndministrativo and municipal status, reflocts the unoven

distribution of wealth to support towns in Hesopotamia, both in

·terms of population and natural rosources, as woll as the absence

of 0. comprehonsive regional and national plan to r.egulate the

overall distribution of population and growth of individual towns.
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The opportunities and limitations of any site are important

in the growth of urban settlements. In the course of development,

cultural factors play their role in either strengthening or

weakening the va.lue of site. laghdad's site plJvs an important

part in its past and present development. The initial site of

Baghdad has been considera.bly modified during its historical phases,

particularly in the past two decades. It is \forth remembering that

there have been disagreements regarding the exact location of the

Round City of Baghdad, which underlies the modern development in

the area between Karkh and Kadhimtyah (Fig. 4.1).

The predominance of the single-family type of house and the

scatter of high buildings in Baghdad is the result of the present

structure of the ~drological and olimatio oonditions dominating

the very flat site of the oity.

Geological structure, relief, soil, olimate, water resouroes

and floods are tho site qlements which ",ull be analysed present~.

)
Up to 1956 the oity has boen developing within the limits set b.Y

the areas liable to flood, afterwhich it mushroomed in all

directions (Fig. 4.1).

Unti.l the second half of the 19th oentur:r Baghdad was

supposed to be the only settlement on its site. But Sir Rawlison

discovered in 1848, during an unusually dry ~eason, when tho Tigris

has fallen six feet below the normal low-water mark, that the

Western bank of the Tigris was lined with an embankment of solid

brickwork dating from the time of lrebachadnezzar II (605 - 688 B.C.),



Though it has been said that Nahr Iso. "las a Sassanid origin, no

agreement has been reached about that~ Probably the remains

of this canal are the same as those of Hahr al-lhwudi (lfahr

Isam) which even nO"l can be· traced from the flest side of the old

airport, terminating near the Secondary School of al-Karkh. Isam

('anal is probably one of the distributaries of Se..qlawiyah canal.
However there is no agreement about the course*of ·~he Isa canal
and other canals in recent historical writings. Sarat was

**another canal branching from Nahr Iaa. above al-Muhawil, a town

several kilometres a:>uth-~st of the Round City. Alongside al-Snrat

and the other canals, Baghdad. grew up during the first years of

its establishments.

Karkha.ya was a SUbsidiary canal, branching from Isa a mil.e

below al-l~wil, which again had four distributarios.

* to Strange was not sure about the Iso. canal. He thought only
one Iso. Canal existed in Western :Baghdad. Consequently none of
the placos in Western Baghdad were located by him in their proper
sites. When he wrote his book "Baghdad During the Abbasid
Caliphate" in 1900, he \-Tas in error about llahr Isa because he was
unaware of the existence of llahr Iso. al-Adham. !loreover, he
drew llahr Iso. in a circular course around the Round City of 0.1
l.funsur. In other words he considered the Round City as a base to
be followed by canals, not taking into account the original irrigq.tion
system which existed d[ong time before tho foundation of Baghdad.
As a result La Strangd had placed the Fordhah (river quay) on the
subsidiary of Isa which terminated in tho Tigris. This is
unacceptable since Nahr Iso., tho subsidiary was small compared with
the main canal of Iso. al-Adham which was spanned by severl barrages
(qantarahs). The remains of al-Fardhah still exist South of
Madinatal-Mansur in l3a.ghdad on the right side of the l3a.ghdad-Hillah
highway~

** The word "Muhawil" signifies a place where bales are unloaded:
and the town appears to have received this name fr'om the unloading
of river barges which took place here, "'Then the cargoes '-lere carried
by hand to the small skiffs which plied on the Iso. al-Adham canal.
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There wero IIIa1\Y villages and da yrs(Christian l[oMsteries)

on the West S ide of Baghdad. Some of these munos can be found

in some parts of modern Baghdad, such as Karkh (Fig. 4.2).

I\fu.barakah, Xhatabiyah, Sharfaniyah, Wardaniynh, Katafta ,

Karkh, lhratha, Sal, Warthnla , Barwara and Suq Baghdad were some

of the main villages. Karkh was named after a Sasso.nid vi11ago

which had been bllilt by Sabur II (309 - 319 E.C.)4

D9.yr Nidian, D3yr 1.brfthion, and Ie.yr Ornar Salibia, were

the main Christian dayrs. Some. of these villages were popule.ted

by Arabs before tho building of Baghdad.

Suq Baghdad was situated south of Al-5arat, on the road

betwoen tho villagos of Swlaya in the n:>rth and lCatnftn in the

south. This village is of historic importance as Daghdad still

holds its name. The Round City of al-Uansur probably was built

on tho site of Wardaniynh vil1age~ Doubtless it was located

between the present Juafir and RAdhimiyah in the West of Baghdad.

The Western part of Baghdad was comprised of two Tuasugs,

Katrabul in the nlJrth and 13a.duria in the south, a,l-8arat ca.nal

being the dividing lino.

There was 0. good network of roads between the above mentioned

villages and between tho villages and other urban settlements

(Fig4.3a ).

On the Eastern part of fughdad Nahrawan was the chief source

of irrigation. It is easy to trace tho dr,y courses of this

gigantic irrigation canal from near Samarra town some 120 kns

north of lhg.hdad to around Kut, the provincial capital of Kut 'Liwa,

some 176 kIna south of Baghdad. Nahrawan had two main branches from
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the right b3.l'1k, penetrating into the heart of the Eastern part

of Beghdo.d, !<hoIis being the north branch and Nahr Bin the

Southern one rea.ching to near al-Madain (ctesiphon) south of

the present Baghdad (Fig. 4.4). Nahrawan has been considered

one of the largest irrigation and artificial canals in the world.

It is 120 m 'Hide, 10 m deep and 200 kns long~.
, Cl

!<halis and Bin canals branched into severt distributaries,

irrigating a number of villages o.nd arable If1.1l4 in the Eastern

'part of Baghdad. Kilwatha was one of these villages.This is

probably the present 'ma.ha.llah of Karradah al-Sharqiyah, which

has grown to cover the southern Peninsula of ·the Tigris.
,

The East of Baghdad was divided into two Tussugs, Tussug

Nahr Bug in the north and Tussug Kilwathti o.nd Nahr Bin in the s~uth.

There were several dQYrs also, including al-Zandaward, a ver,y

famous' one. Tho qatiat (endowment) of al-Mukharrim is in Rustaq

of al-Afrut. To the s~uth of RustEl,q al-Af'rut was Suq al-Thalatha

(Tuesday Uarket) so named because a monthly market used to be helq.

on the spot' on a Tuesday. ~ Dirmalis was one of several dayrs

in this part.
, ,

As the Christian monasteries were optimally situated, the

Caliphs built their palaces on or near these 'sites.' 110reover,

the Round City itself was surrounded b,y seveni of these d~s.

Elccavation done in Tel l{armal in 1949 c,outh-east of al-Rusafah

(~tern side) has revealed the existence of an urban settlement,

dating back to about 1792 B. C. ~ 1950 more excavations were

carried' out, revealing Bab,ylonirin tablets belonging to the period

of Hammurabi, on the site of the present mohallah of Tel Uuhmnrnad.
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in south-EaStern Baghdad. It is now occupied by 10l":-c1ass

dwellings. IvIatv tells are in need of excavation. There are

probably other relics of urban settlements illustrating the

geographical importance of this site. The majority of the above

S
mentioned canals, however, have d~ppeared. They were running

under different parts of the built-up area of Baghdad - but it

is not too difficult to emmine the courses of many of them in

both Karkh and. Rusafah on the periphery of the outer fringe area.

A peculiar phenomenon can be noticed here. B9.ghdad on both

sides of the river ,ms deriving water mostly from either the

Euphrates canals, or from the Tigris indirectly by severltf

distributaries whioh branohed :from the chief canals of the Tigris

itself. Uor is _i:t~:emi.re1y"-dependenton the Tigris supply.

Geological structure.' reli.ef and soil of ;the ~hdad area:
" ,

:Baghdad is situated in the plain of I'iesopotamia or al-Rafida.in.

This p1ain has a general N.W. to S~E. slope, falling gently at an
o

average ratio of about 6 em per ki:reter. It is bounded by the

Persian mountains in the cast and the stable Arabian plateau in

the l'lElst and ftouth-west (Fig. 4.5a) The ma.ximum width of the

plain is 350 Kms and its 1engt~ is 650 kilometres. Since early pr~-

historic times the shoreline o:f the Arabian Gulf, originally

stretching at least to the vicinity o:f Sa:na.rra. and rot, has b"~~Y'I

steadily receding in a Bouth-e.aat direction. The Uesopotamian

Plain covers about a :fi:rth of Iraq's area; it is 93,000 sq. Kms.

According to Mitchell it is 115,000 sq. bs? This plain is

similar to that of ancient lhby10nia but 10ngor. The general
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geology of the country is ShOl1tl in f~g. 4. 6/). The Mesopotamian

geosyncline consists of older sediments as well a.s those of a

more recent age. This synclinal depression contains three

types of deposit. The first of these, alluvial deposits of

rocent ago, consists of river and flood deposits, i.e. loam,

silt and sand.

Table 4.1: The Mechonica.l CompositiC?~ of Soils in Daghdad. Site:

Depth in m. f ;:~ ~'e'r
• 'P' . .

cent I Silt per cent Clay per cent

6:t ;6.3 -
0 - 50.6 33.1

J _I,. . . l....-..-.~ .
Source: J. P. Delver Saline Soils in Lower 1fusopotamian Plain,

Ministry of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin, No. 1 Baghdad (1963) 3.

.Tho ·second. of these, Quaternary sediments, consists of

mainly fluvial deposits, i.e. sandstones, siltstones and non-

marine shales (BUkht~ari Fo~tion). The last of these late

.Tertiar,y deposits, consists of sandstones, shales and eva.porites,

ranging in age from e~ly T~rtiary to Cambrian.
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Table 4.2: A General Picture of the stratigraphy of' Iaghdad' s
Site ..~,~

.Ago Formation Lithology
(Process)

Thickness Occurrence Ground water
Characteris

tics

Old
Alluvium

Pleisto
cene

....-R~e....c-en-t--'--Yi-o-ung---er-a-l---I-~G-r-aV--Ol-s-,---+-U-nkn~ ...own......_,-+O-Wad~S' ~~-and~oj-s-o-m-e~shal-",-:,:-l

luvium sand, silt, Probably dunes area wells near 1
clay, some Exceeding the Tigris
secondary 100 ft. and Euphrates 1
Gypsum, have satis-
Sand-dunes factory ground

I water for use. I

Deltaic, iUnknolm ITerraces Older
I.a.ucatrine,.. Probably I Upper part Alluvium
and Molin I Exceeding, of lower contains
deposits, 100 ft. . Mesopo- ground water I
silt, sand. I tamian but un- I
Erosion andj satisfactory l
~eposition for human ,
J.n some I use. t
places J I.__~__L..-.._._.~ ......_~......__.- .!

Source: G. H. Ahmed, Baghdad - Aspects of Site, J3u1lotin of the

College of Arts and ~cience, Baghdad (1960) 21.

The regional dip of the old formation, 1. e. pre-recent sedi-

ments in gcmernl have two main directions. The first one is a

S.outh-easterly direction of: about 200 while tho second one is

onorth-easterly, of about 1 •

The sediments of the Baghdad. area are of recent and pleistocene

age. Tho Tigris, Diyala and the Euphrates river contributed the

bulk of these sediments. The sediments deposited annually in the

flood plain of Baghdad have been estimated by 1utchell to be 10

million tons, while Husted gave a figure of 2.2 million cubic yards~
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The marimum and minimum monthly weight of sediment in the

Tigris vlater at Baghdad are 2,300 and 170 gms/cubic m. of wat6r

respectively. The annual average weight of the Tigris sediments

at Baghdad is 795 gms/cubic m. Generally the Tigris carries

the greatest quantity of alluvial sedimentation in ApI·il.

According to l2jid, the Tigris carried in April 1954, 35 million

tons of sediment. Al-Khuli has stated that the Tigris sedimentation

amounts to 150 parts/million and 20,000 parts/million in low and

flood seasons respectiv~ly~

Generally the fertile soil of the Hesopotamian plain of

early history is no\-! buried several metres below the present land

surface (Fig. 4.5b). The annual average increase in depth of the

plain by al-Rafidain sedimentation is one millimetre.

According to al-Kquli, the depth of this alluvial stonelesB

plain is several hundreds of metres, being only 100 - 150 metres

according to aI-Khalaf, while the flood plain deposits, as Ahmed

stated, were found to be 66 feet in thickness in the Baghdad area~O

Potentially the soil of this plain is fertile, but it

requires effective irrigation systems to compensate for the short-

comings of climat e.

Salt accumulation on the ·soil of both the middle and 1!!outhern

Iraqi plain is the main danger. The annual average of soluble salts

in the Tigris at l3a.ghdad is 260 milligrams per litre of water~l

More than half of al-Raf:Ldain plain is in a saline condition owing

to the desert climate, the absence of any effective irrigation

system, continuous 'floodings and variation of water levels pro

duced by irrigation resulting in concentration of soil salts in
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in the root zones of the c.rops, thus reducing laud productivity~2

Unlike most of the plain Baghdad has many site advantages 7

owing to the efficiency of natural drainage, since it has a levee

tYPe of soil. It is composed of alternative strata of clay, silt,

clay and loam, which are homogeneously mixed \-lith top·-80il. The

average depth of the lovell stratum is between 4 - 8 ms. and lies

over a permeable clay-lBiYerj the thickness diminishos in the

direction of the adjacent basins. The level soils of the Tigris

appear at a depth of 1.2 - 2.0 m under the overlying irrigation

soils. The levee soils of Baghdad are marked b,y gentle slopes

inclined about 10 from the river in the direction of the adjaoent

basin soils in zones 4 - 5 Kms. wide on both banks. The leve~soils

of Baghdad's sito are 2 - 3 m higher than the alluvial basins,

which lio further inland. Therefore, the leve£soils have a

satisfactory drainage both to the river and to the basins. Generally

speaking, they have a deep ground-~'1ater table though it fluctuates

o\-dng to seasonal variations in the level of the Tigris. The soils

are almost non-saline and have a relatively coarse texture. They c:-re

permeable, facilitating easy percolation to replenish ground water

supplies. The morphological depression between the river levels

of al-Rafidain is filled with the basin deposits of these two rivers.

The average depth of each layer is betl'1een 3 and 4 m. They are

mainly silt, clay, silty-clay and clayey-silt sediments. Meander

soils arc the youngest river deposits accumulating on the inside

bends being mostly san~ ~tith silt sometimes loosely structured.

Levee soils are considered as of first-class quality and are
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mainly used for the cultivation of perishable agricultural

produce. River basin soils and flood soila are considered to

be of secondary quality. They are not fully cultivated. At

present o~y barley and wheat in a fallow system are cultivated,

although vega-tables and some fruit trees can be found.

Generally the gradient of al-Hafidain plian is very 101Y,

being on the average Ca 6 cm/Km, towards the Arabian Gulf.

This low gradient is reflected in tho 101'1 gradient of the Tigris

river, 6.9 cm/Km and that of the Euphrates, 10.5 Cm/Km. According

to Mitchell, the gradient of the Tigris in the southern part of the

Ba.ghdad area is about 1:15,000.

The rolief of the Baghdad area is so flat that in some parts

of the city even shallow depressions are filled in with water. lfust

of them are affected by tho frequent depositions 'of al-Rafidain

floods. The highest point within the .Ama.na.t al-1I.eimah boundaries

is in the old part of al-Karkh opposite to al-Sarai. Its height

is between 36 - 3~ m (Figs. 4.1, 4.8). Here leve~~ are relatively

higher than in the surrounding areas. They act as natural dams,

protecting Baghdad from floods. The lowest point is in the left

bank between Rustumiyah and Zufuraniyah; it is between 31 - 32 m

above h~S.L•..A height of 30 m above M.S.L. is reached south-

east of the new airport in al-Karkh. There are some points in

RuSafah of a height of more than 36 m above M.S.L. Shurjaah, the

business centre, occupies ground 36 - 38 m above M.S.L.

Al - Kadhimiyah has developed on another high level, ranging

between 35 - 37 m above 1Il.S.L. The height however, decreases in

all directions from the city centre.
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Thus Karkh, Kadhimiyah and Rusafah, especially the city centre,

have been inhabited from earliest timc~'because their high-lying

area provided safety during floods in the otherl'dse very flat

site of Baghdad. It is a peculiar urban phenomenon that until

recently, various fUnCtions viere competing to occupy sitos as close

to the river as possible, \-There flooding is least hazardous. The

close approach of the Tigris and Euphratos rivers in the latitude

of B9.ghdad is believed to be a result of tectonic sagging in this

region~

....
Tho N.S. trend o.P'; ol-Rafidain in this central sector, coupled

t• .:

with tho Dimilar tendency of the .M.haim and. Diyala rivers is strongly

suggestivo of structural rather than' erosional forces~3

Up to 1956, the date of tho beginning fo effective flood

oo.ntrol! _al-Rafidain were the Chief pl\ysical factors a.ffecting the

planning and growth of J3a€hdad by means of their slow sedimentat~on,

changes of course and sudden freqUent floods.

~e ~~ form of a tOrm, in the absence of modern technology,

reflects the climate of the area. to a large extent. Apart from.

the immediate rivei:ine sites in the region of Baghdad, where micro

ciimatio influences of the Tigris are found, the rest is typical

Clesert climate. The Baghdadis have responded to their desert

area bY building up characteristic forms, both public and. private,

which f1.Ulction successfully in .thS environment. The lack of rainfall,

the extremes of temperature diurnal and annual, the prevailing

winds, the dust from the surrounding vast desert have all been

considered when traditional Baghdad was built. The compact

cellular morphology of 1nghdad was perhaps more a result of intuition
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,....Jt,,,,,,

''t ....b
than design, reflecting a concordant climatic approach':"

Together with the climatic factors the social structure and

Arab traditions have been instrumental in creating a unique style

in housos, bazaars, and roads. It is not difficult to recognize

the influences of clima;te reflected in both public and private

buildings that have survived in Baghdad from earlier periods.

During:ilB historical development up to the First World War,

Baghdad has been trying to provide shade as a protection from the

heat of the sun, in its zuqcq system and bazaars~

To give a single example, as a morphological clement in the

current study ospecially for old Baghdad, the traditional Baghdadi

or lu'ab courtyard house has been influenced to a large extent by

cliaatic factors (See Part IV Chapter 6).

Directly or indirectly Baghdad's climate, like that of the

rest of Iraq, is influenced by several factors. The Hediterranean

sea affects the climate of Baghdad by frequent cyclonic storms,

particularly during winter, owing to the funnel shape of al-

Rafidain plain and. the absence of topographical barriers. Relative ly,
v

the Arabian Gulf supplies hot humid air masses during summer,

moving northward as far as lhghdad (Figs. 4. 9, 4.14c). The

topographical setting of the country, particularly the desert in the

west and the mountains in the north, the latitudinal location and to

a very limited extent the natural vegetation, are also influencing

Baghdad's climate. It may be concluded from this that Baghdad

has a distinctive climate. It is semi-arid nith sub-tropical

temperatures. According to Koeppen's classification Baghdad has

a 'Bshw' climate (steppe climate with 250 ... 500 mms of annual rainfall. )
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IJean annual temperature is greater than 18°0 with dry periods

. 1"J.n summer.

The main distinguishing climatic characteristics of Baghdad

are its extremes. Hot dry suzmners and mild to cold winters,

"lith temperatures rising above 36°0 on ~lmost every day in the

long summer. This has dicta.ted certain patterns and. forms which

influenced the physiognoll\Y of the city. The nights are comparatively

cool; 25°0 is the mean daily minimum in July. Temperatures below

freezing point are rarely eXperienced in winter, which is almost

a mild season. The lm'lest minimum temperature recorded during the

last 54 years has been-8.5°0 on 20th January 1964, while the highest

maximum temperature 'Was 50.20
0

on 5th August 195-r--{ The duration

of the winter season is more than three months and. lasts from the

end. of December to the end of February while summer extends over

more than four months, from the end of April to the end of August.

Baghdad has a high annual range of temperature. The average

daily sunshine in July is 14 hours and 4 mine, 3 hours and 48 mine

greater than'that of January,. which is 10 hours and 16 mins: f In

Baghdad 75 per cent of daytime hours have sunshine, but the health

of the inhabitants are preserved by the dryness of the air and the

refreshing coolness of the nights, compared with Basrah's humid

leather. Another climatic fea.ture in :Baghdad is the great range of

diurnal temperatures owing "to the low relative humidity as shown

in the foHol-ling table:

Table 4.3: Daily range of temperature at :Baghdad

an Daily
mperature

Range

11

16

--~------... . ..
lIcan daily maximum 00 l'!ean daily llinimum 00 1.Ie

Te

.. , . . -- . _._ ...-- .
January , 15 3

July 43 1 25
1e_ . . ......
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Spring and Autumn are temperate short transition seasons.

They last less than two months each. Spring lasts from the end

of April to the end of r.Ia.rch, ~rllereas Autumn last from the

end of September to the end of November.

Baghdad in its central situation on al-Rafidain lowlands,

has a relatively low pressure syf;ltem in winter. This links the

Hediterranean and Arabian Gulf lol'1 pressure!'J areaS' and acts as

a passageway for Mediterranean depresions. As a result of the

high pressure concentrated on the Zagros Uountains, it is 'only

natural that Baghdad experiences both warm and cold periods in

'<linter:' It has relatively 10\'1 pressure during the summer months.

Tho main provuiling winds in Baghdad are north-wester¥y,

northerly, e :lstorly, nOloth-.easterly and south-e asterly. The

north;~';l.esterJjY winds develop on tln Anatolian and Armenian

Plateaux. Thoy have Fohn characteristics and are dominant

throughout the year, particularly in summer whon thoy account for

75 por cont of tho winds. This dominant diroction is owing to
.

tho absenco of l!oditorranfan depressions, tho low pressure over

the Mesopotamian trough and Arabian Gulf and tho orientation of

tho Iraqi mOtUltains, .which is from nvrth-\'1ost to south-west.

Tho n::>rth l1ind (shamal) blows on nino out of ovory ten days

during Juno, July and Au.:,oust. Tho northerly wind blows

particularly during winter, spring and autumn, towards the

Arabian Gulf. Tho north-l'1ostern and northern winds, giving

an almost uninterrupted air draught, have to bo considered

favourable factors sinco thoy are usoful in bringing down the

high mrodmum temporaturo and in slightly raising tho air hUlJidity.
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Tho ensterly and north-enstcrly (Shn.rji) ninds nro cold and

damp in winter, while tho BOuth-ensterly winds dimUlish ns they

ronch BnghdOO in summor. They nre dust lOOen and lmve a high

relativo humidity, since thoy como from tho Arabian Gulf with

cyclonic fronts. Summor winds nre hot and dry, whilo winter

\-rinds nrc cold and dry, except during tho cyclonic disturbances

whon thoy become humid and mild. Owing to the dominlL.'1t

north and north-uesterly winds, the industrial plllnts, pnrti

cu1ll.rly thoso susceptiblo to climatic fnctors, should be located

southwn.rds as far no is possible.

Dust storms coming from silty desert areas nre a. common

foature of the Hesopotnmilln climnte. Thoy nro caused by strong

winds and also whirlwinds which ariso whon dry rniIlless fronts

are passing. UsunJ.1y dust storms nrc expected to occur during

tho hot dry poriod, from April to Novomber, though occasionally

they occur in winter with tho cold fronts. In Spring and Autumn

they are associated with both OOvancing and retreating dopressions

of tho Hediterranean. Only a fow summcrdust storms affect

visibility. Baghdad airport closes owing to theso dust storms

for 1 - 3 d~s per annum.

Rain is the dominant form of precipitation. BaghdOO liko

most parts of the country hns an SlCtromely dry summer, owing

to tho shift of Hediterranenn depressions to the north and

stability of the o.T. dry nod warm air. The city has no in

sufficient quc.ntity of rninfa.ll, the annual menn being 150.8 mms.

Honce irrigntion in tho Bnghdad area. is vital. January and

Fobruary aro the mnin rainy months, although Spring and Autumn

experienco somo occasional rninfaD.. Ra.i.nfa.JJ. distribution
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varios considorably ill amount from year to year. For i:1Sto..'1CO

Baghdad which has 0. mean an11ual ro.i:1fall of 150 mms received

only 50 mms in 1901, while it had 566.8 o..'1d 255.9 mms. in 1894

mld 1968 respoctively. The heaviost do~pour recorded at

Baghdad was 71 mms on tho 18th August 196E?-' Baghdad has a high

meml doviation of rainfall as shOlm be1ow!9

No. of yoars

49

Variability =

Nann doviation
mms inchs

Hoa...'1 dtwiation
lIoan a...'1:lUal rainfall

Hea.!! allllunl rainfall
roms iuchs

159

x 100 =45.03%

Tho rainfall is indoed lllSignificrolt mld UlllcsS water is brought

1.'1 from outside, life 1.'1 Baghdad is impossible for both human and

p1rolt life. Thoro is also a montllly deviation in rainfall e.g.

Januory rainfall at Baghdad was 13.8, 54.1 a...'1d 7.5,mms rospoctivoly

in 1954, 1955 a..'1d 1966. Baghdadfs rainfall is genera.lly

associated with thunder showors nnd is of a short duration owing

,to air masses passing from tho Moditerro..'1oan touards the south

east rather than to the instability of local a.ir ninsses. 0:1
. , , 2»

avorago thUlldor occurs in Baghdad Oll 9.9 days par annum.

AIthough Baghdad I s mean re1a.tivo' humidity is 38 por cent it has

both monthly mld annual variation. Howover, ,r'olative humidity

in SUIIlLler is 10\lor tha.!.l tha.t of wintor. Fog is a vory rare

phODOn0110n in tho c1ioato' ,of Baghdad'. 1966 for instnnco had

only six days with fog.' There is a 'la.ck' of evaporation

measuroLleat 1.'1 Baghdad and the \/11010 country.

Thore is virtually no S11011 or hail in Baghdad. It has only

0.2' nnd 0.7 days of snow arid ha.il por yoar rospoctivcly~"l,'~I'''.
'I
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The non-existence of central heating systems in the pla.nning of

Baghdad houses is explained by the rarity of cold weather.

Wat er Resources: (Pig. 2.8 )

Rivers are almost the sole water resources for the Baghdad

urea. Rainfall, as has clready been discussed, is unreliable.

The SaIne can be said of ground 't3tp.r. Like most of Iraq

Baghdadrs site is prevented from being a desert by a1-Rafidain.

Modern Baghdad has developed alongside the Tigris from Kre.iat

and Kadhimiyah in the north to ZUfuraniyah and al-Durah in the

south. (Pig. 4.8). Its riverine length is about 56 KIns. In both

Karkh and Rusafah, one can see the dominant morphological pattern

of IIlB.1V urban land uses running along an axis parallel to the

Tigris.

studying the original network of rivers of the Round City of

Baghdad is of vital importance, since it will bring necessar,y

information for the interpretation of its morphological development.

Bnghdad rS sit e has been considerably modified as a rosult of the

changes in the river course 'and irrigation systems, together ~dth

the frequent overf10\'1 of the river. Therefore one has to

consider the original and the present river network in any to\in-

soape study of the city (Pig. 4.2).

The Tigris at present is the main source of water :for both

domestic use and irrigation. The avera.ge salt content of the

Tigris wntor is 1200 parts per million.

Table 4.4 Salt contents of the Tigris end Diyala.

~r

jTotal soluble Ca.C03 Cas04 HgS04 HgC12 NaC12 Na7.'104 1sn1t _.
I • -::-.-

Tigris/ 550 156 63 53 53 2C'...
Di.ya1aj 1,000 230 I 176 24 91 ! 153 ! -

1 \-..___f. . J
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Fig. 4.10 Tho flow of the Tigris/1906 _1963.
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It 'usually contains low nitrate concentrations ulrich are not

more than 25 parts per million, but boron concentrations are less

than 0.5 parts per million~ Salts deposition and floods are

considered hero as negative aspects of the river.

1lB expected from the current study one will be able to see how

far Daghdad'a growth and plans 'have been influenced by river. The

historic urban nuclei of fughdad, i.e. Kadhimiyah, Adhaoiyah

and Karrw1cll al-Sharqiyah' have been developed originally on the

river's meandering loops.

Under natural conditions al-Rafidain floods usually tw{e place

in spring, they deposit new soil l~ers, increasing salts in

tho soil as a result of the insufficient and inadequate drainage

systems. Floods raise the water table, and this in turn limits the

loss by evapa-transpiration and frequently, produces insanitary

condi·tions in the most densely populated parts of tho city. The

daily average drainage of the Tigris on :Baghdad's site has been

variously ostimated betue'en 1,220 to 1,544 cumecs~1

This variation in tho figures is owing to -tho fact tmt the

drainage is well defined only for periods of low flows. During

some floods broac~os havo ocCurred in the dykes of the Tigris river

upstream from :Baghdad, causing flow to by-pass the ga\180. The

river Tigris has been gauged since 1906 (Figs. 4.10, 4.11)

The maximum discharge of the Tigris also ,variously estimated

betl1een 10,200 to' 11,600 cumecs;JI. There has boen a large

variation in the a.verage floH; the flow in 1930 was only 499 cumecs,

as against 1,390 cumecs in 1953. The da.tes of the annual maximum

and minimUm flO\-lB are'very unpredictable. In 1914 the annual

maximum was recorded on "the 3rd December, a date on which the water
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is usually still very low, bu-t in 1932 it l-laS on the 19th !lIllY,

so that it can va:ry over a range of five months. In 45 years it has

occurred once in Ja.nuo.ry, 4 times in February, 6 times in lhrch

22 times in April and. 9 times in Nay. Similarly the lowest water,

which usually occurs in October, was on tho 19th September in

1913. In 45 years it has' occurred 3 times in September, 26 times

in October, S times in November, 4 times in December and once in

Janunry.

The mc.ximum flow of al-Rafidain in the form of monthly averages,

often occurs in a fe\'l days flood. It c<:Ul threa.ten Baghdad for

moro thnn four months of the year from January (Which is sometimes

the timo of lowest water)' to Ihy~'"

The flow of the Tigris dependa closely on rainfall in the

mountainous areas of l10rthern Iraq, eastern and south..eastern

Turkey, and ':/Qst and nJrth \7 est of Iran. The graphs of the annual

variations in flow and in rainfall can be super-imposed on one

another with only a slight lag owing to the time taken for the

\'ro.ter· to travel on average. Water takes 120 hours to traval from

Mosul to Baghdad. Tho depth of the Tigris is of between 7.41 and

13.7 metres during the high and 10\'1 soasons respectively, while

according to al-Khuli it is 21.2 metres at the Sarai site in the

city centreThe width of the Tigris at tho samo site is betwoon

188.50 - 212 metres. lUthi.n Amanat al-Asimah lim!ts the levels of

the left and right banks of the Tigris are 3 and .1. 8 metres below

the maximum flood level respectively.

Tho love1 of the Tigris river at Baghdad is 31.5 m above M.S.L.

while at Fallujah, for the Euphratos (opposite l3aghdad) it is

39 m~6



FIG. 4.13 THE LI M ITS OF THE FLOODED AR EAS, 1923,1926,1937, 1940.
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Eaghdad has two distin~~lve s~stom3 of irrigation. There is

the lift irrigQ;~ion (by traditi9001 ~s well as modern pumps),. . . ~ -~ .

particularly along the banks of -:the Tigr;i.s and the Diynla., its

SoU~hernmqst tributory, svuth of Baghdad. ,Thoro is also

gravity irrigation by several, ca~a.ls ori,ginating from the

Euphra.tes (Fig. ? 8) . They irriga.te almost the whole of the

basin areo. between the Euphrates and the Tigris in a manner

reminiscent with that of Babylonia.

INFLUENCES OF. FLOODING ON'THE GROWTH PATTERN OF BA~ (Fig. 4.8)

The great problem for lhghcfud, as' i:~'r the rest of Iraq

1s';tnat of floods (Figs. 4.12,. 4.13')'; Ev-en ~hen 'the flo'\-T of the

" .'.. .' , ... . • .. '. . .,. ':;~ '. ' • r, ." ~
TfgrJ.s is not o.bovo' average normal high water, J3aglidad on both

1.. ..; . ~ . .. ., ,"\.~ "II' "" ' ..' '. .... •

sides 'would'have·to protect ~elf against' the river to avoid

damage on its banks; For example, on 12th Februar,y 1941 (Fig.4.l2)

the- Tigris' flowed 'at': 13,000 cumec's at Samarra which was more than

t'en'times its: average annual fl~w~' The Sarai" gauge ih the centre

of' Baghdad 'recorded: a height of 35~75 m above mean sea level.

At 7; 637 cumecs .it" was the same- height' o.s that of the highest

dyke' i~'-l3righdnd~),'

The shape' and' climate' of th~' Tigris basin explains the

volume of these floods> The Ti's-ris itseif is a long drainage

cluiiuiel, running parallel to the cnstern mountains, from which

tributaries '-decend 'to feed it. From north to south these

tributri.ries are, al-Khabur, Gr'eater Zab, Lesser Zab, .Mhaim

Whenever the rain is widespread in the north~east

they 'are' all in spate at the 'same time and pour into the

Tigris ~(Fig. -·2;- 8,)
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Even with its existing dykes (Fig. 4.3, 4.8) the river

bed at Eaghdad cannot carr,y ~ore than 7 - 8,000 cumecs, so

that for the flood of 13,000 cumecs alre~ mentioned, there is a

surplus of 5 - 6,000 cumecs having no normal outlet. It should

be emphasised that the Tigris could rise above 24,000 cumecs, i. e.

more than twenty times the annual average. Admittedly, this is

an extraordinarY maximum. Even since the great floods related

in the Oilgamish epic, the history of Mesopotamia has been f'ull of

accounts of enormous floods, likewise the history of :Baghdad.

Since its foundation, l3aghdad has experienced many of the destruc

tive floods of a1-Hafidain. The flooas of 183l~ 1923; 1926, 1937,

1940, 1941, 1954 are just a few examples (Figs. 4.12, 4.13).

In 1831 tho Tigris washed awaur the walls of Baghdad and 7,000

houses in a single night, resulting in a plague with an.average

daily dea.th toll of between 1,000 a.nd 1,800 persons for several

dtl3s~1 Between 1907 and 1954 the Tigris has burst its dykos

sevontee·n times above Baghdad and eleven times downstream;

it should bo borne in' mind that man-made breaches used to be

mede in the dlUIlS above Baghdad to protect the city itself. In

1954 the flood was especially violent. It was the worst since

1907 and was estimated at 16,000 cumeos. On 21th April the

Tigris reached the 36 m mark above mean sea level. :J:3aghdad

esoaped very narrowly. This flood, caused by the rains,

nearly ooinoided with another flood caused by melting snow, whioh

ocourred three ~s earlier. Uoreover Diyala a.nd the Euphrates

overflowed at the samo time. Baghdad al-Jadidah and Tel Muharnmd

(Figs. 4.8. 4.12) had been inunda.ted with the inoident. The

waters of the Euphrates reached Abu-Ghraib and other western
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suburbs of Baghdad tl.."ld created a 70 sq. Kmlake, of 34 m depth.

When it became dry- seven months later. it had laid dot-m alluvial

soil to a depth of 3 c~q

To protect the capital and the whole of Mesopotamia, man

began very early to raise the natural embankments and surround

the city with dykes. Moreover, man adapted himself to this

environment, "'hen he began to plan for the larger floods.

Dykes were broken at pre-determined points from which the water

could spread into low-lying areas. On the right bank'the water

flowed into the depression of llgerguf (Fig. 4.13) and "thence into

the chain of depressions lying parallel with the Tigris at 0.1-

Oharraf, it followed a narrow channel between the site of the

city itself and the natural embankments along the Diyala, finolly

flowing into the latter river; the channel is especially narrow

at the level of fughdad.

These methods had obviously been arrived at b,y trial and

error, and only brought a very portial and intermittent security.

It has only been quite recently in 1956 that l3a.ghdad and

Mesopotamia has been secured to some extent against floods b,y

equipping tho depression of Wndi al-Thorthar to receive tho

overflow from the Tigria (Fig. 4.14). A dam was built at Samarra,

enabling the water level to be raised to 69 m. The l"later can

. ~
then be dJ.verted along a canal, 65 1Cm long to al-Tharthar

depression, \-1here the bottom is at an altitude of 3 m. The

depression has an enormous capacity; 86,000,000,000 m3 when the

level is 60 m. When filled, this depression would form a lake

d · ~* Tharthar epressJ.on was mentiqod as early as the 13th centur,y
by Yakut al-Hamawi and ibn Abdul-Haq. Al-Idrisi had drawn it
in his famous map of -1664 A.D.( 560 A.H, )
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100 kID by 40 Itm at the base, and 2,050 kri in area; it is

comparable in size to the Dead Sea~O ~lhe diversion canal

was used for the first time in 1956. It flows at the rate of

9,000 cumecB, thus protecting Baghdad from the flood less than

17,000 cumec. The canal was enlarged so that any flood would

be of less danger. The highest quantity 'of water whioh flowed

from the Tigris to al-Tharthar was recorded as 14 milliards

m3 during the 1963 flood. Similar works have been carried out

on the Euphrates. The Hamadi dam was constructed to divert the

overflow to the al-Habaniyah and Abu-Dibis depressions. The

Habbaniyah depression (Loke) is located on the right bank of the

Euphrates south-e!l.st pf the town of Ramadi. Its capacity is

3.26 milliards m3 covering an area of 426 km~ It's bottom

is 11 m lower than the average level of the Euphrates flood.
, ,

It was planned to serve irrigation and to .protect the western part

of l3aghdod (al-Knrkh) and southern ,of xiIesopotamia from flooding.

It began to function officially on 5th April 1956 (Fig. 4.14)

In 1959 another great dam and reservoir, Dokan, was completed

on the Lesser Zab with 6.8 milliards m3 capacity at a. height

above mean sea level of 511 n:~ its water area is 2.10 liD
2• It

has been constructed for irrigation, the generation of eloctricity

and for'the flow control of the Lesser Zab.

The last great project was that of Darbandi-Khan on the

Diyala, ino.~ated in November 1961. The highest level that

has been reached by its water was 455.42 m. It is capable of

holding '3.5 milliard m3 of water and consequently reduces the '

culminat'ion flows and the back water during floods on the Tigris

downstream from Baghdad and thus maintains the full discharge

capacity of the river in Baghdad.
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From the above brief review,one can deduce that Baghdad

has been a city under threat. .At normal times the high water

reaches an altitude of 34.60 m. On the 16th Marah 1926, it

reached 35.28 m and it may well have exceeded this figure before

1906 when the regular observations began. Baghdad therefore

ho.d to have a site at an altitude of at least 35 m, and even this

would not guard it against the highest floods.

siting Baghdad was thus not easy.

The problem of

As has already bean mentioned, the Round City of al-Mansur was

developed. in a loop of the Tigris between Jaifir and Kadhimiyah, w~e

the present aUitude is between 34 - 39 m.

Karkh is at a height of over 35 m. and covers an area of 1,400 m

by 600 m and. the summit rises over 38 m. During the reign of the

Caliph al-Mansur (754 - 775 A.D.) Baghdad developed on the

Eo.stern side of al-Rusafah*which later became the main side of

:Ba.ghdad (Fig. 4.8) ..

Tho Tigris embanlanentlns an altitude of about 36 metres, over

an area thati~, 2,300 mlong and l.~500 ~ wide. Al Rusafah was

surrounded by ramparts which enclosed not only the part of the area

over 36 m high, but also a much lower area. in the east corner

which is le~s than 32 m in height. The builders of this rampart

.neve~theless took great care to leave free the line of low-lying

points to the east of the town between it and the embanlanent of the
I

Diyala. When the waters rose, the foundations of the houses built

along the Tigris sufficed as a dyke on that side; on the north east,

whore the overflow went along a channel no more than 32 - 33 m in

* The Rusafah of al-Mansur was situated on the site of the later
o.1-Adhamiyah, the outlying traditional centre. The Rusafah
of today developed about two centuries after aI-Mansur.
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altitude, the waters renched-the rarnParis, whose gates were

temporarily blocked with sandbags; o.nd the city was 'completely

'enclosed by the two streams which rejoined South of the al

Karraa.ah peninusula.. The situation remained'unchanged until the

nineteenth century. In 1869. ~fidhat' Pasha - The Wa.1i of Wila;yat

Baghdad, who contributed' a 'number of successful enterprises to

the city, pulled down the walls and replaced them by al-Saddah or

a dyke on the site o~ the old ditches~t.

In 1910 - 11 Nadhim Pasha wanted to 'mark out a vast flood-free

perimeter round the city (Figs. 4.3, 4.8) 'For this purpose he

begun to build a dyke 11 'kIn. long, starting from al-Sulaikh,

then a village north of ':Baghdad, running iiost to east for 1 lon,

then turning ESE, 3 - 4 kms. "behind the wall of the city which

is known as Saddat al-Ma.dinah, and finally curving towards the

south. This dyke was subsequently breached; its construction

took no account of the need to let the overflow pass through

the channel behind Saddat al-Madinah sinco the water traversed

it. It hod surrounded all the builiMl> area of the eastern part

of l3aghdad, which was restricted within the old wall. Its only

purpose was to pro'~ect Baghda.d from tho floods, unlike the

ancient wall which was built for mainly military defensive aims

during the Abbasid period.. A cOnS'iderable space was contained

within the Nadhim Pasha dyke, probably because the built-up area

was expected to fill it in the course of development. The walls

and dykes, or at any rate their remnants have been used in this

study as morphological lines in Conzen's sense31 "to trace the

evolution of the city, i.e. as lines indicating a temporary

stationary town fringe serving to fix a subsequent fringe-belt

of land uses de~oping on either side of it.
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other shorter dykes, besides the t~ dykes bounding the

two ends of a,l-Rusafah, divided up the vast enclosure 'which

had thus been protected from the water; two of them joined

the Tigris to al-Saddah al-Sharqiyah (the Eastern Iqke) and

to the Diyala, and later two others crossed al-Khrradah

peninnula. Thus in the ca.se of disaStrous floods 7 risks could be

minimised as much as possible, this was the case up to 1956.

The construction of al-Saddah al-SharqiYah had the'

additional effect of cutting off the channel by whi'ch the over

flow escaped, this channel used to arid at' the Southern base of. '. '

al-Karradah meander. This route n~w beihg closed, a' canal was

cut in the supr used by ,the old' Bag~-Te'hra.nhighway. This

canal extended the old channel no longer'towards the 'Tigris but

towards the Diyala.

On the right bank oftheri~~r~··the'·onlyreally sheltered

place was the small settlement of al";'Karkh.· This was enlarged

by building a dyke along al-Khir ca.ria.l. Since 802 'A;.'D. the

sanctuary of al-Ko.d.him and its surroundings occUpied an area of

more than 36 m. in height in the middle of a meander Splr. It

was also made safer by a, dyke which continued the Olle at al-Khir

caml and barred the loop of the meander. La.t~r, two new dykes

were constructed forming a long triangle tapering towards the

'"est and protecting the ~hda.d-Da.mas·cus highway.

The exceptionally high flood of al-Rafidain in 1963, the

grea.test flood for the last 40 years,' suggests that :Baghdad is

still not completely secure from such flooding. On 12th April 1963

the water level of the Tigris at Mosul was 220~20 m,giving an

average flow of 8,000 m3 per sec•. Thanks to' the' reserVoirs of
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Doke.n,. ·Da.rbandi Khan, Th.a.rthar on the Tigris and Habbaniyah on

the Euphrates the wave passed saf~ly. The level of tl1e WEl,ter

i~ the Tigris at 13aghdad was, on 14th A:p,ril 1963, 33.80 m,

20 cm below the ordinar,y flood level.

The recent development of the city outside' al-Saddah 0.1

Sharqiyah, and. the destruction of al-Saddah '.Pas been too precipitate

and the risk fao-tors involved have not been 'co~idered. In 1965

seven breaches were made in al-Saddah al- Sharqiyah, each ranging

between 15 - 170 m in tddth to allow recently built streets to

pene'trate through these openings. AD a. direct result of the

uncontrolled grot-rth of the city, it was proposed that a. new dyke

called nl-Saddah al-Shamaliyah (the northern dyke), should be

ouiit (Fig. 4.3). It has since been constructed and starts 14 kms

mrth of Baghdad, running 8 lana • .eastward, whence it curves in a

south-eaaterly direction and terminates on the Diyala river, some

20 l-Jns above its confluence with the Tigris, or in other words some

12 kms to the north of Qana,t-e.l-Jaish (ArII\Y canal). A ~l is to

be dug behind al-Saddah, with a length of 2l.15 k .ms and width

150 m, with different depths. The depth of the canal is to start

at 33.85 m and ends at 32.40 m. Its highest point is 38.50 m. and the

width of 10.50 m. .Another earth sOOdah is to be built to protect

Madinat al-JDmiah (the university city).

Efforts to construct or complete the construction of the projects

of "Asld Mosul" on the Tigris near Mosul, the l3akhma.h project on

the Greater Zab, al-Mhaim project on .Ildha.im tributary, and the High

~ of Anah on the Euphrates ought to be maintained to bring them

into usc. Only then can Baghdad and the whole of 11 esopotamia. be

considered safe from the dal'lger of flooding and continued grol'rth

of the ca.pital IIla¥ be more justified.



Ground Water:

Underground water has no economical importance in Baghdad's

caso, since al-Rafidnin and Diyala are sufficient resources for

agricultural and domestic needs.

Chemically the main content of \md.erground iJ'ater is calcium,

sodium (more than 250 parts per million), magnesium ce.tions,

bicarbonates, sulphates and chloride ions. The nitrate content is

low compared with other formations. 3,500 parts of salt per

million are recorded in the underground~terwithin the shallow

zone (depth less than 50 feet) while it was found to be 2,000 parts

per million in the deeper zone~

.Although the ground water level in Baghdad is relatively deep,

in average 5 m below the ground surface, it still has various

levels, fluctuating between 1 and 5 m due to different flO\'l rateD

of surface water, climatic seasons, .capillary action of crops

through the zone of aeration and the drainage system.

Usually the underground water level rises in December. It is

between 50 - 150 em during March and April. It is lower during the

summer rather than winter mainly due to the evaporation variability.

Generally Baghdad t s sHe has a deeper level of underground water

. 3~compared with the southern parts of the Mesopotamian Delta. With

very limited exceptions the ground water is highly mineralised and

saline. The salinity increases both in the horizontal direction, with

increasing distances from the river, and vertically with increasing

depth. Therefore ground water is not suitable in content for domestic

use and irrigation purposes and is only fit for industrial use within

certain limits.
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However, ground. water is used in the town for auxiliaI'Y

purposes in industr,y or reservoir intakes. It is also used as

kneading water in the brick kilns near Baghdad though it

deteriorates the qual,ity of the final product.

It is natural as a res~t of t.he previously discussed

prevailing climatic con4iti0llf!,. i.e. scanty seasonal rainfall,

coupl~d with continental charactoristics of temperature~ to find

spring: st.eppe, lUl?- sParse S'ltlImer vegetation only. One can see the

thor? Prosopis Parota, a. pere~al weed on, the b~ of the Tigris.

Tamarisk. is the main co~on vegetatioZ! in the, B:l.ghdad areo..
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Tho Earlier Histo~ica1 Development of Baghdad, From a1-~fudawwarah

(The Round City), to the Modern Era 1 762 - 1869~
(First Morphological Phase)

Introduction:

BaghdadJe deve1opmen~ between 762 - 1869 has been divided into

eight sub-periods. These sub-periods m~ be de~ined by historical and

political criteria. In each period Baghdad was under a different

ruler. The socio-economic life of the city and the whole of

Mesopotamia was inf1uonced essentially by the e"tents of each era. These
I

.event s were either natural or human. The social structure and tradi1ions

were influenced by these factors. Accordingly the urban physiognomy

has been affected both in form and pattern.

Morphologically it is impossible to adopt clear cut historical

morphological phases within tho whole of this long era, because few

public buildings or other structures have remained from the speci£ic

historical period involved (Fig. 5.21). 'There are no documents or '

maps relating to the building fabric and the city layout. Therefore

the subject matter, of this chapter ('annot be approached by direct

field ovidence other than the' analysis of surviving lineaments in th~

town-plan in conjunction with historical evidence in terms of primary

resources such as maps, trave11e~'s writings and secondary resource~

such as historians writings. lihereas the subsequent phases have been

approached on the basis of field observation.

The historic~ layering during this long period, worked mainly

on the social fabric of tho society. The development of the society

during that time is characterised by great uneveness. ~e cit;r.~ \

its flourishing periods, particularly before 1258. ..tUso it had !
its violent diruptions oaused by inVaders who generated sectarian

disputes. Floods are another dis1ruptive factor.
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Baghd8.d eXperiellcad long periods of stagnation which frectuentlr

lead to the social and physical decline of the city. This is Been

follo\'rl.ng the collapse' of the Abbasid Caliphate. In common with

mal\Y other .Arab towns "~hat passed, under the same occupational

po;wers, Baghdad. suffered long period~ of stag.na.tion. The resulting

socio-economic deterioration stood in complete contrast to many

European towns. The latter showed greater steadiness of political

and economic development associa.tod with greater cultural development.

This obviously has resulted in rather more distinct stypes of forms

and patterns. Thus in the Western case, historical l~ering

has beon more copious in influencing the morphological evolution of

towns. In terms, of the influence on the present geography of Baghdad

the developmental processes which took place in the city between its

.foundation and 1869, can be considered a!3 a iong introductory

morphological period to the modern, development beginning late in the

19th century.

Contrary to expectation the physical heritage of, Baghdad's

historical periods has ~eat importance for the modern tO~mBcape of

the city. ( JUI the surviving buildings are of a public nature,

representing mainly the commercial, religious and administrative

land uses. They are mosqu~s, schools, palaces, ,bazaars, and their

annexes. 'Their importance is two-fold, functional and morphological.

They enabled the' overall spa.tial layout of both population and land

'uses to be traced._ :Most of the remains were of central location ar-

oundwhich the life of the population evolved.

'llnother difficulty against the adoption of separate historical

morphological phas'os during that era is that' nearly all the surviving

traditional houses date back only to the 19th century. Alcost all

the houses built before the 19th century have disappeared oldng to
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the perishable nature of Mesopotamian bui1cing - ma.teria1s. These

buildings and their arrangement s have never been studied by

historians or travellers before tho second half of the 19th century.

Because of the tradition of form'has survived, it is possible to

consider the earlier historical development of the city as one

m::>rphological phase affecting the next morphological phase.

This period is significant· in the development of p::,esent

Baghdad, though most of the physical layout of tho city has changed

radically. The traditional four centres of Baghdad Le. Rusafah,

Karkh, Ka.dhi.miyah and Mhn.mi.ya.h can be a.ttributed to this period, at

least in terms of location During this period the city stabilized

its functional sigriificance as a capital. The central bazaars

in Rusafah, and the shrines of al-Kn.dhim and Abu- Hanifah emerged

in this poriod and persisted as functional and morphological nuclei

around which past and present Baghcllui has evolved. This Period

also gave Ihghdad several of its Elss(mtial plan and physical eleme~s.

The staggered or 'dog-leg' enterances. of both, houses and traditional

public buildings, the incip... ient fringe-belt and perhaps the
'<S/

zuqaq system of traditional Baghdad haVEl their roots in this period;/

Unfortunately most of the physioo.1 elements of the city havo

disappeared, owing to natural and ,human disasters, yet the overall

present pattern of tho city cannot be understood without tracing

its evolution during this period. There is not topographical

evidence of the Round City of Baghdad. This is hardly surprising

in view of the building mteria1s available in the Uesopotamian

plain. Islam has also encouraged the use of fragile and perishable
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materials by its unconcern for the durability of earthly things.

The uso of fragile materials g,ymbolizes the fraility of

mnterial things and the unimportance of the individual~ .Linother

important factor is tho turbulent history of the country. A ~ctrJ... t>ll:t
glance at this history shoWlJ nu..llerous oxamples of foreign

occupations and. associated at:rocitios, the 'Worst bei~ ~f1._~_~91

occupation. 1lB yot no nork has beon carried out to determine the exact
~ ~

sito or excavate the physica.l remains of al-UUda~~ Accordingly,

the investigator ought to arm himself with a lot of information in

order to be able to comprohend what- is to be seen todn.y.

Here also one has to consider the crucial blarllc in literary

sources about Daghdad thoughout its history. Historical \'1I'itings

of that era have centred mainly around the lives of caliphs and

political leadors. Thoy are also flavoured with legends and pOpular

beliefs and ~hs. The credibility of these writings is therefore

undermined and the dotails that are considered relevant in this

context are minimized in their importance. Studies of location,

interior disposition and a~rnngements are completely ignored. This

makes it impossible to construct precisely scaled plans and place

their original details. Any maps and plans of Baghdad in its

historical phases are ~lwothetical and highly speculative.

However, the works of al-Khatib, al-Ta.ba.ry, Yakut, Jawnd and Susar

I.e Strango, !£Ny and Coke are very valun.ble contributions~

_.-...-----_.....~----~ .....------_......-----
* Abbasid coins and bricks have been found in Ataifiyah, the

approximate site of the Round City; justifying proper excavation. The

British ~fuseum possessed coins minted in Enghdad in 763, one year

aftor the city's foundations \'lore laid.
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fig 5. 1a. • AL.MlJDAW\\IARAH (THE ROUND CITY)
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In contra~ to many other 1l.rab towns, Baghdad's plans,

togothor with names of its streets, mahallahs and bazaars changed

frequently. This has contributed to the difficulty of trncing the

plan evolution of tho city.

The changos in the complexity of. the physical, socio-oconomic,
•

and politiool factors are fairly faith:fully reflected in the develop

ment a.nd cho.ngos of Il..1.ghdad I s structuro and form. Baghdad has

raped the benefits as well as' carried the burdens of such changes.

It is intimo.tely linked with tho fortunes and misfortunes of the

country, and each suc'cessive phase of l.[esopoto.mia.n history is

reflectod in the, structure and shape of the city.

It is probably useful to classifY the forces which influence

the physio[,J"llOIIW. of l3aghdod into tl"lO kinds•. Firstly,- constant

forces, Lo. the influontial :forces of natur~l -topograph¥, '

cultural relationships controlled byro~igion,~thegeographical loca.~ion

of tho region in relo.tion to tho rest of the' country and the nature

of the national territories that surround it. Secondly, variable

forces, i.e. political influences reflocted in the evolution of the

city as the centre of the 1l.rab Empire•.

:rho Round Cit;>,; (Fi.ss. i.lc,b. )

Docauao of its disappearance, any physical significance of

Tho Round City in prosent day Daghdad is absent. However, Beghda.d

has boen influenced by al-Mudmmarah interms of function and

pattGrns~ The religious and administrative functions were of

greater importance, roflocted by the contral position of their

associated builings. Those maintained maximum accossib ility from

all sidos of tho city. The maha.llah concept and. the importance of
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commercial land uso symbolized by baznP~s also had a high priority.

Since then theso elements have continued as the major ftUlctioml and

morphological constituent elements of Baghdad's evolution influencing

the \'1hole 10cationa1 pattern of the city.

The RotUld City has thus influenced the evolution of J3aghdad in

tho subsequent periods in terms of principles of loyout and in

determining the functional and socia-economic hiorarchy of various

land uses. ~~~
I G~

\ Tho Round City was laid out on the West Bank*of the Tigris between

tho present-elny KadhiIJiyah and Jaifir. It was superimposed on a

fertile rogion from "lhich it drew its supplies and over Hhich it

ruled. It Has surrounded by a mosh of ';ivors and 6a.na.1s that... ._~_.-- -.._._-----_.------- --~-_.- .__.

connected the city to the urban sett1ecents 'of the Buphratos and

turned the whole region into' a thriving area of gardens and populatipns.
r.lVhv {lw--

It \'1O.S stratogically placed \uthin the a1-Rafidain Wcist, being

a stage terIllinus of trade on the grea.t route from Xure.san to

Inmascus and I.Iecca, and not far from Persia. the land of the Abbasid
"

supporters (seo PartII).

* For convenience the terms Hest Side (bank) and East Side, havo

boo adopted to indicate the developed areas located reepoctive1y

to tho north Wost, West and South-East; and to the north-vleat,

West and. South-East. Thus the Hest Sido includes a,l-Karkh and

the East-Side includes a1-llusafah. In the same \'1a;y" the terms North

and South have been used to indicato, the North-l'lest and South-l'lest

parts of Ruso.:&h'smedieval lm11 respectively.
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Controry to almost all of lilmt has been rIritten about the

transfer of tho capital from Damascus to Baghdad, this historical

event marked tho decline '\"lhich led to the collapse of the l'.rab
. .

State. This is attributed to the disintegration of the :..'i.bbaaid
, .

Caliplmte ~~used by politico-military groups of non-Arab origins!

Theso groups: islomised but superficially stood aloof from or even

opposition to the llI'abie-spealdng peoples whom they '\"lere supposed to

rule1
Early in its development l3a.ghdad became the meeting place of th6

Arabic, Aramaic, Pom::inn and Turldsh cultures. The scantiness of the

Groco-IUzantine clement i'laS compensated by the active trcmslation

of their intellectual heritage into Arabic? Uost of these

civilizations had left their own marks in the lifo and pattern of

Jhghdad. ~:J ),:..u l )0 ;>' I .)___L_. ~-~·~

The city of Baghdad was constructed in a great hurry boti-lcen \

762 - 766 (145 - 149)~ using massive bricles l'lhi ch, because of their \
.J

very size,* wore impossible to bal~e and thus proved to be ahort-lived, I
unliko tho Acropolis, tho Pyramids or the great Gothic Churches of !

Europe which owe their survival to the usc: of time-resistent stone.

Chara.cteriBt~callY. a symmetrical street system, a str~ctly

geometrical residential ring and circular triple walls are the

components of the tOi·rnscapo of the Round City. Baghdad al-Hudammrah

was conaidered as a revolutionar,y achievement in tOl'ID planning,

although it came to maturity only in the folloidng t'\"10 centuries.

Ui.litary and Bocio':'politica.l factors \lere considered "Then the ;

ne" capital "ns planned in the form of concentric ringS" ~~

* 1 x 1 dhirea. (c 0.5 x 0.5 m)
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Consequently, fortification walls beca.Ifle,

the river-oana1 system, the site of Baghdad offered no natural

'3l01 -
topographical barriers to be used for defence, compared with mny

c..e--
medieval towns in Britain.

indispensable plan elements to the proposed new capital.

The Round. City had four gates on rectilinear axes intersecting

\

unde't' the green dome of the Golden Gate Palace of al-¥ansur with

the axes extended to become the main highw<\ys to other regions. The

first two walls, surrounded by ditches, had cells for soldiers

incorporated in them! * The inner third. wall was a sort of

buffer line separating the soldiers and certain other inhabitants

of the oity from a1-Rahbah a1- Udhma. (the great court), \-lhich

housed the caliphate precinct and government buildings, forming

yet another rona surrounding the ca.1ipha1 palace and. mosque. The

**
middle or second wall was the greatest because it was built with nmd

bricks which are less resistant to the eneutY's catapults.

The interval1um between the middle and the outer wall (a1-Fasi1.

a1-Awwa1) was left withd)ut buildings to serve as a military exerci~e

course. The other ring area between the buffer and the middle walls
H* -

, (a1-Fasil al-Thani), was the residential area, or the city proper,

divided into four quadrants, by the thoroughfares running from the

four equidistant gates. Consideration of the Calph's personal

safety was paramount. This could be seen as each residential dist:rict

was rigorously shut off from the others except for gates which were

* The ditch was 40 dhiras (20 m) wide.

~ * Its width was 45 m (90 dhiras) at the foot and 12.5m (25 dhiras at
the top, being 30 m (60 dhiras) in height. It had 113 towers,
28 between each two gates except ahose betwean al-Basrah and
al-Kufah gates which numbered 29.

* ** This ring was 150 m (300 dhiras) wide~



ig. 5.2

a. The gate of al udawarah

b. Traditional Mesopotamian quffah
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strongly quarded and could be closed to preven~ ~ concerted action

in case of uprisings. Each residential sector had its street

baths, and other communal establishments.

hierarchy, incorporating certain cul-de-sac alleys, hammams or

" ~;".-1 i J '4>-" ,i'/ ~ ,-_....\..-.:-..-- --- --
It is important to remember here that the residential fiefs \

,"'f .I·lI •
e:V-~lCA.,O? ~tVK I t

were g::'amed in terms of tribal organisation. Certain tr:tbes

occupied certain secrliions, and from that time on up to the 1950's

almost all the mahallahs of traditional laghdad, have been influenoed

topographically by such tribal and kinship considerations.

( ) \ . \The four gates of the Round City Figs. 5.lb, 5.2 were (Z"/ u rY
" -

respectively, Xhurasan (north-east) al-:Basrah Gate (south-east)~

al-Kufoh (south-~lest) and aI-Sham (north-west). Four main caravan

routes to different parts of the empire started from these gates,

the longest and most famous one went from Khurasan gate over the

Tigris, traversing al-Rusafah, and. striking straight across Persia

as far as China.

Each of the four gates of the outer wall \-Ias surmounted by a

great gatehouse. The hall or passageway, together with flanked

porticos, werevaulted with burnt bricks set in mortar~O

Passing through this hall and thus traversing the outer defences, the

thoroughfare from the gatehouse would lead to a small square

enclosed by walls, ocnupYing the space betw& the gatehouaes of the

outer and the middle wall respectively. Each gateshouse on the

IIrl:-ddle wall was surmounted by a great dome or cupola with a portico

in froIt of the gate-wa.y. The top storey of each gatehouse in the

middle of the great wall was occupied by an upper Majlis (chamber)

overlooking the city~l



Fig. 5.3

a. The medieval al-Wastani Gate 0 Baghd d and
its plan (after akia)

b. Al- astani Gate - present state
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The road betwesn the gates of the middle and the inner walls,

began and ended respect i vely in an outer and. inner square - a

double line of Taqat (arcades) connecting the two. From these

squaros and arcades access was obtained right and. left to the

residential ringed area! The bazaars within the Round City had

originally occupiod the four arcaded roads which, according to

al-Khatib, l"lOre highly crowded and offered cheap merchand.ise:3

At the end. of the arcades came the central area, where stood, as

for harims,

/' .
/4::f'~\

entrances to 1From textual roferences one can infer that the

mentioned earlier, the Royal Palace with its own annexes

eunuchs and functiona.ries~4

the Round City were of a "dog-leg" patterns, forcing an attacker to:

turn right thus leaving his left hand side unprotected, when

entering the angle. This broken err~rance occurs again in almost

all the houses built before 1920 in Baghdad, also in the still

existing gate of medieval l3a8hdad which can be considered as of

the same type as the gates of the Round City,(Figs. 5.2, 5.3~ ,-
It is rather unusual to find. the main initial plan element

to have been the palace of the caliph, and not the mosques as is

the case in almost all Arab towns (Figs. 5.lI1

The most conspicuous feature of the Round City was the great geen

**dome of the palace, which was surmounted by a figure. It dominated

the townscape of the city being visible from ~here in it. This

palace stood as tho official caliphal residence for about half a

* It is reported that ea.ch arch~lll;Y had 53 arcades on either side~2

** Probably it served as a kind of weather vane, though the popular
superstition declared that it pointed its lance in the direction
from whic-h a rebel nrll\Y might be e%pected.
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leaders of the lU'IItY', then by the public, all o:f which '\-lere at the

is obvious as' the caliph was in the centre) sUl~rounded by his sons,
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a century, when it collapsed as a. result o:f a groat thunderstorm

and flood in 941~5 The t1FridE\Y-Mot3que tl of the Round City being

perhaps the :first in the ci'cy, had. been repeatedly rebuilt and

enlarged to meet the ever-increasing ~umber o:f worshippers. For

five centuries the rTOakly prayer continued to be held in this mosque,

beiDB' tho of':fioial mosque from which the caliph addressed his

subjects 7 and at which he tes-ted his popularity. It collapsed
)

in 1248 as a result o:f a disastrous flood, and the ls.st mention of it . //
(/~ ( ,

was by Ibn :Bo.ttutah, the celebrated Arab traveller in 1327;6 {/ , I

'---- I :,'-- ~~J-'
The socio-pol'itioal reason for such perfectly circu1ax- plan ~~) \

I'; . \,
(".r-, "-

"..'

C.I,(I',J'

same distances from his residence. When he aocepted the plan, al-

Mansur, the Prince of Faith, treated it as a symbol of Islam. The

planner, however, may have been transferring ~~othcr idea of fire

worshipping which was dominant in Persia. A fire symbol used to

be nlwBiYs in the centre. According to 'Abdul Jawad', the city was
and

influonced. by preceding towns such as Batra (Hadhar )/many other

. 't 17Assyrl.an owns.

~hdad.tho Metropolis: (Fig. 5.4)

In this period Baghdad·has-received some functional and

morphological new patterns. The city has undergone radical layout

readjustment. The functional factor was the main reason :for such

spatial organisation. Baghdad developed rather distinctive

functional and consequently morphological areas. The administrative,

religious and commercial :sreal differentiation adopted in this

period was intensified in the following periods.
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However, the physicai expansion together with the specialisation

of land uses emerging d\U'ing this period were of spontaneous

nat\U'e compared with tho spatial l~out of the Round Ci.ty which

had been carefully planned beforehand.

--F----"The spatial pattern of present Baghdad goes back to this

period when the city developed around the fixed sites· of shrines,

and also acquired Hs incipient fringe-belt area l'lhich became subject

to various functional changes and formative proccsses.

Since that period'religious and commer~i~uses of land have'-----._----_._- ~-~.-

become intimately related. This is exprcssed by their physical

proximity and has been influenced by the overall population

distribution, the road' network and the authority's decisions

*
The Round City was so small, 5 - 8 sq. kms., and so pecula.rly

at various times.

~~,./t

designed that its capacity for population' was limited. In practice

tho population used to consist of those favo\U'ed by the co\U't and of

the employees of the court.

The points of the fo\U' gates were marked by squares used for

These fo\U' points

i growth following the' axes of the four roads.

, '.\ r~';, i

~ ; y, ,'-IJ

, \:J:":'arII\Y drilling, marketing and meeting places.
,,)', r .... ,' I
C' . " I

j "'. I of the gatos were theoreticaJty the centres of semi-circular

0(;
I

1\')/' That city was to burst under the forca of the population growth
, I I

, J

C;'"' ' owing t'o natural increase and migration. It is reported that the

~_ number of workers engaged in building a1-Mudawwarah was 100,000;9

a figure very possibly exaggerated, assuming the development of a
.~

sizeable metropolis side by side the ''''.) Round City itself. This

is simply because such a figure and, as has been eaid, a further

influx of migrants attracted by the opportunities of the new
-- .
* Agreement either about the area of the Round. City or about the

measurements c£ its components has not been reached.18
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The first rapid(Fig. 5.5).

( capital, neede t.o__~e_J1o~~_ed and serviced.
k cUI --,- ~
~~, ('0''' As mentioned in Part II there were several pre-existing settle-

0j.-;Vl..d' merr~. in the Baghdad area, 'whioh now b~gan to gro'; .pefdi~.to~
, the Round City. One can thus presume that the developm~t around

~Jr f)l";;MudaWKarah went on simultaneously with its construction, though
( • t i -1-; . 'f< (9 .

r.', ~ ','the explosion of the built-up area occurred only following its
, r; I .')

( , i .~" ,
\ ....". ~~~,'"': completion. It .. is__co..njecturcd that -growth of .t~e:__ R0und,_CitY__P.x:o.9~J~A~_d_

, _~ . ....~ in two directions., _B? inner centrifugal and an ..outer,_.centripetal
(t 1r \ !; \')

.... ...,',J '\.., 0E.e. Theso two movements converged- at the gates, and the circ1.
t h ( ("{·1fll1".'C. "j
~/ was surrounded ogain by a wider development, marked by irregular built-

l-. up areas along the spoke-like crossroads running from the centre)

expansion lias along al-Kufah and

./ al-Sham roads leading to a1-Kufah the nearest big centre to the, ,.i
/' r'J " \

, (,/,/' south and. to Syria al'id the Mediterranean la.rid.s respectively., I'
\-::::".---_ .. -...-- --~~ -~.~- . , .

The new maha.11ahs that sprang up developed their own semi-

independent lifo around their commercial centre, each being heade~

by its own shoikh, choson along traditional tribal lines. This

development of lhghdad took place without an;y munioipa: su~ervision .

Accordingly, houses must have been built wherever their owners

fancied it. Lack of space, together with necessities of climate and.

absence of good building materials, made for narrow stroets and

blind mud walls. Originally control over financial and military

\\.. resources rested with the Caliph or his IlMuhtasibIl20(inbPector)~

The latter was only concerned with maintaining the cleanliness of

the bazaars and. spying on the populace. Rapid expansion during

the 8th century, however, was encouraged by the Caliphate as

considorable

officers and

holdings were distri'buted to certain tribes,

~fficials. ' (:furthermore, the Caliph himself had
~
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abandoned the Round City as a residence. He built the famous

a1-Khuld (paradise) Palace outside the Round City on'the Tigris•..'

This movement probably reflects al-Mansur's confidence in the
,

power of his imperial arIItY to keop order (Fig. 5.4)~1 ,- /

By 772, the bazaars of the Round City were ordered to move

outside and merchants were e%pe11ed from the city for h\)rgienic

and security reasons, being replacer by policemen and guards~2

Al-Karkil, south west of the Round City, an ancient urban type

settlement, had housed the new bazaars stretohing between the

* : -
&rat and 'Iso. canals: laid out mainly along the caravan route

to a1-Kufah, still frequented by pilgrims to Mecca, contributing to

tho prosperity of the city. Consequently Al-Karkh grew rapidly,
,--------'

and became so important as to give its name to the whole of the

L-kst. Side, a name which is still retained. At the present

al-ICarkh represents a high-ranking business centre in the commercial

'- hierarchy of the city.

It is interesting to note that later on traders in various

slave traders, for example, were to be found occupying a single

bazaar, apart from that of cotton sellers. The silk merchants

'. ~ere soparated from the coppersmiths and so on, Then, as now,

it must have boon difficult to buy a comp10te garment in the

bazaar, for the oloth had to be bought in one section, trimming i~

another, needle and thread in another, and the whole had to be

token to tho tailor to be made up.

Quick growth of the population and of economio activity, however,

'outstripped the capacity of a1-ICarkh and led to the expansion of

Baghdad as a whole. The Round City became in fact a royal compound

* Theso bazaars ~e said to have occupied an area of 2 xl Farsakhs
(10 :x: 5 kmt.). 2. _ --
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or suburb for the Arab Caliphs, their army and officials, within
I ;

. 'a much larger oity, as Versoilles to Paris or Westminster to Lolldon.
;,,~~ fI •

• \'l ,,"! Indoed, it had not been an ordinary city ever since its foundation.
j "~ '/3) .--.----- ._ ...... -"-'" -". c

"'01' ~~.l'. Inhabitants of the surrounding area were not allowed thrO~h !~e 'VI'"
y f":;"

t! J gates \'lithout permission~4 ..... ,
\

c
Ei:p~ion of the bazaars led the Round City to be an efusively

administrative centre, the gate complex could be considered as an

extension of the palace-a.rea to which it le(l, as there was a

ca.liphal c.udience hall(Majlis) surmounting each of the city's gatos

lotting atV visiting dignitary feol as it he was in the presence

the Caliph himsolf~5 The Round City was.. lacking in places.of
-- . ~ - --'

ontortainment such a.s hippodromos, gardens, theatres,. etc.

Furthermore, it was entirely cut off from the natur~l "~e!lut;r_of

I

I its surroundings by its fortifica.tions •

of

'(
/"
!

I

:.J

. '(" -'- .·!-I',,·:-- Almost contemporaneous with the Round City .and the developm~t

~ '\ .' I

'-I , on tho West Side, a.1-Rusafah (causowa;y) settlement was developing
'c.~' i' .

" '
,~ . / on tho ]hst Bank of the Tigris, thus c1umging the town pattern

completely and producing a rOUB'h pattern of t\'10 semi-circles of differ-·

ent size, "lith a pontoon bridge joining them together. Tho

persistence of this pattern is well observed right through time from

the 8th century to tho present d.n;y', though it was already well

defined during the 11th century (Fig. 5.6) ... The only deviation

from it was the emergence .of the twin sott1ements around the shrines

of al-7.a.dhim the Shiah Imam and Abu-Haifah the Sunnah Imam, north

of tho Round City on the \'lest S ide and East Side respectively 0 f the

river. Expanding they havo ultimately merged into present-d.ay

Greater l3aghdad.
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construJtions at al-Rusafah were the Fridily Mosque
I ;,

of al-Mlhdi, the Caliph I S son, near the Khurasan

~idgo-hea.d, around '\-1hich the residential mahailahs were dev~loped.

This shot1'S how

-----

avidenoed by aThe military purpose vIM

during the night when the pontoon bridge was raised.
~ _... --. ...........,::;.....----'"'

;"

, Originally, this side had developed to be barracks for the' Persian
'<> ---_.- -._... , - - -. - '-

. rJ,,,;-r. section of the 'Abbasid armY.-r- -/ ,,'
A ''''~t'~, '~)wa11 and. a ditch sUIToundhu,. the Mahdi '8 camp.

~"'p r. ", f' -0.

'\1 .. Q (');- ". 'J the caliphs turned their attent"ion to the inner city itself. In
If ..... r

o <..1.'0" ~ addition to the precautions taken against external enemies others
)it' ~.1

~C;} '-J J, were token against local upri~ings. Owing to this Baghdad was
~ .. ~ - _._-_._- -- ._-'-"~

( (, J-\ ...",Q)' separated into two distinctive sections, cut 6ff from each other
(I ~ l;Y

-J )

Al-Rusafah, however, soon grew to engulf ·the centrally located

camp of the l~i occupying the whole triangular area bounded on two

k,., sides by the great loop of the Tigris. To meet the needs of the fast

growting motropolic, two to five pontoon bridges were moored, all of'

whioh wore similar to the bridges of pre-1939 Baghdad. Absence of

wheoled traffio meant that a bridge could be moored at anypoint on

the river, making use of the then existing Z\1qaqs .. Consequently,

bridges were repeatedly moved from their sites. The Khurasan road,

*the only straight road, bocame the main business line flanked by

**a. considerable number of shops.
28 _

In 767 and 799 the Sunnah Inam, Abu-Hanifah, and the Shiah

***Imam Musa al-Kad.him were buried at al-Khaizuran and Quro.:Lsh

-----~-_ .._-_.......----~~--------- ..............._.~..-_-
* Clearly such a street must have been remarkable on a site where there

could have been few influences from Hellenistic or Roman Town
planning. 26

** Tho shops must have been considerable in number for in 905, 300
shops near the bridge were burnt at the same time.27

*** The tomb of al-Kadhim has inscriptions recording the year 1215 (612)
as the date of its latest restoration.
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( cemeteries, now the k(>rl~01s of tho religious sl:1I'burbarr" f:3cttlemEmts.
I ;

,of al-Adhamiyah and al-Kadhimiyah respectively. These tl'10 shrines

have high topographi cal importance since they arc two of the few,
iJTah:' ,

landmarks existing in prOsEmt-dS\Y' Kadhimiyah and Adham/ dating from

the time of the Round City•./ Together with severa.l other tombs and
!

shrines, they link the presc~t Baghdad. 't-ri.th its predecessor. They

dominate tho urban landscape of their settlements, pffering

themselves to the architeat, geographer, engineer, artis~ and the

common citizen amidst their traditional surroun~ngs, a.s ~ overall

unique town pattern. Th~L.:tomb of Sheikh Maruf' al~Karkhi (d. 815 );S'
"-, -.- , ---~ .~~. _._ ........-_.- .......-. ~~ .._'. ,

a big cemetary being named after him on the West Side is another

valuablo landma.rk surviving in Baghdad. Until recent+y this

cemetery was extramurally located, forming part of the i~er fringe

belt of this side. after 1956. (Seo chapter II)

Tho fringe-bolt within which Sheikh lo1aruf cemetery ~me7ged

changed in size and intensification throughout the histoIy of the

city. Since then t¥s cemetary l'laS either expandi;Jg or recessing
..

owing to the competetion of othor land uses, which were mostly of

-------~---------~...........-......-..~-----~.~.......-...-._--
* It has been considered as a proximal extramural feature because
it hOB developed outside, but in close contact with. the fixation
line of what became the Inner Fringe Belt of the city. 30

*proximal extramural nature. (- _, j" ",,[ .., ,-., Cl r'J

·\u-<..v {"t-, ..."" ....("""

J~'if' .]hghdnd reaChed.. it. zanith e~ ~t~~;'';:;:;'''~ :;';iviiy and

tv6• pros~~rity under the reign of Harun al-Bashi~ 786-809 (170 - 193)

1\.60
/ .J~J \ and his immediato successors.

'lllt l , I

f)), (~ 1
r /{~/J'
, I

i'"'()
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The East Side extemed from al-Shammasiyah (Suljlikh of tod8Y.) ,
.-

'to the southern limits of al-Mukharrim (im southern limit perhaps .

-is the modern Shuhada bridge). The West Side, on the other hand, .
. ,

expanded between Bab Katrabul on al-Tahiri trench in the 'north to
,
I

\

'Iaa canal in the south (which can be traced in modern Baghdad,

being torminated near Qa,mariyah Mosque at al-Karkh) and almost

f '\reached al-Muhawwal settlement to the south west (Fig. 5.4).

"'.t J3aghdad_!:ecame a groat~y~el_centre_producing_writings"
._~. -- ~ -

translations and original contributions. It ,also became the

scientifio capital of the world. It gained a rank next to Jerusalem,

the religious capital, Athens, the philosophical capital, and Rome

the legal one, each in their respective climax period. Baital

Hikmah(the house of wisdom) was a univerEnlly celebrated centre of

knowledge, established by aI-Rashid and developed by his successor~.

This centre had an acadelI\Y, library, translation-bureau and

observatory. Tho works of writers such as Pliny, Herodotus, ptolelI\Y

and Sbrabo, wero all translated into Arabic~l Baghdad's

contribution made a great impact in such important fields as

!
r ',.',~ \y

IV
( J

philosophy, II\YBtics, religion, literature, history, physics,

chomistry, medicine and agriculture. Apart from the Mosques which were

BTeat centres of learning, Baghdad. had tens of high schools and

hundreds of primary schools~2 Presumably the form of these schools

was similar to that of the surviving al-Mustansiriyah college, whioh

will be doscribed later on~3
',-

During this golden age of the C'aliphate (162 - 946) friendly

and literary communications 't"lero opened tvith almost all the then

known world, and in Bome instances in a very remarkable manner~4
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Baghdad's advantageous position as shipping oen~re made al~'
I ,.

the knorm world a.ccessible to it. It developed the most :ram~tis,

•
well organized an~ s_pecialized_'p~~_~~~, handling a wide ra.tl&-e of--'-'- " ~ -

goods from all parts of the world~5 ]aghdad's wealth i~- indicated

by the fact that a whole bazaar was devoted exclusively to. the

sale of Chinese silk.

To facilitate these commercial activities, Baghdad in this

period became the headquarters of an ela.borate banking system36

with branches allover the empire which comprised 44 provinCGs~ 7

It supplied the state \-Iith its coinage.

Baghdad had developed different tinds of craft -industries

numbered in hundredB~8 and it was famous for its porcelain,

glassware and attabi silk.
rf ',~~l'~ I~ l ....

Tens of mahallahs were developed in :Baghdad at the time. In
. -~- ._----- . - -

al-Rusafah 37 qatiahs (mahallahs) were reported to be found, thus'

encroached upon tribal solidarity and deprived it of its ~aison

d'etre, but did not obliterate it completely. Thetribal

organisation waE! .t~§l _~~~~~t~,-social to~~gr~Of the settle-

shared equally in paying tho blood money of any unpremoditatoo

reflecting tho increasing importanoe of the East Side.
, ~(J~/-t°

7 '- -.....•• --.-- r The peaceful oommon life nnd penetration of Islamic principl~s

~. /".

~ tlf--' f
.'1;. .
• 7-' - ( 1/'('.s.P
t~'J'(.\.· ) ~./

,~ •.,/t
t ~~~(!....'

•
mente Each distinct group lived together in a certain me.hallah

named after it, and each member of each clan had the first

option to buy his neighbour's allotment. Members of the clan

I

I
I
I IIlU1'der committed by a:."J.y of them. They also inherited the property

l 'of ~ heirless member. They:shared a common responsibility in

preserving peace, security and ordor inside the clan~9 These
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principles can be seen in several mahallahs of present Baghdad

such as al-HUlTiyah, al-Shulah, al-Thawrah and others in the

traditional parts of the city. Even todaJ1' most of the small towns

of Iraq are topographicaaly very much influenced by the kinship

and tribal system.

Apart from the Royal and aristocratic palaces, which were built

with burnt bricks, a.ll tho rest of the built-up area was of sun-dried

(atlobe) bricks.
r'l&2i-c!~ c,!:/ t-t Crtj
I --=::.-__~! ,~---- Abbasid houses were planned, shaped and arranged not very differ-

~ ently from the traditional house in modern Baghdad1°' though the

latter have been slightly modified. Houses were of one or tl'lO

storios, depending on the economic position of the OHner. High

class housos, mainly in al-Shamma.siyah (north-west of a.1-Rusafah)

and al-Mamuniyah (tho later centre of the East Side), had baths

and lITera divided into three sections, surrounded by. a l1a.ll, the "

harim (women's part), reception part end the .servants t section11

From several different estimations :Baghdad t S area may be put at

a.bout 103,200 acres (43,000 greebs); 64,400 acres (21,000 greebs)

, were at the West Side and 62,400 acres (26,000 greebs) at the East

Side12 inoluding cemeteries uhich were mainly peripherally located.

:Bo.ghdad did not have a census before 1941 and. even this is

"f.- unreliable. Therefore, one has to be careful when examining figures

*about any aspect of the city. The population of :Baghdad has been

variously estimated b,y historians and. other t~iters as being between. ,

500,000 - 2,000,000 or even more¥ If one accepts 1;he estimate :

* Al-Khatib for example, like others who wrote about the period,
had emggorated when he put the number of hammams at 60,000,
Mosques at 300,000, etc.43
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of one million for the popula.tion of earlier Abbasid Baghdad,

and o.ssumes the number of persons per family to be 5, there must

have been 200,000 families. If one considers the average size of

_.\ plot to be 200 sq. m per house taking into consideration associated

spaces for horses, camels and cattlo, also if one considers that

25 per cent of the total area inside the town was devoted to pUblic

buildings, streets and open spa.ces, then the gross area should have

been 200,000 x (200 + 50) = 50,000,000 sq. m.

Baghdad has shown an alternation of two district developmental

processes sho~m in (Fig. 5.7). The first type of process was one

of decadent urban lif~, linked to conquest by foreigners from

outside, in which the population diminished and tho built-up area

shrunk, IJnl'lY buildings .bo.ing 'abD.Ildoncd~ The 'other .broUght a new
spurt of building activities without order or rule, in which earl-:- '
ier alignments' were not respected.!J-5' •

Tho first siege of Baghdad by the Persian troops of al-M3.mun in

813(198) lasted for one year and r.esulted in the destruction of tile

West Side and tho slaughter of mo.rJY inhalJitants, one of which was

al-Amin, tho Coliph16 From thon on the seat of government

shifted tho tho East Sido until the ninteen-sixties, when the

presidential and parliamentar,y buildings were built on the West Side

which under\·lOnt a rovival. Another physical change in the city of

~hdad folloi'dng this siege was tho construction of al-Tahiri

Tronch (al-Rhandaq al-Tahiri)47 on tho West Side. This trench

surrounded the Round City and tho main maha.llahs that survived the

siege. It \-me spanned by several barrages carrYing tho main roads

and attracting busincss sub-centres (Fig. 5.4).

For 56 yoars f~836 -=-.892 ~~_~~~e capj.ta.l of

tho.....emp~~~~ (833 - 842) tried to sav~ hi~~f fr.,om the
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insurrection against his Turkish soldiers who misused their

authority in :Baghdad. When the Caliphs returned to laghdad. as a

capital in 892, the city 'hagan to grow mainly on the East Side,

though the West Side remained the main commercial centre, having

major bazaars stretching from Bab al-Basrah (al-Basrah Gate) to

l3a.b al-Kufah in the south-west18

Although removel of the capital function brought less

disastrous consequences than might have been e:x;pected, it does

represent a negative period in Baghdad's histor,y. The acquisition of

nel'l functions and status leads to grwoth, but their removal may

reduco the sizo, population and wealth of the tOl-m19

change in its physiognomy.

In this unstable period, lhghdad experienced a revolutionary , r
J.,.." ,.,;/)p l/>

.~';JCaliph AI-MUstain 865/866 for
"~ " - -". -, ~_"",-"",-,,,,,-,,,,,-,--,,-,,,,~,,,,--

dJ/4nsive purposes had constructed his famous but short lived wall, _...... ,.- .··.,--".~ __ ...~>_~~_A . ~_____ .----'"
i~_ ~65. It was semi-oircul~_.~ form, and shaped the top'~grap!\y

of Baghdad for a timo•
._---- On tho lvest Side the wall stretched away

from the s.>uthern bridge running west and S outh-w est to turn to

the n"rth and n~rth-east to meet tho Tigris again }l'orth-e.ast

of al-Ka.dhim I s tomb, engulfing the main maha1lahs· of this side.

On the othE:lr bank, the wall onclosed the most important maballahs of

al-Rusafah i.e. al-Shammasiyah, the well-to-do locality, al-

Rusafah and al-Mukharrim. These correspond to the presE:lnt

.Adhamiyah, Waziriyah, Iwadhiyah and partly Sarrafiyah. Eventually

the East Side developed a fan-shapcd settlement, with Khurasan

bridge-head as tho centre. From this point two main streets,

running n~rth-south and east-west and subdividing the walled area

into four unequal units, wore flanked by shops, aroados and
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and khans (caravan s erai ) .50
Al-Mustain's Wall was planned to

follow where possible the lines of existing canals which thus acted

as moats. ~lhere no convenient canal existed, a new moat \-las dug.

There were three pontoon bridges l'lithin the limi"CiS of this

wall, the chief of which l-ro.s Khurasan bridge l'rhich corresponds

to al-Aimah bridge connecting the present .Adha.miyah \-lith

lCadhi.miyah. Those walls had disappeared in the loth century as a.

result of the second. siege of the city, \-lhich lasted less than a year~l

On the Eo.st Sido the three mahallahs had suffered such great

damage that thoy were not put right until the 1950's.

Al-'Mustain's walls (fig. 5.4) on either side of the city lasted

less than one century. These walls could be considered as fixation

lines of the fringe belt. It should be noted that owing to the

destruction following thc second seige of the city, the friDge belt

has boon influencod considerably, These walls had no significance

in the present physiognoIl\Y of the city, since both of them have

disappeared completely.

In this period several bazaars and mahallahs developed along

the roads starting from the six gates of al-Mustain's wall. The

main bazaar was S ...q al-ThnJ.atha, running south from al-Thalatha

gate along the road heading for Kilwatha settlement, (present-day

Karradah al-Bharqiyah). Suq al-Thalatha which developed to become

the business core of modern Baghdad has always maintained the

greatest accessibility for the population of the country (Fig. 5.4).

The potential power and the magnificance of the Abbasid period

were reflected in the gal~ of t\'TCnty-throe palaces~2 most of

which 'Wore surrounded by a wall, and. the area. wa.s later known a.s the
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oe1ebrated Dar al-Rhilafah (The Abode of the Caliphate.)* Dar 0.1-

Rhi1afah is particularly important as it was the kern€1 around whioh

modern Baghdad has grown. By 902-908, a great metropolitan Mosque

was built within this royal colony, emphasising the importance of,

thie central area. For a long time it was the official mosque;*

boing the third main mosque after a1-Munsur's mosque in the Round

City and a1-Rusafah mosque at a1-Rusafah in the East Side, (modern

Adhamiyah). The minaret of the mosque of the Caliphs, was rebuilt

more than once and. is still standing in the business core of modern

Baghdad. Togethor with a few late Abbasid palaces, khans, and

mosques, it is 0.11 that remaine of Abbasid Baghdad. Dar a1-Rhi1afah

and the surrounding development replaced the northern three maha11ahs

which fell rapidly into ruins. (Fig. 5.21) .

During the period from 762 - 946 (145 - '34) the city of

Baghdad did not experience o.ny serious flood though the flood of

937 (324) had submerged four maha11ahs, and resulted in the collapse

of the dome of a1-~~sur's palace in the Round Cit~4 This was

after the sophisticated irrigation systems had put the Tigris and

Euphrates and their tributaries under full control.

---------_..._---,---
* These palaces havo been fully and repeatedly described in Arab
poetry and historic sources, giving howover, no details of their pl'¥ls.
Porcelain (some of l1hich is to be found in the Berlin lfuseum) lroS . 53
manufactured in Baghdad at the time and used in such stately buildi~s.

** This mosque 'WaS kclOwn as Jami al-Qasr (the mosque of the palace),
Jami al-Xhilafah (the mosque of the Caliphate), Ja.mi a1-Ia:i11afa
(tho mosque of the Caliphs) and recently rebuilt retaining the
last name.
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From the above rou.lysis, one can summarise the main morphological _

1 t · th 't f~""hdad t 'h' . d Fi. CC. . (~e emen s J.n (; OJ. Y 0 ~ a"c J.s perJ.o • rstlY.:J th~r_ELis_._.....,.-

/(:0"" )
the administrative fortress represented by the Round City. Se_~ondl;r'''':'''--'

we have tho royal colony shown in the group c£ prooine!lt buildings made

up of Dar al-Khilafah and other scattered palaces, most of which

l-lerO carefully sited. ~~Baghdadhas its own business core

including the Gre.nd Uosque of Jami al-Qasr, near which a bazaar

network, sohools, hnmmams and IChans had developed. This area, together

rlith the royal compound always attracted the l'1ell-to-<lo communities.

This was so even in the inter-war period of our t·ime. \y6~h1~

Baghdad had its great bulk of residential mahallahs. Their compactness

was bc.sed on considerations of tribal security and perhaps on tho

initiative of the Caliphate to group the inhabitants on specific

sites. Its purpose could be tho ease of controlling uprising and of

levying ta:ltes through tho appointed muhtasib. ~ft~), Baghdad ha"

its own peripheral land uaes, such as cem?~eries for Moslems, J~~s

and Christians. \s~;th±~ there was agricultural land stretching

around the mesh of canals in the Baghdad region. The present pattern

of :Bo.ghdad owoa ita existence to the late part of this period. The

physical structure of tho contral bazaar of al-Thalatha has

repeatedly changed. But the central situation itself has continued

right through the unstablo history of the city. It has been fixed

by the existence of bridges and congregational mosques. For several

centuries al-Khulafa mosque has continued to be the major mosque

in the aroa. Th~~~olc-lE\Yout-of-traditionalJla,ghdad_in_subs.!3Jrn.I?Jlt

periods has boon influenced by this centr~l 10cat.~_Q~_():L ~tm~--_.._-_.----_. --" .. - ' .._., '-.

mosques and bazaars. Religious and CO!JlllleI'.9ial.funetions__ contillue4, to.- .~~ ..~. -- -. ,- ., ~-, ....~- -" .... ' .........- "- --- .-

be performed succossfuJJ;y from this nucleus, as it had the best
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, a..Q.cess:!:..bA~ity. ThOllgil the cen.tral ba.zaars of modern Baghdad. have

a.lmost the same location yot the city in this early Abbasid period

had not the same spatial layout of other functional centres.

The fringe belt, together vlith its ,fixation line; i~Gra and oxtr~,

murel units have been changed substantially.

*b.BuUB.Xhid Period: 946-1055 (334 - 4·n) (Fig. 5.8)

This period lasted for 109 years. Its importance in the

developmont of Baghdad was ouing to several social and physiaal

factors. For the first time tho sectarian problems began to pla?

a role in tho life of the city, and havo continued to do so up to

tho present time. ~mha.11ah concept, the major social and mor-

phologica1 element of traditiOna.! Baghdad) was well developed in this

period, owing to the lack of security, tribal and sectarian fa.ctors.

Physically, tho oity has shifted further to the South in this per;i.od,

changing the \<1ho10 pa.ttern of lhghdad.. Along \-lith this the oity

began to shrink, a phenomenon \'1hioh has characterised its evolution

up to 186S. The major bazaars and mosques have maintained their

contral position around whioh the whole life evolved. Host of the

publio buildings of this period have disappeared. The fringe:-be1t

remained in its incipient stagc.

Population figures for Baghdad during the Buvmyhid period

are not available. An exact estimate cannot be made, but one can

safely stat 0 that ~he population was considerably reduced. This

---,_0----""-- __o~.,-,--,-,,_o_~~__~,_~_.,_,,· • • ........ 4 ___._ ... _

* Buwyh was a Persian Shiah in the service of the Sassanids.
As his master's power weakened he established control over western
Persia. \-lhich his GOns partitioned among themselves. One of them
advanoed against Baghdad in 945 (334) and was received by the Caliph
who made him Commander of the Commanders.55
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was a direct consequouce of floods, famines and the insecure state

of a.ffairs. In 944 Baghdad experienced severo famil!-O, and many private

and public buildings were a,llol'led to fall into ruins. As a result of

the neglect of the irrigation system, laghdad was flooded in 918 and

1010 causing the destruction of several mahalla.hs. Both 1-101ls, that

of the Round. City and that of aI-Mustain had collapsed~6

Sectarian differences developed, being encouraged by the Buwayhids

•themselves. Conflicts betl-loen Shiahs and. Sunnahs thus became commqn

ocourrences~7 It is reported that in 911 conflagra.tion on the

West Side destroyed most mahalla.hs of al-Karkh. 17,000 people peri~hed,

hundreds of shops and houses were destroyed as well as 33 !OOsques~8

The govornment was powerless and people were repeatedly terror-

ised. For examplo, the troubles of 1030 resulted in the destruction

of ma.ny bazaars. Ge.ngs repeatedly ransacked houses and shops and

levied tolls from the inhabitants19 Accordingly, many merohantf!

migrated eithor to Egypt or al-3ha.m.

Although tho highway botl'lOen Baghdad and }1occa l'laB r~red,

maintaining its commercial advantages, the city lost most of its

intornational commercial tra.de~O -Several towr.ssuccessfully rose

to compoto tilth Baghdad such as FUstat, Shiraz and Cordoba, all

of which were showing their international pre-eminence. Furthermore,

a considerable part of central Iraq l'laB taken over by a, nm-lly founded

Arab state some 105 kms south of Baghdad. Hillah was built in this

period to bo tho capital of al-1>1iziyadiyah state~l This region had

been previously part of tho Abbasid Caliphate.

Physically Baghdad Bhrank,_~ several ~~~tJe~g~s becam~_---------detached from the ~ity, (Fig. 5.8). The inhabitants, searching for

their own security gr"uped themsolvea in compactly bui~up area.s
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compared rrith tho last purlod o;'lhen tho mighty city spraw10d

ext ensive1y.

Maha.llahs began to develop independently. The city as a whole

had expnndcd southward, being attracted by Dar a1-Khilafah. The

main plJiysica1 change of the city \-m.s the construction of a1-UuziYa4

palaeo at a1-shamma.siyah on the Tigris~2 It was the residence of the

BuvayhidPrince. A second famous building on the East Side, built
/'

at the time, was Dar,a1-Mamla.keh a1-Bu\-layhj~Clh (the Abode of the

Kingdom). It l·ms at a1-Mukharrim maha11ah (now al-Sarrafiyah),

surrounded by largo gardens. The third and most celebrated stately

building was al-Bimarstan a1- I Adudi* (a1- l Adudi Infirmary) on the

West Side, possibly replacing al-Khuld palace of a1-~iLnsur to the

east of tho former Round City.

The physiognoII\Y of the city was also influenced by the shrines

of Abu Hanifah and al-Kadhim in tho north on eithor side of the

Tigris. All these buildings served as nuclei around which

mahal1ahs and certain bazaars sprang.

Ribbon development along tho high~·ray to Samrra between Abu

Hanifah (Mhomiyah) and al-Ullziyah palace to the north took place.

Mhamiyah and Kadhimiyah l'lOre plwsically detached :from, but

functionally incorporated llith, greater Baghdad•

. Tho commercial centres of the city Here Dar al-Khilafah and

its surroundings on the East Sido and. al-Karkh on tho 1'1est Side.

Dignitaries were attracted to tho East Sido around the seat of

government. The moin high-clnes communities were in the areaaround.

and south of Abu Hanifah Shrine, especially ncar the bridge-head,

where they are known as l3a.b al-Taq (The Gate of the Arcade), and

Iar al-Khilafah and around Suq al-Tha.latha._________________________________0__._._0__'_. ___

* Certain manuscripts from the Infirmary can be seen in the British
Huseum.
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*Tho ~·emet"..ries of -l;he tOrll1 became "distal extr~altl zones,

compared with their intremural or proximal extra. mural 'locations

in the previous period. The mlciont settlements - such as Kilwathfl.,

.. al-Muhawwal- and Khatabiyah droH further away from the bUilt-up area.. ...., ,
I ' ,

The semi'circular pattern of the city-~egan to show an elongated

fo.shion of growth alongside the Tigris,which can be traced up to

the prosent day.

**o.~he Soljuk Period: 1055 - 1152 (447 -:541h(Fig~ 5.9)

The morphological importanco of this period (91 years) is eve~

present. The eventunl pat.te~ of tr8:d.itionnl Baghdad took its fillal

shapo in this pGI'iod. One of its mo~t important, lineam~ts is

represonted by tho 'Hall of al-Rusafah within which the oity began
, .

to evolvo up to tho 1920's. In this period Baghdad's fringe-belt,

tho Inner Fri~e Bolt of the ·prose~t.time, experienced intramural

development on the East Side ~dthin tho wall.as its, fixation line
" .

and extramural shrinldng on the Ueat Sid~ which was .r,educing its size.
,I

The tempo of physical reduction of the city increased. This was

owing to human and natural factors represonted by wars, sectarian

frictions and floods,

.As :Bu,,~hid rule hod gradually weak~nod, SeljUks, the Turks

under Tughril Bog took over Baghdad.. in 1055 (441). Sectarian
-----~-------_._.--._..-.----. .. . --.~_......_......_-~......~-
* This term has been usod hore to "indicate the dispersed and

discontinuous zone of tho then J3aghdo.d oxtramural area, having
tenuous connection ilith the fixation lino.63

** Seljuks were fierce tribes moving from Turkestan who a.dopted
Sunnah Islam in or around J3ukhara, swarmed over Persia and
Iraq, spilled over Syria and finally overran Asia minor.
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factions continued in this period to have a negative effect on the

development of the city. Consequently, inhabitants grouped

themselves in certain mahcllahs along sectarian or tribal lines.

DifferenCeD erupted into repeated open conflict during the long

ottoman occupation, which left its mark on the whole pattern of the

city.

D:u1ger of flooding he.d. increased in the 12th century, as a.

*result of the collapse of tho dams of al-'Udhaim river and Namrud

on the Tigris. Apart from this natural threat, the city 1ms twice 1U1der

siege, by Soljuka \-lho tried to replace unwanted cnliphs (in 11'36

DXld 1148). As a. result of all these disturbances the physiognomy of

the city began to change extensively. The older three ma.hallahs of

al-Sha.mmasiyah, most of al-Rusafah, al-l4ukharrim with their

surrounding wall of aI-Mustain wore razed to the ground..

As the Caliphato tottered, manipulated by inadequate governments,

tho inhabitants sought protection behind a new wall constructed

between 1095 - 1123 during the reign of tho Caliph al-!astarshid~4

The wall enclosed the traditional :Ehat Sido of Baghdad and 1ms

describod by almost all tho l'lriters \'1ho travelled through the city,

(Fig. 5.9). .Although it wc.s built mainly for military reasons, it

was always usod against floods, a functio~lmflected in its recent

nome, saddat al-lGlinah (the dyko of the ~ity).

Apart from the -southern nnd n.orth-v.°estern parts of the wall now

replaced by new atrot:lts, roundnbouts and gardena, the whole north

oastern stretch 'of tho Viall has beon traced by the writer as the

clear fixation lino of an inner fringe belt on the evolution of the

present city plan.
__......... . .--.. . . ...._.-------- ._0~ ......... ~

* An ancient, perhaps Sassanid, dnm, built on the Tigris near
Samarra.
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Fig. 5.10

a. Bab al-Tullissim (Bab al-Halabah) destroyed in 1917

b. Bab a1 .udham (Bab al-Sultan) with the British troops
entering Baghdad in 1917. The gate was destroyed in 1925.
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This wall is also documented in all the pictorial

representations and plans of the city, 1'lhiOO will be analysed

presently. Tho wall continued to function efficiently for about

eight centuries. It was demolished between i869 - 1811 by Midhat

Pa.sha to 'modernize' Baghdad. The fate of its four gates nere

as folloHs: .Al-Tullissim gate (historically known as al-Halabah or

Hippodrome Gate) in the e·ast was bombed by the retrea.ting ottoman

troops in 1917; Bab a.l-Sultan (recently Bab al-Mudha.m) was demolished

in 1925 to provide a main sebah (square) from which roads lead to

tho university buildings Mod the northern suburban areas; Bab 0.1

Be:.so.liyah (recently Babal-Sharji) was pulled dOl"nl in 1937 by .Ama.na.t

al-Asimah being repla.ced by al-Tahrir, the most famous square of mo-

darn Baghdad. The fourth Gate of al-Dhafariyah or Bab al-Wastani il'J

the only surviving gate structure of this medieval wall(Fi.gs.~.3,5.+0a,

b, 0, d.). To~ this wall or its remains separates the tradi-

tional Rusafah l-lith its distinct courtyard houses and alley-street

system, from the suburbs that mushroomed during the fifth morpholo

gical phaso of Baghdad starting in 1956. Tho wall is 11 m wide,

surrounded by a deep dry ditch starting from, and ending in the

Tigris. It enclosed almost all the built-up area of the time

inoluding the Dar- al-Khila.fah, the walled royal oomplex. From

this central area, the main bazaar street B ha.ve commenoed. The

most important ones ran parallel to the Tigris almost from the

bridgehead and entered Dar a.l-Khilafah. This is ver,y possibly

the existing al-N'ahr street which was widened early in the 20th
in

century. Around the n,)rthern pontoon bridge and/both sides, the

main bazaars, khans and coffee-houses developed~5 to become

a t.hriving part of the present business core. The bridge was
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moored early in the 12th century close to the site of iihe modern

al-Shuhada Bridge. It has persistod almost continuously until

its replacement by the permanent modern bridge in 1941. This

moons that the overall spatial distribution of the functional

areas of traditional Baghdad goes baclc to that period.

The new walled Rusafah completely replaced the ruined northern

mahallahs aro~ Adhamiyah. As they wero causally rOtated, the .

replacement of ii~e northern ma.ha.llahs by the \'mlled Rusa:fah can be
~.. ~,

considered as "morphological correlative" similar to that observed
, ~ : .~, A

in the English ~own of Alnwick?6 It was very, likely ii~~t the

inhabitents of the northern mahallahs had moved to the n(;)l-l welled

area after which present Rusafah has developed.

AIthough the city as a 1-lhole had shrunk in this period, al-
r,' ~

Rusafah continued as the side favoured by the nobility beipg thus

the most populous side.

Baghdad, homNer, experienced tentative and liJ¢.~e4 phy'sical

additions. Having some interost in religious buildings,

the heart of the business oore of modern lhghdad.. '"

this collego about ono kIn a.Juth of its real site~9

the Seljuk Sultans built tho minarets of al-Kr..c1him wh~Q~ have

a historical,architectural and. morphological signifi~ce in the

towns capo of Ea.ghdad~7 Al-Nidhamiyah College ~s ~~~

outstanding development in this period, built in +065 (457)?8

It is located on Suq al-Thalatha., which is now s:uq t4~Kh.a.~fafin in

~ ~~ange plotted. "

*P~ :Ba.ttutah,

when travelling through Baghdad in 1327 (737) wa~ a!3t?~~hed by the

college 't'lhich contributed to the educational significan~ Qf the

city. levy B~S lithe influence of the school (al-Nidl1aIIliyah)
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stretched beyond the limits of Baghdad. Indeed some of the details

of its organization appear to have been copied by the early univer

sities in Europe. It was recognized by the Idigion of Islam and

by the state." 70 Sevoral other schoois were also built in this

period, all of which have been replaced by new constructions. For

example, tho Soljuk sohool of al-Muwafo.qi~h is now replaced by the

present Qishlah and al-Tutchiyah is now Jami al-Wa.zir (the mosque

of the Vazir)']1

The West Side in this period was reduced in size, being closer

to the Tigris and therefore surrounded by vast areas of debris. The

fringo-belt of the West Side becamo more detached from the built-up

area. However, a few public buildings such as mosques, schools or

khans were ocoosiona.lly constructed on either side of the river.

Most of the buiJdings of this period have disappeared as the city

developed in subsequent periods. On the East Side the new wall

began to act as the major morphological element of the city. It

continued to mark tho distinct fixation line of the fringe belt

which stagnated oxtramurnlly, 'While evolving further intramurally.

Owing to the decreaSil in population and the reduction of the built-up

area, the extramural section of tho city became vacant desert land.

Perhaps more than half' of tho walled area was occupied by 1ntramura.l

fringe-belt land uses mainly cemeteries, orcha.rds and vacant land.

From this time until the 1940's the intramural development absorbed

the city's early modern expansion.

For the first time Baghdad conta.ined detached fragments of

urban settlement, considerably apart from each other but interrelated

and mutually dependent in their functions. The main settlements

plustered around Abu-Hanifah in lldhomiyah (the Old Rusafah) around
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Kadhim in Kadhimiyah opposite to .Ad.hamiyah, around allAdhdi

Inf'irIIlQ'y and a. small development around Dar al-Mamlakah a1

Seljukiyah (or Sultanid Compounds). This last was similar to -lihe

previously mentioned Buwayhid residenoe in the last period,

whioh was located to the north of Dab a1-Sultan, close to the'

existing ra.il/road bridge at al-Sarrafiyah. It is reported that a

bazaar and khans developed in this period.

d. ~e Last Ab~&~.iodl 1122 - 1258 (2,47-6.561

The 106 yoars of this period stamped the morphological

structure of prosent Do.ghdad. Several shrines emerged, being-

nuolei around whiCh moro development took place. These still

surviving land marks are vory important in traoing tho physical

l~out of the oity. Generally, the oity declined in this period

with no essential fri~be1t devo10pment.

The period was oharacterised by the prevailing disorder

internally, whoreaa oxternally the empire was throatened by two st:rong

enemies, the Crusaders from Europe and the Uongo1s from the Eaat.

llBrly in tho period a.lmost all tho subsidiary irrigation oanals in: the

area. of Bllghdad silted up]2 The oity thus .flooded nine times in

this period, the worst of whioh wore the floods of 1217 (614),

1243 (641) and 1256 (655), throwing IDa.rlY of the mahaJ.1ahs o.nd

constructions into ruins73
The oity maintained its fragmentary growth pattern. Apart

from the twin halves of the oity, Rusafah and Karkh, :Baghdad had

other scattered urban areas around Abu-Hanifah in lIdba!I!iya.h,

a1-Kadhim at Kadhimiyah, whioh was soma 1,000 yards from the Tigris;4

al-'Adudi Hospital and around the Sultan mosque. Al-lfuhe.:wwal wo.s

still So oonsiderable village to the s~uth-wast of Baghdad, but
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debris instead of gs~ens lay in the interveniDg space (Figs.· 5'.8,

5.9)

According to the description by Ibn Jubair, the .Arab Geographer

visiting :Baghdad in 1184,75 the citjr was in ruins. Nevertheless,

he found 17 ma.ha.llahs on the West Side each of which had its own

hamma.ms oncl mosques. One of the famoUs ma.ha.llahs on the East Side

was al-Qra,yah, which is very likely tho same as the present maha.1lah

of Ras ol-Qra,yah between al-Jllirar :Bridge and al-Shurjah. .illl the

tombs and shrines of Abu Hanifah Sheikh Ma.ruf, al-KarkhiIll, ZUmmurud

* .Khatun and al-Ka.dhim were mentioned by him. The description of the

walla of Daghdad left by Ibn Jubair, is identical to that of late

ninet oenth-century :Baghdad•

.According to Ibn Jubair t Daghdad had many mosques, the most

famous of which were the extramural Friday mosques of aI-Sultan

connected to the Sultanid palaces, al-Ruafah mosque at .Adha.miyah

one mile north of the latter, and al-Khila.:f'ah central mosque, whic~

is nOli Jami al-Khulafa in al-Shurjah area (Figs. 5.9).

In his geographical dictionary, Yakut stated that by 1226

thero 1'1M considerable waste land within tho built-up area of

:Baghdad, particularly at al_Knrkh76 The area bet\"Teen Adhamiyah

and Rusafah on the East Side was in ruins. For security reasons

several mahallahs had protected themselves with walls, like

independent townships in tho midst of the waste.

Tho hub of the socio-economic activities of the city continued

to be a.t Dar al-Khilafah;7 the walled royal complex l"1hich then

occupied about a quarter of the East Side, and the nearby bazaars.

The main bazaar nas Su.q al-Thalatha, running from Dar al-Khilaf'ah

towards Bah- al- Sultan in a northerly direction. The only two. ..* ...
Zummurud KMtun was the wife of the Caliph al-!:lustadhi. who died in
1202 (599).
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pontoon bridges of the city mentioned by Ibn Jubair, were located

at the north and south ends of this bazaar, reflecting the import~ce

of this central area. In 1243, 26 shops, a coffee house, bakery,

mosque and. khan were built near the ~rthern bridgehead?8

All these devo1opments increased the importance of this central

oren ae a. major functional and. morphological nucleus of traditional

and modern Baghdad.

The street system has been changed, essentially influenced

bythe gates of Dar a1-Khilafah and of the city wall, the business

and religious centres of the city. In this period perhaps some

of tho major zuqaq lines developed their final layout. This

influenced the spatial distribution of land uses in the following

periods, until the city adopted vehicular traffic, late in the

19th century.

According to Yakut the main road was al-'.Adha.m street, the

continuation of al-Thalatha Bazaar, leading to .Adha.mi.yah. He

found. that the East Side was more populated, housing almost all

the 30 schools, offices and palaces.

('-, Although most of the historical buildings had disappeared,

.. Ie{)I ooveral new mo=ntal buildings were built, contributing to tho

S;..() \religious and cultural importance ofthe city. Among these
-J I

) edifices still existing as main landmarks in the phsiognomy of

l.Baghdad are the mosque of al-Qa,mariyah besides the modern a1-Karkh

secondar,y school. It was built 1135-11167$ In 1165

Sheikh Abdul Q:l.dir al-Qa.i1a.ni, a sufi :L-e!:.der- "diod. Soon his
tomb became a. shrine, with a spacio~ l~etropolitan Mosque. A. new
maha11ah, named after him, Bab aJ.-Bhoikh developed, sprawling

eastward and absorbing the surrounding gardens.

The death of Abdul Qadir has reinforced the religious

significance of Baghdad, his shrine is visited annually by a
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Fig. 5.12

a. Interior of the Abbasid Palace

b. The minaret of al-Khulafa Mosque
(Suq al-Ghazil minaret)
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Fig. 5.11

a. Al-Sahrawardi Tomb

b. Sheikh Abdul adir al- ai1ani Shrine
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considerablo number of pilgrims from allover the Islamic world.

Sheikh •Omar al-Sahrawardi, the pupil of Sheikh Abdul ~dir

died between 1165 - l170~0 The~afi;er al-8ahrawardi shrine, a

pineapplo-shaped orection, appeared as a principal architectural

feature on tho :East Side (Fig. 5.11). It is now surrounded by

a working-class locality. Bricks were used effi ciently in most

of the 'Abbasid main structures, as can be seen in preserved

mosques and shrines. The stalactite motifs and other decorations

were not mere tiling, they reflected the integration of the con-

struction elements giving it an independent pattern and design.

The Abbasid palace, a part of which stands south of the Ministry of

Defence, was built in. this period at 1179 - l225~lrepresenting

another Abbaaid landmark in the tows cape of modern Baghdad. This

palace was badly abused during the Mongol and. the following periods

(Fig. 5.123).

The year 1233
82

witnessed an empressive arohitectural construc

tion, when al-Mustansiriyah, still existing, was constructed.82 It

was built in the min commercial centre of Suq a.l-Thalatha. Quran

theology, languages, literature, .medicine and. mathematics were

taught in this college. Thus it oould be considered as the oldest

university in the; world, on the grounds of the variety of subjects

taught in it (Fig. 5.l3a,b).
( r )
~:.~. CKhanS, shops and ooffeo houses were endowed to al-Mustansiriyah,

I' I some of whioh still exist. As it stands to~ the college is
"f .}, *( i aI>proximately rectangular in shape.

I

! building enough light. In the plan of this building its iwans
" . ....
* Its length is 104.80 m, its width between 44.20 m in the north

and 48.80 in the south covering an area. of 4,836 sq. m.
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(portices), lodgings, b~s, classrooms, halls ,and other sections are

all around the four sidos forming a frame to a large oblong open

courtyard situated in the centre. The roofed area contained the

necessary sections of the college such as classrooms, assembly

halls, lodging for students and masters, dining rooms, a library.

store rooms, kitchen, dispensary, bath, a hospital and a clock.

Its monumental gatos express the advancement in building technique

and decoration. The water reservoir is situated in the middle of the

courtyard. other buildings were connected to al-Mustansiriyah su9l

as the famous Dar al-Quarn and Dar al-Hadith where tho holy Quran

and traiditions wore taught. There have now been subsituted by

n modern bazaar and tho mosque of al-Asifiyah. Al-Mustansiriyah

distinguished itself b.Y being the first centre for teaching

simultaneously the four moslC.m law schools representing the four

*orthodox sects. It was divided into four quarters each of whic~

was assigned to one of the four seets~3 This building could be

considered the best architectural document for the study of Abbasid

architeoture. Tho relation of the design of Abbasid buildings to

the climate of ~hda.d. can be understood from the .plan of this

school, recurring as it does in the plane of houses and other

constructions. Riwaqs (cloistors) and. internal dihlizee (corridors)

co-ardinatod to achieve the required ventilation. Certain roof

openings maintain maximum light but with minimum diroct insolation.

*:' There are four varieties of orthodox traditions in Islam, eaoh
of the schools, the Shafi, Hanafi, Maliki, and Hanbali, named a.:t'ter
the founders, differing in details of practice, but b.Y and large
holding similar Islamic beliefs and principles.
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Al-Mustansiriyah and its surrotmdings represent one of the

oldest existing building fabrics of l3a.ghdad. Its erection in

this site emphasized the importance ofthe central bazaars

and sta.blizod the traditional layout of the city.

This short period of pea.ceful life was put to an end when·

in 1255 a sectarian fight took place between Shiahs and Sunnahs,

who lived at a1-Karkh and a1-Rusafah respectively.

The situation in Baghdad was very serious, becoming even

more so in 1256 when. owing to heavY floods, many shops and. houses

were destroyod. This was followed b,y another serious riot breaking

out at fughdad between Sunna.bs and Shiahs which led to great

JI...~LIplundering and destruCtion of property. ~

Two years later in 10th February, Baghdad was terrorised by

the MOngol invasion under Hulagu. The siege lasted 50 days,

during which the walls were severely battered, after which l3a.ghdad

surrendered unconditionally. The Mongols entered after the

destruction of the 'Ajmi tower in the south-east of :&ghdad's

wall. Thoy oomp1ete1y sacked the city, destroying priceless

manuscripts and works of art. Theirs were the most horrible

acts of vandalism. Thoy carried ot:f Baghdad's treasures and

utterly wrecked the whole system ~f irrigation which had. been the

work of three hundred generations, thus obliterating tho

civilization ot: tho coumry for six centuries, and the most

prosperous country in tho world became a desert. In practice

Iraq oven today has not fully recovered £rom the deterioration

and corruption which arose and became rampant during the Mongolian

occupation.
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The inhabitants of fughdad. were indiscriminately put to the

sword for about 40 ~s~4 EStimates of the number slaughtered

vary between 80,000 to 2,000,000, the estimate mounting with

tho lapse of time~5 Most of these figures are too high to be

a.oceptable although temporary migration to Baghdad from surroundi~

areae had raised its population.

The last Abbasid Caliph loras taken prisoner and killed thus

ending .Arab rule in Mcsopotamia. Since then Baghdad has never

again rison above tho status of a provincial city until the

emergenoe of Iraq as an independent state in 1921~6

e. The Elkhanid Period: j 258 - 133.~ (656 - 138)

This period lasted for 80 years. Socially, the sectarian

disputes increased. This has been reflected in the clustering

of Sunnahs around. Abu-Hanifah and Shiahs around al-Kadhim, and

also by the reinforcement of the ma.hallah concept. Pb;ysica1ly,

most of the Abbasid bui1-tup area outside the wall on the

East Side disappeared, owing to the lack of security and the

decrease in population.

The traditional commercial centre was etablized, "rhi1e'there

was no essential development along the stationary fringe-belt.

The main reference of this period are the works of Ibn Battutah

(1321) and al-r~awfi the Persian (1330)~1

The )-Iongols ostablished Ta.briz as their administrative capital

after ending the Caliphate. Tabriz became the grea.test oast..~·test

centre of its time, replacing the declining city of l3aghdad~8

which lolaS administered by an Elkhanid ruler with a military garrison

at his comma.nd. From then on until 1921 Baghdad has never Imown
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a. really prolonged period of peace for strategio reasons. It has .

been repeatedly attacked because of its strategic ilIl})ortance. The

rule of Mongols and other invaders widened still f'urther the gulf

that separated the governors and. governed. Because the inhabitants

had to protect themselves against internal uprisings, they

developed the traditional invard-looldng houses and mahalla.h

structuro. Small sects or clans grouped themselves into certain

naballs which looked like to\mB within a town~ In the face of the

arbitrary power of the governor, from which notiling protected

them, the inhabitants concealed their private life and that of

their families, as far as possible, behind tho forbidding walls of

their houses in the maze of suqaqs and back alleys which half seal~d

off their rosidential district~9

Co-ordinated effort 'WaS lacking from a publio servioe

vieW})oint with oonsequent degradation in the healt~ order of

urban society and the sproad of diseaso whioh from then began to

reduoe the population of the city and the whole of Mesopotamia.

Culturally, J3a.ghdad and the country began to decline owing to

the disruptive and backward evolution of the society oom:Pa1'ed wit~

the progressing towns of Europe.

The original lnghdad hns disappeared and the new settlement

was doveloping on both banks of Rusafah and its suburb Karkh,

centred around the main constructions built earlier. They have

developed into continuous settlements comprising the modern oity

of fughdad.

When Ibn J3a.ttutah travelled through :Baghdad in 1327, he

found no trace of al'Mudi Infircary. He also stated that most of
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the city was in ruins. He had seen the same chief mosques of the

last period, i. e. al-Rusa.f'ah, al-Sultan and al-Kadhim, all of

which l"10re outBide the wall. He was the last one to mention the

mosque of al-Mansur, which must have fallen into ruins. He had

admiredthe colleges of al-MUstansiriyah and al-Nidhamiyah located

on sug al-Thalatha. This indicates the survival of intellectual

status in the city. He found. two pontoon bridges in the city centre,

the first lias at the site of the present club for Army Officers, and.

the 10't'lCr was near the Ministry of Justice very close to the present

bridge of al-Shuhada~O

Tho description of the city given by al-Musta~~i was not so

different from that of Ibn Battutah three years ea:-lier. He

described the wall of the East Side. According to al-Mustawf:j.,

the circuit of al-Kadhimiyah was 6,000 paces~l

The thirteen mahallahs of which :Baghdad was set up were almos"j;

separately standing, and. shapeless in form as there was considerable

waste land within them~2 Neither of the two authors had

mentioned the canal system of Baghdad which therefore must have

fallen into disrepair. The built-up area was so small that 0.1

Muhawwal became two leagues (10 kIns.) distant from al-Karkh

during the time of al-1I1ustawfi, whereas they were only one league

apart during the time of Yakut one century before.

At this time .Lidhamiyah and Kadhimiyah developed into two

independent townships outliving the original city of al-Munsur. They

are still regarded by many of their inhabitants as soparate

communities despite the fact that most of the area between them and

Baghdad is now solidly built up.
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:Baghdad, however, has gone through a certain p~sical evolution

in this period. A bazaar near al-Nidhamiyah college was built

activating R-..ghdad's r:ommercial flll1ction. The still B1.1I'Viving

minaret of suq al-Ghazil (the minaret of the thread market) once

known as tho minaret of Jami al-Khulafa was built in l289~3

It is 33 m high and used to dominate the skyline of the city up to

the second World War (Figs. 5. 12q,5.21 Al-Aguliyah minaret in the

mahallah of tho same name was also built in this period in 1327~4

The business core has lll1dorgone more structural development

reflecting the ro1atively growing importance of commerce, by the

building of tho famous Khan al-Tamr (The Khan of the Dates).

This was replaoed in the 1960' s by a 15 storey building of al-

Daftardar located in the finanoial sector of the modern business core.

Aooording to Jawad and Susa the schools of Baghdad were reduced

in number to only lIon the East Side and one on the West Side. Tho

main sohool was al-'Alaiyah, built in 1253, which is now replaced

by the lJrmy Offioers' Club ncar the traditional administation

sector of al-Rusafah.

f. ~he Jalaytid Period: 1338 - 1411 (738 - 814)

Politically this period is one of the worst Baghdad has ever

known. This has led to the fllllctional decline and p~sioa.l stagnation

of the city. The sovereignty of the city of J3aghdad had frequently

changed in this and the following periods. Mongols led by Timur,

the last Mongol oonqueror, had a.ttacked Baghdad twice. The first

attack was in 1392 when the town escaped ldth little dama.ge. The

second in 1401, and if the figure of people slaughtered was less than
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that attributed to Hulagu, it is simply because there were fewor

*people in the city. The destruction of centuries of heritage

executed by Hula.go was completed, and the irrigation system, on

which the prosperity of Mesopotamia depended) had been irreparably

damaged. Much of this damage was deliberate, as well as being the
~

~ative effect of sheil- neglect.
v

During the Jalayrid dynasty Baghdad experienced terrible

devastations of floods. The floods of 1356 and of 1374 struck

ruinous blows to fughdadfs development. Almost all of Baghdad wB;3

submerged, and it was said that only one third of the built-up

aroa had survivod~6

Morphologically there was no essential change in the overall

layout of tho city except for the a.ddition of two major surviving

land marks in the form of the 110sque and Khan of Mirjan which

indicatos a stabilization period in the central location of the

traditional bazaars (Figs~ 5.14: a, b). The Uosque of Mirjan

was completed in 1374 and, alas, was partly destroyed in 1930's in

the name of planning when ol-Rashid street was widened. The

annexed famous and well designed,covered khan was built in 1358 and

wa.s used as the Museum of Arab .1\ntiquities before the 1960rs~7

Tho Mosque was separated from the lman by aI-Rashid street cut in

1916/17. They were at the end of St'q al-Thalatha and now facing

each other fla.nked on aI-Rashid street, at tho eastern limit of

SUI al-Bazzazin (the bazaar of cloth sellers). They are surrounded

by tho main central bazoors of modern Ila.ghdad 'oThic:m reflect richness

in decoration in the buildings of this period. A considerable

* According to Al-.Adhami 90,000 people were slaughtered by Timur$~



Fig. 5.15 Baghdad in the 14th century
(after a Persian Painter)
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number of buildings in this area are not more 'tihaii 15 decades old

and. have began to give way to new multi-storey buildings. The area

contiguous to al-Shuhada. Bridge in al-Rusafah has been a commercial

focus continuously for mora than eight centuries.

Al-K"arkh on the opposite side has developed its own bazaar streets,

piercing tho compact rosidential mahallahs which have been continuously

oocupied since the 9th century. The natural starting pOint,· of the

bazaars was as it is now, from the Bridgehead heading s:outh-east

towards Sheikh al-Qa.i1ani Shrine and north-west to\'ro.rds the Mosque

of Sheikh Sandal. Baghdad's first pictorial representation was done

by a Persian printer between 1356 - 1374 (Fig. 5.15). It shows

the pontoon bridge and parts of the 'central area of both sides of the

city, while the Tigris was in flood. Several seljuk-styled

domes are to bo seen in this picture. According to Jawad98 the

picture ShOt'IS Baghdad during the disastrous flood of 1135 as there are

poems written about that flood. This pictorial map is reproduoed

in three.places, i.e. in Arnold's valuable work, the Iraqi Petroleum

Magazine and Baghdad, ~ Illustre..ted Historical Survey, edited by the

*~~
Iraqi Engineering Society.

**The 'Ihrk Period r 1411 - 1638 (814 - 1048)

During this long period of 227 years laghdad diminished in size.

Functionally, the city descended to tho level of other regional centfesl

in Iraq, and served a limited area. Uorphologically, it continued to .,
I

be influenced by floods ond frequent invaeiona. The central baz~s )

remained in their location, and thore \'1a.S no essential change in the-------_........_-------_.......~-----_._--_. --. ........--...

* This pictorial map is found. in the Dritish Museum, it holds the
number }Md., 16561/_ .

** ~ term adopted by the writer.
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fringe-belt and. the overall plan of the city.

During this period, one can ha.rd1y find a:ny reference to the I
oity of' lhghdad. Complete indifferenoe in the attitudes of' its (

frequent occupiers brought the city to its worst condition.

Culturally its society sank to the bottom. Schools almost

4appeo:red and illiteracy increased. Modern Baghdad as well as th~

country as a whole are still suffering from the negative aspects o~

that period.

Tho international trade of Baghdad had come to a standstill.

The situation in this and the subsequent unstable periods was often

aggravated by worsening of security. This in turn, led to a gradual

deoline of oultivation ofihe region around laghdad, and the

deterioration of its drainage system.

A considerable number of Baghdad's inhabitants having deserte~

the city the population diminished to the extent that the limited

walled area of the 12th century was never fully occupied.
Baghdad was described

Under the ~a Quinlu dynasty 1411 - 1469. (814 - 874),1 as a ruinet!

city without Frid~ Mosque and also without baza.a.r
100

though th~

half-ruined bazaars of Baghdad still attracted the country people,

the bedouins and in rare cases foreigners who found some business

t d 101o o.

The most disastrous feature was the lapse into tribalism which

took place from this period on. Not only Baghdad but the wholo of

Mesopotamia. was suffering from the spread of tribalism which now be

gan to play its turbulent role in social life and indirectly in

changing the shapo of the city.

In 1508 Baghdad passed to the occupation of the Safavida of

Persia, led by Shah Ismail, following a serious flood in tho same
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year.
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This invasion marked the inauguration period of

Turko-Persian conflict for the possession of Baghdad, which

dragged on for three centuries. Thus the economic recovery of the

country was impeded. Iraq beoa.me the battlefield for the warring

ottoman and Persian armies. The result lBS that Baghdad and

other Iraqi to~ms sank very low. The population of Baghdad which

may have been more than a. million, had shrunk to 50,000 - 100,000

in the lata ottoman period;03 The city was paralysed by the

factional schism of Sunna.hs and Shiahs and this underlying tension

divided tho populace, the Sunnahs bll.cking ottoman occupiers and

Shiahs backing Persian oocupiers. The Shiall mahallahs were a.l

Kadhimiyah and certain sections of a.l-Karkh. other mahalla.hs 'tlere

populated ~ the Sunnahs and other religious fa.ctions.

Host afthe tombs and shrines of the Sunnah 'Worthies were

levelled to the dust by Shah Ismail, such as the shrines of al

~ilani and Abu Hanifah. Thousands of Sunnahs were deliberately

slaughtered;04 On the other hand, the Shah started to build

tho Shrine of Musa al-Kadhim in 1515;°5 which became the predominant

morphological element in Kadhimiyah. As expected, many Persian

merchants flocked to :Baghdad and increased commercial activity.

Thus they compensated for the situational decline after the

Portuguose seizure of the Arabian Gulf early in the 16th century.

Frequent invasions and destruction ofihe city reflected by the fact

that geographically l3a.ghdad still had high situational importance

and thus attracted various powers to dominate such a situation

strategically. Probabl~r in this period Shiahs began to

mourn aI-Husain, the grandson of Ali, the fourth Caliph after the

d 1 ct " 106 Thi •._,Prophet, as the Shah had ordera sue 1 a 1on. s a.nn~



Fig. 5.16 Baghdad in the 16t century
(after • al-Silahi)

~, I
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commemoration is still practiced by Shiahs in Baghdad and t~e

southern parts of Iraq.

For the second time .Baghdad suffered two short periods of

occupation by Kurds and Persians. In 1534 (941) it surrendered

to the Turks under Suleiman the Magnificent. ottoman occupation,

lasting 91 years, ended in 1621 (1030 ), when Baghdad was invaded

by tho Persians for the third time, all of those occupations involving

further dcstruction. In this period Baghdad became a merely

provincial capital of an outlying Ottoman province or wilayat.

Thus it was diverted of many of its former functions resulting in

further physicnl degradation and. enlarging the intramural waste land.

In 1537 (944) another pictorial map of Baghdad was drawn by N'assuh

al-Si1ahi, who aocompa.ni.ed the Turkish troops~07 This drawing

shows a wider area than the former Ja1ayrid one (Fig. 5.16). The

map excludes Bab a1-Halabah later to be known as al-Tullissim. TIle

walled citadel is shown on the north-west corner of al-Ruafah. AJ.-

Sultan mosque which was described by Ibn Battutah in 1327 is shown

standing isolated to the north of the wall.

The emergence of the citadel whioh was not mentioned by the

historians of the per iod has a high functional and. topographical--
importance. Sincc then the north-west corner of walled Rusaf8h

has become the administrative centre (Figs. 5.9, 5.16, 5. 18, 5.21).

and remains an important administrative section of modern Baghdad.

The oitadel added to the significance of the bazaar location, at

the same time representing a re-intenaification of the hitherto

stationary or even receding fringe-belt. On the West Side the

conical tomb of Zmnmurud Khatun who died in 1202 (599)108 is to be

seen. As it stands today, it is built of bricks, has a high
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octagonal shape and is surmounted by a lofty, upper strUcture in the

form of a cone. This latter part is elaborately decorated with

small arabesque niches, rising one over the other till thoy reach

the top. The tomb is identical with that of al-&.hrawardi on the

Rusafah side, both forming integral elements within the Inner

Fringe-Belt of present-day Baghdad.

( )
100

The minaret of Sheikh Lfuruf al-Karkhi d. 815 / is also shown,

together with the tombs of Bahlu1 D:l.nah and of al-Hallaj (all pious

leaders of orthodox Islam). The painter also showed many conical or

pineapple shaped minarets on the East and West Sides. These are

uncharacteristic of Mesopotamian architecture and the likelihood of

their e~ence at that period is small, since Baghdad has now only

two minarots of this style, the already mentioned minarets of

Zummurud Khatun at al-Karkh and of al-8ahrawardi on tho East Side.

The floods, especially of 1043 (634);1~he destruction caused by

tho invaders and neglect had reduced the built-up area further.

Many mhallahs populated by Sunnahs, especially in Rusafah, had ~e

come depopulated, resulting in the obliteration of sizeable areaq.

Almost all the urban am~,'enities of todlW, such as conservatories,
hospitals, v \

schools,/and any town planning, \-Tere lacking in Baghdad during tllat

long period. Public constructions and welfare work fell to the

Janissar,y garrison aided by private watChmen appointed by morc~ts.

Corruption reigned supreme~ll The stately public buildings of

former times were a~sed. Fbr example, aI-Mustansiriyah, the once

famou..r:; academic institution was changed to a kban, a hospital or

112even an army barracks.

The sp~tial locatio~,the religious and commercial constructions

remained unchanged and linked with the city gates, so establishing
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the ZUqaq system of the city. The :Bazaars which numbered seven or

eight at this period, catering for goods and workshops of' all sorts,

- *kept their sites near the only pontoon bridge. A few beautiful

Friday mosquos were built in this period such as the mosques of al-

Muradiyah at al-Maidan, al-Khaffafin, near al-J.1ustansiriyah college

and the mosque of al-.Asitiyah at the beginning of the present cloth

bazaar (suq a.l-Qumash). These three mosques are still standing as

showpieces in the central area at the oity (Fig.. 5.21), and play an

essential role in stalilizing the spatial layout at traditional 13aghdad.

Around them more commercial land uses developed and increased the

residential prestige of the central mahallahs.

Tho city on both banks was walled at the time;13 having perhaps

20,000 to 30,000 houses, most at which were built with old bricks

collected from destroyed buildings. The ruined area around al-Kar~

Stretched tor eight kilomotres, a reminder of the greatness of the

city in earlier centuries. About one third of the space within the

walls at Baghdad lay waste and there were ma.ny palm groves;14

indicating the stationary phase ofthe fringe-belt. If one accepts

the estimation of 30,000 to be the number of the then houses at

Baghdad, and applies the SaIne calculation principle as was used for

tho first Abbasid period, Baghdad's area would be: 30,000 x (200 + ~o)

... 75,000,000 sq. In, i.e. one seventh at the built-up area of the

tenth century. It is to be noted, however, that only a :few o:f the

traditional houses are 200 sq. m in area, more otten they are about

100 sq. m.

* For ma.intenance of the bridge there was a toll of' half pence on every
load of' goods inward or outward bound.

,-,
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The Wall of al-K'arkh mentioned previously, has not been des~ribed

or plotted by any of the writers who referred to it, thus making it

impossiblo to locate it on a plan. In 1030 the city was ~in

devastated by the siege and invasion of the Persians, led by Shah

Abbas, who massacred many sunnahs;15 thus intensifying the sectarian

denominational struggle among the citizens.

h. The ottoman Period to 1862 (..1286):

This period lasted for more than 23 decades, of socio-political

and natural disasters. During it the city stagnated, declined and. .
occa~onally revived. J.rost of the newer elements such as bazaars

and mosquos were developed in the central area, whereas the fringe

belt continued without substantial chango. As before, a:ny functiona~

and morphological development during this period was based on the "two

aspects of commerce and religion, as exemplified by mosques and

bazaars. Travellers, mainly Europeans, were impressed only by these

two types of constructions around which Baghdad's life evolved.

Most of modern Baghdad's inherited physiognoIIt'f belongs to this peri09.,

during which the city opened itself for tbe first time to European

influences, which exerted themselves through commerce, technological

development and cultural aspects. These influences manifest themselves

in forms emerging simultaneously in the centre and the fringe-belt.

Most of the information about l3aghdad in this period is derived

from the workS of European travellers who were the first to visit the

oity. Almost all of them, like the .Arab his110rians before them,

omittod to refer to the internal' arrangements of

the city. A confusion about the namee of various places indicates

the uncerta.inty of their topographical knOWledge.
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After oscillating for over a century between Persian and

Turkish occupation, lo1esopotamia was incorporated into the Ottoman

116Empire in 1638, when Murad IV conquered :Baghdad. Along with

other Arab countries, Iraq was separated during a period of more than

six centuries of hopeless dec~ from both its own past culture and

the progrossive devolopments that took place in Europe. In this

long suocession of foreign dominations one of the worst was the

long Ottoman occupation.

With very rare exceptions, Ottoman Walis (governors') had less

*interost in maintaining the city than in oxploiting it. Thus publ~c

works end endowcents of religious institutions, although not coming

to a halt, were considerably reduced. There were no state services,

**budgets, procedures or special personnel concerned with the economic,

cultural and religious neE;ds of the townspeople, although Walis 'as
.

representatives of the central government in Istanbul were responsible

in a general "'a::! for the well-being of towns and for whatever admini-

strativo works seemed ossontia.l for internal law and order and the

flow of revenues. Any improvements were at the personal discretion of

tho individual wali. Suoh action ,met with praise or blame from the

central government only in so far as they pleased or displeased the

Sultan or affected the p~ent of taxes. The principle of public

works had not been fully established, its exercise remaining a function

of the garrison. Instead of distributing tho taxes on tho city as a

* I.B.ck of any interest in the past of the country for example was
shown by the sale, for one penny, of a. fine man-headed stone lion and
other visible remains of Niniveh, by a bribed Ottoman guard to a man
who wanted to break them up to repair his mill.

** Tho first Ottoman budget dral'lIl up on modern lines was that of
1863-64. 117
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whole, the people most directly concerned were held responsible.

Shopkeepers or house owners were sometimes ordered to whitewash their

properties and even to decorate them with special designs. .As in

ancient times, the domains of public and private responsibilities

were not olearly distinguished:
18

Nearly all the Ottoman city

officers were bribed and subject to transfer or retirement at any time.

For example, Baghd.o.d 'Has governed by 41 walis between 1638 - 1737, apd

there was no opportunity for real improvement.

This long period was also troubled by bedouin unrest, which had

precipitated the diSastrous destruction of productive agricultural

areas. Tho power of tho tribes repeatedly threatened the life of

Baghdad and the other towns, putting tra.de in an insecure position.

The city itself was divided into two parties, Sunnahs and Sh:1.ahs,

whose hostilities continued throughout the Ottoman occupation.

:Baghdad's alleyways and sahahs became the scene of fighting, either

between its inhabitants or betweon them and the attacldng tribes.

The result was alw~s the sacking of bazaars, fire and destruC:.tion~19

.All this was happening in .Arab towns while western Europe was
120 wostern

e~loring the world anq(cities were more properly and persistently

improving. The state courier and postal communication system collapsed,

and the sta.tions on which caravans depended fell into disrepair. IrC\.q,

however, did not acquire any other system of transport except a very

primitive network of dusty roads which were only suitable for walking

ok . 1 121and pa am.ma s.

In tho middle of the 17th century Baghdad was reviewed by

Tavernier, the French jeweller who visited it twice in 1632 and 1652.

Confused by names, he called the city of Baghdad :Babylon or Baghdat.

He described the city as an irregular oblong, almost 15,000 paces long
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Fig. 5.17 Ba hdad in 1676 (after T vernier)
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and 700-800 paces broad. He put the perimeter of :Baghdad at 3

miles. He saw five mosques, two of which were of noble impressive

architecture. The city had ten khans which he called 'inns'

two of which offered convenient facilities for travellers. The

bazaars which were all vaulted wore attractive and full of trade

but not as full as in the past. The city was badly built and in

decline. He put the number of Baghdad's population at 15,000,

although it is unlikely that the population ever dwindled to this ex-

tent.

In his plan (Fig. 5.17) one can perceive a certain likeness

botween tho frame of tho city in his time and the beginning of the

20th century.. The eastern side was surrounded by a wall of bricks,

with towers at varying intervals, beyond which was a ditch. These

towers do not appear in tho drawing of al-8ilahi of 1537. His

description of the wall was similar to that of Ibn Jubair given four

and a. half centuries earlier though he gave different names to its

gates. Tho river gate stood at the east end of the bridge, the

latter boing moored almost on tho site of the modern al-Shuhada

Bridgo. In tho samo drawing, certain unfamiliar European-style

122
buildings, purport to represent Baghdad's suburbs.

During tho first oentury of ottoman occupation :Baghdad lnd

suffered from floods such as that of l657}23 tho plague of 1119

and the Persian occupation of 1133;24 all resulting in the pillage

of the city and the killing of thousands125 ~f its inhabitants, and

reducing still further its built-up area, (Fig. 5.18). Despite

these disasters certain 'building developments took placo. The main

one was tho fine bazaar, just south of al-IAsifiya,h mosque near al

1.fus·cansiriyah college \-lhich still exists. It was built botl-leen
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It nou s!Jecialises ·--~in·. '-carpets and .,.~
.....

second-hand clothes, also in traditional bedouin goods. This bazaar

has incroa.sed the functional efficiency of this central area c.nd

influeneed the physiognonv of the city. Al-Kha.sald. congregational

mosque l-las builtin the heart of the city, at Bas al....Qra.ya.h.. During

this period also the still remaining sand dyke of al-lldhamiyah was

built to prevent flooding.

:ttY the middle of the 17th century a resurgent Persia helped by

Dutch and BI'itish had succeeded in expelling the Portuguese from

the Gulf, and this had a favourable effect on transit via fughdad.

However, in the folloldng century, the decline of Persia's econo~,

the serios of wars between Britain and France, the increasing weakness of' -

the ottoman Dnpiro, and the /;l'owing insecurity inside :Mesopotamia,

combined once more to roduoo trade and the prosperity of tho city.

The Mamlulc* sub-period:
)

In the period 1?1.~~3l, Baghdad l"laB governed by the Mamlulc

regime of slave soldiers, who not only differed racially, but in ori~in

and language from the oveTl-lhelmingly .l1ra.b people of the cotmtry over

whom they ruled.

During this period Baghdad was more a dependency than an

integrated part of the ottoman llmpire. The fighting betl-men Mamluks

for supremacy was a common occurr~ce and was encouraged by the sultans.

Residences of walis nere the most notable buildings in the oity during

this period, being alwc\ys at Rusfah and not far from the citadel. The

inhabitants of' mahallahs and soldiers were oompelled to buil~ or rebuild

public building without payment.
..

* Tho lbmluks \oTero recruited as sla.ves in the Caucasas and Russian steppes
while still young, and though converted to Islam, remained isolated from
the people of Baghdad omng to a system of l:)?bringing which confined them
to barracks and lwn their sale allegiance to the walia or princes who

-trained them. Uamluk means 'owned slave' in Arabic.



Fig. 5.19 Baghdad in 1766 (after Niebuhr)
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Reliable information about tho city can be derived from the wor~

of Niebuhr ( a Danieh traveller) who travelled through Baghdad in 1750.

He produced the firet scaled but generalized plan of the city;27

*.
(Fig. 5.19) His description of the city of Baghdad was confirmed

by later travollers. His boundaries of mahallahs are rather geometrfcal

in outline and this is unlikely in a.IV traditional Arab town.

In his plan, Niebuhr has shol'm al-Sarai, the major administrativa

centre. This largo builm.:ng reinforced the administrative importance

of this part of the city as it was annexed to the citadel. Since

then al-Sarni has been either restored, enlarged or replaced by better

buildings. It is a significant landmark in Baghdad's townscape

evolution.

The many IDa.sjids (neighbourhood mosques) and twonty Jamis (Friday

mosques) distinguished by their minarets:reflect the religious function

of the city. Presumably the city maintained some of its commercial

significance as there \-lOre t~y khans annexed to the main 'bazaars

and in the samo area as tho khans and 'clwahs of modern Rusafah and

Karkh.

The city at the time had twenty hamma.ms scattered in the rosidelltial

nahallahs, but not far from tho mosques. The city proper was so small

that a considerable part of the walled area of al-Rusafah was unoccupied.

Al-Karkh, the suburban right or West Side of the city, was unwalled and

had numerous gardens. The t\-10 Isides I were connected by the only pontoon

bridge, sholom. moored almost in the middle of al-Rusafah. The river gate

was shown as Tavernier had done in his plan one century earlier, (Fig.

5.17) •

..---"_ _ _._.-.- ---~--------~----_-..----~-.-, ~---~

* This t>,l~ is reproduced ldth krabic names in Dr. Susa Is Atlas
(p.l4f.2



Fig. 5.20 Baghdad in 1808 (after Dupre)
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Tho main historical tombs and shrines still extant today, are

also shown in this plan. They aro located on the outskirts of the

city proper, surrounded either by ruins or cemeteries. They marked

the fringe-bolt of the city which had sizeable vaC"..ant land.

Adhamiyah, having the samo traditiona! houses in :Baghdad was a

seWded sma.ll settlement surrounding the mausoleum of Abu-Hanifah•

.Apart from their size, the houses of Baghdad had quadrangular court-

yards, commonly colonnaded on one side. The courtYard occupios a

considerablo part of the plot and in many cases contains a fountain

or small garden, probably similar to existing houses' in Old Baghdad•

.Around aI-Hash (tho courlynrd) are rooms with level roof terrace

for sleeping in summer. In the old parts of modern Baghdad the

houses for wealthy and ordinary people looked alike until one ente~ed.

Probably the data given by Dr. Dupre' (a Dutchman) in 1808 ref-lect

the real situation of Baghdad at the time. According to him the city

comprisod 15,222 families consisting of 76,000 people, out of whic4

2,000 familios wo!'o Jewish. In his bird's eye view of Baghdad (Fig.

5.20) tho East Side wall is shown clearly. The trade, he said, was

growing and caravans of camels, tlUloo and horses were frequenting the

roads betwoen Baghdad and ~koy, Persia, Arabia and Syria.

The number of houses, population and shops were estimated, in

1779 at 80,000, 300,000 and 12,000 respectively~29 The population

l'!as said to bo four times as big as this figure before the 1772 plague.

This doubtless must have been an excessive estimate. The plague of

1772 lasted six months and between 50,000 - 60,000 people perished,

and many of the survivors deserted the city leaving the population
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at 100,000;3
0 A~cordingly commercial activity came to a standstill.

The tribes tool:: advantage of this situation and attacked the city,

looting its bazaars and destroYing many of its mahallahs:3l ,"

Reviewing the work of Parsons who -travelled through Baghdad lat e

in the l8-th century, al-Rusafah continued to be the most sigl1ificarrh

portion. That is natural as it l1aS the place of government, the

l"lOalthy people, the chief Friday mosques, bazaars and khans, together

with the mint and craft workshops which '\-lere concentrated on this side.

The official houscs around '~he citadel were located on the north-l"lest

side of al-Rusafah separated from the other maha.llahs by a great

maidan from \"Thioh several bazaars were emerging, heading towards the

only pontoon bridge, (Fig. 5.2.1). Khans l"!ere the safest· places for

foreign merchants and merchandise. Like those of today they 'torere

quadrangular in shape, having only one entrance eaoh with a strong~te

leading to the -'sahah; which uas surrounded by sizeable and beautiful

porticos, shops and stables. The rooms of the first floor were

exclushrely for residence. Eight khans l"lere efficient enough to be

continually lwod by ca.ravans~32

. The year 1755 Hitnessed a historical event, which affected the

evolution of the oity of Baghdad and the whole of rIesopotamia in several

W£\ys. In this year Britain established the first commercial agency in

Baghdad. Before then almost all the changes anddevelopments occurring

in Eaghdad were induced either by local or eastern forces for political

reasons. lfow the west pl~ed a. part in the fortunes of Baghdad for both

. 133 Th· .. flpolitical and econOID1C reasons. ese 1ncreas1ng 1n uences

were fashioned by residents, agencies, travellers, and missionaries. The

first British residenc.y in ]aghdad was esta.blished in 1798, followed by

French and German residences.
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The appointment of Mr. Rich as a British Consul in 1808 marked

the success of "bhe British poliqy. Througa his friendly relationship~

'\"lith both the vlali and the inhabit.ants, British trade flourished;34 *

His residency, however, could be considered as the nucleus around whiph

the famous mahallah of a1-Sinak has developed at a1-Ruaafah.

During the reign of the celebrated wali Sulaiman Pasha (1780 - lS02)

:Baghdad became the capital of almost the same area as present-day Ira'!.

He united the Wilayahs of Baghdad, Hosul and Ba.srah. In this time

:Baghdad became a main entrepot where many goods were imported to be

dispersod again to Mesopotamian and. Turkish towns, to Persia and Indi~

as Baghdad's local consumption was limited. The restoration of the

caravan road to Uecca added to this commp.rcial rejuvenation.

D.
Except for dates, tobaoco and few wollen manufactures Baghdad

f\

had no indigenous products for export. Erlernal commercial relations

were maintained exclusively by circulation and exchange of foreign

, 136
goods.

The superb cra.fts of medieval Baghdad had been greatly reduced

in quality and quantity. Although many different' crafts did survive

their quality had also been reduced.

In this period ]agl~ experienced a revolutionary plan of

evolution, when a1-Karkh \'TaS fortified by a wall, beyond '\"lhich was

a ditch, betwen l779-1802~37

.As one has seen from the Part II, Karkh is more secure from

flooding, accordingly the l'lall and moat ilere eventually used for the

street of Sheikh lmuf, early in tho 20th century. Consequently

* To indicato the increasing influenco in Iraqi affairs, the Deputy
British Consul was called the ~1hite Sheikh, si:rloo he was a respected
official ~h considerable influence among the Arab Sheikhs. 135
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the lino of tho Hall can bo traced easily (Fig. 5.21.). It is a sali~t

fixation line on the tleat Side around which certain peripheral land

usoa have developed.

Several fine mosquos were either built or began to be built in

this period, such as al-Qiblaniyah, Dawood Pasha, al-Fadhl, al-Ahmadiyah

and al-Haidorkhanah;38 Thoy aro still serving a considerable part of

the commercial contro and traditional mahallahs of al-Ruaafah.

The housos of Daghdad wero ostimated to be 100,000 at the beginnj.ng

of tho 19th century, out of wmch 1,500 \-lOre Jmlish and 800 were

Christian:-39

Al-Kadhimiyah, the isolated township had 3,000 houses, intermingled

\-dth many coffee houses, sorving both lODal inhabitants and pilgrims.

Al-Adhamiyah, the other settlement across tho Tigris had only 100 houses.

Baghdad was said to havo 24 hammams and 200 mosques, dominating

the physiognomy of tho city;40

Although thoro is no mention by ~ of these writers of the spat;l.al

distribution of th~se constructions, they wero, as nOli, mainly

concentrated near the bridge, representing the 'ke~' of the city;4l

In the poriod of' Dat-1ood Pasha (1816 - 1831) Baghdad revived and

oxperienced some physical changes. Al-Sarrajin, the extant monumenta.l

bazaar was built, running between the bridgehead of al-Shuhada and

al-Sarai .:: According to Chesney it 'Was one of tho best

in the Fast and. well stocked \-lith home and foreign commodities. It

specia.lises now in leather crat't. Tho first two factories run on

modern linos, for the production of cloth and of arms, were built in

this period.

Tho 1.:amluk reign ended with the death of Iawood Pasha in the plague

of 1831. Thus the ottomans directly regoverned the city.
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In 1831 Baghdad was visited by flood, famine and a. plaguo and

the population l'laS reduced considerably. I.hny figures have been given

suggesting the aftermath of these disasters. Longrigg puts the

population at 50,000;42 Chesney at 65,OOO143and F. Jones at

60,000144 inhabitants. The outbreak occurred in the poorer houses

of the JCldsh maha]a.h~45 Several mahallahs were destroyed, and

146\\'ithin 24 hours 7,000 houses 1'1ere razed to the grotmd, (Fig. 5.7).

In spite of the great discrepancy between the figures mentioned, they

reflect one fact that laghdad sank from metropolis rank in the 9th

and 10th centuries, to an isolated crumbled provincial town. The

area of the East Side and tho West Side became only 591 acres and. 146

acres respectively, putting the whole walled area at 737 acres~47 The

ruined areas within the walls of al-Rusafa.h were not developed until

the 1930's.

Yellow and red burnt bricks were used in both publio and priva.te

buildings. Uost of tho bricks used had rounded corners indicating that

they had been repeatedly used before:48

Apart from the few bazaars, which had tolerably regular outlines

tho whole of the alley systems ..rare narrow, winding and tmpaved. Al

Sarai, the office complex and the surviving twenty to thirty mosques

were the only architectural show-pieces. Bucld.ngham put the number

of l~s as high as 30, inoluding a1-lfustansiriyah college which had

already changed its ftmction:49
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*Quf'fahs, were tho common means of river transport in the Tigris

at Baghdad, which continued until the late 1920's (Fig. 5.2b). Until

the railways were built in Mesopotamia during aDd and after the

First World War, river navigation constituted the only modern means

of transport. Fleets of boats varying from 40-70 tons each sailed

to and fro between Baghdad and the Arabian Gulf;5
0

In 1840 the Dritish had ostablished the London and Baghdad J3a~ing

Co., thereby adding an important and indeed an indispensable facili~y

to the trade which was steadily increasing;5l

According to Coke, Baghdad in the 1850's had a considerable

caravan commerce, when it sent annually as far as Er:-zurum 2,000 mule

loads of pearls, silk, cotton stuffs, shawls, coffee, gall-nuts, etc;52

Caravans continued in use until the end of the 1920's.

Consequently, many inter-city caravan stations were developed at

regular intervals.

All through this long period of troubled history :Baghdad succeeded

in maintaining two distinctive features. It was still a main commercial,

centre in the cawrlry, and was still a 'holy city', a shrine that )

shelterod the remains of saints sacred in the~ various ways to ;

Sunnahs and Shiahs;53. But here one has to know that the inconvenience!
,

and exactions, which the Persian pilgrims experienced from the Ottoman I

officials when visiting the sacrsd shrines in Xadhimi;yah, led to a ~aw .!
* Qu£fah, is a circular basket-boat, used on the Tigris and Euphrates
but more in Baghdad than else~here. It is constructed of osiers,
plaited together, precisely like baskets, over a circular frame of'
stout materials. The section shows a gentle curve at the bottom with
a deeper one above, forming the side. The common method is to cover
the bottom with bitumen, which being smooth as well as hard eff'ectually
excludes the water, and is more easily and cheaply procured. The
smallest sized Qu£fah is about 3 f'eet 8 inches in diameter, and 2 feet
6 inches deep. This vessel is managed by one man who uses a large
bladed paddle alternately on each side. There are other Qu£fahs,
however, varying in size up to 10 feet in diameter, with a depth of
3 - 3~ f'eet. Some are even larger and are capable of carrying a camel
with several uersons in additinn_



passed in Persia prohibitil~ tho pilgrimage. This journey combined

the advantages of a sacred character along with the profits of

cOlDIOerco. Persian money, thus flowed into Baghdad in a continual

stream in the form of 15 ;000 - 20,000 pilgrims annually;54 and.

stimulated trade. The channel was stopped by the Shah's orders,

and disorder in Baghdae's province itsolf further impeded the progress

of its merchants.

In 1853 F. Jones visited Baghdad. He found its wall irregularly

built, it seemed to have been constructed on no sy.stematic plan but to

have been drawn around the various groups of buildings, He put the

length of Baghdad's walls at 16,400 yards; 10,600 yards for RuBafah

and 5,800 yards for Karkh respectively.

Baghdad \"las comprised of 88 mahallahs; 63 at al-Rusafah, and 25 at al-

Karkh respectively. Many of them still retain their names.

Jones155 put a priceless and precise plan fo~ Baghdad (~g. 5.21~.

It is the first reliable plan. and surprisingly is still applicable i~

the traditional parts of Baghdad. All the main tombs and shrinGs,

which were mentioned more than once are shown in his plan. Virtually

:Baghdad's plan did not differ from this plan before the ~rst World War.

Al-Karkh was shown as a walled suburb. The four gates of this

wall were respectively, Kraiat, Hillah, Sheikh I.faruf and Kadhimiyah.
,

The wall has been replaced by Sheikh Maruf Street, now a major traffic

street. Hillah Gate, gradually became a chief business centre in al-

Karkh, as it has been replaced by a square, lined b.Y a branch of

al-Rafidain Bank, metropolitan hammam, garages, coffee houses, open

markets and many other shops, serving a wide metropolitan area. This

area became "iihe terminus and starting point for the city and country-

wide traffic lines.
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The structure of the city in this period is exceptionally

important, for any morphological study of modern :Baghdad. This is

because of the fact that most of the constructions of the city, publip

and private, wore submerged in the great flood of 1831. But all the

new buildings were rebuilt in architectural styles and according to

the alley-street system which had for a long time been traditional,

possibly from the 11th century or even before. Houses and street

development were dictated by no laws but those which were imposed by

type of torrain, property limits and owners' wishes, all of which

contributed to shape the traditional fughdad. Shops quickly grew

around all available public squares, streets, or more correctly

2Uqsqe , mosques, facades of buildings and bridges. Walis sporadically

exercised a right of 'eminent domain', seizing properties which en-

croached on public spaces; removing nuisances and dangers and. widening , /

tho zuqa.qs·. .' )J'V/ cr \J----It is worthy of note that mahallahs may have lacked defined physical

. form, oompared with the "modern city block" because people needed.

privacy,. isolation and protection. At the same time there was a lack

of concern for public as opposed to family life. During this period,

_mahalla.hs in times of stress emerged as important units of action

against raids. Thus occasionally, they were centres for resistance

against occupations or against certain Walis. As now, in the old.
(

section of Baghdad, the zuqaqs were narrow, intricn.te and. twisting.

Most of these zuqaqs were overhung on both sides by the projecting

wooden upper storeys of the two-storey houses, while the commercial

bazaar streets were of'ten completely arched over by bricks. In effect,

for Europeans, Baghdad was a maze of what l'are virtually turmels among

\ t he buildings. This .Arab arrangement provided maximum protection from

the winter rain, the fierce sunshine and the perennial dust storms.
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Ilaghclad had virtually no streot in the modern senSG. Bazaars

were tho only straight and rather wido street lines J though they

never oxceeded 6 metres in width. The city, however, did not have any

type of wheeled vehicles before the first decade of the 20th century,

and ma.n;y alley streets were wide enought if two loaded animals could

pa.ss each othor.

Tho spatial distribution of bazaars was faithfully interrelated with

the distribution of the main mosques. khans, the bridge and the main
./

gates of tho ci·~y. Traditionally, the bridgeheads were the starting

points of bazaars. In o.l-Rusafah, bazaars headed north towa.rds a1

Sarai and Bab al-Sultan (the Sultan Gate or Bab al-Mudham); and also

south-east towards the shrine of Sheikh Abdul Qadir al-Qtl.ilani, the

destination for pilgrims from the Mo.slQm world.

In al-Karkh, the main bazaars headed north-west tOl'laI'ds Hillah

Gate, and north-west and north towards the rosidential maha1lahs and

Kadhimiyah gato. A hierarc~ of certain squares can be observed in the

traditional city of Baghdad. They are few, but with a valuable socio-

eoonomic importance in the life of the city.. To understand their spatial

distribution one has to consider the overall population distribution,

location of mosques and the ago of the different parts of the city.

The closeness of houses to the river and the central area is

strongly related to the age of renidence and to a. limited extent to the

economic rank of the famllies. The houses of inhabitants who had lived

longest in Baghdad were generally nearest to the bazaar centre, the

citadel and the river. Further out from them were houses of either

poorer people or of more recent migrants, many of whom still have some

village tios. On the outer perimeter were the most recent migrants,

whose loyalties were primrily to the large rural clans from which they
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had come. On both sides, this outer perimeter was still inside the
.

walls, as were some orchards, cemoteries, ruins and briCk kilns,

representing typical fringe belt 1a~d use, (Fig. 5.n).

JUthough the traditional tow of this period was composed7)
,

many semi-independent mahallBhs, certain 1.U1ifying elements can be

examined.

Firstly, the city walls which sharply defined the limits of the

oity providing security to all maha11ahs despite the differences of

sects, religio)1-s, tribes, regions and economic differences.

the grand. mosque (al-Jami a1-Kabir) is still a thriving centre for

the life of the publio. From this mosque the most important politica~,

economic, administrative and social news used to be delivered.

Thirdly, bazaars, sahahs and hammams, all of whi ch were in InaJ:1Y '

w~s elements of oity unification.

There are not only historical and cultural but also architectural

values in the old parts of the city, not so much in aiJ:lel. buildi~s

as in'tho total patterns.

Unfortunately, modern architecture, has not yet come up with

equivalent complexes. Alas, many Arab people in Mesopotamia feel

"ashamed" of the ,old maha11ahs and want a complete "transformation".

This feeling of inferiority and urge for change was probably refle9ted

because they misunderstood civilization by overlooking their own.,

historical development. The Arab world did not appear in history

overnight and. thoro are the many old cities to show that.
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!ho Second Mor~h21ogica1 Phase: 1869:1920

Introduction:
.:--.~

The analysis of the plans and structural evolution of modern

Baghdad has been divided into four well defined morphological phases.

These findings rely on the fact that each period has its own disti~ct

morphological elements. These elements are the building fabrio, mainly

house units, and the street system. They have evolved to meet the

socio-Gconomic and teohnological development that tho country was

passing through.

The divisions were based upon the intensive field work in a.

city wherE) the writer has lived for more than 16 years. It is sa~e

to assume that almost none of the morphological elements of a.l\Y one

period oo.n be found in the other periods. This has helped in many

w~s to properly trace the evolution of the city of Baghdad. Probably

it is also applicable to rna.tl\Y other Arab towns, regardless of their

history and location.

These periods are:

a. The Seoond morphological phase, 1869 - 1920.

b. The Third morphological phase, 1920 - 1936.

o. The Fourth morphological phase, 1936 - 1956.

d. The Fifth morpho1ogioal phasc, 1956 - onwards.

From the historical section (thE) first morphological phase),one

saw tho history of the City of Baghdad, end its part in shaping its

phi1sion1 structures. The cumula.tive destruction, heaped on by

centuries of neglect and abuse by successive authorities, reduced

the oity to its shapeless character. The City of Baghdad, however,

did not decay completely, as its prime :functions had not been
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but it did beco~e a ~ere vcstig~ of the great old city

of the F1rst Abbasid period. It did not possess a single building

from that first period (762 - ,46) ( Fig. 6.1). The few remains

of the Abbasid period, are from later conturies. With few

exceptions almost all public and private buildings in existence

and use belong to the 19th century.

The past survives in the type or design of existing :Baghdadi

buildings rather than in their actual pll.reical- structure. The method

of construction survived unchanged. Since the 11th contury, the

design of private and. public buildings in Baghdad have not changed 

plans have persisted in thoir traditional -shape nnd. in harmony with

tho street system and socio-physical structure of Baghdad. Con

sequently,all the buildings built before 1920, help to link B.1.g'hdad

with its past. Tho town plan and physical stagnation of the city

over this long period can be explained by the fact that the whole

spectrtan of tho socio-politirol and economic structure of society

was also stagnaiing. The same principles of family ties, tribalism

and. religious affiliations noticed in the 13th century after the

Mongol inve..sion, have remained tho~jor,determinants in l.rab

culture. Tho needs of traditional life and. tho stnndard of

'technology were almost tho same. International influences were

nogJisable. This was naturally reflected in- the component elements

of :Baghdad's townscape. Baghdad's reoponse to -~he progress of time

was shown in the town plan where some new streets emerged, and also

on tho building fabric by way of modification or replacement.

Modern Baghdad~

During this period (51 years), Baghdad has exercised two modes

of development, i.e. gradual and step-wise development. The former
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was achieved in longer. periods of time than tho latter. The main

reason for such irregular development can be attributed to the

type of governors during this period. Governors were free to take

all sorts of decisions. Consequently, if they had ~ contact

with the western wOl~ld, they might have contributed something to

Baghdad's development.

The reign of Midhat Pasha (1869 ..;. 1871 )1 witnessed an increased

tempo in developmont, which became even faster during the :British

occupation. The city in effect entered a new era of its evolution.

The improvement plans of Midhat Pasha, as well as other developments

introduced in this period prepared the city for a great change, but

the change itself was only in its incipient phases. This period

1869 - 1920 can be virtually considered as a forerunner of subse~ent

morphological phases. It is a transitional phase botween the

"medieval" and "modern" periods in the urban history of ~fesopotamia.

It is thus logical to begin the study of the structural evolution and

pattern of the present city with this period.

In his code of J9 S8 Midhat Pasha organised for the first time

a system of land registration, in an attempt to put an end to tribal

lawlessness. 1w a consequence a land registry (Tapu) \-laB established.

lands were distributed in blocks to the tribos, but not to individuals.

Every piece of land became the proporty of the whole tribe. 1!S a

result, sheikhs were able to acquire all these lands illegally,

leaving their tribal members as labourers (fallahin) in their lands.

This scheme did not solve the tribal problems which continued to

disturb the life of the country and the tribal tfheikhs were not

subdued. Some of the influential citizens of urban placos through

improper w£1Ys became big absentee landlords.
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This led to migration to urban areas in subsequent period~

Our period is charactorised by the appearance of European influence

in the life an1 structure of the city and the country as a whole.

~4.
The lp.sUdo-westcrnized' governors, sunh as the aforementioned ~lidhat

lI"
Pasha and Nadhim Pasha (1909), the increasing number of F.'.lropcan

businessmen, and foreign residencies contributocl to the development

of the City. :&ghdad in this period bact five European residencies,

the Russian, the German, the French, the 1.merican and the British.

They de\doped their buildinga on modern lines, these buildings were

primarily located in the southern part of the oity on the al-Rusafah

side along the Tigris.

miuca.tional establishments, Christian missions, new systems of

communication, all contributed to the modernizing processes.

Mter the beginning of the! new irrigation scheme (1909) and. the

German railway from the Baghdad end British and German interest in
I

Mesopotamia rose sharply.

Railroads, agriculture, oil exploitation and its strategic

geographic situation were the min interest of the foreign powers

in tho 20th century~

During this period, Baghdad saw the first publishing house, the

first newspapor "al-Zawra" and the first junior girls snhool~

The A"t'abic language l'las ndopted instead of Turkish. During the Ottoman

occupation .Arabic had been not only an unofficial bu~ actually a for-

bidden language. The modern developments in :Baghdad in this period

were connectod with requirements and changes in the Dili-tary, educational,

industrial, administrative and public health spheres, in transportation

and in religious land. uses. TheBo functions revolutioni"led the central
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and fringe belt evolution of the city. They led to the development of

many new buildings, such as barracks, schools, factories, administra

tive buildings, hospitals, post offices, and mosquos?

For the first time in its history B3.ghdad had a municipal council. This

I

has reinforced the significance of the traditional administrative

centre. 1l1-8a.rai, nOl-l housing the ministries of Finance and Juatice~

the central post office7 and Dar al-Ba.la.diyah (the building of the

muncipality) were built in this period. They added to the importance

of the central area and at the same time were new arriva.ls in the

townscape of the city. At the same time the telegraph was extended

to all the larger towns of Iraq. In the same area several military

and civil schools were established. The litera.I:Y rate among towns

people rose fromi· percent in 1850 to 5 - 10 per cent in 1900~

In 1913 fughdad had twenty-four official 8chools, out of which six

were for non-Moslems. The number of students were 3,537?

Concurre~tly with this central development, the stagtUlXIt fringe

belt commenced its augmentation and consolidationlO phase which marks

the modern growth of the city. Fringe-belt development was inspired

mainly by military, health, and industrial developments. These

functions were seeking peripheral sites where the land was cheaper

and. in ample supply. It is worth mentioning here that although

somo extramural developments have oOC\UTed, the intramural areas were

not yet filled up (Fig. 6.1). The military functions are significant.

:ElY 1917, Baghdad was captured by 40, OOJ British troops. The nity

became tho arII\Y headquarters of the new military force. Tho first
11

compulsory military law had been passed in the years 1869 - 1871.

Most of the new tlilitary constructions had either proximal or. distal
";''(

extramural location, such as al-Kha.iya,lah barracks for the former and

al-Hinaidi Barracks to the south of the city, near Diyala river, for

the latter. Baghdad had suffered pl\Ysically from the destructions
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done by tne retreating ottoman arl!\Y". Public buildings had been

wantonly damaged. The pontoon bridges of Baghdad and :,)iyala river

some 30 kms south of Baghdad were destroyed. The Bab-~al-Tullisim

whichhui an inscription from the year 1220 llas also blown up rlith

the ammunitions stored in it. The First World 'lIar and its aftertmath
tV'

had practically revolutionized the life and d3vclopmont of Baghdad

especially 011 the East 8ir1e, al-Rusafah. The ncm military conatructions

continued as "distal extramura.l" clements until the 1950's when they

began to integrate more olosely with the developing Inner FrillgC Belt~2

AI-Rashid (al-Hinaidi) camp rlhich was connected with the city by

rafts, is now engulfed by..recent development. A military storo

upstream of the entrance to al-Rhir canal uas built, the site is nQw

a well doveloped residential area of al-Qadisiyah. The British ar~

had supplie~ the Ci~Y with eleetricity~3

Tho health servi'ces had added to fringe-belt development. The
!

proximal extramural location, of al-Majidiyah hospital represents the

major medical development in tho city. Beside tl-is hospital several

klums and schools wero developed extending the fringe-belt further to

the north (~g. 6.1). Industtil.l development ha.s added to central

and fringe-bolt development. Tho Abba Khanah area, near the mosqu~

of Sayid Sultan Ali, became the main modern industr1al section of the

city. A military clothing factory and a local genera.ting station

for electric light wero built j.n aI-Abba Khanah. The great iron

chimneys of the latter establishment rose high abovo tho many minarets

and formed a familiar landmark of the neighbourhood. The land here

was state-owned in relatively peripheral location. Some fringe-belt

developments inspired by industrial progI'oss occurrod in Kadhi.miyah.
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A ·~e.nni.ne an':l leath'3r norks 't'1ere inliroduced in al-DabbaghI~h

(tannery) at KadhimiyG:.L1.. Until recently, goat and sheep hides were

stretched to dry on tho w~lls of the houses of this periph~ral

mahalla.h.

Despite the aforementioned industrial es"t p bl:i.shments, the paoe

of industrial growth :i.1".l. the city was very sloH. liost of the other

industrial firms in the period 186, - lS20 were small and operate~

on traditional lines. iimong these industries \oTere silk and cotton

weaving, earpentary, jewellers' works, coppersmiths and the like.

Most of these traditional industries wore located either in the

bazaar areas or cont:iguous to thom~4

In addition the growth of transport has influenced fringe

development. :Between 1914 - 1,20, Baghdad was connected by a

metric-gaugo railw~. The introduction of railways had affected

the evolution and prosperity of the city, which then had three

railw~ stations, two of which were extramurally located. Thoso

railwoy stations soon became nuclei for further industrial growth.

Baghdad Hest Raihlay station in particular l'Ta'3 the main fringe-belt

development exercised by the city.

During this period and following the British occupation,

al-Awqaf department, (Dept. of Religious Endowments)15 was established.
I

Since then, as will be soen in this study, it has had an influence

on tho development of the city. Tho depart amant owns many buildings

and considerable land in tho urban and rural areas. 1ll-Awqaf
e....

administration includes not only the staffing and ma.in·t~nance of

buildings, but also the managements of the funds that support :bhese

operations. Its morphological influcnce on Baghdad's tOWIll:lCape

is paramount. This is ouing to the construction of buildings

throughout the city, mainly for rent purposes.



Fig. 6.2

a. A zuqaq in al- hid
street e. any of
Baghdad' zuqaqs affor
maximum rotection
against direct sunshine.

b. The break-throu h
street of -Rashid,
the first street in
Baghdad's history
suitable for tr fie,
wi th Baghdadi arabanuhs.
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Street System (Fig. 6.1)

The oity was a bewildering maze of narrow, and in many oasos

characterless lanes and alleyways (zuqaqs). Up to 1916/1917, streots

continued to. fulfil the needs of pedestrians, animals and to a limited

extent carriagos. Such streets create a much better community feeling

as they are quiet and shaded for the greater part of the day.

Inghdad zuqaqs had. grown' in stages, ramifying often into

secondary zuqaqs, many of which are culs-de-sac. They did not

conform to any geometric pattern. At tho base of houses, zuqaqs,

are not more than 3 m broad; while at' th~ top, because of pro-

jecting windows they ore almost closed. This pattern achieved the

ma:ximwn protection against l-linter rain and the unbearable summor

sunshine*(Fig.6.2). The social structure of society plays a great

part in this pattern. Hembers of a particular tribe, clan or BOct,

or groups of people of tha same geographic origin grouped themselves

along a narrow twisting ~aq. In many cases they developed cula

de sac for security and privacy.

Despite the establishment of the municipal council, Baghdad

grel'1 't'lithout any preconceived order. Encroachment on to the narrow

alleyways, although prcBUJll!l.bly no'c,.allowed, did in fact happen.

For example one could acquire property simply 'by occupying it for

a certain length of time (varying according to Islamic law). The

absence of an effective system of fines and damages encouraged laxity

and as long as people could make thoir lotay throUgh the public road,

no objection loms raised to the enchroaching buildings. This in

turn resulted in the irregular narrow street pattern. Traditionally

* Hare details about the zuqaq systom are given in C~~§...!-
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in Arab Elnciety, an eY-isting occupant has first option in purchasing

adjacent larid;~~'Hhich brought about an intensification of already

established tribal patterns.

. .' t' ,".
The main ZUqaqs in tho residential a,reali, of B-:lg'hdad arc usually

I,

orienteted towards the bazaars and mo~qUos..:.":This"can be
... - - : ...~ "r"- _ ..•

in virtually every Arab town (Fig. 6.3).~~· '.:,' -, ..

observed

architectural foature at each turn.

• • ., • "f •• : .:. {.. •

In such a la.byrinthine town tho strqller' C?an' ~s;~over' a pleasing
___ ,J ' •• -- j..,.;

Hore.-~'-a.rti~i<?a.iiY .formed door,

there a courtyard, decorated by interlaci·~..pa.tt'erns~ picturesque
.. ~ :~ . ~. -.. - .~ -. . .

gargoyles lining the top of a whito or yellol'l.·,·m.ll,· geometric designs
. of ..... :

with Arab motifs decorating the Shana.shiljancient momw~nts which are

occasionally seen. Sahahs, inside mahallahs are' full 'of life and

attractiveness (Fig. 6.3). Baghdad's layout in effect was not com-

patible with the dcmonds of modern life. It was, as it is now, a

pre-industrial city, a fa.ct which expressos itself in the patterns of

its buildings which embodied different functions. Some European

towns, conquered at an earlier time by the motor vehicle were bottQr

supervised and generally faced less trouble compared liith the maze 9f

Baghdad which called for something like a surgical operation. It ~m~

thought necessary to cut lhghdad to the very bone, or failing that,

to build a nen one beside it. This has lead to tho construction of
, streets.

wild Ihreak-through1/Only after 1865 did Baghdad maintain regular

services of arabanahs (horse drawn carts) which connected the city
. ,.",;'

with the outlying centres (Fig.. 6:{tf;).

The internal reorganization of :Baghdad was approached by sudden

measures which led to the creation of a feu main street lines. At

al-KarlCh, a now break-through streot had been carved through the

tightly built parts, starting from tho vicinity of J3a.it al-Nuwab,
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Fig. 6.4

a. Baghdad - Kadhimiyah horse-drawn tramway t al-Kark

b. Another type of passenger conveyance between Baghd d
and other towns, used up to the 1920 1 s
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north of the bridgehead to al-Kadhimiyah gate, a.~d terminating at

al-Kadhimiyah. This s·ln.'eo!; "laS cut betl'lOen 1869 - 187l~7 Its

constructior/l'ras based on a purely personal decision of the l'Iesternized
I

WalL There were no clear-cut municipal laws enabling the authority

·to fulfil such oostly schemes. However, according to Islamic law,

tho affected individuals must agree i'irst and should be ~ompensated

fairly. The new road. at al-Karkh carried the newly introduced horse

tramway (Fig. 6.40.) carrying tho heavy piligrim traffic between

Baghdad and al-Kadhimiyah, its holy suburban settlement. The tr~y

continued to function for about seventy five years and was dismantled

in 1946~8 From then to the 1930's al-Karkh had only two major

streets. The second being the oldest, is the still existing Suq

Hamadah bazaar (Fig. 6.5). It starts from the bridgehead and

converges "lith the tramway road to the south of al-Kadhimiyah Gate.

This bazaar is two fold functions residential and oommercial. The

main very carefully designed alwahs (grain warehouses) line it on

either side. It was the main route for camel caravans and serves

a wide dosert region in tho western half of Mesopotamia. Even now

many of its traditional shops specialize in bedouin and rttral

commodities. The tramway road influenced land values and building

devolopment along its sides, o-wing to its attraction for new land ~es,

mainly commerce and craft manufacturing. Tho hidden mosque of Sit

Nafisah, (Fig. 6.1) in the seme nnhallah emerged on this line,

dominating itA skyline. The pattern of al-Karkh was therefore

influenced by the creation of this road. .Al-Kadhimiyah on the other

hand had been revolutionized both mfunction and form by this tramwEl\Y.

It had been a rather secluded township. NOli the tramway added to

its religious and commercial Gvolution. The tramway terminus in al-
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r
Fig. 6.7

a. The old pontoon bridge substituted by al-Shuhada Bridge
in 1939-41. A sifiyah Mosque to the right and al-W zir
Mosque to the left. Also to the left a khan and ah'w h.

b. Al-Nahr street area in the foreground
looking south-east with part of the
modern business core beyond.

<



Fig. 6.6 Al-Kadhim Shrine in Kadhimiyah looking north-loT t

Al-Istirbadi Bazaar

I
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Kadhimiyah (Fig. 6.6) attracted many Institutiolls, such as khans,

manzils (cheap hotels) and coffee house~. The monumental Bazaar

of al-Istir.ba di emerged at this point runriing to the west gate of

the shrine of al-·Kadhim. The tram system was the firs·:j modern

"uransport developlllent which Came in as a sudden innovation influencing

the whole physiognolI\Y of tho town. AIthough Baghd.e.d has :':10 streeta

on its East Side (al-Rusafah), in the modern sense, one can still

identify a main axis to the tOl-ln. This tolaa not deliborately planned

as it spontaneously evolved, following tht main lines of the bazaar~

near the bridge head. The first motor-vehicle appeared in I1esopotaI;lia

in 1908 from .Aleppo. IU 1914 less than a dozen were in use, '~hcy included

a motor bus service on the Baghdad-Bagubah road, and the private cars

of.a few notablos;9 Consequently, the necessity of building modern

roads and. improving tho old onos was felt necessary by the government.

In 1902, a new pontoon bridge replaced the old one. It was wide
2.0

enough for vehicle traffic (Fig. 6.~. In 1910 al-NahI' thoroughfar~

was Widened, and this soon bocame the main business street attracting

local and foreign commercial firms: Several metropolitan khans had

devoloped on this street somo of which still function (Figs. 6.10,
ab

6.8 ' )•

.Al-I<haffafin Bazaar, where al-Nahr street ends, al-Sarrajin 1?a~aar and

al-Sarai Bez~, can be considered as ih.e' continUation of al-Nahr

street. This commercial axis lead to al-Sarai and tho ottoman Qishlah

(Administrative premises) through tho heart of the city. I-t was- the chief

artery of al-Rusafah before the World War I.

Apart from this internal axis; the city had no complete direct

line connecting the north gate with the south gate. The first world

war was the main reason behind one of tho most dramatic plans. A
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Fig. 6.9

a. Mirjan Mosque after its truncation by al-Rashid street
in 1917

b. AI-Haider Khanah Mosque and its bazaar destroyed by
al-Rashid street in 1917

,
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ncm break-through otreet, the prosent aI-Rashid B-treot t running from

the north gate to the south g'cl.te, 'Was carved through the compact old

city. The ottoman regime wanted to facilitate the inter-communication

bet\-leen their important military offices and depots, rather than to

modernize the city itself. Tho street was cut throngh the most beautiful

mahallahs, ruined certain fine houses, and chopped off half of the

noble mosque of ~lirjen in order to preserve the accuracy of its

straight line (Figs. 6.90., 6.+0} ~ .• This street, l'lhich is now under-'

going an essential physical redevelopment, is the chief business street

in Baghdad. From fub al-Mudham at the north end of the :l:own to

al-Maidan, the largest public square in the city at the time, there

was a fairly wide roadwB\Y already in existence. .A large block of

private houses separated this from the Haider Khanah Bazaar adjoining
6.ill t',:

the great mosque of the SElllle name (Fig,. 6. 9b I >. At this point there -

was a direct connection, by means of lanes and another bazaar, to the

Mirjan mosque, in the centre of the city. (Although Baghdad is now

very much bigger, the Mirjan Mosque is still the centre of the city).

Here a short open road, north ofaI-Bank S:reet, led to the river at

Shariat al-Tamr (dat e landing or quay). Southwards a solid mass

of khans and courtyard houses form a mahal1ah of about a mile to anotper

short street leading to a ~ kno\m as Shariat al-lSchaohi. From this

shariah an open road existed past the Baid Sultan Ali Mosque to the

new British Residency, thus reaching lhb oJ.-Sharji by cutting through

its gardens.

The religious authorities objected to this scheme of carving out

a s~reet, as it would destroy al-Awqaf property such as al-Haiderkhanah

bazaar~l Nevertheless the street was cut without compensation (Fig.

6. 9b). The new war circumstances were taken as an opportunity not to
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compensate affected inhabitants thus breaking Islamio Iaw. The new

street, (al-Rashid Stroot) successfully began to compote with al-Nahr

street and gradually attracted the main business firms and agencies

which began to move there. After the opening of the new street, the

north and south gates of Baghdad's wall developed similar functions to

those found in the open spaces (sahahs) of the mosques, l~lerG those

gatew~s were easily acoossible. ,The croation of al-Rashid Street

together with tho widening of a fow other crossroads raised the value

of individual plots, promptly inducing modern developments, as a. new

spatial arrangement of land use had been initiated in the ci"liy. 1l three

storey buildings began to develop along this street breaking the monotpny

of the traditional towns cape of Baghdad.

To connect this new street with al-Nahr Street and with the Tigris,

Bome crossroads were cut through tho compact maha.~lahs; the main one

was al-Sumawal street, starting from Khan lurjan and heading towards

bhe Tigris. (It was known as al-Polanchiyah street )22 Originally

it was an alley in the bazaar area. It is now a part of the financial section

of tho commercial centre of Daghdad connecting al-Shurjah, tho traditional

commercial hub of the city with al-Na.br street, flanked by fine khans

and. modern semi-ekyscrapers deforming the historic scene of this central

area (Figs. 6.8a, 6.10). Then, as now, old Baghda.d did not develop a

single river street, as houses· aro built touching the river edge.

,Land Use:

As at present, the most important land uses were residential: re1i-

gious, commercial and governmental, but then as now, these four types

were not clearly distinguishable as they are in western towns. In fact

functional admixture is a typical feature of the Arab town and is widely

exemplified by the development of small shops on the alley level of tho
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houses, mos~es and khans. Care~ll examination of the city in

this period shows that :Baghdad's commercial centre contained the

bazaar notuork wi'th their e:.nnexed institutions, the residential
Of

mahal1ahs including the j'a.mis (Friday mosc;ues), 6:jidS (chapels),

hammams and coffee houses. ~na11y the city had its fringe belts

dominated by orchards, cropped area, graveyards, kiln l'10rks, rawGl\>"

stations, police stations, hospitals, khans and certain types of

dwelling houses.

Residential St.ructure (Fig. 6.1)

No reliable figures can be found relating to popUlation,

housing, the orca of the city and other aspects of life in Baghdad
<:-

and Mesopotamia during this period. Instead one finds gre~diS~

crepanoy in the available information. For the "first time in its

histor,y Baghdad had a Registration Office;3 which carried out in

186, the first offioial census for men. Women are excluded for

traditional social reasons. Accordi~to this census Baghdad had

65, 683 males including foreigners, mainly Persians~4 The number

of houses was 18,407, but according to al-Duri there were 16,303 in

1882;5 while in 1884 the figur& given was 16,426. Harris put tqe

population of tho city in 1900 at 100,000~6 In the same year the

population of Baghdad hovince which corresponds almost to moder~

Iraq, was estimated at 2,250,000~7 B,y 1904· the population of

Baghdad was put at 14',000. In the second decClAe of the 20th

28
century Coke put it at 180,000 of whom 45,000 were Jews.

The bread ticket system incidentally, enabled the British

authorities to make a fairly close estimate of the city's inhabitants,

which was put at about 185,000 of which 129,800 were Moslems, 35,255
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Jews and 15,000 Christians~9 The density of the population varied

from one mahallah to another. In some cases it was found. that fifty
.

people were living in one house of nine rooms, and 25 in a house of

five~O This is not very different ;from the case j.n certain mahallahs

of present-d~ Baghdad.

The area of Baghdad was 11- sq. bs. The city w~~ a v~r,y

compact settlement, 400-600 dwellings per hectare. Generally, the

a.verage household size is smaller in the southern parts of the city

'where some new houses were built to accommodate wealt~ ;families.

PolygaIi\Y was a common practice but later declined for economic

reasons. Even so, the average number of persons in a single family

is still lal'ger than in ma.n;y other countries. The family number

varies from 6 - 12 or even more, depending on the economic bar..kground..

'.tt this period Baghdad was made up virtually, of several independent

·socio-geographica.l parts - Karkh for e:mmple was too far for tho~e

who reside in al-Fadhl or Bani Said :In Rusafah.

C
Al-·Ka.rkh was exlusively populated by Arabs. .Al-Rusafah on the

II

'other hand was inhabited by Arabs, :Persians, Kurds, Indians and.

Europeans. Remnants of r~ongols are to be found here where they are

perhaps integrated with al-Fuwailiyah (Persian Kurds). Inhabitants
e

of ever,y cre¢.d or race congregated in particular mahallahs. The

Turks and some well-to-do families, generally occupied the northern

mahallahs of the city~l For the most part aristocratic .Arab

families apparently lived in mahallahs stretched between al-Sarai and

the grand mosque of Mirjan. Almost ever,y mahallah had its own
stress

leader. In certain times of/mahallahs employed their own nocturnal

vi,gilaniies. Some of the zuqaqs in certain mahallahs had their own

gates which used to be closed by great doors at night.
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Even now it can be safely stated that the mahallah sub-zuqaqst' or private

zuqaqs are exclusively used by the mahalla.4 inhabitants. A stranger can

not walk through such zuqaqa, if he was U;Dk:hown to the inhabitants. 4t

the close of this phase, Coke put the number of mahallaho in al-Rusa:rah
. 32

and al-Karkh at 57 and 22 respective~y. This was eleven niahallahs less

than what was' given by F. Jones seventy years 1>eforc (Fig...6.11)•. They

var,y in area between 4 donums (10;000 sq. m) such as al-Bu-Mfarrig mah

allah to 145 donums (36,2500 sq. m) such as al-Kulat Mahallah.

Apart from the mahallahs which were .inhabit ed by Ottoman officers

and officials, almost all the others had gro~ influenced by ·'tribai.

considerations. Each mahallah was occupied by a certain tribe and. it

was not uncommon that occasionally fighting took place between mahallahs.

This continued spasmodically until the end of the 1940's in certain

mahallahs of the oity.

The names of many mahallahs suggest that they are identified by

kinship, religion or regional'place of residence. Even now many maha~lahs

of the city bear various names originating from "~he names of tribes 0;1'

*clans. The Jewish and Christian minorities were living in their ancient

mahallaha north and west of Jami al-Khulafa respectively. J'ews haP.

enjoyed the advantage of their central ma.hallahs close to ·the main bazaar

network and a.t tha same time not far from al-8arai, thus maintaining'

maximum security.

The oldest Christian community occpuied al-Maidan mahallah, as

the ancient Armenian church, recently rebuilt in quite modQrn style,

suggasts. They shifted during the period 1917-1936, firstly to Agd

al-Nassara, the Christian mahalla.h, then to al-Sinak Mahallah. The

latter movement was made primarily by the wealt~ Christians, who again

moved to al-lhttawiin to the south of Bab al~har jiG

* This will be seen in studying the present mahallahs of the city on the
basis of the fieldwork.
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Europeans, on the other hand, had developed decent houses to the

south of tho built-up area, primarily around the British Residency

which was the centre of the local European community.

There was no reliable system of zuqaq identification or house

numbering. During the British occupation, however, a modern syste~ of

numbering tho city by mahailahs was introduced, thus giving the house

holder for tho first time an e:x:a.ct and, unmistakeablo 'addr~ss.
• • ~ 1-

~ mahallahs were lacking h~alth services and plB3' grounds.
"

The compact type of settlement does not allo~l,sufficient open spaces,

gardens and recreational facilities.

Tho opening of the new British Residency in 1905 at al-Rusafo/1 on

tho Tigris led to a considerable development of the city southwards

from Sa.yid Sultan Ali mosque to Bab al-Sharji. This development had

been accelerated by the new pontoon bridge in 1918, which was con~

. *
structed almost at the margin of the built-up area in al-Rusafah.

It was replaced in 1939 - 41 b.Y the permanent 'bridge of al-Ahrar.

In this period, however, some weall;~ people began to move to the

periphery of the town, along the Tigris, heading lIBinly towards B9.b

al-sharji. The wealth of Arab Moslem people was based on land 0Wller-

ship whereas that of Jews and Christians arose from commerce and other
"

businesses.

The intimate relationship between the river and city growth can be

seen in the continual f:dnge of handsome buildings put up on both banks

of the Tigris, connecting Baghdad with Karra.dah al-Sharqiyah (Fig. 6.12).

The southward growth of the city can be attributed to the development

of the water supply, the establishment of a police station at al

Be.ttawiin, and to the introduction of arabana.h (horse drawn carriages)

tho new means of transport. Many of the river houses have their own

* A full interesting description of this bridge appears in Halls'
work. 33
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Fig. 6.l3E

a. A typical badgir (air scoop)

b. A wooden pillar and its capital

F·/ CZ-1.'



Fig. 6.l3D Courtyard house details

a. Ceiling ornamentation of a room on the first floor

b. A bedroom on the first floor
across the courtyard
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Fig. 6.13 Internal details of a traditional courtyard house

a. Windows of first floor rooms
facing the courtyard

b. The gallery above the courtyard

F.P.2



Fig. 6.13B

a. A traditional Baghdadi zuqaq with the plan of one of
its traditional courtyard houses - the zuqaq elevation
of the latter being shown in the photograph.

b. A traditional courtyard house now converted into
a school.
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stairs leading to the Tigris, in w1rl.ch qUf'fahs continued as -'tihe popular

means of river transport. 11. complete review of :Baghdad at this period

can not be achieved without analysing the form, S-:iJ:'ucture, and

ovolution of the traditional lhghdad:i. or Arab courtyard house, the

only house type knOlffl in Baghdad before 1920.
p

The traditional Arab CO~XEd Hous..£: (Fig.6.13A, B, C i ~, ~).

Study of the structure of the remains of traditional Baghdad in

al-Rusafo.h, Karkh, Adhamiyah and Kadhimiyah, their zuqaq system and

how their houses have been conceived and arranged furnishes a picture

of Baghdad in its second and third morphological phases. The analysis

of the traditional Baghdadi (Arab) house, within its Baghdadi ~_~>ntext_

will help considerably in elucidating how Baghdad evolved before 1936

and how the experience and needs of many generations were expressed in

this plan, influencing the whole complexity of the city. Houses

are not mere physical shelters housing their inhabitants. In his

house man has developed many ideas, hopes and dreams beyond the satis-

faction of simple protective needs~4 As yet there has been no

geographical study of the Arab house in loiesopotamia, which could yield

many hitherto unsuspocted discoveries. In its long history the

courtyard house has proved to be very flexible shce its simple form

is adaptable to a variety of uses. Therefore its basic form originated

independently in regions of different cultures. In Mesopotamia it is----------
to be found as far back as 2,000 B.C. at Ur, Nineveh and Babylon. The-----------'----- " . ~ ......_..' -

original ililiabitants adopted the courtyard as the "key element" of

their houseB~5 * From that date until 1936, the courtyard dominated

* The courtyard house was also developed in the Roman-He1enis·~ie
Byzantine areas, before the Islamic ara.



of both oity and village in Mesopotamia.

met the basio requirements of the everyday life oi' the inhabitants
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all the building developLlellt of Baghdad. Thus, its influence is

recognizable in constructions such as khans, governmen~al buildings,

schools and alWahs;! The courtyard plan gave such bUildings good

protection against tho QaTauding bedouins. ,The basic needs of

Arab culture and 1l.~aditions has indeed been translated into this

physical form.

Traditionally .llrabs 'avoid partitions because they do not like t~

be alone. The form of the house is such as to hold the family to- J
gether inside a sins-Ie shell. This is because At'abs are deeply invalid

with each other. ~Their personalities are intermingled and take no_ur_-~(I _

ishment from each other like the roots and soil. If one is not with:

people and actively involved in some WCI\Y one is deprived of life~ I
Throe types of courtyard. houses are in use in Iraq; the UPlahd.,·. )

the central and the southern marsh type. ~ I
, i

All the houses built in Baghdad. bofore 1920, are of the secon4

type. These are the outcome of prevailing historical, socio-economicl

\
IUld climatic conditions IUld satisfy the Arabs, as they havo maint<qJ

plenty of unobstructed space in which to move around, at the same tiLle

giving complete privacy.

This p}wsical form was so successful and so common that almos1i

all the private and monumental buildings before 1936 adopted ito- t,t ,j

)
,-/

It is interesting to note that materials and methods of

oonstruction of rural houses in the fughdad region as a general rule

differ very little from those traditionally used in the oity. Until

now, modern building methods have been little known with the

exception of buildings assooiated with wealt}w inhabitants and govorn

'* An old ;-ab s~~ reflects this rule: ttPa.ram.'Be~t~ou~ ;eopl~-:~d
not be entered beoause it is hell tt36•
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mental activity. However, ..1ith t~erccent developtlent of communication

between Baghdad ·and o'cher urban centres of the region, technological

progress has mtered Baghdad's rural areas to a limit ed extent •

Tho principal materials are sun-dried bricks, reeds, other aquatic

plants and bricks. \The principal method of constructing mud walls is

to use tho materials without any framework. Roofing is carried out by

means of wooden beams or tree-trunks, on which mats or branches are

laid, the latter supporting tho insulating layer ~f mud which forms.
the terraco. ~ and windows are noi; usu~lly fitted. The apertur~s

:for (100::'1'.: and wind.o,,~~ are left f::'ce although ::!.n houses of fare.i.lies with

II

higher income rudimentar,y doors and windows pf wood or other easily

available material may be provided. From the cour:tya~ tho light is

reflected into the rooms through tho entrance doors and is. the place

where guests are entertained. It is also the area where the family
--........-~_v ...... -~·_--- ------.---........ ~.,.- ..- .-

congregates, the children play in privacy, and where the family sleeps
.----- .-

during tho nights, in the hot summer. Animals sometimes sleep in the

courtyard too. Tho main characteristic features of the rural courtyard

in the :Baghdad district are palm trees, wells and tannur,. a distinctive

conical shaped mud oven used for balting the traditional circular type

of bread.
'\

Unfortunately, almost none of the engineers and architects tr~ne0

in tho west, make any distinction between "westernizationll and

"modernization", and tho traditional courtyard house, so appropriat~ to

its Arab context, began to be ignored from the 1930's on. Architects

and engineers have yet failed to adopt their acquired expertise to

Arab social and economic needs. The prevalance of the Baghdadi house

was the outcome of several effective factors, such as Islamic philosophy

and tradition, available building materials, family social life and

climate.
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The sky for Arabs is a kindly aspect of nature. It is for an

The sl~ for him is the home of God and was
....---_.-. '-" - .... ,._--_... -_."._._..,-.---

regarded as a dome supported by four columns.
----------------_.~._~--~.....

Arab, pure and clean, promising coolness and life, and giving

water in white clouds.

~
Hence, when the Arab embarked upon a settled life he brought ? 0~P"?

the holiness of the sl~ into his house and, at the same time, shut out

the desert with its blinding, suffocating sand and inhospitable

demons. The courtyard now became an inevitable development. The

house, therefore, is a hollow, rectangle turning its blind, windowless

walls to the outside. All:il;s rooms look inward to al-Hosh (courtyard)

from which only the sl<y can be seen. This courtyard became the owner's

private piece of "s151". The courtyard rouse aChieved a full serenity,
,..--_..._- .. - -- ... --.. . ..."

which is not imaginary. It is a fact to be experienced by anyone who

enters into any of the thousands of Arab houses in Baghdad or into

the cloisters of a traditional sohool or a kha.n~ When they adopted

the courtyard plan concern of grandeur and monumentality 'l'1a.S of

secondary importance. It is a priceless religious representation. 31
I

Tho organization of the Arab family required that the house should '
, i

provide maximum privaoy and protect its di'leller from the eyes of th~

outsider. These requirements led to the development of a 'double

* Here it is to be remembered that the wholesale adoption, b,y the
Arabs, of the courtYal'd plan does not reject (refute) its previous
existence in severe.l other regions. For example the ideal house of
the first century A..D. in the Roman countries was the courtyard-planned
dwelling of Nedit erranean origin. The courtyard plan was very COIllillon
throughout classioal domestic architecture from very early times. The
courtyard here '\'las not the invention of the Romans, though they intro
duced it wherever they went. Courtyard planned dwelling l'laS inherited
by the RoIImlS to a very large extent. Smaller houses in Crete for
example were of co~~yard house-planned and dating as far back as
2,000 B.C.

,
I:



Fig. 6.14

a.

b.

A zuqaq with its typical blind walls on the ground and
first floor shanashil (Bani Said Mahallah)

Almost all the traditional zuqaqs are crooked with max
imum shade provided by their shanashi. (Agd al-Nassara

Mahallah)
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oirculation' system, of the division of the house into 89.lamlik

*"guest quarter" and harimlik "women or family quarter". This

oontinued to dominate the plan of houses represented in the next

morphologioal phases. Generally speaking, women are still segregat~d

from menfolk, unless they have blood relation necessitating suoh

oontact.
/

......~ ..." 'I'UP The tight structure of ol~.?~:.~h~d ~s ,chiefly owing to the cliIIjate.

Houses are huddled not because the population tends to grO\>T but because

protection must be provided against the heat, and in turn gave Baghd,ad

its compact pattern. The need for a barrier against heat meant a logical

development of thick massive walls, built with. either sun-baked

yellow bricks set in mortar or kiln bricks. Baghdad developed its

packed houses, and the zuqaqs. gradually narrowed to be almost covered

in (Fig. 6.14al, b). Different cultures have different pri n ciples for

the arrangement of their buildings.

Detailed examination of selocted representative zones of Baghdad,

in particular,and the whole city in general revealed that virtually

all residential buildings fall into four main architectural categories.

)' '1.....'/ The first is the traditional Arab ooutyard house built b-ef-o-r-e--<"----
/"" .
,~):p 1920 , the second is the modified traditional Arab house a.dopted in tJ1e

",
",- O. third morphological phase 1920 - 1936, the third category is the eastern'" '- .(9' o.;'\.

, ''V'' ~0{ house \1ith covered courtyard and developed in Baghdad during the period
c- 'X_ t"I/-.;R® ~y 1936 - 1945, and the fourth is the t'Testern house introduced into

Baghdad and other Mesopotamian towns after 1945.

The first type, "Thich on average occupies 100 sq. m, 80 - 90 per

cent, of the plot or land parcel, is built-up. The built-up percentago

* The word "harim" (women) is related to "haram" sacred, unvi6lable
which also denoted the family living q:a.rter in the traditional Arab
house.



Fig. 6.16

a.

b.

Gateways of tradi tional courtyard house s never
face one another across the zuqaq

Shanashil dOminate the Baghdadi II zuqaqscape"
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Fig. 6.15 A section of traditional Baghdad with its 'caked' morphology
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of the second type, which is usually between 100 - 290 sq. m. is

60 - 80 per cent. In cases where the area of this house type is between
I

200 - 300 sq. m., the building coverage will be reduced to_50 - 10 per

cent. The houses built a!~er 1936, are var,ying.in si~e, being 300 - 6001

600 - 800, and 800 - 1200 sq. m. The building coverage for them

respectively are 35 - 50 per cent, 30 - 40 per cent and 25 - 30 per cent.

The average cost of construction per sq. m. varies from 10 to 30 I.D.

depending on the quality of the construction materials and some other

factors. It is inter.esting to note that the traditional Arab courtyard

houses built before 1920, terraced (modified) Arab court-yard houses

before 1936, and the villa type houses after 1936, each of which

multiplied over tracts of the townscape, from the city core outwards in

all directions, produce a distinct texture in the physiognoII\Y which

ma;y be described as completely caked area only cut by zuqaqs ~Fig.6.l5)

Bricks with wo?d, bricks with lime and iron, bricks with concrete

are the main building materials used in these forms 0'£ houses respectively.

Only after 1936, traditional Arab houses gave w8iY to detached

and semi detached houses, which developed outside the traditional cores

of the city. Consequently, the old residential parts of the city became

increasingly occupied b,y commercial premises. The traditional house

developed around the courtyard ar.cording to the ph;ysical condition of the

plot while at the same time allowing the individual complete freedom in

the internal planning of the house. Its exterior provides a protective

shell. Apart from the gateway doors, zuqaqs show very simple facades

and have walls with a minimum of decoration. Gatew8iY doors, for social

reasons, are not facing one another (Fig. 6 ~ l6a ) ~~ Traditional houses

have jet~d wooden upper floor sliding windows (Shanashil). Shanashil

overshadow the meandering zuqaqa and maintain the maximum protection
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against the Baghdadi sun. In effect :Baghdad had then a unified structure

broken up only by courtyards and deprived of ~ visibly defined street

system. It was not unlike tissue and its only dominating features were

the complex of mosques and khans (Fig. 6.15, 6.17). ~he absence of

perceived planning~ the irregular plots of lands, on which houses were

constructed, (in many instances about 50 sq. m), together with the

influence of tribal traditions, have produced the characteristic pattern

of the zuqaq system and maha.llah structure of old Baghdad.

The city grew up in such a manner that its houses were knit together

into an irregular and complex network of alleys and agids (culs-de-sac)

whose width was determined by climatic and defensive facto:L's and by the

mode of transport that was common before the first world war. Nevertlle

less a kind of hierarchical order in the zuqaq system can be examined.

(Figs. 6.3, 6.17) Usually, main zuqaqs enclose largest:reet blocks which

in turn are divided into smaller sections 'b'-J minor zuqaqs, finishing in

a blind alleyway. Security is fully maintained by the latter, since

they exolude nearly all strangers and by-passers.

The oharacteristic upper-floor projections (shanashil, singular is

shanshul) of courtyard houses with their varying sizes, and ornamentations,

produce a juxta-position of masses and shadows. The roughly rhomboidal

ground plan of many houses is ingewously corrected at the upper floor

level. This is aohieved by setting the projections over the external

wall, a.t an angle to the line ofthe facade, like the teeth of a saw.

Thus it became possible to give the first-floo-y rooms a rectangular

shape. Also the floor space is enlarged. These projections have

windows, all of which are fitted with wooden screens, meant to ensure more

privacy to the womenfolk inside. Shanashil form the dominant external

fea.ture of both the zuqaq and the :Baghdadi houses (Fig~, 6.l~6J"6),



Fig. 6.l8B

F·fJ. I

Details of internal windows of traditional courtyard house
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Fossibly shanashil have been developed late during the ottoman

occupation* There is no reference to shanashil in the works of

historians and travellers before the 19th century~8 Mesopotamia

is a country lacking in construci;ional timber. Presumably the

Turkish occupiers introduced this innovation into the townscape of

:Baghdad. Turkey is a country with mountains rich \'r.i.th timber which

were used considera.bly in the traditional Turkish houses~9

The predominantly flat skyline of the town is broken by numerous
~-----~~ --- - - ~

colourful minarets, and lofty domes of shrines, jamis masjids,
and hamrnams (Fig. 6.15) • Moreover the harmony in the choice of

colour, texture and materials such as timber, bricks, coloured tiles

(kashi) glass and stucco provides another pleasant visual relief to

the monotony of the town. The traditional .Arab house has one or two

stories with a total height of 4 - 8 m above the courtyard. The ground

floor is mainly built lnth bricks, whilst the upper floor has timber

as tho ma.in constructional material. Usually, the ground floor is

used in summer, whilst the first floor is used in winter. Apart ~rom

the guest room, ground floor rooms usually have no windows, and are

dependent on their doors for light from the courtyard.

On the upper floor, also the rooms are inward looking towards ~he

courtyard through the narrow gallery, surrounding it. Tho upper floor

rooms, usually bedrooms, have a beautifully decorated wooden window

facing the courtyard. Through these internal windows as well as the

external ones, natural lighting and ventilation is achieved. The

external window is not a single pane of glass but several small ones

(Figs. 6.130, 6L1iAb, 6.1gB).
a

The entrance to the traditional house is always on,korner near one

of the neighbouring houses. The courtyard is approached from the outside



Fig. 6.19

a. The door of a traditional courty d house

b. Courtyard elevation of Kibishkan
(mezzanine room)
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by a passage with one or two turni~s to prevent any passer-by from

getting a view. The broken 'dog-leg' shaped entrance ensures the

privacy of the inhabitants and has an internal door which is kept

open or covered by a curtain. Anybody passing by and looking through

the door sees a blank wall opposite and not the courtyard end the people

inside cannot see the outside and feel more secure. Usually doors are

rich in decoration, with arabesques of religious insCl'iptions. All the

doors are made ofW>od, with heavy iron knockers end handles. They are

like entrances to a fortress, Paving two uprights, one of these acting

as a pivot for the door (Fig. 6.1ge,). The door frame is generally sur-

rounded by a decorated brick arch. The door concentrates the external

aesthetic embellishment of the house, at the same time providing an

easy indication of the status and wealth of the owner.

~
-er It is interesting to note a unique morphological feature that all

v traditional fughdadi ~uqaqs one cannot find two doors facing each

other. This expresses the power of social considerations on both the

house patterns and. tho zuqaq-layout. Bricks are the main ma.terial 0",

the walls, roof and entrance floor. In many houses the walls have niches,
and benches (razunahs) where it is possible to wait, to have short

conversations, or to be used by hired guards especially during times of

stress.

~rances of the well-to-do families m~ have beatiful small domes

and arches which enrich the ceiling and beautify the whole entrance.

Passing through the entrance, one enters the courtyard where the formal

and. informal gatherings take place.

After the bustle of the street the quiet and ample space of the

courtyard is very refreshing.
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The courtyard is landscaped according to the owners' fancy and his

wealth. In contrast to the low-income olmer, who has a small unplante~

courtyard, the wealthy owner has a large garden-type courtyard beautifUlly

decorated. Tiles and bricks are used in decorative manner enhancing the

walls of the court.

In case of larger residences there is sometimes a series of court-

yards, ono patio being endowed with a fountain, made up of qoloured and

patterned tiles and emerging into an othe:.' courtyard, t-rhich may again lead

to a third one. Together they create a quiet cool luxurious interior and

private environment.

In a domestic context a fountain is the symbol of a hot climate,

corresponding to the fireplace of colder climates. Such fountains are

significant focal points of traditional Arab houses. It is a useful

monument since it does not only splash water in summer to cool the air,

but also receives winter rain and can direct it b.Y means of construct~d

channels to garden space beyond. In their architecture, Arabs had

invented the early architectural bases of what is called ''the environmental

contrast". They tried to create a contrast between their desert hometand

ahd the evergreen gardens and between the desert climate and the fountains

of their cOUi~yards~O

Tho main characteristic of the courtyard of both thE: wealthy and

ordinary ot-mers is the palm tree or n.2buJc tree (Christ's thorn) \'rhich is

surrounded by shrubs. The courtyard house has been criticised severely

on ground of health and inconvenience during the winter season when the

court is the only means of communication to other parts of the house.

The temperature contrasts between court and inner warmth are often

extreme and '\-Then it rains, it is sometimes even necessary to use an

umbrella to walk from one part of the house to another. Sheltered
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.
r

passageways by moans of colannades or interior room planning could

easily look after such difficulties.

A gues·c-room, usu'·ally reserved for male guests, -: s one of the larger
v

rooms of' the ground floor and is genera.lly facing the entrance. Normally

it has a fireplace, which gives enough heat as well as to allow the pre-

paration of hot coffee (Fig. 6.l3A,Il'). It is 20 - 75 em higher than the

courtyard level, thereby small windol'ls can be provided to the basement

frequently found beneath it. The windows of the guest room, one or t~o,

have mber shutters and set-in brick arches. To ensure a complete sep-

aration of this room from other quar-cers of the house, windo't>ls are

alwa;ys covered with permanently drawn curtains. Ornaments and antiquel3 used

to be displayed in the guest-room along the l'mll in the recesses (niches)

provided which are small and above which runs a frioze in various st;}rles.

Portico (iwan) is a rectangular room, with one side fully open looking

onto the courtyard, usually occupys a. good position, and is surrounde~ by

rooms. During summe!' da;ys, it is used as a dining and tea room. It is

another index to the wealth of tho owner, and large houses may have two

porticos, summer and winter ones. They are oriented according to the sun

position in each season. Il'lan is 20-30 em higher than the courtyard

level so that tho occupants can enjoy over looldng the courtyard.

Its othor main function is to bo used for the midday.siesta and

relaxing, so that it is paved with colourful tiles, tho glazed face

giving a cool and smooth surface.

Like the guest-room, the iwan has razunahs or niches of different

dosigns and sizes equivalent to tho cupboards of modern times. They are

built in the surrounding three walls. In many instances their contents

are hidden by small curtains of brocade and embroidery.
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The ceiling has smooth and plain timber panels, whilst the ceiling

of almost all the rooms of the ground. floor are made up of bricks.

The open side of the hra21 has one or more dalaks (wooden posts). They

support the tarmah above, the replica of the ihc.n on the upper floor

which is sued during tho summer nights. lalaks are slender and carry

large carved capitals which display impressive craftsmanship. Usually

dalaks are either hexagonal or octagonal in pattern, 16 em in diameter.

In many houses, more dalaks are found. surrounding the courtyard to support

the wider suspended gallery and also to roof the larger span of the iwan

and to adorn the internal part of tho house.

The living room is another rather large room on the ground floor.

It is located UI:~ar the kitchen to facilitate access, particularly in the

winter, when it is also used as tho dining-room instead. of the hren. In

many cases the living room has no windows, and the light is obtained from

tho courtyard through the glass panes of the door.

The kitchen,
~

harnma.m(bathroom) and toilet usuo.lly consitu~e one

section located on the ground floor. These utility rooms commonly have

no windOt'lS and are lit directly from the oourtyard onto which they open.

They have unpainted hard walls of bricks. Hamrna rn is a suite of com-

plicatcd heated stone apartments resembling the public bath. It is only

tho large houses that have this type of hammam however, and most people

were frequenting tho publio bath.

Though the sewerage system has been under construction since the

1950's almost all the traditional houses have septic tanks. Lack of

controlled water disposal is largely responsible for the dilapidated

appearance of many historical buildings in :Baghdad.

To complete the review of the ground. floor· one has to analyse the

sirdab* or basement from which the external atmosphere is almost

*' ~rdab: a word of Persian origin composed of two separate wor~s and
meaning a place where 0001 water can be obtained.
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about one metre below the level of the, sirdab.
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excluded. Sirdab is a large rooPl, usually locatod beneath the guest

room. It is sometimes several metres below the courtYard level. Sirdab

is approached by a separate staircase. Large houses have two sirdab~1

the other being exclusively used by the family itself, and thus it.d~.

ground under the living room. Sir-oe the ceili!'.g of the sirdab is above

ground level, light is provided through small openings placed near the

roof facing either the court-yard or the zuqaq. Fresh air is brought in

:from the roof by the badgir (air-scoop) or malga:f as knOl'ln in Egypt.

Badgir denotes an early device of letting air into the windowless room
.

as well as into the sirdab. Thj.s funnel runs through the "thick brick

party walls and opens into the sirdab on to a porous wate.L'-jar which

increasos the humidity of the air maldng it cooler, and incidentally

the water in the jar is cooled by the evaporative cooling process.

In many instances badgirs finish in a 'zanbur', which is a deep ditoh

This ditch is used to
6~18A, 6.20a)

keep :fruits and food, 0001 and fresh (Figs. 6.l3A:- E, F,f The e:rlernal

opening of "the bac1go-ir is one metre above the roof level. All the tqp

openings face north-west I the direction from which the prevailing
-,'

winds come11 Because of their uniformity of design, height and

orientation, badgirs c0ll!bine to bring out the unique silhoutte of b~th

the traditional house and the skyline of the townsoope of the old

Baghdad.
I

The sirdab is used 00 a siesta place in summer and sometimes

a store-room in winter. Apart from its function, the sirdab has its

own architectural characteristics. Bricks are used in roofing and paving

the sirdab, in a certain delicate fashion. Apart from the sirdab and

the utility rooms, tho floors of all the other rooms of the house are

covered lath coloured tiles. The height of the first floor on average

is 4 metros1
2 It is higher than the ground floor mainly to reduoe
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internal temperature. The first floor is approached by one or more

stairs, made up ~rith either bricks or wood constructed on beam bases.

Tho stair that does not take to the first floor, gives access to an

intermediate storey bolo\'l the roof which makes up a small room known

as "Kebishlcan". The Kebishkan is used as sleeping quarters for

servants in the wealthy families, otherwise. it is used as a stu~ or

storage room,. It is about two metros high (Fig. 6.19bj.

In contrast to tho gl~ound floor which is almost totally built ~n

bricks, the first floor is built l'lith lighter materials, mainly of wood,

reed mats and tho like. The main element of the first floor is tho

gallery, \'lhich provides the only means of communication to all the

upper rooms. The Tarrnah, usually above and identical to the hran of

the ground floor, is another important space on the first floor. It is

used for having tea in the afternoon and for sleeping during the mild

soasons, when it is too hot to sleep inside the rooms and. rather cold

to sleep on tho roof. In case of houses located on the Tigris, external

tarmahs (balconies) mo.v bo evolved to enjoy the attractive scene of the

river. Wood is the main building material of these balconies. They are

partitionod at tho sides by wooden lattices that provide seclusion

while not impeding the vie~:' (Fig. 6. 20b).

The rest of the upper floor is divided by brick walls or timber

partitions into rectangular bedrooms, one of which may bEl used for the

guests. Their number and elaborations depend on the status of the

o~mer. The rooms that are not on the zuqaq ~lall have only o~e side

facing outwards onto the courtyard and this is made into a l'lOoden

I curtain wall' to increase the light. The rooms at the zuqaq "tall,

like the other rooms, have inward looking windOl'1S, all of which are

of a sliding type, and richly decorated;· in addition they have pro-
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jECting oriel windol'TS or sha.l19.shil; with trellisos.. Shanashil wer~

a common social necessity in the zuqaqs where opposite rooms tend to

ovorlook one another.

The ceiling of the upper-floor rooms is covered with timber Parels,

similarly decorated, and sometimes is finished ldth a mirror, while the

other sides are left in a plain or uniform pattern.

Internally, the rooms are painted in certain colours that integrate

with the design of the ceiling itself.

Through the slnanashil the maximum amolmt of slmshine is alloweP-.

Accordingly, one of the front rooms is normally used as a. tea or

relaxing quarter q.uring the ldnter. Shanashilt; served to satisfy the

curiosity of those who .,mre indoors, and could not be penetrated by the

indiscretion of those I'Tho lTere outside.

The stroller on E.l. Baghdadi zuqaq will discover another characteristic

external fea.ture in many of the traditional houses, in their upper floor.

It is the small semi-circular projection, usually made up of wrought

iron bars, located under the shanashil of the ldbishkan. Tho porous

"later-jars and moybe some fruits are often placEXlin them to cool

(Fig. 6.~:tl)., b).

Rool'f:l are the only areas that are directly exposed to the Slm. The

terra.ce came into being not only through reasons of constm ction but

is a living and sleeping quarter during long periods of the year. It

is only on the terrace that the cool evenings can be enjoyod after

tho doy-long heat. For reasons of privacy all roofs in old and modern

:Baghdad are surrolmded by a parapet wall to prevent overlooking.

In fughdad of this period as well as at present, the man \'lho owns

a house higher than that of his neighbour is required to surrolmd his

roof with some materials such as sheet of tins or brick walls. Through-



out the yea:!' the roof is used to h.a.rg out washing, keeping the

courtyard free for social activities. For roofing the timber beams

placed closely together and covered with reed mats, which support an

earth layer of 20 - 30 cm thickness, acting as insulation, and forming

the roof of the terrace. The earth layer is generally laid at aslight

gradient to ease the drainage of the winter rain into the "ZUqaq by

means of long metal gargoyles that extended beyond the walls •

•SanitaEl Conditions:

Baghdad and all other Iraqi towns had no municipal or planning

organisa.tion in the \'Testcrn sense. This is a fundamental difference

which separates the Arab towns as much from the cities of antiquity

as from the medieval cities of Europe. Baghdad had to wait until

1869 - 1811 for its first municipal council. Until then it was
'(

given over to tho e.rbitary will of ja.nissaries and their armies. The

function of baladiyah (municipality) was the same as those of the u,sual

British city council except the control of the tOvm police romained'

in the hands of the government.

From 1901 onwards, there wa.s a water supply to all parts of the

city. l~in zuqaqs and other public places were constantly swept and

watered. Refuse was not al1ol-1ed to remain within the walls of the

city13 Drainage was and still is a serious problem in Baghdad. It

is here to the advantage of science and teclmology to maintain and '
the narrow zuqaq-system which

develop/characterises the old Arab tOl-ms .

The narrow street is often blamed as the cause of bad health, but

the real root of the trouble lies in the lack of efficient drains and

sOl'mrs. In 1911, only two doctors were to be found in the city, apart

from tho municipal hospital a.t al-Karkh which had its own staff of

nurses. Gradua1ly.organisa.tion of medical and sanitary work as known in
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tho wesolliern countries came into existence, but Baghdad's lack of'

drains presented a peculiar problem of' its own. In 1917, cholera

killed hudreds of' inhabitants including General Maude who led the

lh-itish troops in Mesopotamia. In 1919, 600 inhabitants uere killed

by a plague, due to the overcrowded condition of' the city.

To improve the health services, a new isolation hospital was built

at al-Karkh in 1919; f'urthermore al-Majidiyah hospital, north of'

Bab al-Mudham on the Tigris became one of' the most up-to-date health

institutions in the Arab c0lll1tries~4 It initiated the extramural

development of' the f'ringe-bolt on the Thlsai'ah Side.

The Commercial Centre: (Figs. 6.1, 6.813., b) (>~.:~:"

In this period the commercial centre of' :Baghdad was occupied by

commercial, manufacturing and administrative establishments. The upper

classes were also residents in this central area, whereas the lower

classes were relegated to the periphery. Mosques are the best

representatives of the public buildings in the commercial centre of'

Baghdad. Thoy and other public and private houses represent all

phases in the evolution of' Arab architecture. The majority of' bazaars,

are still functioning. Thus the plan of' the medieval town has been

preserved in essenco. The central bazaar area had compressed space in
'.' .

the narrowness of' its zuqaqs and sahahs, resulting in a high population
. " A· ..

density. (Figs. 6.1, 6.8)C~~'-J> As the main bazaar network lias located

on both sides of' the Tigris developing f'rom the bridgeheads where the

grand mosques and main khan agglomeration are concentrated. Bazaars

had the straightest streets in traditional :Baghdad. The River has

inf'luenced their layout. This was because of' the importance of' river

trai'f'ic. The main axis of' bazaars either lead to the river or run

°h
parallel to it. There were eight landings, primarily located 'Hith the

~
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commercial centre. Al-vfuBtansiriyah College for instance had changed

its function to be the customs office of the city, having its own quay15

The river also attracted many met.ropolitan khans, which developed their

main entrances towards the Tigris. Aft er the 1940 'e, and as a result

of tho fact that vehicular traffic becaue dominant, most of these

khans had re-orientated their entrances towards the land traffic lines

i.e. bazaars and streets,and built up their river entrances (Fig. 6.8).

The bazaars of Baghdad catered exclusively for pedestrians. The 'hustle'

and 'bustle' in Baghdad's bazaars, gave an air of informality, and the

feeling of integration between man and his city. Generally, bazaars

were miles of great covered arcades and domes, under WhiCll almost all the

trade of the oity ~ms done. Some of these bazaars were new and in

good repair, va:!fU.ted with brick works; the others were merely covered

with flat beams supporting a roof of mate and palm thatch~6

Despite tho fact that land use in :Baghdad was highly mixed, the commercial

bazaars developed a specialised section. The principal bazaars, all of

which still function, were al-Shurjah, £1.1 I~dan, al-Qumash (cloth

baza,..'U' ), Sug al-Haraj and Suq al-Sarai. Some bazaars had crafts, and

usually they wero named after them. Craftsmen engaged in blacksmith's

work, carding, spinning, weaving, tanning, cloth-dying and other indus

tries were subjected to certain taxation during the ottoman occupation.

Suq al-Safafir (coppersmiths), Suq al-Saghah (silver and goldsmiths)

Suq al-Sarrajin (saddler,y) Suq al-Khaffafin (shoemakers) etc. are

examples of the craftsmen bazaars (Fig. 6.8).

The number of shops and khans within the bazaars of Baghdad had

been variously estimated ranging between 1,200 - 4,000 shops and between

200 and 600 khans, over a period of time11 Thirty khans were metro

politan, the finest of which is the covered Khan of Urdhumah or llirjan.
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l3efore the construction of aI-Rashid street , it adjoined the mosque

of Mirjan. The va~od roof of this construction is a fine specimen

of saracenic brickwork and like the mosque of Mirjan, bears the date

of 1356 A.n18 Al-K'arkh also had its own alwahs for grains, flanking

the main caravan street between the bridgehead and al-Ka.dhimiyah Gate.

The old oity still has ~ khans - providing facilities for entire

caravans - with their stables and. warehouses on the ground floor and

the sleeping rooms open to the gallery which runs around. the cent~l

courtyard, on the upper floor. Following the First World War, IIl8lV

new shops and canteens emerged in different parts of the city catering

for the British troops and the new residential areas. Tho commercittl

centre had maintained its specialised and mixed open markets. The

main one was al-Maidan, near the citadel, where the daily horse market

took place in the summer beforo the sunrise at which hour the tem

perature is bearable (Fig. 6.8). Mules and donkeys could be purchased

at this spot19 The sheep market occupied the area surrounding the

minaret of Suq al-Ghazil~O Contiguous to the bazaars and some of the

khans, open spaces had been developed to be used for meetings and

temporary stalls.

The comparison of Baghdad of this phase with that of the 11th

century shows that considerable commercial progress, both quantitative

and qualitative had been made. Foreign trade has grown, as transport

had slightly improved. The commercial centre of the city had for the

first time banking activities. lhnking WM represented by the Imperial

ottoman :Bank, opened in 1901 and the l'Bstern :Bank in 1912~1 Money

changers (aarrct9) were mainly Jews but now are Ara.bs.

Baghdad, howover, did not have its own pa.per money at the time. A

few foreigners had established eleven firms in Baghdad's centre. These
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indicate that the city began to integrate in the international

commercial and financial network. l3a.ghdad moved from subsistence to

market-o:t:'ientated agriculture. Of course this t:ransformation in

commerce, and growth of population was part of a wid€r change in the

political, social and cultural life of the country starting by the

end of the 19th century and increasing after the first world war.

It was reported that the value of Baghdad's export to India. and

Europe was in 1907 £153,304 and £548,668 respectively. Almost a.ll the

exported merchandise were agricultural and animal products?2 To

maintain the traffic flow' in the commercial centre, Britain had improved

the m....1Grard entrance of the main bazaar by cutting through a new street

which connected the bridgehead with the new street?3

The Religious Development:

Tho skyline of J3aghdad was characteristically flat, punctuatoll only

by domes and minarets (Fig. ' ..23·). Tabbat al~Kurd Ma.ha.l1a.h was e:r.cept-

ionally higher than other mahallahs (Figs. 6.11).· This is owing

to the fact that the houses had frequently been re-ostablished on the

uneven level of the ruins of earlier ones, without en;y clear plan.

The rubble of the houses was also hea.ped upon the surface of the roads.

As a result of such successive re-establishment of houses, the ground

level mounted, and this was helped by the fact that the houses were

being built entirely out of mud bricks. The dominance of horizontal

forms in the townscape of Baghdad is in harmony with the nature of the

country, while tho height of contrasting minarets gave unity to the

predominantly horizontal composition. Mosques and shrines, the

principal buildings of Baghdad at that time dominated the skyline of

Baghdad's mahallahs. In flat country such as Mesopotamia, the sky is
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the dominating feature of the landscape. The dominating influonce

of the sky in the landscape tends to minimize the significance of the

third dimension and helps to explain the prevailing two-dimensional

representation so characteristic of the townscapo of the .Arab town.

The absence of lofty building in 13e.ghdad. can be also attributed to

religious doctrine. Islam is hostile to lofty constructions which are

symbolic of pride and arrogance.

The first two four-storey buildings ware built in Baghdad by

Germans at Sa.lihiyah, then a fringe area in 1;18. They are still ~here

near tho T.V. and Radio Station. Mosques are alws\ys centrally located

in their surroundings. It l'laS only possible to gain a true idea of the

townscape of tho traditional Baghdad from the height of their minarets.

A minaret is a fundamental and symbolic place in the Baghdad lands~ape.

It marks the identity of the mahallah. Mosques occupy central sites,

attracting all residential, commercial, and craftsmen quarters. A

minaret always serves as guidance to a. place of destination in the even

plain landscape.

The location of the grand mosques reflects the importance of

religious functions in Baghdad. The chief or Friday mosques in the

area between al Maidan mosque near which there is still a main saha.h,

and the mosque of al-Kha.s~;,i occupies the very core of the city of

:Baghdad.

Consequently, most of the mosques of this central areacre obscured

by the shops on their street floors and only a keen eye is likely at

first glance I to discover the mosques' entrances, uhich provide
I

pleasing glimpses of clean and unlittered floors. As a consequence of

the central location of mosques, a common sight in Baghdad adja.cent to,

or incorporated with a mosque is a sizeable ha.lf-open coffee-house.
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Harnrnarns ere also to be found near tbe mosques. A Moslem could
not conduct his prayer without a ceremonial washing (ablution). Thu/3
hammams like mosques and bazaars acquired a central location.

The covered or open spaces associated with mosque represent the
main spacDs for the people to meet, though they are not as big as th~

public squares (piazzas) in the European town. Probably this was '
because the Arab traditionally tried to maintain ma.x:i.mum security in
all of his private as well as public buildings.

Owing to both its geographical position and the continued religious
importance the shrines of al-Kadhim, Abu Hanifah and Sheikh Abdul Qadir
Baghdad has survived its very troubled history. Apart from their
archDEctural attraction, these shrines are goals for pilgrims from all
over the Moselm world. To reach them one had to make one's way
through the narrow and intricate streets and alleys (Fig. 6.17).

Al-Kndhimiyah, then a little town, had sprung up around the tomps
of Musa and Muhammed, the Imams. The shrine is located in a pretty'
spot surrounded by walled gardens, above the trees of which the l'ionder
ful gold-plated domes and minarets of the shrine rise.

This tO~lllship, particularly sanctified by the followers of the Shian,
division of Islam, contained a large community of Persians. It was said
that of the 6,000 inhabitants at least 5,000 hailed from Persia.
Physically the town resembled very much the poorer mahallahs of Baghdad?4

There is a big discrepancy in the figures given for Baghdad's
mosques during this period.* In 1909, :Baghdad was mid to have 44 mosques
in al-Rusafah and 18 in Karkh.

However, only 30 mosques were distinguished by the characteristic
minarets, the rest being merely local masjids. The most ancient of t~ese

mosques was built in 1325. It is the Caliph's mosque located in the
commercial centre (Figs. 6.1, 6.8) and was b:utifully rebuilt in the
1960' s. Mirjan Mosque on aI-Rashid street arid not far from the latter
mosque, is very rich in arabesque work on its surface, dating from the
14th century. The door has a lofty pointed arch, bordered on both
sides by rich bands exquisitely sculptured, and having numerous
inscriptions. ... Al-Khasaki mO'lque, also in the commercial centre
is supposed to have been an old Christian church. It is distinguished
by its niche for prayer (mihrab).

* The following figures were given for the mosques of Baghdad at
different dates:

1882
1884
l8~5
1918

46 jamis
93 jamis

100 jamis
86 jamis

and 36 masjids
and 42 masjids
and
and 64 masjids
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The building in its present state bears '~he date of 1682 AD but

the sculptures which it contains belong probably to the time of the

early Abbaeid caliphs. The mosque of al-Wazir in al-Rusafah at . the

bridgehead of al-Shuhada, has a fine dome and lofty minaret; the

mosque of al-I4a.idan is another noble buHding in the northern part of

the East Side.

In addition to mosques, Baghdad had its churches and synagogues.

In 1918 there were 22 synagogues. These l-Tere concentrated in the central

maha.11ahs of al-Rusafah, particularly in the Je\\'ish and Christian

nahallahs. Even now the largest concentration of the churches of the

city, is in tho Christian mahallah. The name Agid al-Nassar3. (the

Christian mahallah ) is still in use, although this is no longer primarily

a residential area.

The main churches still are, the Armenian church .built in 1844 at

al-Maidan, Gregorian church being joined with an Armenian orphanage;

the Chaldean, the Catholic and. the Syrian catholic churches. The latter

was built in ~842. A largo Latin or Roman Catholic Church was bUilr in

1866 to replace the smallor building "Of 1721. It has a large and lofty

dome, 32 m high, thus it could be seen from the roofs of My maha.11~

in the cit~5

The Frin,ge Deli (Fig. 6.1 ) :

Almost all the tombs and some of the shrines of Baghdad were per

ipheraily located. Some of them were isolated from the city proper by
!

vast areas of ruins. In al-Rusafah the tombs of Sheikh Majnun, Sheikh

Oma.r al-SahravTa:rdi.,Said Ibrahim and Sheikh Thannun \-lere intramurally

concentrated between Bab al-Wastani and the mahallah of Khan reMand,. to

the east of the built-up area but within the walls of the city. The tomb

of ShofrJ1 al-Ghazali, is located south-east of walled Rusafah and is
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surrounded by a sizeable Moslem qemetery. In al-Karkh on the other band,

the tombs and shrines of Sheik Marui' al-·Ka.rkhi, ZUmmuud Ebattm,

Yosha the prophet, Sheikh Junaid and sheikh Bahlul lhnah, were extrS-j

murally located to the lvest of the walled area. The cemeteries of

Baghdad occupied sizeable e.roas, most were either surrounding or annexed

to the already mentioned tombs. The Moslem burial grounds '\-lere intra.-

murally located within the walled ?Xeas of Ru~afah, while they 1£l\Y" outside

the lro.lls in al-Karkh. Almost all these cemeteries belong to Sunnah

Moslems. Shiah Moslems bury their dead in al-Najaf, beside the tomb of

Ali the Imam.

This is because of traditional religious beliefs. Tr.e Shiahs, how
e<

ever, have,.cem\!j:ery underneat~ the shrine of a,l-Kadhim and a small burial
\

ground in the Baratha area" near to 1!.lle modern railway bridge. The

Jewish burial ground was also loca~ed wi~hin the '\-lalled area at al-Rusafah,

between the cemeteries of Ghazali and al-5ahralvardi. Christians had

developed their cemeteries extramurally at al-Rusafah, in the presen-r. area

of Sabat B.1;-Taiaran. From east to west there are British, German and

Armenian cemeterioa now near the commercial centre of the city, surrounded

by more development. In addition, there i~ the mentioned British wat

cemetery in al-Waziriyah, near the railway line to the north of the then

walled area. The walls of al-Rusafah, a cle~ f;~tion line in the'

development of the fringe belt had been pUlled down in 1869-1812.. In,

return the city received not a boulevard but an enormous ring of debris,

part ':Jf l'lhich is still seen today, perhaps in the same condition as when

Midhat left it. The re~ins of the walls formed with the Tigris an area

about two miles long with an average width of less than tl'lO miles.

About a third of this area in the north-east was either vacant or

covered by ruins or orchards~6 Bab al-Sharji (the South Gate) was
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changed to bo St. GeoJiiets Church, by the British .Ar1I\Y. It was knocked

down in 1937 to facilitate the traffic flow in "bhis direction.

The Hall of al-Rusafah was pierced by the roads leading to

Diyala I.d.ua and Persia to the east, Salman Pack and Basrah to the

soutli, and Adha.mi.yah, a small outlYing settlement some 4 l~to the

north.

The walls of al-Karkli~were hali'ruined and surrounded by big

orchards. Several public buildings were built with the bricks of this

"ralls. The remnants of the wall were used as a dyko against floods.

The city of Baghdad was flooded five times in this period~ AS' a

consequence a now dam was constructed in 19l0/1.9ll?7 This construction

has cmguli'ed almost all the building development that took place in

Baghdad before 1956. This dam collapsed in tho flood of 1911. The

British 'restored it ogain and. added a new dam commencing from'the south

eastern corner of the wall to the south-eastountil it reached tho right

bank of the Diyala rivor. Several neti buildings emerged extr~ally

in different parts of the city. In 1870 the surviving Barracks of 0.1

Khaiyalah 'tierO built extramurally along the road heading towards al

Mhamiyah (Fig. 6.22b). The northward growth observed inside the

wall continued across it. .Al-Ma.,1 idiyah Hospital and the mental

hospital were built in 1870 and 190058 respe~ively\expandingthe

fringe belt to the north. The former has been replac~d by a l4-storey

hospital annexed to the nearby medical school, whereas the latter was

cleared in the 1960's to form a public sqUare. In 1910 al-Shab

hospital (then Mir Elias) had been built to the north of al-Hajidiyah

Hospital. Since then this area became a medical headquro:rborsfor the

city. They are nol'l part of the Inner Fringe Belt. In the south of al-

Karkh another hospital was built between the Tigris and the raih188'
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station built by tho Germans. .Almost attached to I3a.b al-Mudham a great

khan for horse-carriages was constructed. It lay next to a police

station. From this khan one could hire a donkey or mule to visit tho

shrino of Abu-Hnnifah in Adhamiyah. Its establishment indicates the

integration of Baghdad with its northern suburban settlement of

Sovoral police stations were developed along the main roads

between Daghdad. and its surro~i~s, such as that on the road runn~ng

to the Korradah peninaula (built in 1914) and the one on the road leading

to the tomb of Shoikh Junaid in al-Karkh. They \'IElre built on stater

o"lncd land to the security of the new extJ;~al developlJJent. This in

turn encouraged some wealthy people t~, build their hou~es in these

directions.

A few coffee houses were built in the a.l-Ihttawiin area south of
, "' ... ' ~

the wall and horses \"lere used to convey the clients. Uilitary drill

grounds wore built outsi~e tho wall~. t?f al-Rusafah near both its north-

oastern and south-eastern corners" using open government-owned areas.

Some tanneries such as that of Ih~al-Sharji wero, also built in the

fringo bolt. Likewise tho brick kilns of Baghdad were located outside

the built-up area, being inside the walls at al-Rusafah, concentrating

'in the north-east section of the ciiy" but lying in al-Karkh to the

'north east of Sheikh Maruf a.l-R'arkhi outside tho lreJ.ls.

The housos on the outsldrts of the city nere of a -rural type.

Their residents coming from the countrysid~. Some influential

families also ha4.dovolopcd their mansion-t~e houses,cither uithin

a.lroady existing orchards or along the Tigris. This can be observed in

both tho southern and northern,areas of the city and on both banks of

the Tigris.
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The new railway, stations had been built isolated in the ruined

peripheral areas. Baghdad East Station was located near al...1J.1ullisim

Gato, Baghdad North station to the north-east of the wall, and

Baghdad West, the surviving central station to the west of al-Rarkh.

The lands here are state-owned and thero was no obstacle to such

accretions.

The first two st~tions havo recently been dismantled. They we~e

replaced by the present l3aghdad East station, built l'1ithin l'1hat is nOlv

the present Inner Fringe Bolt. Baghdad tIest station is still the

main raihro.y station of the capital.

The fringe ba1t has boen expanded further uhen more than 30 houses

wore built in al-Karkh, ne~ Baghdad West station. .Some other hous~s

were also built ne~ tho Baghdad East station in al-Ruaafah, likewiso

to houso some of the rRill-lay employoes. The averago size of these
.~~~

houses wero between 80 - 150 sq. ni~'

Finally :Baghdad had its own orchards, palm groves and cropped areas

stz»otohing alongside the Tigris and elSel-lhere around the tOlm.. Theso

cultivated areas gradually ohanged to solidly built-up area. Land

speculation oontributed to such development, which in turn incJoased the

I,
I'
i
I

wealth of the wealthy landlords. :By then Sinak, the prosent Christian

mahallah, lhttawii.n, Il'm.dhiya.h, in Rusafah, Ataifiyah, Jaifir, SalihiYah i!

and Karra.da.t Mriyam, now well populated mahallahs, were noted for their

oroha.rd.s and palm groves. Baghdad was flanked by a belt of palm groves

800 - 2000 m59 wide on both sides of the Tigris upstream and downstream.

From the above it can be seen that J3a€bdad's plan changed little in

the period 1869 - 1920, compared with the fact that its population

had. been more than doubled. The built-up area of 16th century :Baghdad

had remainod practically the same for four centuries. No further
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expansion was needed to cater for any motor traffic, as all parts of

the city were within walking distance. The main developments occurring

in this period \1ere generated either by the introduction of new

funotions, or by modernization processes imposed on the alrea~ existing

form, to cope with tho new functions. These processes took place

simultaneously in the centre and the fringe belt. The central develop-

ments stabilized the significance of the traditionfl.l care of the city.

Fringe belt developments on the other hand ..lere either of the accre!J.tion
\/

ary or repletivo ldnd in the extra and, intr8Il1'UI'a.1. parts respectively.

However, all these developmental processes, additive and replacement, wore

'taking place while sizeable urban fallow.,persisted~60

_...-.....---------_.-_------------------_..-.._---
* The term Urban Fallow is used here to indicate obsolescence that

rosulted from the decrease of population and. resul-bing neglect
within the walled area.
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The Third U0!'Eho1ogical Phase: 1,220 - 1.9.36

The country had entered the third phase of civilization. The first

phase had been tho groat days of Babylon, Assyria and Egypt, when

civilization oommenced in Hesopotamia and the Nile Valley; the second

when the country was surrounded by more potent centres of civilization

in the great days of Greeco, Rome, Byzantium and Persia; the third

when tho gravity of civilization centres shif'ted to the At1antio and

Franoo, Spain, Britain and the U.S. A. beoame the foremost states.

Baghdad's situation derived from the first phase, its fame, as already

seen in the historioal part belongs to the seoond while the third

phaso found it fallen. After this Baghdad had prospects of a promisiT.lg

futuro oommenoing with the reign of Midhat Pasha.

Mesopotamia was oocupied by Britain from 1917 to 1921, subjeoted

to the British mandate from 1920 to 1932, and beoame independent in

1932~ Baghdad and tho whole oountry faced many ohanges. This is

particularly the caso with Baghdad's relations as the capital of a

new nation state.

In this period the oity began to loose some of that provinoial

look that is still obvious in l3a.srah and Mosul, the other main urban

centres of Mesopotamia. This was natural as Baghdad beoame the capital

of tho oountry, based on its situation and relative prosperity.

The partioipation of Europeans in the administration of the

oountry and the influence of the British arII\Y' which kept a western

style of life are of particular significance.

Baghdad, overshadowed by other cities for more than six and a

half centuries, became the capital of a growing state. The oohievement

of the nation's independence put :Baghdad in a position to fulfil new

functions of an administrative, judioial and above all commercial·
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nature and also to provide other specializecl services. This has led

to considerable morphological changes reflected in the emergence of

peripheral stroets, tho carving of some break-through streets? and in the

building fabric of tho city. The new streets have been developed either

to serve the new central functions or the new residential areas emerging

around the aId 17>wn.

Tho capital of the new state attracted people from allover the

world for commercial, so-ial, cultural and political purposes. The

presence of these foreigners, mainly EUropeans, in turn had its effect

on tho structure of the city albeit to a limited extent, yet in strildng

contrast to the inherited traditional forms since EUropean civilization

was so very different in many respects and especially in technological

outlook. The economic development of Baghdad in this period was still

:By the end of the 1930' s 14 legations

secondary on the whole, and Has limited to the exchange( and services

inhorent in the function of a capital. Dnbassios increased in number,

and were usually located in the richer mahallahs. Consequently, richer

people sought contiguous sites, influencing thus the spatial pattern

of the oity in its evolution.

had headquarters in Ihghdad~

All this emerged while Baghdad and the rest of Mesopotamia's

towns lacked as they still do, the necessary authority, let alone the

money to deal with these new problems. The idea of city planning has

never beon considered in Iraq before the 1950's, when tho planning

firms of Doxiadis Associates (Greek) as Hell as Minoprio and. Spencely

and P. 1l. HoFarlane (both British) prepared general master plans for

tho city and a few other towns in the country. Modernization under

strong EUropean influenoe, though slow, l-laS inevitable and in many ways

desirable, but unfortunately, as has been seen in Baghdad's first phase,

it has otten meant tho destruction of many fine bUildings such as mosques
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and bazaars. The break-through* street of al-Rashid i~ an example

of a street cutting its wa:y remorselessly through an array of important

historical buildings. The assertiveness of modern commercial architec-

ture in tho business centre is another.

Unfortunately and because of political instability during the

period 1920 - 1936 neither Eaghdad nor the rest of Mesopotamia achieved

what was expected. The country had thirty six governments during this

time. Such instability has been reflected ill the overall development of

tho countr,y. Hospitals and dispensaries were barely maintained, schools

could be increased only slightly, seoondary and teclmical education

e:lpanded far less 'than the public desired and the needs indicated.

Until the end of this period or even--tlie~-end'of the second wortd

war, Baghdad remained essentially an Arab city, though some alterations

or modifications were carried out. All Baghdad's houses and public

buildings were traditional in style. Much of Baghdad's charm and

arohitectural beauty within the cnnfines of its traditional parts

survived.

The growth __pattern of the city: (Fig. 7.1)

Culturally, the society was still dominaed by traditions. Economic

life was progressing but slowly. Cars 8.!1d modern factories began to

influence the city more than the previous period. The response of the

city to such development is shOlrID in the house development and in the

new vehicular street system. The new and the old, though sometimes

integrated, are, easily recognizable and reflect the new needs of the... . . ' --..._-~........_-
* The term "break-through" street is adopted in the current study to

indicate a particular type of street which cuts through the
traditional parts of the city. Almost all the break-through streets
were constructed without a comprehensive guiding plan and reflect the
influence of Westernization.k _, All these streets have been forcibly

introducted to cope with Vehi~ar traffic.
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As in the medieval European tow.a, the

social life, functional structure and physical developmant were still

revolving around the central religious institutions. Bu.t it is pertinent

to po~.~t out that while European towns developed gradually, Baghdad and

most othel' .Ara.b towns were suddenly faced with the technological

development of the recent era. Accordingly, one can o"bserve the obvious

discrepancy between the old and nelrl forms~

.As has been soen in the historic part, during the long ottoman

occupation 1638 - 1917 Baghdad showed a clear tendency towards

physical shrinkage. HOlolever, in that period, it is possible to identify

a definite urban form with traditional fughdad (Karkh and Rusafah)

acting as a main urban contre and Kadhimiyah and Adhamiyah playing the

role of suburban satellites. Now, hOlrleVer, Baghdad began to expanq.

north and southward along the streets of a1-Sadun and al-Imam, a1

Adham and also along tho Tigris. FUrthermore, Kadhimiyah and

Adhamiyah have experienced physical growth in various directions.

For the first time Baghdad broke down the medieval semi-circular

pattern l'1hich had evolved within its walls. It changed into a

longitudinal pattern running a10ngthe Tigris, dictated by the river,

the degree of security, and the economic prosperity of the inhabitants.

This longitudinal pattern waste be maintained until the city freed

itself from the threat of floods in 1956,. which accordingly 1~.d to

east-west growth, a phenomenon still strikingly operating today.

In 1936, however, growth l-JaS 'Uncontrolled. The de.ms played the

samo part as the walls in previous periods. They confined the growth

pattern especially on the East Side, while al-Karkh was freerfrom

flood owing to natural levees, and the embanlanents secured the Syrian

and Hil1ah highways as well as the Mosul railway. The city's diameter

was not more than 4 Ions. 4



Apart from the Round City and up to the 1950's, Baghdad had

no plan to be guided by. lUso Baghdad had no detailed plans, nor

lawa to enforce any planning prinoiples. Indeed it was growing

haphazardly. It is almost equally true for this and the following

p~iods, that no detailed and preoise information could be gathered

about many aspects of the city.

Thus inevitably one has to go back to visual and qualitative

observation to trace the structural evolution of the city generated

by the functional developmentw

In 1936 the government of Iraq had asked two German planners"

to provide a master plan for the city of Baghdad~ They suggested that

the Tigris must be the main axial line for the city's future devebpments.

They also considered al-Karkh, the part secured from flooding, as the

main aroa in which major physical development should take place. Their

plan attributed the still medieval look of the city to the flood

factor. Thus they suggested a Bcheme to protect the city:trom flooding.

They also suggested that the population of Baghdad should not exceed one

'J
1

million. Sewerage difficulties, the everlasting problem which led to

the bad "appearance of several parts of the city, \-10.8 the main. target of

thoir plan.

They proposed a new third break-through street to be cut in 0.1-

Rusafah, betl1een al-Kifah and aI-Rashid streets which already existed.

This was in fact constructed after 1957 to become the famous street of

al-Jumhuriyah. .. As the city had no public bU::J service they put

this as an imperative problem to be dealt with. It is easy to show

fairly aocurately the new sections which came into being in this period
•

(Fig. 7.1). The main criteria are the regular streets and also the

-----_....------~---..-.------_..-._----....~---~~._,~

* The names of these two planners are not mentioned in the report.



Fig. 7.3

I 6. Baghdad from the 'arai

I j. Baghdad from the air bifore th

Baghdad early in the 1930 I 8 (after val Intelligence Handbook)



Fig. 7.2

a. Elevation of modified courtyard hous (1932) in Iwadhiyah

b. A typical str et with modified courtyard
hOU8 8 (l920 - 1936)

~.
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terraoed oourtyard houses lining them. These houses are characterised

by their ground floors, relatively high windo~m, and briclc-built

windo\'led baloonies. (Fig. 7.2) These make the old and new textures

of Baghdad distinguishable at first glance. Consequently field

investigation, sho\"led Baghdad to have had two distinct morphological

oomponents at this period. Firstly there arc the compaci;, large,

traditional central part characi;erisod by its oonfusion of zuqaqs anu agids

for pedestrian and animal traffio and flallk~d ~J Arab houses ~dth

carved doors and wooden tshanashil t projeotions jettied so that sometimes

they oompletely shut out the sky. Seoondly there ara the new suburbs

layout on the edges of the Old Town. The main historioal mosques,

churches and public huildings are located in the first part. As in

other ~ddle-Easternareas the morphological contrast between old and

new mahalla-hs, indicates the social and economio disparities between

the nee"y masses anu the wealthy few6 (Figs. 7.1, 7.3).

Although :Baghdad had expanded longitudinally along the river, it

still had some flexibility for urban development within the limits of

its walls. Linear gro\'rth outside the south and north gates of medieval

Baghdad ooourred before the oity was completely occupied as l~S the

case in many Chinese tOl-ms!

These spaces, however, were filled in piecemeal fashion in the

following periods. The 1h'itish arnv 40,000 troops and the administrative

authorities stimula.ted the increase of population of the oity, whioh

accelerated the elongated physical growth. The Dl:itish built thei:....

new embassy, still exliant, in al-Karkh in a nel'Ily improved street not

far from the then nel'l bridge of al-Ahrar.

Within ten years after the occupation of the northern part of al-

lhttawiin a.nd. particularly al-::lhdyah were developed as l'Iell-to-d.o
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residential suburbs. They have the appearance. of a western i:iOvlIl

with 'Hider straight streets and a mixtur.e of people. HeEgious

seclusion slowly broke do~~, Christians beginning to live alongside

:Moslems a fact harclJ¥ observable in the preceeding periods of tradition-

a1 Baghdad.

When la\-T and order improved, wealthy population of all denomipa

tions bega.:.l to move from their very distinct traditional mahallahs

in a mainly southward direction. For the :first time the traditional

groups integrated to e, degree and this was expressed by a new pattern

of development.

Interestingly the British Community'had secluded themselves at

Ilwiyah, the newly developed area, and al-Hinaidi further to the south.

They \-Tere far from the Old Townv It is an English tradition to

segregate themselves from the natives, resulting in some nerT quarters.

The main morphological changes took place in :Baghdad during this ~eriod

both inside and outside the traditional parts, and accelerated in

subsequent periods. They resultBiin construction ·of some public

buildings to house the new administrative and cultural functions, the

creation of new wider roads along the lines of the former town ~a1ls

*on both sides of the city the segmentation of the traditional town

by the new break-through streets, and the augmentation of several

new modern roads southwards towards Karradah al-SharVyah and north

wards towards Adhamiyah on the Rusafah side.

Expansion also 0 ccurred southwards and nortlmards in al-Karkh
in

to form new mahallahs. As/present-day Baghdad the new plan units in
Q.

peripheral situation were rather homogeneous because of contemporanity
, L

of streets, plots and buildings. All these developments prepared
---------~~------------_-..~--~..-..._--..-.-.-_...-.....
* The introduction of arabanahs (horse-drawn carriages) necessitated

that new streets be ~·lider and straighter.
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:Baghdad for changes of the greatest magnitude in the coming periods with

the g~eatest effects on the Bocia1 stru~Gure, the economic base and the

physical comp1ex~s of the city. The period under discussion could

however, be considered a fore-runner in the accel~ration of the pro-

cesses of urbanization during the following periods.

The new ideas and technology infiltrating the town in this period

had led to Bome modification in the traditional housing style but without

effecting any radical change. This was because of the cultural and social

patterns typical of .Arab countries, and ~,;hese had not yet been essentially

changed.

Further development occurred to the n'orth of traditional Bs.ghdap.

where early in the lS30's a1-Waziriyah estate,

and subdivided symmetrically, in broad avenues.

was laid out

In the following

period it attracted the foremost Arab families, the Royal Palace

(al-Bilat) the palaces of the majority of the ministers and ma.ny other

influential individuals. It is interesting to mow its status, this

mahallah had acquired its name from Wazir (minister)* as most of them

owned sizeable plots, frequently more than 1200 sq. m., to be built-up

in the following period in a semi-western style
8

(Fig. 7.1)

Internally and for almost two decades from 1917 to 1936, aI-Rashid

Street remained the only major through road in al-Rusafah, being the

main .business area and accordingly the architectural a.:xis. Bab al-Sharji

and Bab al-Mudham districts where the main roads enter and leave the

town, had become the main centres for both public and private building

activities. This continued in the following periods.

* Some believe that the loca.lity was named afi'er the Ottoman governor
with the name of Wazir.



Fig. 7.4

I J-.- Cit-;/ .1;rptJrt III Baghdad

a. The old airport and the Royal Palace early in the 1930' B

(after NaTal Intelligence Handbook)

b. A residential street in al-Batta~iin with modified
courtyard hous s
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Trans"E.S>rtation devel~znent

The importance of Baghdad as a major service Hlld commercial centre

has increased during this period owing to the development of transpqrta-

tion. Be"twaen 1520 and 1929, Baghdad was connected with Basrah,

Bagubah and Kirkltk by railw~so This has facilitated commercial

connections bett~een the north-east and southern Iraq via Baghdad.

Before 1920 only two main roads existed for vehicular traffio.

The first started from Baghdad and crossed the desert westwards to

Fallujah on the Euphrates. It then followed the river upstream through

a picturesque valley, rich in historical remains. The second started

from Baghdad towards Persia along the Diyala valley. A regular

motor service between Baghdad and Damascus was initiated between

1923 and 19259 and. had an immediate effect on Baghdad's ;nternational

situation. Rutbah, the mid-desert settlement on this route soon

flourished and became a town. It should be remembered that, although

cars and horse-drawn carriages were increasingly in use, the count~

.)to

was still using both caravans and takhtarwan to connect Baghdad wii;h

different parts of the country as well as abroad. Also there was the

KajaHa**. These conveyances used to ply the roads between Baghdad and

the religious towns, Hillah and. Bugubah:O

Ct
The Cairo-Baghdad air service was inr:tugurated in lS2l :fOllowed by

F-

a passenger service in 1529;1 In 1933 a modern airport came into

Baghd d W t '1 at t· 12being on the periphery of Baghdad near the a - as raJ. way a J.on.

The creation of this airport was the most remarkable creation in the

inter-war period and was followed by the establishment of the first

meteorb1ogica!l service in 193613 (Figs. 7.1, 7.4)

* A kind. of small wooden chamber usually furnished and with handles
projecting in front and. at rear, to be carried by porters or animals

from one place to anothero

**A Bort of palanquin, often strapped to the back of camels or mules.
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As a direct result of these developments in transportation

international influences on :&.ghdad have ar.ce1erated the life and growth

of the city ~~d enhanced its geographical situation. The city became a

primary air junction for services of all nationalities.

River transport particularly between Baghdad and Basrah had

maintained its relative importance in spite of the fact that "i;he use of

railway and road transport increased during this and the following periods.

Quffahs (see Part II) and ba1ams (small rowing boats) were the main

means of river transport in the Baghdad area. Boats were used by

passengers to cross the river from certain landings, in the commercial

centre, a scene which is familiar even today.

Baghdad experienced a revolutionary development when the first

was linked with its twin a1-Rusafah across the river by two pontoon

residential and institutional development took place on this side.

Karkh had lost its mud brick walls, ex~ept in a few places. It

Baghdad broadly maintained its medieval form. Rusa.:fah remained the main

part and mooe up almost four-fifths of the city, as considerable

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
i,

In spite of all these developments

The old (north) bridge occupied the site of the single bridge

telephone system was introduced in 1922. It was installed in al-Qishlah

(Sarai) opposite to a1·-Sar ai Mosque and had three extensions all of
'-.-----

which were in the commercial centre. These were situated in a1-Sarai,

Mir jan Mosque and a1-Karkh;4

bridges.

of the late Abbasid, Mongol and Ottoman pe:J:'iods, the southern bridge

being then newly erected by the British army. Both of the bridges l"lere

capable of taking one-way traffic ally. Both sides had their own

commercial centres of bazaars, coffae houses, khans, alwahs, schools

and mosques, which express their physical and to a certain extent,

functional independence. Al-Karkh had been revolutionized by the
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construction of Baghdad-Hest railway station and the customs office.

They were as now approached by a 40 m wide tree-lined boulevard

starting from the bridge-head of al-Ahrar.

The years 1934-1936 witnessed a very important event, the

promulgation of the 1934 Road and. Building Law. This law has influe~ced

both the street and house development.

This law required that a house must be built inside a garden, and

each house must be occupied by one family. No time limit has beelt

fixed for the application of this law. Since then laghdad has faced

many problems in its development. To give a single example, the

land speculation proceeded by the replacement of the orchards of Karkh,

Rusafah, Adhamiyah and others by housing.

Population Growth and. Residential Structure

.As a result of the natural increase in population, and because of

the migration to Baghdad, the population increased considerably in this

period.

- The influx of people from outside, especially of poorer classes,

commenced in this period. r.1i.gration was of two types, from other Moslem

countries and from inside the country. The former involved mainly

pilgrims, the latter fallahin(peasant farmer~. Migrants from the

impoverished rural areas precipitated the uncontrolled growth of new

h
and unhea~ accretions, the notorious reed and mud hut settlements,

(sarifah and kukh) representing a problem which arose, though

it did not gather great momentum, before the Second -World W~.

Railway shops and yards, the emergence of the national ar~, khans

and. b~a.a.rs, industrial and educational developments and transport

improvement, all increased the attractiveness of Baghdad and. other major

towns. The contrast characteristic of a Third World situation was
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provided by the miserable life of fallahin ruled inhumanly by their

sheikhs absentee landJords. .As will be seen further in this work,

the 'push' factors in this type of migration were extremely strong.

The 'pull' factors, however, were not so effective as Baghdad itself was

not so different from the countryside in man;y respects. The migration

trend accelerated during the next period, owing to the relative

economic prosperity and the increase in employment opportunities. Some

of ~he migrants in this period such as .the Kurds from their mountaipous

area began to migrate in considerable numbers ""0 the capital, grouping

themselves in mahallahs close to the ·central bazaar area. This

segregation took place because they, as at the present time, represented

the lower proletariat of hamma1s (porters). Migration from the south

on the other hand had concentrated mainly on the edges of the town.

There are no reliable figures for the population. of Baghdad and the

country in this period, and no comprehensive census was undertaken.

Partial population registrations were carried out by the government

in 1927 and 1935. Enumerators sat in the street and asked passers-by

questions about the number of people in their family. They gave only

the total population' of the country. The pOp.1.llation of Baghdad was

variously estimated from 130,000 to 250,000. In 1930, Sir Ernest

:rawson estimated the population of Mesopotamia at 2,800,000. His

method was to ask the Liwa (province) auth#ities as the Census

Department was not in a position to give a reliable figQ~e. He put

the aggregate population of the principal towns BS 344,000 (Baghdad

219,000, Mosu1 79,000, Basrah 46,000). Dawson's estimation

was very likely the best one prior to the 194q census:5

In 1931, the population of the country was given as 2,850,000

with one city (Baghdad) oimore than .250,000. In 1932 the population

of Baghdad was put at 358,840~6 In 1935, the approximate population
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of the country was estimated by the Directorate of Population of the
I

Iraqi Government as 3,560 ,456 , the population of Baghdad 1hla was p~t

at 499,410;7 and in 1936 at 750,800;8 According to Coke, the

population of Baghdad early in the 1920's '\-las 200,000 l"lith 150,000 in

Rusafah and 50,000 in Karkh, out of which 134,000 were Uos1ems,

50,000 Jews, and the other minorities were Christians, Latins, etc~~

In spite of the great discrepancy among these figures, one can con-

elude that both the population of the country and of' the capital

increased.

The growth of the population of' Baghdad is expressed in the deve10p-

ment of new residential suburbs on its outskirts. The new suburbs were

more open than tho old sections, with many spacious sites for the

utilities and administration of a modern capital. The new housing

lieve10pment took place in al-5inak, a1-Battawiin along the northern

part of a1-Sadun Street and Adhamiyah on the East Side; a1-DuriYin,
,

Sa1ihiyah, Kadhmiyah on ·the West Side (Fig. 7.1). Reportedly the number

of houses built in this period were 1,200 during the years 1926-30, and

3,879 during the years 193O-36~0 The houses of a1-Salihiyah were

built by the railway administration for their employees. Few

scattered detached houses had been developed towards the new bridge in

al-Karkh. These houses were intermingled l"rlth rural mud houses.

Initially the growth consisted of houses erected by some of the

aristocratic families. At first most of the people thought it foo1-

hardy to build houses outside thc old town for fear of robbers and

gangs. Such fear obviously did not prevail, however. The new

mahallahs developed mainly along the Tigris and al-Sadun street.

In this period Ilwlyah remained almost exclusively occupied by the

British, with a few villa houses s~'rounded by bl~a1ow constructions.



The 10ngitudino.1 directiun of gro\'lth noticed in this Dnd the fo110w;i.ng

periods was considGrab1y c~~ed after 1956 in the fifth morphological

phase when owing to the flood control and transport improvement the

city experienced trDnSVerS0 expDnsion. Houses were oxientated as fp.r

as possible tOivards the Tigris as markedly as tho commercial units were

towards the street anu bazaar areas. Even Karradah a1-Sharqiyah

became practically a suburb of Baghdad along the River Tigris. The

desert in tho east ivas unfavourable for urbDn rlove10pmont, being more

liable to floods. Ivladhiyah was in its incipient development, to be

one of the most favoured 10calit'ies in :Baghdad. in the following period.

In 1935, Bait a1-Ummah, the Shiah educational organisation, had

established its headquarters on tho site~l

Al-Knrkh, an entirely Arab part of the Old Town has the freedom

to expand laterally owing to its relative security against flood.

This explains the fact that major building constructions in the 20th

century took place on this side, where government-<>wned large tracts

of lDnd were available. Thus the airport, the main railway yards a,nd.

sidings, and a few royal palaces were built here, followed by more

buildings in the next period.

1!J3 already mentioned, the British :Embassy in this period moved

to its 'present site at a1-Karkh. It,has since then become an architectur

al focus (Fig. 7.1). It attracted some of the then influential

families, who built their houses in a rather different style in the

next period. Except for the suburbs of Adhami;yah, Kadhimiyah,

Il·rl.yah, Karradah al-Sharqiyah and Hinaidi, 13a.ghdad 1s immediate

environs were completely undeveloped or used for agriculture.
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The neli residential mahallahs had grown mainly at the expense

of the gJ.~cat rivcrsid~ anel. peripheral palm-grove belts. This is a

sad phenomenon to be observed in Baghdad right through its modern

development, which should be curtailed to prevent Baghdad from be-

coming a mere dl~sert of bricks. The process is taldng place at great

speed in spite of the facr~ that many other towns, especially in

Western Europe point to the undesirability of its consequences. Un

fortunately palm-groves had oeen dangerously undervalued in the Baghdad

area compared with the southern part of :Uesopotamia where it is a

productive tree.

In this period Baghdad had its own characteristic layout. l1osques,

bazaars and administrative buildings occupied the central area,

surrounded by the wealthy influential families, l'1hereas the poorer

classes were located anywhere in the city. Hewever, a revolutio!k~y

chango occurred in the pattern during this period, a~ a considerable

section of the well-to-do community soarched for new locations in

which they developed nell types of mahallahs. Consequently their

former houses in the Old TOl~l were eithor occupied by poorer clas~es

or changed their function to rmrehousos, workshops, e-licw This social

levelling of traditional Baghdad has been almost completed in the

fifth phase.

1w a consequence of the bursting of its traditional limits,

Baghdad had tl"lO types of mahallahs, varying as they are standing no't-l,

in a!'pearance, in population and, relatively so, in function. Whereas

the new mahallahs were completely residential, some of the central

traditional mahallahs began to house commerce and other functions.

In 1931, :Municipal Iali No. 84, was enacted aild. dealt 'tonth tho

regulation of the relationship betlveen the authorities and mahallahs~2
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Baghdad cOiltinued as a city of many mahallahs, each one supervised

as now by a :Hukhtar appointod by Amanat al-.llsimah from among the

residents vri.th their approval. The liukhtar, while being in charge of

the good order of his mahallah, also acted as a Id~d of official

:friend of his poopla, a recommendation from him for example Has and

in many cases is still necessary in getting a passport or recommendation

for a job~3

The new houses wore built in rows and terraces and Iilaintained

almost all the principles of the traditional .Arab type, vn.th cerlain

improvemonts to copo l·lith the socio-economic progress of their owners.

Tlleso housos were built on straight or 'grid-iron' otre~ts vn.thout

a central rectangular market place. The streets are catering not

only for pedestrians and camels but for 'arabanah' and vehicles, iihich

were few (Fig. 7.2, 7.4b, 7.5,7.6).

Uearly all the houses built in this period were of two storeys,

mostly inhabited by single uppor or middle class families. Up to the

end of this period and probably to tho first half of the next period

the traditional central mahallah maintained its pre-eminence over

the other parts of the city, particularly as portrayed in the

distribution of social classes. The elitelW their luxurious

dwellings intermingled 'tolith the poorer majority.

Tho density of numhor of rooms per plot in traditional Rusafah

and Karkh 1ms the highest in tho city. Generally, Gach tra.ditional

house is less than 200 sq. m in area. The houses of tho new

mahallahs are much more convenient and spacious. The family unit in

the nOli mahallahs occupied nearly t't-n.ce the gross area formerly

available. Consequently the central old mahallahs had the greatest

degree of density, probably exceeding 1,000 per hectar. 24



ig 1.6 Urban pattern ofthe 01 and ne ( outh-eastern usafah).
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The different street system in the new mahallahs and the Old Town

is immediately apparent (Fig. 1.6). This can be observed in the four

main segments of :Baghdad at that time: Rusafah, Karkh, Adhamiyah and

Kadhimiyah. The scene of blind alleys (agids), the almost covered

zuqaqs, and their twisting pattern, all disappear in the new sections.

In spite of the physical development both in the centre (modification

and replacement) and in the periphel"'y (expansion), and the slow social

levelling, lhghdad remained a city.of distinctive social groupings,

based on relieious, tribal, regional or occupational considerations.

Though Jews and Christians (Yahud and Nassara) remained primarily in

their traditional mahallahs, a considerable number of them began to

congregfl.te in the gradually developing Sinak and Battawiin Mahallahs

south of the old Rusafah. HOl-leVer, some wealthy Arab families had

joined them in these 1~hsllahs. The life here was more pleasant and

perhaps more quiet.

Christians had been increased in number byArmenian refugees l'lho

flocked to Mesopotamia, especially to the northern parts of the

country and the capital just after the first world war. The Armenian

refugees were housed in the 1920 I S in Camp al-Arman to the east and

north-east of Adhamiyah, to be ImO\ID later as Raghibah Khatun. They

however moved in the following period either to the,central mahallah~

or to the Armenian mahallah at the s'outh.;.eastern corner of old Baghdad

near the Sheikh Omar business street, being replaced mainly by middlo

class Arab Sunnah families. .Ad.hamiyah, the northern community,

mushroomed in this period. The built-up area had sprawled over wide

tracts, and consisted exclusively of modified Arab houses, both around

Abu-Hanifah Shrine and tOl"lards al-Sulaikh. Exclusively these new houses

were built and occupied by aristocratic and middle-class Arab Sunnahs.
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Kadhimiyah, and to a certain extent Karradah al-Sharqiyah attracted

Shiahs, both Arabs ano. non-Arabs, who constructed their houses not far

from al-Kadhim Shrine. Traditional Sunnall and Shiall mahallahs

remainod preferably occupied by the same sects. The concentration of

the Arabs in the north and south parts of traditional Paghdad thus

had been changed, as Arabs headed mainly northwards, while Christians.
moved southwards. It is interesting to notice that certain people who

occupied particular jobs also grouped themselves in certain mahallahs,

for example horse breeders in al-Karkh and ~ers in al-Rusafah.

Tho MOdified Traditional Arab House. . . -
Thero is a total la~~ of research concerning one of the most

distinct plan olements in tho morphological evolution of Baghdad. J;t

is the modified traditional Arab house, almost the only style adopted

in this period 1920 - 36. The recognition of building styles and their

relation to historical periods is, as Solomon among others realise4,

a key to townscape analysis. 25 Without reference to the house, the

most frequently recurring element in the townscape and an important

diagnostic index in field stu~, tracing and analysing Baghdad's

evolution would probably be impossible. Each of Baghdad's morpholo-

gica,l phases has its own style of housing. Each representative house

has its own type, appearance, construction material, climatic,

eoonomic and sooial adequacy, i. e. functional efficiency, and above

all environmental harmony or disharmony with the overall townscape.

The :Baghdadi houses in this and the previous period can be taken to

expressthe "distinctive social organiza.tion of its inhabitants" as it

came successfully to meet the material and spiritual requirements Qf the

Arab family in its long standing social traditions. Accordingly,
an

houses can be used as/index of the processes at work in forming a
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particular townscape~6

The increasing pace of socio-economic and technological change

had influenced the form of almost all private and public bUildings

whioh emerged in this and the other periods. The new residential

dwellings exclusively built by high and middle class families comp~ed

with the traditional houses of tho core, where houses of l'Tealthy faprllies.

are intermixed wjh those of the poorer folk.

What one could probably describe as the modified traditional house

is often of two storeys high with balconies. It is the second type of

house to be found. in Baghdad's tmmscape evolution. Id.ke its pre-

decessor it has a courtyard which remained the key element in the house

plan. The number of these houses has been put at 5,lOO~1 Houses

of this period were built in serried formation characteristic of th~

streets and townscape of these new areas. The new streets, designed

for horse dravTn carriages and cars passing in oppo;.ite directions,

are wider. than the tunnel-like zuqaqs of the previous period.

The bare brick walls chara.cteristic of the previous phase were

now supplemented by vralls with larger and higher windo\-lS overlooki:n;g

the street, serving as an indication of the wealth of the owner

(Fig. 1.1, 1. 2 , 104b, 1 .5 ,il.6)

Family privacy was specially catered for in retaining the courtyard

idea in these new :Baghdadi houses. Though windows were put' in grol.llld.

floor rooms, they were placed in higher positions so as to prevent any

one from violating the privacy of the interior by looking through their

windows. These windows however, indicate the tendency of the Baghdadi

house to open itself slowly to the outside world. Through these

openings the house obtained the neoessary light and ventilation, yet it

principally looked inward towards the courtyard, the physical focus of
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the house and central social space for the family. !vIoreover, although
I

the house became less separated from its street, it still remained

entirely separated from its neighbours. Often v-T.indows are covered with
c

fine ~T.ire mosh to exclude insets. This liaS to be very common also in

"
the housos of the fo110ldng periods. The arrangement offers appreciable

resistance to convection currents, and generally such a window when open

will not allow an adequato convection flow of night air into the

building.

As can still be seen in some houses of present-d~ Baghdad, the

modified houses adopted a rather primitive w~ of producing artificial

humidity and coolness. A double reticle of palm leaves (which cost
t-

nothing in Mesopotamia) is formed and filled with a desert herb (called

aqul or shock) rlhich has the quality of holding 'Hater. This construction

is continually watered and hung up in a special glass-enc1osed aperture

and has affected tho appearance of the Breet frQIt negatively.

Almost all houses developed vorandahs (shurfahs). Here the verandah

instead of the shanashi1, though not to the same extent, appears to shield

the lower wa.lls and vTindolis from direct sunlight, thus reducing the mean

wall temperature and improving the efficiency of the windows. A verJ3.tldah

construction is therefore beneficial in climatic conditions like tho~e

of Baghdad (Fig. 7.5, 7.7).

Imported European influences made themselves felt in the shape a.nd.

structure of windows and doors. In contrast to the previous period, house

doors can now be found facing each other. This is understandable,

as the new houses l~ere occupied by wealthy and more progressive families

who showed some tendency to follow the western Wa;/ of life. Heavy

lmockers and handles of wrought iron are still to be found on these doors.

However, as in the previous period, the front doors of the new houses are
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Fig. 7.8

I

a. Courtyard of odifi d courtyard house with dog-leg
ntrance and gallery

b. A typical. zuqaq leading to the Tigris in Rusafah
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never on the central axis of the house but alw~s to one side.

The brokon or 'dog-leg' entrance has been preserved in the over

wholming majority of the houses (Fig. 7.8a).It is still a social

necessity in a conservative society. Passers-by could thus see only

a blank wall. Thus family security and privacy have been maintained

in these modified houses. The houses which abandoned the 'dog-leg'

entrance were owned either by Christians or wealthy Arabs. still,

a curtain was used in the straight entrances, as even these semi

westernized families were respecting accustomed social principles.

Sometimes a woodon screen was adopted instead of the curtain, which can

be seen in a" considerable number of houses in Baghdad today, especially

those built before 1936.

Dricks and tiles were the main material for paving the entrance,

uB~d in a similar fashion to that of the courtyard and terraces.

The industry producing this material began to grow steadily. Tile

works, like most of tho existing ones, were small, with rudimentary

installations.

The fact that the courtyard has been preserved says a great deal

about both tho function and the structure of the houses, as lvell as

the olimatic and traditional reasons for its continuation. Gardens

had not been introduced. The courtyard as the basic element, takes up

a. considerable part of the plot and might contain a fountain, a poo+

or a small garden. Palm trees in such 'courtyards indicate that they are

of a much older age than the houses themselves. The houses of this and

most of the folloldng periods had in fact been built in pre-existing

palmgroves.

The courtyard was inter-connected with the rooms by the portico

(liwan) or gallery (tarmah) (Fig. 7.9). The Ihmn is used for siesta
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sleeping which was made cooler by the newly introduced electric fans.

It is covered l~th a mat in summer and a carpet over the mat in winter.

All rooms of the ground floor look out on to the courtyard. One of

the rooms i~. reserved exclusively for use by women, t'lhile in some

wealthy houses there is a particular room, generally elevated about

two metros abovethe ground floor, having an open front, with two or more

arches and a low railing. This is used for the needs of the family and the

guests on certain occasions.

The courtyard and 1iwon during the summer are frequently sprinkled

with water, which rendors the surrounding apartments agreeably cool,

or at least thoso on the ground floor. The reception rC'om (guest room)

is an important element in the design of the modified house. Usually

it is located either on one side of the entrance or on the most

accessible side of the courtyard. It faces the street, having sizeable

windows and being almost always over the sirdab.

Sirdab is provided with badgir whi oh is still used, but not in all

of theso houses. Some of those dwellings havo abandoned such elements,

as a result of the increasing usc of electric fans, the improvement in

tho orientation of ground-floor windOl'lS, and because of the rooms becoming

moro spacious.

The balcony of tho first floor is cantilevered upon iron girders,

the wooden columno of traditional houses being abandoned in many of

these houses. The gallcry extended round the courtyard. It i6 tho

only means of communication between different parts of the rooms on

the first floor (Fig. 7.8, 7.9).

Tho kitchen, bathroom (hammam) and toilet are approached from the

courtyard. occupying one section of the ground floor. Some houses have

another toilet on the first floor.
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stairs leading to the only upper storey are oomrtructed of iroll

gird-ere, and bricks. The upper floor rooms are used principally in the

winter. Generally, they are larger than those of the groUldfloor, and

there is often a portico or overhanging gallery. The rooms like thQse

at ground level look inward onto the courtyard. (Fig. 7.9).

The average height of the first-floor rooms continued to be abou·~

four metres in order to reduce the internal temperature of the rooms.

Although Baghdad grew beyond its medieval walls, it still retains an

almost monolithic structure of uniform height throughout.

As in the case of the traditional house, the rooms of the modified

Baghdadi house are not strictly differentiated. Rooms are used for

purposes that differ according to time and occasional needs. The

practice of roofing in this period has also been modified to become

a 'combination of steel joists and brick~~t construction. A flat

brick arch, springs between two steel roofing joists. This is muoh better

than the roofing process of the traditional house, ldtich is one laYf.r

of earth and two layers of mud and straw, liable to leak. A la\Yer pf

tar, very inexpensive material in Iraq, between the-two layers of JlI}ld

and straw was introduced. lioreover the disoharge of rain water into

the courtyard brought with it the nuisance of mud, which in the las~

period was avoided by surfacing the roofs of the house with bricks and

sometimes tile paving.

Timber began gradually to disappear as- a direct result of economic

development and technological advancement in the building industry as

well as the fact that except for the north Mesopotamia is lacld~in

structural timber. Thus steel began increasingly to be imported.

AccordU1gly "I" steel girders began to replace the timber joists BO

common in the previous period. The steel beams are placed at a.bout
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90 em intervals and the gap between them is taken up by very shallow

tunnel vaults bunt of brick and quickly hardening alabaster mortar

(juss). It,is an oconomical way unsurpassed even by the concrete

method occasionally practised in the following periods. *Juas

(alabaster), a white fine grained material, when mixed with water forms

a jelly mixture with strong cementing properties. It ~las and still is

used as wall mortar above the ground-floor level, as a plaster for the

inside faces of walls and roofs, and sometimes, where juaB is very hard,

as a floor finishing.

The roofs are used by Baghdadis for sleeping purposes i~ the long

summer. Their formation is interesting, with maiJy elements of purely

local character in careful response to climatic oonditions.

Thus the basic building materials of this period were: bricks,

juss, wood, iron and tiles.

As Baghdad had no organ! zed sewerage syst em each house was pro-

vided with septic pits. They cause great inconvenience to the inhabitants,

particularly when they are being manually emptied into tanker lorries.

Eaectricity and water were provided to almost all houses in this

period. Heating is needed only in the rather short' winter (November .,
I

January) and the paraffin heater began to replace the open coal fire,

familiar in the houses of the previous period.

TJie Street jlzsjiere (figs. 7.1, 1.10)

The road network uithin Baghdad mirrored its growth .pattern. An

"

obvious phenomnnon is that there is a contrast bett-leen the" overall patt ern

of Baghdad in thQ previous period with its tortuous .zuqa.qs and agids, and

the straight t wider vehicular road pattern of the neli accretion of the town.

* The Arabic term r juas' is used in order to differentiate the product
in circulation in Mesopotamian markets from the variations of gypsum
known in other countries.
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The course of the Tigris has orientated the main axes of Baghdap,'s

growth.
(l

Originally growth proc"eded parallel to the river, with narrow

alleys leading to the latter. Occupants benefited from these zuqaqs

as they could draw water from the Tigris. In practice all the domestic

life of Baghdad ..las centred on the Tigris. The linear pattei-n ~f growth

can be observed on both sides and right through the period i920-56. The

river attracted most of the new development of the city, thus Baghdad was

constricted as near to the river as possible. With the danger of floods

nobody dared to erect buildings far away from the river, i. e. beyond the

protective dykes. Not until after the construction of the earth dams

were sieeable areas secured against floods. Consequently Baghdad could

only grow in linear fashion (see Part II).

Al-Rashid Street, al-Kifah Street (built by the end of this period

in 1936 and al-Nahr Streot run parallel to the Tigris in al-Rusafah

(Figs. 7.1, 7.10). The extensions of al-Rashid Street at:its southern

and northern ends follow suit and run also parallel to tho river. This

pattern is repeated in al-Karkh where the streets follow the loops 9f the

Tigris wherever these exist. The tissue-like Old Town of :Be.ghdad, .

dominated by the zuqaqs sJB;em, developed a well defined straight anQ.

intersecting street system for the first time in this period. Unlik~ the

previous period streets built in the new mahal1ahs are not shaded from

the direct sunlight. This was because these streets together with

improvements of some of the old streets 'tiere designed to permit vehicular

traffic into the built-up area. Horse-drawn carriages were originally

widely used to fulfil the function of present-day taxis. They were

four-wheeled carriages drawn by two horses, being the chief means of

both inter- and intra-city transport. Externally, Baghdad was connected

during this period with Tehran and Damascus by carriage lines. On
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&. Al-Maidan in 1920 looking south- ast to arda
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b. Al-Maidan at pre ent also looking south-east
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and coffee-houses emerged along this street~O European business

firms wero thG first to be attracted by it. For a considerable wBJI"

the street was flanked by highly decorated houses, usually of two

storeys, with their ov~. well designed balconies. However, the

architeoture of al-Rashid street is now deolining and its builc'ii~ are
'It

requiring ml3.intenance urgently. Its colonnaded pavements protect

pedestrians from the intensive sunshine of the long Baghdadi summer

and from rain in winter. Uost of the buildings along this and the

other main streets had been remodelled on the ground floor to

accommodate commercial and business functions. The upper floors,

however, remained primarily in residential use. Ha.ny street trader~

were selling a variety of items along the pavements. To a oertain extent

the arcaded sidewalks offer tho same advantages as the bazaars, for

both pedestrian and oommercial activities.

The earliest recreational land uses emerged in al-Haidan" (Fig.

7.12 a,b), as a few cabarets, coffee-houses and a public garden have

been developed hore. This square was one of the chief squares in

B88hdad used for various kinds of entertaintlent during ids (feasts) ..

Bab al-ll!adhnm, lab al-Sharji and the bridges stI!o.tegically

controlled the traffic to and from tho town. Tho main roads and new

businesses developed olose to them. The northern grolvth of the ciiy

had increased the significance of both, al-Maidan and Bab al-lfudham

squares. Bab al-Mudham was ·the start of al- ~Bjidiyah street leading

to the Royal Hospital and the Tigris, Nuri aI-Said Street (now al

Jihad streot) followed the line of the wall in this northern part,

running to the cast, nOl'l linked with Sheikh Oma.r street, and al-lmam

al-Adlmm street led to the still secluded township of Adhamiyah, some

5 ~north of Baghdad. The latter street began to be frequentod by
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vehicles, successfully competing with the donkey and horse transport

so common in the previous period.

In 1927 IJa.b aJ.-lfud.ham became an open thorough.:fare. The last

portion of the gate had been pulled dOvm in 1925 fOl" the purpose of

widening aI-Rashid Street.

At the southern end of aI-Rashid Street lies fub al-Sharji

square, then still in the incipient stage of development with few streets
~ .

branching off from it. Al-Sadun Street, running :l7owards Karradah al-
: jl

Sharqiyah and al-Hinaidi Barracks, was 40 m 'tride. Along it and

especially for its first km mainly on the Tigris side modified houses

and other new buildings have emerged. This street attracted the well-to

do families as well as foreign ambassies.

All new buildings here were in the new modified .Arab style. This

street in effect influenced the whole functional pattern and accordingly

tho physical pattern of the city, a fact very well observed in the

following period. Al-Sadun, Abu Nuwas and al-Imam al-.A.dham Streets

can be oonsidered as extensions of al-Rashid Street. Abu-Huwas Street,

then 20 m wide, started from :Bab al-Sharji. It runs along the Tigri~

flanked by orchards and palm groves. Some modified houses appeared

in its southermost part. It is now the thriving recreational prome~de

of the capital. The northern strip of the wall thus reinforcing the

belt's anoient fimtion line by its altogether characteristic functional

and morphological adoptation to modern needs.

The two pontoon bridges across the river determined the lines of

two new and important transverse streets. They were built in 1936;2

and became very attractive colonnaded thoroughfares in the following

period. They connected Karkh with Rusafah and also linked the Tigris

with aI-Rashid Street, and this with the newly constructed street of
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al-·Y~fah (then called Ghazi street). These streets cut their way

through compact 'l:x-p.ditional maha11ahs.

Al-Bar ai stree"!i, now a1-Hutanabi street was developed between
v .....

t.,(;"

a1-Pashid and. the Courtl. It traversed the core of Baghdad being now

a main business street f1aruced by printing houses, book-binders and

bookshops (Figs. 7.1, 7.10)

The modern Bank street, ~ing between a1-Ras~id and a1~ahr streets

and parallel to a1-Samawa1 street? vlaS cut early in the thirties of this

century, swallowing up several metropol~Gan khans together wi~h other

beautiful houses. In the following period it became the financial hub

of the city. Its present importance reaches beyond the national

boundary of tho country. It has revolutionised land values and functional

pattern in this central strategic section, (Figs.7.1, 7.10, 7 .13a, b) .. Th~

number of pilgrims to the shrine of Sheikh al-Qai1ani increased

following the improve!llont of transportation. Consequently the improvement

of the zuqaqs leading to the shrine or alternatively the building of new

streets was felt to be necessary. In 1932, a tranSirerse s'lireet

connecting al-Rashid street with Baghdad East railwaY station via Bab al

Sheikh mahallah, originally built in 1910/11 was' improved and extended.

It facilitated the movement of pilgrims Within tho Old Town. During
. \ .

this period al-Nahr street showed a tendency to specialize in women's

commodities and the products of si1ver~ and goldsmiths, a characteristio

sp'ecialization continuing to the present time.

The year 1936 brought the se'eond great' change in the shape of the

town, when chiefly for transportation purp~ses, the new break-through
.. ~ . , .

street of al-ICifan was cut through traditional Rusafah, running parallel

to al-Rashid street. It'~Tas oOmPleted in 193833 and runs in nearly

semi-circular fashion between the north and the" south .g~tes'; . A con-
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*siderable number of traditional houses, over 700 , were absorbed by the

new street which, however, forced its way through rather poorer mahallahs

compaled with a.l-Rashid Street. When the street was constr.ucted the
I

government did not appropriate the resulting vacant strips along its

sides. Consequently, the street failed to develop its functional and

architectural identity properly in such a short time. The area bctwqen

al-Kifah and aI-Rashid Streets became a rectangular residual island

of traditional buildings to be cut bj further streets in the following

periods.

Like aI-Rashid this street gradually developed buildings of 1 to 3

storeys with arcaded verandahs of simpler architectureal :iesign. However,

it has to wait until themrl period to be wholly lined with buildings.

Also it has continued up to no~'1 to be associated with two functions,

i.e. residential and business.

Further to the north-easf Sheikh Omar Street began its incipient

development attracting growth in this direction which mushroomed in

the next period (Fig. 7.1, 7.10)

On tho West Side al-Karkh continued as a traditional part with a

high density of population. Husa al-Kadhim Street running towards al- '

Kadhimiyah from al-Shuhada Bridge has seen the development of quite a

few 2 and 3 storey arcaded buildings, especially near the bridgehead

to the north of Hannan Bosque. The area between the bridgehead and the

tramway terminal continued as a main business area on the West Side~

From here the main roads of al-Karkh branched, heading towards Hillah,

Syria and Kadhimiyah. Suq-Hammadah Street, which is flanked by efficiently

functioning alwahs, remained a chief business and traffic artery

frequented by caravans. The boulevard running between the new bridge

~ Comptrte~.by imPosing the ot;o:t o~' the plo.n 0; t~o- '~it; o~ s~;e
1:880, provided by Amanat a,l-Asimah in 1$'71. Though the t\uthoI'ities
compensated tnc owners: of tlia demolished hous'Os "thoy know nothing about
their number.
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and Baghdad West Raih1aj' Station and the customs office grew in

importance. It a.ttracted deta.ched villas built by some of the well-to-do

families in the follol-ling period and marked the southern limits of tll-e

built-up area.

Together the length of constructed and improved streets within

and immediately around Baghdad has been 'put at 50 lan, varying in width·

from 8 to 40 m~4

The new stre~t system of rectilinear thoroughfares in the new·

residential mahallahs and of improved old streets. and superimposed bruak

through streets in thElOld Town had improved communications 't'lithin, and

between different part s of, the city. .Along such newly cut or improved

streets amalgamation of cont~ous plots associated with the replacqment

of traditional houses was either an established feature of importancQ as

along aI-Rashid Street or in its incipient stage on the case of others.

Those transformative and augmentation processes were to continue

and 'accelerate.:. during the next t'wo periods, primarily in the business

centre. They increased the functional efficiency of the central aro~

while tending at the same time to increasingly transform the former

pattern of tho city. A considerable number 0 f the courtyard housos in

the 'commercial centre, especially those between al-Nahr Street and al

Rashid Street, changed their functions from residence to business without

great physical alteration. .Also the street development which ocCurred

in this period led to a great re..:.a.djustment in the pattern of land values

almost everY11here l-lithin the Old Town.
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Land Use structUl~e.-.-.-_'lM • • ••

Function5.1 mixture was in the past, as it is up to the present

day, a distinctive feature of Baghdad. This has developed spontanepusly

and predictably the mo:t'e so as the city evolved \-lithout proper planping

legislation to enable the authorities to execute arw overall plan. Up

to the end of the 1960ls, plans were considered virtually only for the

purpose of providing nevi roads. Furthermore in the period under

discussion and perhaps up to the 1960IS, the idea of defining separate

areas of heavy industry, light industry, commercial, residential and

other functions, was never taken up in MY Mesopotamian town.

However, relatively distinct morphologiQa,l sections can be

recognized in the oity, depending on building types and their functions.

It must be remembered that these morphological divisions are not as

clear in Arab towns as they are in British towns for instance. In

spite of this functional mixture, -it is still possible to distingu~sh

certain areas by their predominant functions, e.g. pazaar areas,

cemeteries, orchards and residential mahallahs.

Morphologically, the administrative function of the city devoloped

in scattered buildings in various parts of the town. Together \-lith

religious buildings they dominated the urban t01"nlS00pe of Baghdad.

The city ha.d. several kinds of administrative buildings, concentrated

mainly in tho north""-leat of al-Rusa.fah and varYing from the big

Sarai complex to very small buildings. Hith ferl exceptions, the

majority were of traditional style. The main entrances and windows

face internal courtyards, which are covered only in rare cases such

as the then now parliament building. The traditional administrative

soction comprised the newly enlarged ministries, the police headquarters,

tho post offico headquarters, al-lala.diyah (the municipality) and the



Fig. 7.15

a. Al-Mamun street in the 1930' s looking east. The second
building on the left is the old Iraqi museum

b. Al-Fajr - a break-through street in Kadhimiyah
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main health institutions. With the independence of the country, more

buiidings and n~w sites were needed to meet newly creat-ad functions
" . ,

especially as all health, educational and other public services

provided by the otto~~ authori~ies had been ,so rudimentary.

Apart from the traditional ad.mii1i.s'trative complex in al-Rusafah,
,~

many of the now governmental officss began to be scattered at random

throughout the' city influe~oing its ove~all' spatial-layout. (Figs. 7.1,
, ...."'"' ,

78~) Some of these buildings were of 'modern architecture and have
, ,

been developed either intramura11y or ext~amural1y in various parts qf

the city, mainly along the main roads. The administrat:i.ve buildings

emerging in the traditional governmental ~e'Ctor have helped to consolidate

tho associated section of the fringe-belt and' at the same time have

increased the significance of this sector functionally.

The bazaar area near al-Shuhada pontoon bridge had shown some

administrative development. Al-Mustansiriyah, the Abbasid College, was

.:,

and is worth maintaining although its function has

oc~~erted to a customs office. The first Iraqi museum was built in

1924;5 on al...Hamun, -the street improved by the British authorities •

It still stands

has been changed o~ce more (Fig. 78l{a) 8

The administrative complex began a slow southward shift fo1lowi~

population migration in tha.t, direction. A few sub-offices followed the

residential movement +'owards a1-Battawiin. This trend can:a1so be

observed in the fcill.owing periods and was accompa.ni~d)y'hot·e1s, 'cinemas,

clubs and many other land uses.

The military side of administration was concentrated in ai~Hinaidi

(now aI-Rashid) Camp, located south of the city on the East Side, oocupying

20 sq. lan. The' l3aghdad-B9.srah road traversed this area.

Nearly all economic activities took place in the traditional central
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area between the two pontoon bridges both in Karkh and Rusaf'ah,

especially in the bazaars and arolmd the central grand mosques.

This traditional centralization was transgressed slightly by expans~':)n

along aI-Rashid street:, and along the busy new street of al-Sadun, a

tendency to be continued in the following periods.

Up to 1931, Iraq had no national currenqy. With the dissolution of

the Ottoman Empire, the Turldsh pound was replaced in r,Iesopotamia by

Indian currenqy. Iraq remained a member of the Indian monetary area

until 1931, when the Iraqi currency board was established to control

and wdntain the country's currency.

Commercial activities in :Baghdad were stimulated by improvement of

transport and the introdurtion of some banks, all of which were

located in the commercial centro. At the time Baghdad had four private

banks, all of them branohes of foreign banks. These were: The ottoman

Bank, The British Bank of the Middle-East, the International Bank of

Lebanon and the Shahinshah Bank~6

FUrthermore, the number of money changers (sarrafs) increased.

They were almost exclusively Jewish, as IsI~m does not encourage surh

business. Sarraf's buy and sell different credits, lending money fOf a

low rate of interest. They functioned in distinct sections of the .

bazaar, still su--viving in proximity to the financial sector of BagPda,d's

present business cent.re.

Much of Baghdad's industry in this period was of the craft type

though its range of a~ivities was gradually increasing. 1!'lB.chinery

was very little used and products were intended primarily for the

home market. Ma.nufacturing was small in scale and confined usually to

the homes of craftsmen or small shops in the bazaar area. However,

industries advanced albeit slowly in this period. New industries were

developed on the periphery of the city, especially along the eastern
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edge of al-Rusafah between the old wtl.1l and the residential mahallahs

i.e. in the formerly moribund intramural of the fringe-belt, in

broad analogy to belt dovelopment observed in Newcastle upon T,yno;7

entered its 'expansion phase', to be followed by a 'consolidation

phaso t in the following period. Most of the new industrial develop-

ments here were iron foundries, automobile machine shops and

tI
tinsmithies, located along the f~rth and less intramural through-

road parallel to the river which came to be lmown as Sheikh Omar

Street in the following period. In characteristic fringe-belt fashion

this peripheral industrial concentration was reinforced by the con-

struction of Baghdad Ehst Railway Station in tho Sheikh Omar area, and

also by the availability of cheap vacant land (Figs. 7.1, 7.14).

In al-Karkh on the West Side the IIl£l.in new workshops were 10C'-ated

as now in the central areo., though Sheikh ~furuf Street which marked the

.lines of the 19th century wall and so represented the fixation line of

B9.ghdad' a early fringe-belt on the south-west side of the Old Town,

has attracted a considerable number of new firma. In this functio~al

respect it is the equivalent of Sheikh Omar Street on the East Side

though its morphological significance is far greater since Sheikh Omar

Street nevor coincided with the ancient fixation line of its associated

strEtoh of fringe belt.

During this pe:'iod the city had two ginneries (one on the West Side)

three woollen mills producing go per cent of the country's overall

production of wool (one of them is the famoUS Fattah Pasha factory i:n

al-Kadhimiyah), ten small cigarette factories, three soap works, a

tannery, and a glass mirror factory established in 1936. A few more

mechanized brick works were also founded. After the first world war,

many wealthy people began to invest their money in the building industry,
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and the number of brick kilns reaohed 13 in 1939. Single-room ice

and .soda factories had II11utiplied, and a brewery was .founded. In

1936 Bata, the shoe-producing firm was established as the oldest modern

factory in the capital~8

Although many of the industries mentioned were developed in

peripheral areas, al-Abbakhanah (Fig. 7.1) the central modern industrial

area continued as the main soctor, containing printing works (Baghdad

,.then had 27 printing prosses and 19 newspapers), tobacco factories ~d

the afore-merrcioned electricity power station.

The government's major contribution to the development of

industry in :Baghdad and the whole country was the promulga.tion of B.fl

industrial law in 1929 permitting the importation of machinery withput

ta.xa.tion~39 Industrialization was further supported when the government

established the Industrial Bank in the 1930's.

The Commercial Centre

In spite of the physical expansion of Baghdad during this peripd,

in which some new business stroets, such as aI-Rashid had emerged, the

traditional ba.zaar area maintained its absolute centrality and remained

the major centre of economic Activitios. It continued as a distipctive

morphological area, housing the fundamental economic function of th~

town. The bazaars of Baghdad played and are still playing the role of

the morphological as well as the functional link between the major

economic, i.e. commercial and industrial, aspects. Their continued

centrality within the traditional mahallahs can be explained no doubt

by the position of the old pontoon bridge that has carried the main

traffic between the twin settlements of Karkh and Rusafah probably since

the 10th century, a fact evidenced by the high concentration of anoient

historical buildings of different functions in this area. Thus the



dynamic relationships betwoen function ~~d morphology are well demonstrated

in Baghdad in the past as well as during the modern era, particularly in

the commercial centre. Administrative, commercial, religious and

educational activi~ies had all been cbncehtrated in the area. Consequently

some of the residential dwellihgs changed their function when thei~

occupants began to move to new peripheral housing sites. The commercial

centre became subject to new processes such as infilling, adaptation and

replacement of buildings. Adaptation of building, took place mainly in

various parts of the business centre, while replacement occurred in the

very core of the area dong aI-Rashid Street. It is here that forms

spring from and accord directly with current function though there was

perhaps a time-lag in the relationship of the two. Form changes less

rapidly than function 80 that traditional Ara.b courtyard houses

for example became craftsmen's workshops or warehouses without immediate

deterioration in their form or structure.

All these operations were taking place in the commercial centre

while the outskirts of the city were experiencing the advent of new

land uses and the c~~e of old ones, primarily for housing and business.

Although adaptation of buildings occurred in the commercial cen1;re,

almost all the buildings in the centre as well as the rest of the city

remained of one or two storeys, and in spite of :Baghdad's growing

commercial importance many of its bazaars structures were neglected and

,in disrepair.

Traditional parts of Baghdad succeeded in preventing some adminis

trative buildings, such as government offices or schools, but they

:failed to impede the development of banking institutions which replaced

IIJa.IW traditional houses. Certainly such developments were not accidental

when thoy appeared in tho commercial centre. The banking activities
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1h'itons anel Italians. Islamic religious

traditions and laws discourage the lending of mone3~ for interest but

some merchants haye been able to contravene these injunctions by

sharp practice. It is perhaps for this and other reasons that Jews

dominated a1·-Sirafah (money lending and changing). Sarrafs issue money

to their cuaomers, if necessar.Y, ~~thout a cheque or written order of

any kind. "Sometimes large sums were dispatched in this way to distant

khans, through the medium of a servant or underling, and this trust i13

but rarelyabused_,,40 This habit is still widely in use in Baghdad's

bazaars. As already mentioned, the new Iraqi currency was circulated

after 1931, facilitating commercial actiVity, employing the Iraqi

Dinar divided into a thousand fils. This was supported by the

establishment of the city's Chamber of Commerce which played its part

in fostering of commercial prosperity of the town, partioularly in

*the following periods.

With the growing signifi cance of commerce in Baghdad, some big

traditional houses were converted into khans. As they stand nO\'l, many

khans have developed behind the frontage of the bazaars, oft en having

their entrances in the bazaar street. Baghdad is said to have had

50 khans in this period12 They are successfully integrated, both

functionally nnd pl\Y'sically, with the bazaar system. This intimate

relationship is one of the saliont morphological cW'acteristics of

Baghdad and all large Arab towns. In both parts of the Old Town

the main khans and alwahs maintained the location they had in the

previous period. As at present the bazaar area of Baghdad like that of

* According to the Chamber's magazine, the first law establishing the
Baghdad's Chamber df CoIllIl1El'Ce was put into action in 1880, and the chamber
occupied a traditional house near the Governorate of Baghdad (al
lfustasariffiyah)1



other Middle Eastern towns~ has many interconnected covered streets

and each of these can be considered as a morphologice.l element in

the tOwnscaP6 of the city being specialized in certain kinds of goods.

The bazaars traditionally have a wide variety of functions combining

many kinds of production, wholesaling and retailing~3 At the same

time they are segrega.ted in functional sections, which has many

advantages for both b~ers and sellers. This functional segregation or

localization had developed for various reasons. Probably the society's

technological status was an important factor in such spatial specializa- r

tion. This could be seen in Baghdad as it had primitiye transport and

communice:tli ion media, vrhich necessitated a high degree of concentration within

the area to ease cOIDI:lcrcial operations. In this way craftsmen,

dallals (middlemen), sarrafs (money lenders) retailers and customers

alike can more readily interact.

Bazaar spec~ization in Baghdad continued in this period. Produoers
I

(craftsmen) or retailers of the same kind of goods ocoupied adjacent

stalls and eaoh trade had one distinct bazaar seotion to itself. The

order in which traders follow one another in the layout of the bazaar

is clearly visible throughout Baghdad's history and in all its modern

morphorlogioal phases.

Bargaining viaS, as it is now, in universal use. In this period and

up to the present day, laghdad's bazaars are the world of men. Thet'e

were no feoale shop assistants.

As a trader the Arab was and in IDa.l'lY cases still is not afraid of

enterpriso, and will cheerfully risk largo sums of speculations vlhich

would give a European man several sleepless nights.

The greater bazaars of Baghdad at that time were almost monopolized

by Jews, whilo the small ba~aars were occupied by Arabs. Christians on
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the other hand confined their attenti.on mainly. to enterprises such as
hotels, c~nemas which bep:an to grow in number, and shops eatering for
Europeans. 4 Much of the wholesale business at its selling end

"JaS done in the bazaars by strolling dallals "tho made a speciality of
• I' II

being au fait with the changes in tho markets and to some extent

performed the functions allotted in western countries to business

newspapers and trade reports.

As now bazaars \lore usually deserted at night except for guards on

patrol. l-iost of tho major bazaars had gates, which prior to 1917 were

locked e:\; sunset like those of the town. In the bazaar area, gahwahs

are dispersed but carefully located, and are favourite placos where

business coetings and commercial transactions are carried out. As the

city expanded, adequate shops, including some European shops, developed.

Also scores of agencies for businessmen concentrating their establishments

primarily on al-Nahr street, to be attracted later to a.l-Rashid str~et.

This is typified by stephen !{ynch and Co., whose building is still

surviving.

In contrast to the traditional bazaars nearby al-Nahr street and

the developing street of aI-Rashid were the centres for imported

goods.

Religious Position and .its Ho¢£holC?Ki:cal Influences (Fige.7. 1 , 7.M)

The religious requirements of the city were reflected above all in

the many mosques, religious schools and shrines associated with Islam.

They indicate the distribution of bazaars and street vendors, a fact

noticeable even today and played an important part in the loeational

pattern of the inha.bitants. Thus Kadhimiyah and Adhamiyah grew up

around the shrines of al-Kadhim, the Shiah Imam, and Aba-Hanifah,

the Sunnah Imam, respectively.
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In particular the oommUnity life of Baghdad centred around the mosques.

Regular attendance at the house of God (:Bait Allah) tends to make

the mosque the focus of all business and social life. This was expressed

by the fact that the chief bazaars, gahvlahs, and hammams are round these
1

sacred edifices. The mahallahs of Kadhimiyah.,.,.Adhamiyah, :Bab aI-Sheikh,

Fadhl, etc., all have grmm around Frid88" mosques (Fig. 7.1.6). It is

also because of aI-Sheikh Abdul Qadir's mosque that al-Rusafah expanded

eastwards.

In this period, as well as in the following periods, al-Awqe:f DlJpart-

ment, the Sunni Moslem foundation for religious endow.cent and investment

becaoe the largest si~e landovm~r in Baghdad. The places of worship

are administered by this institution. This was decreed by Law No. 24

issued in 193015 Since then, :Baghdad's townscape has been increasingly

influenced by tho works of this department. It began to invest some of

its capital in residential, religious and commercial buildings. The

shrines of al-Kadhim, Abu-Hanifah, and al-Qailani, were the most splendid

religious buildings playing the role of distinctive functional and above

all morphological foci in the city. The mosque of al-Kadhim came to be

hemmed in on all sides by squalid bazaars and khans built on the site

of the original graveyard surrounding the shrine. In this period both

al-Kadhimiyah and its twin religious settlement of al-1I.dhamiyah were

morphologically affected by the placing of pontoon bridge there in 1926/

Apart from the tr~ road (see Chapter -6), al-Istrbadi :Bazaar,

and a new break-through street of al-Fajir, al-Kadhimiyah continued as a

settlement with almost no streets (Figs. 7.l5Q, 7.16). However, the min

zuqaqs and suqs were orientated on al-Kadhim Shrine. The mo.hallahs of
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of al-Kadhimiyah consisted mainly of traditional .L\rab courtyard- or

modified courtyard-houses. The latter were built peripherally by so~e

wealthy people, but physical expansion here was far less than that of

Baghdad (Fig. 7.1) Both al-Kadhimiyah and al-ll.dhamiyah remained
b,l;f

morphologically detached from Baghdad were integrated functionally with
II

it owing to the introduction of modern means of transport such as the

tramw~, horse-drawn carriages and vehicles, facilitating commuting.

This is rejfected in the fact that a considerab:e number of shops

and businesses in Baghdad's commercial centre are run by citizens of

al-Kadhimiyah.

Both settlements were surrounded by orchards and palmgroves, which

also covered a considerable part between them and Baghdad. Al-Karantinah

Barracks was the only construction between Adhamiyah and Baghdad17

In contrast to al-Kadhim's sanctuary, Abu-Hanifah Shrine is

characterized by its architectural simplicity. Like Baghdad and

Kadhimiyah, Adhamiyah acquired some modified traditional houses in this

period. Physical growth is attributable to the economic development of

Baghdad as a whole and to the improvement of the road of aI-Imam

al-Adham, connecting Baghdad and .Ad.hamiyah and having a width of 20m.

Buses began to replace horses and donkeys along this road, causing small

and discontinuous ribbon development. Adhamiyah in particular attracted

the wealthy Arab sunnahs from old Baghdad, while :&ttawiin to the south

has favoured by Christians and Jews as well as some l'l'oalthy Arabs.

Right through its history Adhamiyah had no JevTish inhabitants. The

latter were not allowed to settle within a certain radius from the shrine

of Abu-Hanifah. During this period,Adhamiyah was revolutionized
p

both in terms of functions and mo~hology. Jl new post office, five mosques

the mausoleum of the royal family and a modern textile factory were

introduced. They have been built mainly on the outsldrts of the old
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settlement in fringe-belt location. 48

B,y the end of this period in 1936, Baghdad had a total of 49

Jamis (Frido;tj mosques) and 83 masjids (smn.ll mosques )~9 l.!oslem

religious institutions operate in madr~sah or schools of Moslem

theology lUld Arabic languago and in Qur~n schools or Mullahs. The

mosques of Abu-Hanifah, al-Gailani and al-Kadhim for instance had

their c01ebrated schools.

It is 0. distinctive fenture thD.t most of the nO\'l residential

mhalla.hs in the southern parts of the city developed without mosques.

A considerable number of these maho.llahs were built by Christians,

Jews, and Europeans, particularly in Sinak, Dattawiin, ~adun and Ilwi;}'ah.

Thus except for two Christian churches the skyline of the city in

these parts wn.s of a uniform flatness not dominated by minarots com-

pared ~rlth the traditional sections of the city.

Together with car transportation, improvements in educational and

medical services took up a great aoount of space. The city became

aware of the inadequacy of its traditional area to accommodate the

new demands placed upon it. Thus readjustment took place in both the

expanding business centre and the slowly growing fringe-belt where most

of the llUlds wero owned by the sto.te. Educational standards improved

somewha.t.

The Ministry of Education emerged in 1921 and was located in Khan

fullo.h, commercially very important and still functioning khan in the

central bazaars. As a result the number of schools increased. In

1920/21, the country had 88 primary schools with 8,001 students, and

486 toachers. There were three secondary schools, with 110 students

and 43 teachers. Increo.sing1y Baghdad1s bagan to send their sons to
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sohool and in 1931/32 the number of sohools, students and teachers

inoreased by 371.6 per oent, 496.8 per oent and 292.6 per oent

respootively, oompared with 1921. Urban settlements were the seats

of these schools, wInch wero mainly attended by boys, as girls were

discouraged from attending schools for social reasons~O In 1935,

tho number of. schools roached 450, excluding nursery schools, 365 for

boys and J.9 for girls. Christians and Jews ha.d their own schools.

Private schools were developed, such as the still standing al-Tafaiudh

School built in 1919. For the first time in modern history, Baghdad

and Iraq had higher education, its institutions being accommodated

either in old buildings or in no" ones, usually in peripheral location.

They caused the physical oxpansion of tho city to sproad in certain

directions attracting people from all over the country. The

pharmaceutical, educational, military, medical, agricultural and law

collages were established in 1922, 1923, 1924, 1927/28, 1929 and

1936 respectively. In 1936, the Institution of Fine Art was ostab1ished~1

Several buildings, mainly in Bab al-I.fudlli1I1 and al-Sarrafiyah, wore built

and have initiated tho infilling process between AdhnIaiyuh and Rusafnh

which is still continuing.

In 1932 the public library of al-Awqaf, at that time the most

modern and 0. rather fino edifice was built behind Bab al-Mudhnm.

Unfortuna.te1y it uas bulldozed after 1958, to enlarge Bab al-Hudham

square (fig. 7.llb).

The oojority of hospitals liere locatod in the Bab aI-BudhaJJ

area where the fringe-belt has since entered its consolidation pI1nse.

In tho period 1920-1936 Baghdad had 300 doctors tho nain hospitoJ. was

nl-Najidiynh with 400 beds. In OOdition, Adhnmiyah and Kadhiniyuh

hospitals had 50 beds oach. In 1936 Baghdad Liwa hOO 17 dispensaries,

seven of which were in Baghdad City~2
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During the provious period the Balndiyah or l1unicipality of Bnghdad

controlled only al-Rusafah and al-Knrkh (Fig. 7.1). In this period

"!ihs nuthority of Amanat al-Asimah extended its jurisdiction to cover

the nrea between the eastern dyl:::a in al-Rusafnh and al-Khir cnnal, in

nl-ICnrldl on tho West Side.

Although water supply had been improved during this period, the

zuqaqs wllich cone down to the river edge were frequented by wonon to

fill their jars with water nnd by donkeys cnrrying wntor skins. (Fig.

7 •.8b) In 1931 nnd 1932 respectively nl-Kadhimiyah ond al-Knrrndnh

nl-Shnrqiynh \r.;n'o supplied with purified wnter, and by 1936 tho

number of consumers bud incroased from 4,000 in 1924 to 16,000.

The volumo of wnter suppliod grew to 4 - 5 nillion cubic feet. In

1936 distribution centres were : (l)in al-Snrrnfiyah which supplied

\Tater to al-Rusnfah, (2) in nl-Shnlclliyah 2 miles to the north of nl

Earkh, supplying both Karkh and Kadhimiynh, and (3) in nl-ICarradah

nl-Sho.rqiynh snpplying llater to nl-Hinnidi Barracks and I111iyah.
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The lft'inge-Belt of the Citz (Figs. 1.1, 1.1OZ)

During the period 1)20 - 1936, the ci'cy commenced its physical

expansion in almost all directions through continuous but slow outward

growth, a mode of growth that was to be changed into a 'leap-frogging'

one after 1956. Concurrent with this external or 'accretionary'

growth the commercial centre, as already discussed, began to undergo

a proces3 of internal transformatio~by building deinoli~n and

replacement. Also in this period the surviving but ruinous stretches

of the town walls of :Baghdad on the East Side and West Side representing

the primary fixation line for the developing fringe belt had attracted

land use units seeking peripheral location along what are now Sheikh

Omar and Sheikh r·1aruf streets and their surroundings. Both of these

'streets attracted small handicraft firms and light 'industries, especially

in the following period.

An interesting morphological feature of Baghdad's fringe belt is

that the two sJlireets played a similar functional role in attracting

peripheral land uses, although they differ considerably in terms of

morphogenesis.

The north-eastern, i.e. S~kh Omar street has not been placed on

the ancient or primary fixation line of Rusafah' s eleventh_century

town wall but on the edge of the built-up area i.e. on the inner edge

of the fringe-belt' intramural. It came to be an important factor

particularly in the next period in helping to fill up the ruined and

vacant intramural land of Rusafah. Accordingly all developments

lining this street were eithGrJ of small industrial or scattered poor

residential nature, housed in buildings of either modified Arab or

western character.
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In contrast to "the case of Sheikh Omar street, Sheikh 1.1aruf str~et

.
has developed on th~ primar,y fixation line of XBl'YJl's n~neteenth-

century town wall. Thus the main morphogene~icdifference in the

emergence of these two streets, is that, while Sheikh Omar street

has become a new major axis for intramural development away from the

rather moribond fixation line of Rusafah's eleventh-century lvalls,

Sheikh Naruf I street developed in orthodox i'ashion along Hs
l

antecedent fixation line as a typical 'consequent f road. Therefore, ..

the development along this street is of both intra- and extramural

nature. Sheikh l,iaruf street became the normal backbone separating

the smaller and traditionally more closely textured intramural in terms

of inherited plot features from the much larger, morphologically mOIle

open extramural. Ovang to the locational difference between the two

streets, and particularly the fact that Karkh is safer from floods,

Sheikh Uaruf Street has unique opportunities of attracting land use~

of extramural nature.

Another interesting difference is that while Sheikh Omar street

came to be aligned parallol to both the Tigris and the break-through

streets of Rusafah, Sheikh ~1aruf street developed as a closed street

starting from and finishing at the Tigris as its antecedent fixation
I

line, i.e. the town wall had done.

Early in this period, the north-western and south-eastern walls 'of

al-Rusafah disappeared under the pressure of further physical expansion

inspired by functional development. The north and SouthChtes of Baghdad

had survived up to 1925 and 1937 respectively. They Here replaced by

the two main squares of Baghdad, while the north-lV'est and south-east

walls similarly gave way to consequent roads, serving new residential

and other urban land uses in their immediate neighbourhood.
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All these peripheral land uses were located around the fixation

line of the fringe belt dS it Has here that ample cheap land was

avaiJable.

During this period the fringe-belt land uses of Baghdad had both

extramural and intramural loca"cion in relation to the wall lines and

their morphogenetic continuation in the eastern dykes and the

railws\ys. Suoh associated land uses comprised the railws\y works, the

airport, industrial units, residential complexes, oemeteries, koors

(rudimentary brickworks), gardens, orchards and tho like. The chief

railway stations, built in the previous period, Le. Baghdad East,

Baghdad West and Baghdad North had been located at some distance from

the built-up areas of Karkh and Rusafah. They soon became foci for

more development, particularly in the following period. Baghdad

West station, 2 kmjto the lrlest of the Tigris, was the terminus for

the Basrah and Knrbala lines; Baghdad North station in al-Waziriyah

was the terminulJ of the Khanaqin and Kirkuk lines, and Baghdad

East station in Ba.b aI-Sheikh mahallah was an intermediate station.

Baghdad West station had succeeded in disfiguring the old and large

cemeteries of Sheikh lITaruf and Sheikh Junaid, dominated by their

free-standing tombs ldth mina.rets. This station was the reason for

the construction by Germans of few houses in the Shalchiyah area,

occupied by railws\y officials. In 1921, the main workshops of the

railwa;y were brought from Shuaibah, in It>.srah Liwa to al-Shalchiyah

on the West Side of Baghdad. Shalchiyah is now one of the major

industrial sectors of Baghdad. A railway ferry over the Tigris, east

of al-Shalchiyah went into operation in 1923 and was replaoed by a

oombined railway and road brid.ge in 1951.
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Functional and physical readjustment of :Baghdad to the introduction

of the railways, both in the fringe belt and in the commercial centre

~las slow and slight compared with the response of British towns which

had been revolutionized during the railway era. Indeed, few

morphological developments in Baghdad can be attributed to the

twentieth century advent of this innovation. However, working class

houses, storage yards, sidings etc. did owe their location to the

layout of the railwBiYs which therefore acted as an additional f'ixation

line. The construction of' Baghdad's first airport in 1932 close to

Baghdad West RailwBiY Station, has expanded the fringe-belt extramural

westl'lards. liB tho land was 'miri sirf' i. e. state-ol-med it was easy,

to accommodate sizeable government installations such as railwBiY

sidings, customs' offices and airports.

The infiltration of international elements, Le. European

influences indeed started in this period. To be sure it was occurring

simultaneously in the commercial centre and in the f'ringe ~elt of' the

city. The case of the former has already been discussed while in the

fringe belt the western influences can be seen in the railway stations,

the airport, the advent of new industries and other features.

One cannot complete the analysis of earlier fringe-belt 'develop~ent

in Baghdad without reference to a most interesting and important morpho-

genetic peculiarity, i.e. the existence of more than one fixation line in

the same belt. The early 'tVTentieth-iJentury construction of the Eastern

Dyke on the East Side and the railwBiY on the West Side have in fact

added a new set of fixation lines to the original one a phenomenon not

yet reported from other towns. Thus the Old Town l'lalls, notwithstanding

the considerable difference in age betl'Teon Rusafah's wall (eleventh

century) and Karkh's wall (elU'ly nineteenth century), must be distinguished
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the eastern dyke and. the roughly contemporaneous railways as a later,

second set 'trithin the same belt. The distinction is necessary not only
I

because the two sets do not coincide topographically except on the

north-east side of Rusafah but because each set gave its own distinct

impulses to the growth of ol;he fringe beltand with varying topographical

implications. In this way, J3aghdad's first fringe belt can be seen as

something of twin belt with two conti~)guous and concentrically arranged
v'

zones, each depending morpllologically on its own sets of fixation Itnes.

Ot-Ting to the fact that tho West Side is more secure from floods

the secondary fixation Une, i. e. railway was to influence the

development of the fringe belt, particularly in the next period com-

pared with the secondary fixation line on the East Side. On the Wes~

Side the influences were observed both intra-and extramurally. This is

distinctly soen in the following periods when western influences

increased emphasizing the contrast between the traditional intramural

and the extramuraJ. dominated by western forms.

In spite of the differences between the secondar,y fixation lines on

the E-3.st (dyke) and West sides (raihra;y) they have fl characteristic
h

analogy i.e. both have expanded the fring6 belt logitud.i.nally and
~

transversely in relation to the Tigris. The former expansion occurred

earlier than the latter. The northwest - southeast expansion of tho

fringe-bolt along the secondary fixation lines commenced on both sides

of the river in the period, 1920 - 1936, whereas transverse expansion

became more prominent in the following period.

:Because of restricting floods in the north-east transverse

expansion was earlier and much more vigorous on the south-west side, where

subsequently the fringe belt reached al-Khir Canal more than 1.5 km

from the nearest point of al-Karkh's primary fixation line. Here, as
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already mentioned, the old airport came to be an important distal

development occupying a ,large area. The railwB\Y on the West-Side still

belongs to the first, now Inner Fringo :Belt, because most of the proximal

and distal extramural land before the establishment of the railway

was owned by the state. Nearly all development to come in the next

period was of fringe-belt nature, some of which is directly or indirectly

related to the railway.

Tho overall effect of the railways on the fringe-belt's functional

composition was tho concentration of transport and industrial develOpment

in the area. Hailways promoted some kind of functional segresation in

distinct sections of the fringe belt. This is seen in the next period

where one can find that transportation land uses have been concentrated

in proximal extramural areas to the south west, west and northwest of

the primary fixation line. They are represented by :Baghdad West

railway station, the airport and related land uses. Industries whiqh

emergod in various parts during the next period, were concentrated

between Kadhimiyah and Karkh lining the secondary fixation line i.e. the

railway.

~iLng to the flood danger, tho secondary fixation line of the

East Side, i.e. the eastorn dyke failed to attract extramural development

before 1956, tho date marking the introduction of eff'ective f'lood

control. This means that here the secondary fixation line expanded
but')

the fringe belt only intramurally, compared with what has already..A seen

on the Wost Side. However, in the period 1920 - 1936, Baghdad continued

to be under the threat of floods. The city suff'ered two floods, in

1923 and 1926. Damage had been brought to the outlying mahallahs

inoluding the railW83" stations. Thus the old dyke (see Part II) lias

extended from al-Sulaikh northwards and to the Diy-ala river southwards
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elongating the north-eastern fixation line and defining the grot-rth

pattern of the city and its fringe belt up to 1956. This had therefore

most import~"1t morphological consequences and explains whyno considerable

development took place outside the eastern dyke~ except for some brick

works and for the shanty towns which unhapp1.ly became a very prominant

featuro in the physiognoII\Y of the City of Baghdad after the Second

World Wnr. Through this dyke the whole land strip between the Sulaikh

and Diyaln river became more secure against flooding. Thus the Bri~ish

were able to layout the lawns and avenues of al-Sadun Park to the south

of al-Rusafah, \'lhich bocame the chief city park during the next period.

Similarly between Knrradah al-Sharqiynh and Rusafnh on al-Sad\ll1

street, the fo\ll1dations of the metropolitan mosque of al-Shahid were

laid, a building that had to t·,a.it patiently until 1971 to be compllfted.

Cometerios of all denominations were still extramural on both ~ides

of the city, although some 11os1em cemeteries were intramurally located,

perhaps because it was thought \ll1desirable that floods should affect

consecrated land.

The desert surro\ll1ding Baghdad began to rece~qui("'JdY with the

growing increase in cultivated land. Several settlements of Arab

tents had grown up in BaghcL."l.d, some of which doubtless tended to be

semi-permanent dwellings. In spite of orchards and green spaces being

swallowed up by the growth of the built-up area, Baghdad \'las still

flanked to a largo extent by a belt of palrngroves, 500 to 2,000 m

wide on both sides of the Tigris. This green belt with its shady trees

and cooling effect of the river became increasingly the scene for modern

residential colonization. 1-fajor public parks were developed beyond

Bab al-Mudham and a.long aI-Imam al-Adham street and in Bab al-Sharji

area, which in tho course of development became part of the Inner

Fringe b'elt.
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CHAPrER. 8
~1 'C Crt

.:rhe Fow.~-l;.h.]Io£Ehol.?~cal Phase 1936 ·::..l3~§.

The fourlh morphoJ.ogical phase in Baghdil.d' s development went

far to give the city iIE present shape. The change waS a consequence

of 'evolutionary processes engendered by foreign, i.e. wester~,

and local factors. The former are refl~Cted iJil tranSPortation,

technolog,i.'cal and economic development. The last, however, was

based on socio-economiccbanges in local 'society which in turn was

influenced by an increasing process o~ westernization. This is

equally observable in groWth pattern, ~ousing development, street

system, land uses, modo ~f life and abovoall in the morphology of

the city.

"
The Growth Patjiern ,arl;,d 'politico-ec.onomic Development: (Fig. 8.1)

The period can be divided into two sub-periods: 1936 - 1945 ~d
J

1945 - 1956. Morphologically, such 'division is eXpressed in the

differentiation 'of house type.s. Thpugh these are irlermixed ;in

v~'ious part s of the city doveloplIlont aft er '~936 they are easily

distinguishable, as l'till be~hown l~ter. in. this, ·chap~e~. ~ch ho~e

type reflects the socio-economic status, the 'technological sta.nd.arci

and ago of devolopment.

streets on the other hand are ~ot reliable criteria in this

context as both sub-periods '~how much the same goometrio .patterns

j.

!,
,

designod to accommodate vehicular traffic. Houses typical of the

two sub-periods are recognizable by the distinctiveness of their

internal and external fea.tures.

Tho design of the first type was abandoned abruptly after 1945,

\olhen the western house invaded the city. Even 'now the \olGstern plan

is exclusively adopted in new houses regardless of the economic status

of the owner or the location of the house.
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In the first sub-period Baghdad lvas a tradit:;'oool .ltcab city

vr..:'tIl clmraete~.·istic mahallahs and street system. Ij.": its second sub;

period, the city was characterised by the gr~th of suburbs. The

physical grOl-rth of Baghdad, procoedea:without the support ot.' any
, --

comprehensive planning' or superv:i.sion. This allowed the introduction of

new forms OUG of step with the social and climatic context of the area.

During tho whole of the main morphological period and as a

direct result of population increase and the growing importance of ,
. '

Baghdad economically and as the focal point of the transport systeII! of

the country, the city expanded pnysically. For the first time its

community began to realize the necessity ofmapting itself to the life

of this era, in terms of such aspects of mode~nization as providing

more public amenities, traffic circulation, public'-buildings to house

the growing complex of administrative f'Wlctions, banks to facilitate

the increasing commercial actiVities, parks and the like. Conseque~tly,

the oity began to 8hovl co~letely new forms of development s t.a.ll new

modern office blocks were 'being built along the new break-through streets

and on the bo.nks of the'Tigris, old traditional buildings vmre con-:

tinually being pulled dovln. This process was to be accelerated in the

fifth morphological period when the city became something of a

11modernll tovm. Tho flat silhouette of the tovmscape, so characteristic

of tramtional Baghdad began to be broken in this and the following

period. Where formally minarets and domes had beenihe only dominant

elements in the city's skyline, skyscra~ers or semi-skysorapel's9 '

and even four-storey buildings now created big discordances in the

visual ensemble of thE; tovmscape. The homogeneity of Baghdad's

physiognomy, particularly in the Clenre, diminished gradually.
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The city began to face socio-eoonomic and pl\YsiC£1.1 probl~ms

never met before. One of the worst was, and still is, the ~~~ation

irom the rural areas, which precipitated the kukh and sarifnh caJPps,
a put...,

'creating/problem that~hdad in a ba(i'posit'~ori asthe whole

"modernizationll process failed to cope wi.th t~s uncontrolled i~lux.

Migra;~ion~ as far as it influenced the city" if? its modern .life and

structlU'e, will be analysed in chapter 9.

Baghdad in this :period .gretT rapialy along both sides of ~he

Tigris Mel by the end .of .this ·period. the built-up area almost

reached AdhamiYah and Kadhimiyah to the nor~iih and Karradah al-Sharqiyah

to the south (Figs. 8.1, 8.. j.9, ,8.2D). However, there were &:t.ill v~cant

.plots in the built-up area. ,As .lbghdad sprawled ,it 'had :to ~face .IIICU?\Y

problems, in maintaining social ·faci.l:ities .~n :the ,new suQ~bs. My.ch

agricultural land inclUding ,l>almgrov,es 'had been replaced by bricks

; II

and mortar. In t!pito of the fact tha:t ,most of th~ land was state-

·owned, the .authorities did not interfere to prevent such unhealt~

·expansion, which became therefore one of the most prominent features

of Ilaghdad" s growth. The 'built-up area covered the Abbasid area of

tho Round .City o.nd its enVirons,. parts of Baduria and Katrabul.

(See Part III).

The built-up areas expanded during this period filling all

the vacant tra.cts betwoen the pre-1936· city boundaries and, the ~st

Dyke. With this growth the city now covered an area of 101 sq. b.

The rapid northward o.nd southward expansion, occurred because of the'

construe-cion of tho new dyke stretching from Sulaikh in the north

to Diyalo. River in the south (see Part II)~ Thus the river formed the

main axis of the city's development·, with benef'iciai effects on

nearby areas as it tempered the' loCDl" climate was considol'Gd an
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important recreational line within Baghdad offel\,Jing the most pleasant

views.

1w a result of the new developments Baghdad changed increasingly

from an Arab city to a }wbrid one being neither Arab nor Western,
in

a fact which 'to.ll become apparent/the following sections.

Physical expansion was mainly residential, but now following

a spontaneously operating income pattern rather than a:n:y premeditated

lond use control, which was not to become effective \U1til the late

1960's.

During the Second World War, the city stagnated but after the

end. of the war continued its "modern" e:Jponsion, this time as the

combined results of the movement of increasing numbers of migrants

ond the greater use of public ftmds for reconstruction and development ..

Oil revenues which had begun to be exploited from 1927 on increased

particularly after 1945, bringing the cO\U1try into a new era of

economic prosperity, without havir.g to have recourse to foreign

loans. As a result most Iraqi cities and towns were linked with

Baghdad by highways, and a Development Board was established in

1950 to carry out construction processes of all kinds. In 1930 Iraq

had somo 7,000 kIns of roads of which about 200 kIllS were u1ld.er

tarmac, but the total length of these all-weather roads had increased
1

to over 2,300 kms by 1950.

The city's growth was influenced by the increase of available

ftmds from the Development Board after 1951, new streets being paved

*and lit, and new industries developed• This Board was established

......----_.........---.-._.-_......_--_...-...........---------.........~--~----_..-.-.........-..
* In 1951 ~ 18,765,000 for various projects in agriculture,

monufaaturing, transpomtion end housing -m.-.re allocated to the
Development Board. In 1955 this a.mO\U1t jumped to ~ 165t472,000~
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at tho demand of the International 'l3o.nk as a condition for the

granting of a. loan for the Wadi al-Tharthar project. Large sums were

allocated by the Ibard for building projects during the period

after 1951: 5,400,000 I.D. for hospitals and health institutions;

5,40C~OOO I.D. for schools; 5,25000 I.D. for public buildings and

It:s :;:'::.I'St f.ive-year prograIlllil'J was initiated in 1951, a.llowing the

expendjt~~e of come 155 I.D. mil:ions. Since then 70 per cent of the

incr8:1.s;.i.'.lC oil l'eceipts have been transferred to the Board to cB,fry

out itp. nu.·:jion-irlide projects~ Figures for the new 1$55 - 1960-

development plan, with its great emphasis on building in absolute as

well as relative "!;e:.:-ms und the following periods are shown in the
following -cablet

Table 8.1 Allocn:C:i.O:"l of Funds for Building and Housing in tho First
two Develcpmont Plans of the Country

The F'irst Development
Plan 1955 - 15'59.
Millions Percent of
I.D. the Total

The Second Development
Plan 1955 - 1960.
Millions Percent of

I.D. the Totql

Building &
Housing

48,650 16 104.360

Total Programme r 30+.305
L. . •

100.0 500.007 100.0
•

Source: U.N. Department, of Economic and Social Affairs, Economic
Development in the laddIe East 1956 - 57, Suplement to~.the World
Economic Survey, 1957 New York (1958) 44.

Th(;; ~:'apid physical expansion of Baghdad and other Iraqi tONns

durins --;':1.:i.3 period is indicated by the increasing number
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of building licences as shown by tho following table.

Table 8.2: Building Licences Granted, by Liwas (Fig. 8.2).

1.36

0.54

1.15

1.54

1.39

1.15

2.66

129

49

86

192

j 187

I 282

15,642 t

163 11.72

57 I0.63

35 r 0.47

104 I0.83

190 t 1.41

I 178 i 0.73
I "

'5,361 : 2.53,

1.25

0.59

0.69

0.99

2.53

0.64

2.05

119

53 I
52 f

124 !

(

' 341 j
158 I

I

14,343 i

95,000

90,000

75,000

125,000

135,000

245,000

2,118,000

Liwas
I Estimated pop.i Licences for new buildings
II1953, for towns

I I& settlements I 1952 1953 1954
. over 2,000 No. Per 1000 I No. Per 1000 No • Per 1000.
0 inhabitants. inhab's. j inhab's. inhab's.
i j

I Mosul
i I I

1
2

•
13I 220,000 ; 263 1.20 717 3.26 469I

I 45,000
I

99 2.20 118 2.62 3.80Arbi1 I I
171

Sulaiman-
j

i

110
•
20iyah I 45,000 t 257 5.71 316

j
7.02 459,

I I

IKirkuk I 100,000 237 2.37 439 I 4.39 325
1

33
•
25

Diya1a t 90,000 167 I 1.85 178 I1.98 287 3.19

!2,O06 12,329 IBaghdad 660,000 3.04 i 3.53 ,2,350 3.56
1 J

!

Karba1a 115,000 356 3.10 394
,

3.43
I 468 4.07 I, I I0 i

r
I

Hi11ah I 78,000 I 111 1.42 143
,

1.83 188 2.41f

I I

TOTAL

I Kut

Amarall

RanBdi
N: .• all'aSSl.rJ.Y i
Diwaniyah !
Basrah

Source: Do:xi.adis Associates, Housing Problems, Policies, Programmes in
Iraq, Ahtenes, 1 (1959) 125.

When the Government mortgage bank was established in 19501 the

tempo of the building industry accelerated further.

During this morphological period Baghdadsaw its first automatic tele
phone exohange, which covered the new suburbs with its operation and became
indi.spensab1e for urban life. Iraq then became a member of the Interna-

tional Postal Union. The new wireless transmitting station was com-

p1eted in 1951 at Abu-Ghraib, to the west of a1-Karkh, with the most

modern design and range.
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It secured coIIlIlIUnication with Eur.9pe and America and l'laS used for

national broadcasting. This site has recently been incorporated

within the outerfringe belt of the West Side.

Raiit~ developments in this period have enhanced the city's

geographical situation. In 1940 and 1949 respectively the standard~

~e connection of Baghdad with Tel KOchuk and the extension of

the metre gauge min line from Kirkuk to Arbil, were opened~

In 1950/51, the "rail/rOad bridge of al-Sarrafiyah was opened•

.AB a direct resul:; land{ almost exclusively owned by the family of

o.l-D!unarchi, was subdivided into plots ranging from between 150-300

sq. m ncar tho bridge to 400 - 1200 sq. m. further to the west,

north and south. The building of houses chiefly by the middle and
at

upper middle classes began to take place/the expense of existing

orchards and palm groves.

Residontial development in this period was of ribbon and

scattered pattern. In the following period the area mushroomed almost

in all directions. It joined the houses built at al-Shaliyah in

1940 by the Iraqi Railways for the railwoy clerks which were of

60 - 80 sq. m. each. This rosidential sprawl increased early in the

1950's, when several additional groups of houses wore built by the

rail~~ authorities. These developments encouraged further private

development and helpod to fill up the area between Kadhimiyah and

Karkh a process still continuing.

The Railwoy Establishment contributed more to the development

of the city, when Iraqi .Airwoys wero founded in 1946 as its subordinate

ermrprisc, with aid frOpl B.O.A. C. From then on Iraqi airlines

gradually increasod thoir ·rictivities~ By 1954 Baghdad had nine

airline companies. Tho airport, extramurally located in the pre-



1936 period, began to lose some of its original locational advantages

as the city leapfrogged its old fringe belt to the south-west.

The development in air transport compensated to some extent for

the long situational decline experienced by the city in its previous

history particnlarly l"lhen Iran began to attract traffic from Uesopotamian

I!

routes after 1936. Al-Muha.mma.rah begun thus to replace Baghdad's

importance in this respect.

River transport became unprofitable for big companies and

therefore declined. The total upstream movement in 1942 from Basr~

was estimated as 600 tons a day!

Some significant political events directly and indirectly

influenced Baghdad's development. The city was considered the heaQ.-

quarters of tho Baghdad Pact, established in 1953 but which collap!3ed

as a result of the 14th-July revolution of 1958. Uany political

military and economic departments had their offices in :&ghdad, th'llS

increasiug its service centrality and capacity to bring in foreign

money.

Between 1920/21 when Iraq gained its independence and the 1955

revolution , Baghdad saw no less than 59 governments in power. The

average period of office for each government was about six months.

This vIas one of the factors behind the uncontrolled growth and la~ of

improvement in the city. It means .that Baghdad and the whole country

continued to be characteristically unstable l'lhich naturally influenced

the chances of ~ prosperity for the city.

In 1951, Act No. 3 was issued which 'froze' the properties of

8
Jewish people who had left the country. Nost of the 120,000 Jews

were allowed to emigrate to .Palestine. This changed the overall

commercial pattern. The number of Jews leaving the country for
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Palestine after 1947 has been put by some ~t 80,000. In 1957 ~here

wore only 3,600 Jews left in Baghdad. Most of ~hem, over 80 per

cent lived in Sadun and Battawiin. 9 The properties held by Jews

were either privately owned or government lots held on ~ong lease.

The former were concentrated in the ~eas developed before 1936

while the latter were to be found in the new suburbs developed

after 1936, mainly on the East Side.

Jewish owners sold almost all their properties n considerable

time before they emigrated. Those properties which h~ve not been

sold are mainly leased by the government. The unsold properties are

administ'ered by a Dire0torato General within the Ministry of Interior

and are new leased annually by aucti,on.
. ,

Nearly all these properties

are dwellings. houses with a few shops, the aimual rent per house yarying

according to location and style, from' .130 IoD. in the traditional

mahallahs such as Bani Said to 400 I.D. in Battawiin. These properties

are found in'three districts; the first stretching from Bab al-

Sharji to Karradah al-Sharqiyah, the second stretching between Bab

al-Sharji and Adhamiyah, within the area between the Tigris and the

present JULlhuriyah street, the third covering the areas between al

Jumburiyah Stroet and the ,lines of the medieval wall; tho number of

properties areCS follows:-

The First district

The Second district

The Third district

Number of
Properties

216

495

550

It is interesting to note that the second district is the

commercial centre, where 348 of the properties are shops and khans

respectively, compared with the other two districts where most of the
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t · h 10proper ~es are ouses.

On the other hand, the sudden advent of Arab refugees

from Palestine enhanced urbanization in most of the Arab countries

of the Middle East. In Baghdad the number of Palestinian refugees

exceeded 11,000 in 1953. This has influenced the morphology of the

town, the government distributing ap:.-iartments and small houses for the
\.Y

purpose in the centre and in a1-H~Yah and a1-Topchi.

Some of the Palestinians began to run various businesses in the

town. Although the city's major growth pattern 'h"aS of elongated

shape a10ngthe Tigris the city has also spread in a north-east and

south-west direction and in some instances has 1ea.pfrogged the

increasingly consolidating fringe belt on either side of the city. In

the 1930's a1-Mansur had emerged beyond the Khir canal as a race

course and. a distal element of the extramural parts of the fringebelt.

In the 1950's al-Mlmsur began to grow quicklyby both public and

private investment. Some royal palaces were built near the site,

increasing the residential prestige of this area.

Baghdad a1-Jadidah (New :Baghdad) was built after 1936/1937 but on

the East Side beyond the East Dyke, so that it had to h9.ve its' 'own

subsidiary dyke. Nevertheless, because of the flood danger, this

locality failed to grow until 1956 when the city was freed from the

danger of flooding.

In 1946, 207 houses with wooden roofs were built by the government

between l3Dghdad al-Jadidah and the East Dyke in Te1-Nuha.mmad locality,

some 7 km from Baghdad. At first these houses were either rented

monthly at 1.5 - 2 I.D. each or sold to low-income people for 400 I.D.

each.• This was'fo110wed by the·oo~structionof another 244 houses

with 'I' steel joists in 1952, and distributed to workers and some

government employees. The government's contribution to the residential
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expansion of the oity in this period oan be seen bolow:-

Table 8.3: Houses provided before 1956

-----:'·--··.-----l-~--
Area Side of the City No.

Tel Muhammad

Al-Zufaroniyah

Shoikh Omar

Twaithah

Shamaiyah

Al-Salam

Al-Huriyah

Civil Airport

r
I

!

East Side

"
11

"
"

West Side

II

"

1,879

850

258

50

25

1,437

1,000

Total 5,5~2

Souroe: Unpublishod Reoords of the r~stry of Publio
Works and Housing, Baghdad (1971).

These houses were distributed to wage-earners and minor oivil servants

for nominal prioes of from 354 - 800 I.D. eaoh.

In this period the Old Town remained the fooal point, surrounded

b,y spreading residential aooretions in all directions, though an

axial north-west to south-cast paitern of gro\"rth was maintained within

the limits of the dykes on the East Side and the railw~ line on the

l'lest Side (Fig. 8.1).

The oity assumed a dual character with a marked contrast between

the old oompact plan evolved primarily for pedestrians and animal trans-

port and the spreading new plans of residential suburbs with streets

designed for motor vehicles.

B.7 tho olose of this period in 1956, and on tho next period, five

house types acoounted for the differential oharacter of the oity's
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building fabric as determined by the field survey. They are (1) the

compact traditional .Arab courtyard house built 'before 1920, (2) the

terraced modified courtyard house built before 1936, (3) the covered

courtyard house built before 1945, (4) the closed western house type

which emerged after 1945, (5) sorifahs or reed huts and kukhs or

mud. huts illegally built of a temporary nature. These forms had first

multiplied within the medieval limits of the city but then gradually

appeared outside them, though within the limits of the area safe from

flooding.

The modified courtyard housea of the well-to-do bourgeoisie from

before 1936 expanded and changed to the villa type later. The

aristocrats and some high middle class moved out as the central area

became increasingly crowded with commercial premises, thus creating

the new elite surburbs.

In descending order of space requirements, the detached one-family

houses of 1936 - 1945, i.e. the covered courtyard type top the list,

followed by the hig~and middle-class houses of western type built

after 1945, the terraced modifiod courtYard houses, the low income

class houscs of western type built mainly after 1945, the traditional

courtyard houses, and finally tho kukh and. sarifah dwellings. These

morphological distinctions are drawn from architectural, functional

and social featur:es l-lhich are in extricably associated.

Population Growth and Distribution.

Winsborough statcs that "an increase in population sizo must be

accommodated by an increase in congestion or a decrease in concentration,

or some compensatory change in both~l This is true of :Baghdad
is Qirectly related and influncedby the g7<:owth

nnd as such its ph¥sical growth/ot its populatbn. Also, land values

and uses Itave been int~uenced by such population development.
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Further, economic and religious composition has had a profound

effect on the distribution of the population and ·~hus on the townscape

of the city. Distribution density, type and extent of houses have been

influenced lare;ely/{he distribution of population. 1w alreo.dy men-

tioned new subUl~ban areas contrast ~dth traditional central areaG.

I!!nonomy and governmental decision and to a certain extent tribal

or regional factors have exerted their influence on the growth of the

city. Eo.ch group had its own socio-economic background which in turn

differentiated its mahallahs.

Unfortunately there are great deficiencies in the available

population data. Discrepancies are found not only l'lhen these data

are provided by different governmental offices, but even when they

come from one of the same department. However, the follol'dng table

gives some idea of the gr'!!pth trends of the city during this morpholo-

gical period.

T~ble 8.&: Population grot~h of Baghdad between 1936 - 1956.

1936 360,000
12

675,555**1954

1937 367,00013
1955 620 000***15,

I
1947 466,783 1956 730,549

18

1952 *14.. - 487,159 I
: -

* This was based on the 15'47 Census figure '503,166' appearing in the
official Atlas of Iraq. .An allowance of It per cent per year amount
ing to 65,410 was added for the natural increase while the then exis
ting sarifah population was assessed at 107,025 persons.

**A. Susa put the population. of Baghdad in 1952 at 750,000,two thirds
of which were on the Rusafah side. 16

*i!*
The population of the city was put at 515,459 by the Republican
Directory. 17
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As a result of this growth in population the existing built-up

area no longer sufficod, it erupted beJOnd them, adopting nev plan

elements in both housing and transportation.

The population of Baghdad grev at a higher rate in the decade

1947 - 1957 than tho rate of other Mesopotamian tows and the total

population of Iraq as a vhole. This codl never be caused by births

alone but resulted from a large and continuous rural influx to Baghdad.

With the rest of the country Baghdad had to vait until 1947

for the first general census and before that no survey of the urban

centres vas made. Unfortunately this census did not give any informa-

tion about the distribution of population by religion. The detailed

results of this census vere published in 1954. Certain breakdows

can be made to indicate the nature of Baghdad I s growth and population

structure. In 1947, Baghdad Liva (817,207 population) had the highest

population density of 64 persons per sq. km compared vith tho average

density of 20 persons/sq. km over the vhole country. Baghdad Qadha

had tho highest density of 194.7 persons per sq. km , vhile the

Ie vest density vithin the liva vas that of Samarra Qadha vith 5 persons

per sq. km. Baghdad City then contained 57 per cent of tho liva's

population and about 10 per cent of the country's population. It had

466,783 * inhabitants. This figure included the population of

Kadhimiyah, Adhamiyah and Karradah al-sharqiyah, all of vhich vere

* Labon considared the population of Baghdad to be 321,225 plus 145,508
in the suburbs, plus 48,676 persons in Kadhimiyah. The total thus vas
515,409.19 In 1947 the birth rate per 1,000 vas 32, the death rate 16,
the rate of natural increase 16, and the rate of infant mortality 132.
With relative progress in health services and improvement of living
standards, the birth rate, death rate and infant mortality rate per
1,000 vere estimated in 1950 at 27,12 and 97 respectivaly.20
Even with this obvious decline in the fertility ratio, Iraq still had a
high rate compared vith industrial countries. The fertility ratio can
be computed by relating the nucber of children under 5 years to the
number of females under 39 (child-bearing age):

x 1000Fertility ratio =children under 5 years of age
Females aged 10 - 39

Hovever, most Iraqis, especially in the rural areas,
their births and deaths at the exact date~

still do not report
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outside the .Amn.nat nl-Asimah boundaries. Baghdad, then as noW', stood

out as the primate city and most icportant urban concentration of the

country.
was 5.19

Tho percentage of groW'th betW'een 1947 - 1957/W'hich almost doublod

*the population by 1957. BetW'oen 1947 and 1957 the toto.1 population

of tho country increasod by 3l.52~

This groW'th in population has been associated W'ith the development

of noW' suburban areas, W'hich gave Baghdad its modern metropolitan

characteristics. A considerable numbor of residents, particularly tho

W'ell-to-do, have moved to neW' suburbs on both sides, actuated by real or

imagined advantages of suburban living and by real or imagined changes in

the character of the Old ToW'n tradition~3

During this period Baghdad had 76 mo.hallahs in Karkh and Rusafah,

22 in the former and 54 in the latter, 8 mahallohs in Adhamiyah and

its environs, 4 in Karradah o.1-ShatJiiyah and 7 in Kadhimiyah and its

**environs. This put the toto.1 numbor of mo.ha11~in the city at 95.

The avorage population donsity of'the five component portions of

Baghda.d in 1952 W'as a.s folloW's: (Fig. 8~3 )

Locality Aroa(in sq. m.) Person per sq. km~

Rusafo.h and Karkh 83,000 13280
Adhamiyah and envir- 39,000 6240

ons
1360Katlh.uaiyah " " 8,500

Karradah 0.1-

jSharqiyah and 15,250 2440
environs

Source: A. Susa, Baghdad Atlas, Baghdad (1952)
pp. 21 - 25.

In 1947 more than 60 per cent of the population lived in

Rusafah and Karkh and 28 per cent in the northorn and southern suburbs

of Ba.ghdad. Thus Rusafah ws the most densely inhabited part of the

* ~** Gulie put the groW'th percentage for tho same period at 4 •
.' 'T. al-RaW'i put them at 120,24
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city. Along al-Rashid, al-Kifoh and the transverse streets, where

various business and government establishments aru located, the

population density was lower as shown in (Fig. 8.4). Most of these

new functions have replaced residential units. Disregarding one

mohalloh, al-k"6zoh, with a large area but unusually seall population,

as it was at the beginning of its d~volopuent, tho average density for

Rusafah in 1947 was 120 persons per acro.*

Gulic put the o.vorago housohold size of Baghdad (Karkh and

Rusafah) as 9.2 persons, whilo it was 4.5 persons in Karradnt l.fo.riyllU,

and 7 in Ilwiyah;5 Tho 1957 Census, tho second in the countr,y's

histor,y, doos not include the nuubor of houses and therefore the

averago household size for that year cannot be coeputed'. Most of

the statistical infornation was collected on n mahallah growth basis,

thus allowing for soue reasonable comparisons of the changes in tho

city's rosidential structure.

It is to be noted, however, that the densities of mahnllohs

var,y considerably, as do their areas. Hannun al-Saghir mahallnh was

tho densost Ulnhallah with 132 parsons par sq. kIa., while the lowost

dansity occurred in al-Ziwiyoh, in Karradah al-Shn.rqiyuh with less than

one parson per sq. kD. The latter, howaver, was in its incipiept

davolopment, still maintaining its rural features though sono wealthy

fllXlilies had already moved here. Genern.lly the density of Rusafah and

Karkh dacraased with tho distance from the centre. The periphoral

mnhallahs on both sides wara of the lowest population density, being

35 persons/aero, whereas it reached 535 persons/acre in the central

mahallah round Kj.fah Streot~6 This m.y be surprising as the houses

* In 1947 the central part of Rusafah had the highest density with
1,200 persons per ncre.
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of this area are exclusively of the truditional courtyard type, one to

two storeys high. But it DUst be re@embered that tte average household

size in Rusafah ranged from 5.2 - 15.2 persons, the average being 9.2

persons. Table 8.5 Tho Sox Structure of the population of Baghdad Liwa

in 1934 Q!ld 1947.

1934 1947

Males I FelJal~s I Total Hales 1.!~Iilales ! Total

Baghdad
Liwa

Iraq

249t 460 I 244,088 I 493,548 392,7541 399,247

1~688'23911692,294 -/3,389533 : 2p39,390i2f'22,807

792,0+5

4462,199,

Source: Directorate General of Census~ Ministr,y of Interior, tho 1947
Census of Iraq, Baghdad (1954).

In 1947, tho sex ratio of Baghdad was 1001. FroIil (Table 8·.6)
,below it appears that Baghdad City, tho Llain industrial and adDinistrativo

centro in tho countr,y, had a nale population ropresenting 51.7 per cent

of tho total. In 1956 the malo and femalo percontages were 50.7 and 49.3

rospectively.

Table 8.6: Age and Sex Distribution of Baghdad1s Populdtion.
in 1947. (Fig. 8.5)

I
FemaleAge Male I

0-4 7.6 7.3
5 - 9 7.3 6.8

~O - 19 10.2 10.2 igo - 29 7.2 7.2 I
~O - 39 6.4 5.8 I

I

~O - 49 5.8 4.5 I
60 - 59 3.lt 3.0 ,

I60 and above 3.4 I 3.9 I
Total 51.]. I 48.7 I

Source: Directorate General of Census, ltinistr,y of Interior, the 1947
Census, Baghdad (1954).

FroLl this table it can be soen that a large proportion of the

population of Baghdad consisted of children. The percentage of age

group below 19 years old was 49 per cont of the total population 'Whi10
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the age group between 19 - 39 constitu~as
~"

26.3 per cent, and the age

group more than 60 yea:a."s old is low as it was slightly nore than 7 per

cent. FrolJ the sa!Je table it appears also that the rmjority of th~

peoplo were in the fertility ago (10 - 39 ye~s old). The fair

balance between the male and feuale percentages reflects the faetthut

wigration in Iraq consists of faQilies rather than individuals.

For econoQ!c reasons and equally because of the rise in

educational standards, polyguoy declined considerably. Table 8.7

shows the marital status of the population of Baghdad City and Iraq

in 1947, excluding tho nowads.

Table (8.7): Tho Harital Status of the POPUlation of Baghdad City and
Iraq (194?).

Number and Porcenta e

45.9\! 3,666 2.1
50.9 , 25,336 15.8

48.3 I29,002 8.7
58.0 37,138 2.7

53.5 1254,151 115.8
I I

78,800

81,786

160,586

801,233
.860,846

1,662,079 ' 55.6 1291,289 f 9.7
: ' I

U
"'Mn"'r';ed . ~ Widowed,divorced i·
.................. I Married separated ~unlmown

INumber P.C. I NULlber I P.C. fNunber j P.C.

Sex

51.9

33.3
42.9 I

I

I 39.3 r

! 30.7 '
I ;
I I I
! Both sexes!~037,013: 34.7
! i I f

~fule 89,105

FOwale 53,586

both sexes iJ.42,691
I
I ~fulo 542,502
I I' Fonale 494,511

LocalityI

Iraq

, Baghdad

Source: D. AdurJS Current Population Trends in Iraq, Hidlle East Journal,
10,2 (1956) pp. 46 - 53.

Traditionally, particularly in the rural areas, rJen have to pay

marriage settlenents to the girl's family when they want to narry,

accordingly this postponed the ago of lJarriage.

In 1947 Baghdad had 31 per cent of the country's literates and

44 percont of t lle literate** females, showing the correlation between

* Until recently Iraqis used to under-report nales of nilitar,y ago.

**Literate was defined as having the ability to read and write.



1iteracy alid m-banism.

The employment structure of Baghdad in 1947 ·~;d.s as follOl-IS:

4,192

3,481

711

2·9

21,6~3

18,928

2, 685
14.6

13,922

13,918

4

9·5

44,746

39,915
4,&31

30.4

2?,332

21,947

385
15.2

4,863

4,722

141

3.3

Baghdad OityI
I

52,974
52.838

136

4.0

15,542

13,803
1,739
1.2

737.756

677,579

60.177

55.3

157.408

141.646

15.762
11.8

I

1137,844
I 133v594I 4,249
: 10.3

I
I,

87,668

76•803
10,865

! 6.6
communication

Table 8.8: Employment Structure (excluding nomads) 1947)
I
'Ir(1) Agricu1tw:~

Total

Ua1e

Female

Percent of employed population

(2) IfJ8llufacture

Total

Male
Female

Percent of employed population

(3) Public utilities, transpori and

Total .

14ale

Female

Percent of employed population

(4) Administration(public and private)

Total

Male

Female

Percent of employed population

(5) Commerce

Total

Male

Female

Percent of employed population

(6) Miscellaneous

Total·
Male

Female

Percent of employed population
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125,523 30,583
111,126 30,328

1,191 255

9.4 20.8

19,022 4,812
l8,22S 4,614

193 138

1.4 3.3

1,333,131 141,063

1,232,219 131,913

101,518 9,150

,,;:: : ..::: '"
j~ ~;~

:j.'~' If ~
. r:-! ~

.' • r-"

. . I' ;..~~ , ~, ~

Male

(1) ~,E.ecifiod

Total

,.' '. .
-.,#~.:. ~

0.
',,-

Female

Percent of employed population

(8) Apprentices~t£-(under ten years)

Total

:Male

Female

Percent of employed population

Total employed population

Total

Male

Female

Source: Directorate General of Census, Ministry of Interior, the 1941
Census, Baghdad (1954).

statistics on employment are far from accurate. There are no

precise occupational classifications, for instance~ a tea seller

employed by the airlines would have been reported as employed in

transportation. From the above table it appears that the services sector

in Baghdad employ the highest percentage ofthe employed population;

industry and commerce come second and third in importance respectively.

HousiEK Develo~ment and Westernization:

Planning Concept in Irs:

There were no professional planners in Iraq during the period

1936 - 1956. Architects and civil engineers trained abroad returned

to 'build' and develop without proper consideration for, or sympathetic

awareness of, the local and regional character of Iraqi life in terms of
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society, culttire and economic situation. Their the01'etical and

practical app:coach was on the whole relevant to a very different

climatic and social environmeht and they irgnored the inter-relationship

between fUnction and form in the specific context of Iraq. Even in

Baghdad the Co:aege of Engineering there is little study of Arab

A!'chitecture. Western design and architectural heritage is studied

more than that of Mesopotamia, and this has led to the strange building

development which took place in IDany parts of the city a£ter 1945.

Such things as the social traditions of the society, the

privac.y of home life, social structure, the need for the ease of ~odes

trian movement and the unique characteristics of the local urban

environment seen in the context of the past historical development

should be studied and form the starting point for the planning of the

city. Baghdad still has the chance to save a great deal of its

architectural heritage and beauty while at the same timo allowing

development that should be modern without having to damage the

former.

The essential regional differences should be considered by the

really cultured and sympathetic planner. This is not to be taken as

a negative aspect of development.

Baghdad, as did the whole A!'ab l"lorld, began to feel the full

impact of western civilization in this period. Economic interost~

served as the vanguard to more complete political penetration which,

although promoting wider intercourse, has created in its turn a new

and complex set of problems not experienced by towns of the developed

j,

J
'J,
i,

"

world. One such problem arose when the modern architecture of

culturally quite different regions began to be imported after 1936

and appeared in new dwelling "units,high-rise buildings and the
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street sys't: l')!Il of the oit;r. There l'Ias no attempt to adapt the new

models 'lio the ph,ysical and social context in which they were placed.
the

In the 1950Cs-Baghdad engaged)3ervices of no less than eight world

famous architects who worked concurrently to 'modernize. Baghdadt

But as there wa~j unfortunately no comprehensive guiding plan for

::Baghdad and they had not enough 'iii.me to achieve what they came for,

the city developed as a hybrid in architecture, 10;'Sing much of its

ancient Arab flavour in the process. :.Lndeed, through the work of

western and 'westernized' Iraqi architects, the City of Baghdad came to

develop no characteristic architectural ph,ysiognomy of its own. Instead

a wide range of 'modern' buildings sprang up, alien to the soil and,

climai;e in which they were placed. The spontaneous evolution of the

city before 1920 was replaced by haphazard personal planning decisions

pre-occupied manly with street development and traffic problems.

For many Iraqi architects, and civil engineers, progress nnd.

moder_nity means westernization. This has led to the ruthless
v

destruction of many forms and patterns that were successfully function-

ing in the Arab social and cultural context. Therefore a nation-loride

envirnnmental education has to be carried out by the municipal and

central government institutions to make people aware of the meaning

of their civilization and of its advantages and disadvantages.

Craftsmen have also to be recognized as an integral element ~n

the building process through uhich perhaps a modern architecture,

recognizably Arab, can be realized. In private and public building,

* ctAmong them arelFrenchman (10 Corbusier) who prepared the design of a
stadium, the Spaniard J. L. Sert, two Germans 1. e. Walter Gropius,
who designed the buildings of the new University, and Werner 1mrch
who designed the new Museum, the American Frank Lloyd Wright, who
designed the proposed opera in Um al-Khanazir Island, the Finn Alwar
!alto who designed the Civic Centre, the Greek G. Doxiadis, who designed
most of the housing schemes, and the Iidian Oio Ponti?7 However, the work
of these great architects never got beyond the design stage.
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a trinity of architect, craftsman and client should be maintained,

and by this c:lllaboration the understanding of tho housing problem

will probably be achieved. Society &ld its requirement around which

all the developmental processes should evolve must be the goal of the

work of this t:dnity. Because of the present situation in which

locnl engineers are in charge and trained town planners do not exist,

Baghdad has had to rely on foreign experts to prepare its first ma.f?ter

plans. But these consultants, though technically capable, are not

adequately versed in local conditions to advise authoritatively

on sound planning policies. . Host of the European consultants have only

proposed a new road plan associated with limited attempts at land-use

zoning. They never tried to start a proper consideration of the Ipcal

society which is quite different from theirs. The inter-relationshif

between inherited past, society, function and structure has simply been

overlooked.

During the 1950's :Baghdad received two master plans. They were

carried out piece-meal and selectively depending on the wishes of the

nnmicipal officials who were unaware of planning concepts. The plans,

however, have been interpreted merely in terms of a prescriptive

street and road system with little attempt at any staging of the

main building activities in the city.

The first master plan was prepared by an English firm of planning

consultants, Minoprio, Spancely and P. W. MacFarlane. Their report was

accompanied by a coloured plan to 0. scale of 1:25,000 and appearecl in

December 1954 (Cf. Note 14). The authors predicted that the population

of :Baghdad would be less than 1.5 million over the next fifty years,

a figure reached actually within one decade. The other master plan b,y

Doxiadis Associates (cf. Note 15) covered an area of about 500 aq. km,
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to ac\~'::·rnmodate the functions needed to servo 3 million people.

However, none of these master J!lans lias ever pr'operly implemented

for tho simple reason thfl.t the .Arab~j loves property of all kinds, and

does not easily sacrifico it for the public and civic weal. He is

also accustomed to tho corrosi\r~ system of 'l'lastah' or corruption to

bring about exceptions to, or re1p-=ation of the 1aw~8

Baghdad does differ from non-Ar~b citi0s, particularly in its

basic elements. This becomes apparent the more so l'1hen consideration

moves tOt-lards spatial detail of the city such as the house, where

fundamental aspects of .Arab society are involved in terms of the most

personal requirements of the individual and the family. It is one

thing to solve broad general problems of a large city like Baghd~,

such as the building of a bridge or an airport, by the application of
is

the best international standards in teohno1ogy, but it/quito another

to introduce alien forms to an essentially socio-cultura1 aspect lil,'ch

as housing in l'1hich social relevance must take precedence of the mere

ease of architectural l'lOrk implicit.t in the unconsidered transfer of

foreign form. If civilization is to become universal, its human

quality will be enhanoed not by blindly repressing regional variations

in civi1izationa1 heritage but 11y embracing and developing these in a

free synthesis 'in l1hich universal access to technology ld11 help to

raise standards of living, but human diversity over the globe will be

one of the essential pre-requisites for' an acceptable quality of J.ife.

Unfortunately architects, civil engineers and the government in Iraq

seemingly believed that there was one international standard of house

design. It certainly was one of the reasons behind the over-l'lhe1ming

adoption of 'western'houses after 1945. Thus this particular.' 'cype



Fig. 8.7

a. AI-1m al- dham street in Adhaniyah. The first two houses
on the left are covered courtyard houses.

b. scene in pre-1956 Baghdad. Jamal Abdul Nasir street in
Salihiyah. Most of the houses are of the covered courtyard
type.
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has' come to dominate the characterless townscape of all new suburbs

in an unsatisfactory v1a::!. Housing schemes should cater for specific

needs of specific soci6~Y in a specific location, all of these aspects

being by nature unique. In dealing with the housing problem basic

principles should be considered involving the treatment of housing and.

settlement planning as four-dimen~ionalprojects that have to be con

ceived, built, maintained and developed as such.

The Covered Co~tyard House: (Figs. 8.6, 8.7)

Under the impact of modern technology, transportation and

cOIIlIlIW1ication, Baghdad, like .other cities was aff'ected by the

concepts underlying so-naIled modern architecture.

As a result the houses developed in this period were of tv10

types, the covered courtyard or semi-western house f'or the sub-period

1936 - 1945 and tho western house in its differe~t f'orms after 1945.

HouseD of the f'irst sub-period were 't!uilt. chiefly by the upper

classes including the royal family, vlazirs., and progressive wea.lt~

peoplo of the three faiths, in the new suburbs such as W'aziriy'o.h, It'lad

hiyah, Adhamiyah, Sadun, Abu-Nulolas a..~ Karradah al-Sharqiyah on the

East Side t and in KarIm betueen the l3ritish Embassy and Karradat 1JIq.riyam

and aIong Jamal Abul Nassir Street, also in Kadhimiyah to a limited

ext ent t mainly to the south and west of the then built-up area (Fig. 8.1)

They were surrounded by gardens which were usually surrounded by eye

level lolalls to secure privacy. These houses intermingled vdth vacant

land along tho occasionally wide, tree lined boulevards. l~ost of the

streets of this period, particularly in the suburbs gave no shelter

from the sun. Thus they are not used by pedestrians before the late

afternoon compared vrith tho shaded and cool zuqa.qs usable throughout the
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the day.

The infilling of va.cant plots occurred gradually, and not

necessari1s with the same type of house.

As the ,·malthy families have forsaken Old Baghdad, "their former

traditional houses became eithsr business premises or tenements

occupied by poorer families. Most of these courtyard houses became

subject to residential multi-occupatj.l)n. each building housing several

families, often relatives. This, together with the absence of a

sewage system or atliY organized system of garbage disposal has con-

tributed to the semi-slum conditions beginning to affect the centre

of the city. Thus, '~he new houses of this period came to symbo1.ise

the high economic status of their occupants, while the traditional

housos of the Old TOl1ll1 have become associated with the low economic

status of their new inhabitants.

The covered court-yard house is characterised by a highly orna-

mented facade, with highly decorated balconies, entrances and windows.

Most houses of this "type are of one or "two, and occasionally "three

storeys. They are not very compact as "they s"tand on plots ranging

be"tween 200 - 1,000 sq. m, or even larger, "the building densi"ty

being 30 - 80 dwellings per hectare. They occur in an area loTi."t4in
!

6 to 8 Ian of "the commercial centre and are at present in fai:c to

very good structural condition. The areas domina"ted by "these houses

have a large percentage of open spaces, chiefly palmgroves, and al'e
,

mostly served by local sewage systems.

Apart from the facades intensive decora"tion inspired western

precep"ts "these houses still catered .for "the specifically Arab social

requirements of their occupants in their interior design. O\-ri.l1g toan

ordinance issued by the Mayor of the Capital <Amin al-Asimah) in

1936: the traditional courtyard was abandoned. .An area. 4 m wide on
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each side of the house had to be left unbuilt and this made it too

difficult to build a cou':'t.~yat'df especially on tht plots of the

second sulr-period ,nth an average size of 20 x 30 m.

Consequently f the hall or covered court (sahe.h) was introducGd

as tho altCl'native to the former open courtyard and assumed tho same

role. Thus the courtyard conception was completely abandoned in

the design of houses in llrab urban centrea l'l.J"':'ter 1945, a-i; a. time

when advanced societies were just beginning to recognise its pos~ibil-

ities for residential buildings. The significance of the characteristics

of the llrab house in their local social contoxt were not realized

when the traditional type wa.s replaced by a new one. ~'he court-yard,

now covered, became the gather~ place for family members, l-lh~n

guests are welcomed they usually usa the guest room which is generally

on one side of the entrance. The guest room is also connected with

the covered yard which occupies a central site. From this central

quarter communication \'lith other rooms is maintained, including the

staircase leading to the first floor, containing the bed rooms.

Guests sometimes sit in the highly decorated covered yard. Light is

secured by windows facing either the back garden or the stroet.

The adoption of this t covered yard' plan in turn has had an

important influence on the overall form of the urban fabric. The

influence of che.!1ges in legislation was emphasised further by -lihe

impact of the motor vehicle which was the main reason for the develop-

ment of wide straight and new boulevards connecting the new su~urbs

with t he Old Town. The law permitted the building of side garages,

and these have developed into mushtamals, i.e. small two or three

roomed si~e- or two-storoy houses for the occupation of servants,

gardeners or garages. It is a cOUllI1on feature associated with the



Fig. 8.8B Two examples of the stern houses, e 10
after 1945 in al- idhal st eat

a.

b.
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covered courtyard houses of this sub-period (1936 - 1945). Now

mushtama1s arena.inly rented by lower middle and poor class families.

The original owners of the properties left early in the second sub-

period to go to new and better peripheral loca1ities 'sli'ch as.. al-

:Masb.a.h and a1-Mansur.

FUrther accretions gradually advanced from the 01d.Town towards

the new suburbs causing the formation of continuous built-up,' areas in

Iwadhiyah, Waziriyah and al-Rusafah on the East Side. Accretions

developed also towards Adhamiyah and Karradah al-8harqiyah in the

south without yet effecting complete connection of b~lt-up areas.

A,
The West-2.rn House: (figS. B.&AD).

After 1945 western influences on social life, .economic

development and consequent form evolution increased. Along with

this, land Bu'bd1"lriaion bogan to tak9 place .on a larger scale, and
has continued to be a main feature in the modern development of
the city. Together with the development of transportation this paved

the way for the introduction of the western house ·in i ts,:variouEl

styles. This type is the only one to be adopted in Baghdad and other

Iraqi towns since 1945.

The western"house With its common hall element is entirely

different from the traditional courtyard house. In a scnse 'it

represents the culmination of the house development, supported by

en improvement in the standard of living and in technological develop

monts in building and communication. However, social development in

Baghdad was too far behind t'he stage represented' by ~uch houses. In

the home women generally continued to avoid any contact with men who

were not closely related to them by blood or marriage, though in

public both women and men did begin to attend many institutions to

gether~9
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,I

Nevertheless, western cliche's were copied from geographically

and culturally very diffe:l.'ent regions, and there was no attempt to

assimilate principles of 't'lOstern forms by adapting them to local Arab

*needs. As in the past, people did not actively influence the design

of their dom6stic d'l'1ellings and failed oven to voice their requiroments

which were thorefore disregarded by foreign-trained architects anq. by

the a~bhorities concerned.

Wholesale adoption of the 'closed-plan' type of houses meant

disregard of the mein social, religious, sIit'itual and climatic para

meters of pre-1936 houses. This change in architecture accompanie4 the

importation of many other cultural traits from outside tho Arab liorld

with unexpected results. Thus the surrounding garden of the nOrT house

increased the nmount of the building surface directly subjected to

insolation and at the same time exposed to observation by passers-by

and neighbours, often resulting in personal disputes.

gardens can be used for relaxation and recreation only in the lat~

afternoon and during the short transitional seasons. Accordingly, all

domestic activities have to talce place indoors. The effect of the sun,

furthermore, was increased by providing the house with large, cliinati-

cally inappropriate "rindmis, which incidentally further decreased

privacy and the security from burglars. Because of the hot, dry and

sometimes dusty or snn~ air windo'l'ffi are closed almost all day. ~hus

mechanical cooling systems have to be provided which, because of their

high running costs, can usually be afforded only by well-to-do families.

Poorer families have to resort to the old way of cooling by

covering the windows with camelthorn which is periodically moistened

thereby causing the air to be cooled as it emers the house. Usually

air coolers are placed in front of the main hall 't'lindow, reducing day

it Tho ci.±srago.rd of'socio-clinatic needs. can ~o;t1.UlatelYbe observed
in many other countries in Asia and Africa.
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light inside and disf'ig~!':':"J.ng tho olevati.an of' the house by their

ugly appearanoe.

To reduce the ef'fect of' heat absorption the roof's of most

houses in Baghdad are l'7Mhed with \'later, often tl·lice a week. Wo.11s

also are paintcd white or in some other light colour~O

Concreto and o.1uminium louvres were used along the facades of '~he
",

Hestern house to reduce glare. Indeed, these innovations act as

"external heaters" since they are thin and transmit 0. large amount of

heat to the interior.

The hall, neccssary in the European houses simply as. a· central

communication space as the requirement of social life there 3rO quite

different, has been introduced as the main functional and plan element

in the new houses. Ix takes up most of tho ground floor, and is

linked with the other rooms. It is thev3stigial feature left from the

open courtyard arrangement of the traditiono.1 Arab house. An open:J.ng

from this hall leads into communicating rooms, and access for other

rooms can be gained from this family living room. Relatives of the

family are l·mlcomed in this room while strangers usc tho rather

separate guest-room linked \'lith the dining room.

In this period the social life of idnividuals expanded, yet

without losing its traditional Arabcomple~onentirely. Thus a

dual-purpose aitti:ug/dining room was developed in this type of house.

The new houses contain rooms with clearly defined functions in contrast

to those in the traditional house.

The number of bedrooms in the house depends on the socio-economic

structure of the family, but usually -one or two bed-rooms and one to

three bed-rooms are to be found on tho ,ground and. first floor

respectively in middle-class houses.
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The ground floor area of tho hOUSG is not ontir~ly covered by

the first floor structure. In such houses tho roof of the first floor

is used by the males of the family or visiting relations. Tho parElnts'

bedroom is traditionally not entered by othor members of the family

unless it is necessary. When the family's income increas8s perhap~

more first-floor rooms are built to the limits of the block-plan ot;' the

house, or in raro cases even half a. third floor moy be added.

In its different variations this house typo exclusively dominnted

the residential areas emerging after 1945. The two types of modern

houses representing the t 1010 0
• sub-periods before and nfter World liw II

are mainly built of bri"ks, though concrete began to be UE:cc. after. 1945,

especially in houses built by the government (Figs. 8.8, 8.9)

Governmental housing projects were executed by foreign firms who

tried to obtain excessive profit. Individual variation has been

reduced in the western houses. For instance, most of the rooms have

to be built adjacent to external walls in order to receive day-light

and give visual relief to the occupants, but this rosults in their

exposure to excessive insolation. Thus inconvenience in the use of the

rooms htle increase9-, making their external views disogroeable because of

intense brightness.

The walls are mostly of bricks and mortar. Internally they are

usuaJl3" plastered l"1ith juss mortar. Commonly, ceiling.:J are constructed

with slightly curved or jaok-archos of nnrrow span with bricks or

concrete blocks resting on para.llel metal beams. In the case of the

roofs, the arches are covered with 0. layer of insulnting material of

clay or other hent-proof material which forms the floor of tho roof

terrace. Insulation against dampnoss is usually obtained by means of

a layer of aaphtllt or similar material placed between the earth and the
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olay, and having a suitable slope with of)rresponding outlets or raip

pipes. This method of roofing is used in relatively better houses;

the poorer h.mses have oovered woodc:n beams, on l'1hioh mats and a layer of

olay are plaoed. In the better houses the floor of the roof terraoe

is laid rlith tiles of looal manufacture.

Metal frames for doors and windows, looally produoed from

imported sectioned steel, are oustomc.ry in this and the follolving period.

Only the l'lindow-pane frames are always of metal the main window
. ,

frames are generally either of. wood or of metal. Wooden doors and v1indows

aro also oommon, though ti~ber is fairly' cxpens~ve and skilled joiners

ore soaroo. .A:.,'small proportion of, Windows aro pr6vid~d with lVoodeIl

shutters. Fly nets and protective stoel bars' are Usually added to

windolVs.

Hou;sing Policy:

Beoause of the natural population increase and the enormous

influx'of migrants and several other factors, 'Baghdadfaoed an un-
o eel.

prooe:.dcntl housing problem. This' was aggravat'cd by the fact that the

period ~1i.tnossed a changing notion of the family unit on the part of

.Arab urban society. Thus the country en!tored 0. new era. of transition

f'.rom the old patriarchal joint family to the single natural family

unit. This menns that instoad of one house for several single f~ilies

living as 0. joint unit there is now a demand for a. greater number of

houses for the same number of persons.

Thus tho cost of houses has risen considerably, a.ll the. more so as

the market vTaS not prepared to meet the sudden increase in the demand

for building materials, espocially after the restrictions against

importation, and local contra.ctors wero unprepared to moet the situation

financially and teclmically.
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ITevertheJ.oss 1 in a short time the speed of housing development

lod to the spectacular hor~.zontal sprawl of the citys accelerated by

the increasing use of cars and buses, the new and more flexible

mCf.llS of local transportation. Indeed, the chronology of tro.nsporta-iiion

innovation o:t'i'ectcd the timing of tho residential booms in the city?

while overall increase of the built--up area was further boosted, by the

rural-to-urban migration.

Only after the establishment of the Development Board in 1950

with responsibility for the itlplementation of housing programmes in the

country, the government seriously contributed to residential development.

No housing programme, however, could be developed and carrie~

out without appropriate ownership of land. Then, as now, the sitU{-Ltion

in tho Baghdad region as well as the country as a whole was much more

favourable to government than...in most oountries of the world. It gives

the opportunity to the governtlent to use large tracts of land for the

development of its own schemes. Since 1955, legislation allows fo~

the division of big tracts of unexploited land in the' urban areas

betweon government and people who arc using this land on a 50 - 50 per

cent or 25 - 75 per cent basis. Theso tracts of land could really

become the koy element in an;y properly supervised growth and the

solution of the housing problem in all urban areas. The authorities

have not only ignorc;:d this opportunity for development but have in

fact promoted land speculation which is still taking place in different

ways.

All the housing schemes were projected and implemented in terms

of personal decisions. AS in the case at present, occupants had no

sa;; whatsoever in such crucial decisions affecting their future.
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AB poor people are not able :financially of solving their housing

problems in the free market, the government theoretically gave their

housing problem priority. Several housing schemes were implemented

by the government during this period, the first and typical government

implemented scheme baing al-Washash on the Khir River to be known

as Baghdad-West Scheme and al-Iskan3I (Fig. 8.10,8.11).

From the 1950's onward housing policies in Iraq have been

carried out by soveral bodies such as different ministries, govern

mental departments, banks, municipalities, semi-official 0rganizations,

co-operative housing societies and individuals. Consequently,

investments have been diffused. A central Housing Board for Baghdad

as tho only body to carry out this colloGsal task is worth suggesting.

Tho need for such a proposal will be better Understood if the numerous

disadvantages of the existing position are kept in mind. There is

no comprehension of a.rJiY rational spatial distribution of urban land

uses. When implementing these schemes the functional relationships

of proposed residential areas to the central area, to relevant places

of work and associated transportation problem were ignored.

Next, there has been no consideration at a.ll of many relevant

phasing in town planning.

Further, there is no justice in the distribution of funds and

no overall programme suaranteeing an equal type of service for the

same group of people.

Neither is there any co-ordination of activities at the

ph;ysical level. Thus there are schemes in Baghdad conceived by

different authorities and forming, as they should, an integrated

new community, but being spr~a.d throughout the city or, if they are

conti~ous not forming any co-ordinated plan.
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The:re is also no econoIItY at all i::1 planning new projects. ".All the

different agencies keep their o~m inferior design services as the~

cannot affol'd to hire competent groups for small projects, and so the

If.lvel of accomplishment is lOl-l and projects 'remain expellSive.

There is no co-ordination at all in phasing construction, t4us

one project works against another, resulting in higher prices and

a haphazard pattern of expansion.

There is no co-ordination at all of supervision. As there are

many agencies in charge of these schemes there are Llany supervising

engineers.

In somo cases in Baghda.d one has seen four schemes under l'lay at

tho samo time anCl. in tho samo locality with different plans, different

specifications and the need for four separate groups of supervisors.

Consoquently, Bnghdad is entirely different from western to~

in its modern morphological development. Tho situation has been pggra

vated by a complete lack of urban policies, \'lhich has brought further

difficulties for the development of private building activities. Many

people \'lant and are able to build but cannot find land in suitable

location and at reasonable prices•.\
The gove~entrs methods of solving the housing problem in Iraq

are (1) the direct method of building houses such as the l3a.gbdBd···~est

Scheme and Tel ~thammad in this period, and many others in the

following period (2) the indirect methods of lending money for house

purchase, for buying land, or for building houses, of purchasing

and selling of building materials and of organizing communities to

assist housing co-operatives.

Of these methods the direct one has proved to be the slowest and

most expensive.
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The Arab t s desire to own his own house is so strong that the

homo renting scheme is far from successful. The indirect method

offers a wide variety of linys bringing in the efforts of the people

themsolves in both the financial and the physical sense.

In the period under discussion the Development Board and the

Uinistry of Developcent have been mainly concerned with ho!fiing

projects on the large scale.

In the post-war years, the Ministry of Social Affairs has also

been in charge of several housing schemes. It implemented two

schemes in Baghdad, one executed by a foreign contract"or for concrete

housing in Top~hi and a minor ona to the north of that. The first

contract provided 1,000 houses, whila the sacond added a few hundred.

In add:i.tion, the Ministry of Public Works carried out several housing

schemes for high government officials.

To a limited exlient Amanat al-Asimah also acted in the field of

housing and settlements within its own area. It is in fact carryipg

out the scheme of master plan of Baghdad as \'lell as several scheI:les

for community facilities, especially·the road programme.

The Mortgage Bank of Iraq, established during tha pEriod

finances the building of houses by loans. It is also instituting

housing schemes by acquiring big tracts of land as well as by building

houses for sale.

The best example of a government housing scheme planned in this

period is fughdad West (Fig. 8.10) twenty' minutes by car from the

commercial centre, and executed by foreign contract under the

supervision of the Development Board. The implementation of this

scheme has furthered the westward growth of the city.
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In 1956, the Doctors' and Pharmacists' Housing Snheme was decided
~ ." "., -,.

to be within the 6 cheme of Baghdad. West. Provision for schools and

other communi~y building was inclu.~ed, though it has ~?t yet been

completed, as also for open spaces and recreatien grounds. The whole

Bcheme cost 2 million I.D.

A considerable ·nuober of houses built were distributed to

different housing co-operatives such as the Engin~,ersI Housing Soci~ty,

the Iraqi Airways Housing Society, the Higher Institutes Housing

Society, etc.

Communities accommodating families of lower incomes are placed in the

northern areas of the lobality, whereas the income level increases as

one proceeds southwards, to the area of al-l&l.nsur Estate 'Whero the

highest income groups are located. The lands in.the south are pr~vatoly

owned whilst it is governmental in the north.

The gradual southward increase of income levels is associated l'ti.th

a gradual increase in plot sizes, reaching an area of 600 - 1200 m
2

or

even 2,000 m2 each in aI-Mansur Estate. Plot sizes of houses includod

in the field survey rcnge from an average of 146.6 sq. m in al-Iskan to

an average of 1248.5 sq. m in al-lbnsur.

As income groups become higher from north to south, vehicula.;r
,

ronds increase in number and design in the. SaIJe direction. Thus

pedestrian roads predominate in the north l'ti.th very feltl vehicular

ronds ext ending as far as t he key point of' each oommunity t \'lhile in

most southern communities ,the majority of' plots can be reached Qy car

on vehicular ronds.

All tho interviewed .f'amilies in al-Mansur had cars, while none

of the interviewed .in al-Iskaft owned a car.
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Tho nUIJber of 'houses in this sector was 1,154, varying in

size from 81 sq. m. to 144 sq. m In tho 'b1oclc plan' the

size of the houses varies between 68.6 sq. m. and 108.8 sq. m

4J. houses were of two storeys, of which the built-up area was

173,6 sq. m. Their cost s vary from between 685 and 689 to between

1096 and 1308 I.D. each~2

Though in principle houses should be distributed according to £0.-

mi1y inoomes \<Thich range from 10 to 100 dinars monthly, ocoupants

buying those houses were actually selected by lot. Thero were no

'down' p£liYmenta and monthly remittances ·1-Tere alIilost equal to rental rate.

Each house has its own small internal garden. The mnin building

caterials for walls are bricks and mortar juss or cement. Flooring

is of oeIilent, doors and ,·lindows are of timber. Roofs have bitumen

water-proofing and a coat dressing of ashpalt. -Concrete is used in

some of ,tho houses for roofing and stairs. Each house is provided

with c flush cistern; toilets are of a'astern style. The bathroom is

roofed with corrugated galvanized iron sheeting.

Orling to natura.l population increase Iilost of these houses ha.vo

become overcrowded and have thorefore began to deteriorate.

bCo.-o~erative Housi~ Sociojies:

Co-operative housing socio~s havo plS\Y'ed a paramount part

in the recent exp~'1Sion of the oity. Not only the physiognomy, b'Q.t

tho social structure of the oity was boon much influenced by these

societies. This has resulted in a new spatial adjustment of residen-

tial and othor land uses.

Though they are supposedly developed to serve the existing

L ( Arab (Sooioty of Baghdad yet they \-TOre and still are imposing new
'-'

western residential models incapable of moeting traditional social

needs of lifo.
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The co-opcrative movement in·the countr,y.was established

according to the Act No. 22 of 1922, in order to organise the

effortd of labourers, the limited income earners and farmers to

improve their economic a..'>1d social conditions. The major kinds of

co-operative societies arc: consumer co-operative societies providing

members with their daily needs at convenient prices, agricultural and

or€ldit co-operative soc:Letics, lend money at a low rate of interes-i;

to thdr members to be used for agricultural and livestock production

and housing co-operative societies through which faIJilies can acqllire

houses built to their own design and -pay for them in monthly or annual

instalments. Some of theso societies provide their members with

nc't'l houses.

Doforo the Seoond World War a few societies had emerged but then

disappeared o.s they failed to fulfil their programmes. In 1944,

a non Act No. 27, 't'Tas issued replacing tho former one. The number of

all kinds of co-operative societies in the country became 25 in 1952,

more than half of them operating in Baghdad. Themembership of Baghdad's
I

sooieties ran to more than 2,000. In 1958 the number of co-operatt~ves

rose to 58 most of whioh were housing societies.

To develop and enoourage these societies a new law was enacted

Ne. 73, in 195>, by l'Thich a Directorate General of Co-operation was

established, later transferred frem the }finistry ef Economics to the

lfinistry of Worle and Social Affairs. In 1959 the Co-operative Bank,

established in 1956 and. encouraged by the government, gave long-·~erm

loans to sooieties. Housinc co-operative societies thus increased

in number. They all partioipated in housing schemes er the acquisition
a

of land on which to build houses. They ployed/considerablc part in the

explosion phase of R1.ghdad after 1956. Even at the present time many
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of them hold tract ~ of lnnd not yet developed, stret ching around

Baghdad. Tho members of theso societies consist of professional

people whu are employees of the state including teachers, lawyerEi,

doctors, police and army officers, university staf~, pharmacists

and members o~ certain agoncies and ministries. Each site is named

after the soceity concerned. The site is called ~innh (city)

OI' &i (district). Acc:Jrdingly there are fOl~ instanco Uadinat al

UtilIila.l (City of Workers), li1adinat al-Attibba (City of Doctors),

Madinat al-Muhandisin (City of Engineers) etc.

When distributing the blocks of land to either directly the

societios or to the ministries which in turn redistribute them to

the socie'Gios concerned, the government provided tho technical servicos

~or parcollation free of charge. Co-operative societies supplied

individual members with parcels by lottery under the mpervision of

the Ministry o~ Public Works and Housing.. A member of such societies

usually p~s 110 I.D., i.e. 60 I.D. for land and 50 I.D. ~or the cost

of survey, Oimership transaction etc. Selling of the lMd as such is

not allowed although it is legal to sell it with the house .built on

it after a certain period. Theoretically, the beneficiary should start

building ,~thin five years after distribution.

l"later and electricity are supplied immediately but time lags

are usual in pr~"J'iding telephone connections, sewers and paved :roads.

Bcne~icia.:ries p~ for those sorvices and pavement ratos are determined

by tho length o~ road ~rontage per house~3

The numbor of professional-group housing societies in Jl~hdad

was reported as 120 in 1965, 90 of them holding state-Oi·med land.

~le land often costs as little as 50 fils (5 ponce) per sq. m but

can range up to 500 fils (50 pence). In 1967 the number of co-



FiB·S.12 Number of Co-operative Housing SocieTies by Liwas
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operative housing societies reached l60?4 In 1969 the number of

housing societies in the oountr.y jumped to 405, 189 of which were

in Baghdad Liwa (Fig. 10.12). It increased further in 1970* to

440, out of which B3.ghdad maintainod its previous number. The average

membership of those societies :J.'a.nge from less than 1,000 to more than

10,000 each.

Tho total number of mombers was 283,000 in 1910, and the total

capitul of all societies 500,000 I.D.- During the period 1944 - 1970,

150,000 plots of land were distributed and 3,000 houses were built

by those socieiies through,out .the. count~

In Baghdad, societies up to 1967 distributed 43,051 plots ~hich

until ·then were not built-up, while the number of plots distrib~ted

by them and built upon was 28,858~6

Through these co-operative societies tho' government has

~roated a new problem of social discrimination, as pro~~~ctive house
•

owners are segregated according to their profession, i.o. by incomo

levels. Eo.ch locality gathers the same.ldnd of government emplo;rees

and this in turn has neg~tive social consequences as' it is not a

naturally developing society.

The social, economic and morphological problems associated

l~th the development of governmental housing projects needs'dotailed

social, geograph.i.cal and town planning investigations, the findi:qgs

of which ilill be very interesting as they will reflect the costly

consequencos of ill-considered decisions relating to a largo soctor of

society.

In the absence of a~ comprehensive plan, co-operative housing

societies have created featurle~a>notonous suburbs, Unhappily these

developments are a peculerity of Baghdad's modern growth repeated
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in m~ other Iraqi tvwns. Although the state approves the house

design of members, communi~y facilities such as schools, medical

facilities, parks, public transport, refuse collection, fire and

police stations are not proportionally provided and often far from

adequate.

Housing structure:.
In 1941 the average household size in Baghdad ranged from 11

persons in the central mahallahs to 5 persons in the mahallah near. .

Bab al-Sharji (Table 8.9). There were four categories of residences

according to the 1941 Census. Their percentage distribution in

Baghdad Oity and Baghdad Liwa is sh9Wn below.

Table 8.9: TYPe of Residence and Size of Family 1941.

--------------.,-------------.•.,

Percent living in - Average ~:lize. of family living
J.n

Multi-family houses t
families Size of I' Huts 1
per house family Tent

Baghdad
Oity

Baghdad
Liwa

single
family
houses

30.1

.
, I' multi-

familyf houses

52.1

huts, lother
tents r

single
family
houses

I
I
I

2.6

I
I

5.4 1

Source: D. G. Adams, Current Population, Trends in Iraq, Middle Eastern
~ournal 10,2 (1956) 56.

Single family houses of permanent structure and of mud brick have

been combined bocause enumerators were unable to distinguish between

them. Multi-family dwellings correspond to tenements. The third

category inr:ludes sarifahs, kukhs and tents. The fourth category

includes all other forms of dwelling, primarily those in institutional

buildings of the goverrunent.



Tenements are GOllcentrated in the central area, where the

original own~rs of a considerable number of large houses had left

the district for suburban aroas, that contained the highest proportion
oj(.

of single family houses.

When a house has 'GO be shared as a result of the pressure of

urbanization. relatives C1I'0 preferred. This has been observed even at

present in the houses covered by the field survey.

Table 8.10: T,ype of Residence in Baghdad City 1947.

rOPullltion

..-

1~ rher
-

Area. %ISingle % 1':u1ti- % Huts %
I family family
I houses houses

01dCity 352,137 100 185,064 24.2 209,974 59.6 35,966 10.2 21,13316.0

Urban
21.8 111,594119.8 1,110/1.9

I

Adhamiyah 58,697 10°133.190 56.5 12,803

Urban ' II I, I
Karradah 55,949 ,100; 22,140 39.6 20,52$' 36.7' 11,094119.8. 2.~86!3.9

i

Baghdnd I466.783 1100 .140,394 30.1 F43. 306152.1 I 1 . 502 ,58,654j12.6, 24,429
I I

Source: D. G. Adams, Current Population Trends in Iraq, Middle
Eastern Journal, 10, 2 (1956) 58.

The above table shows that the majority of people were living in

multi-family houses especially in the old sections of the city.

More than 12 per cent of the population were living in huts,

chiefly migrants from the rural areas. Although they lived in miserable

conditions, thei!' standr:u-d of living \'las higher than when they lived

in the rural south. Baghdad thus had an acute and growing hous5.ng

problem. The migration inflUX, the main reason, aggravated this

problem in the following years.

* Family was defined as a group of people related by blood and living
together.
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On the basis vi' "~hG 1956 HO'l~illg Census of I:-:-aq, the housing

status of the city by the end of this period can be reviewed.

Excluding small villa.gus of less than 15 houses each there

woro 128,018 houses in Baghdad Liwa of which 98,019 were located ~n

*Greater Baghdad. The proporiion of sarifahs and kukhs was lower'

outside Greater l3aghdad y housing 130,549 population. 49,125 and

53,105 were provided wi'th electricity and piped water respectively.

About 50 per cent of the houses were built of briCks, stones not

baing available on mghdad's fluvial site. The number of stone

houses was just 41. Stonos were usually brought from 1U:~adi Liwa.

* "Grenter Baghdad was consldered as:

1. :Baghdad City: a. Ruaafah, b. Knrkh, c. Sarifah areas on tho two
'sidos'.

2. Kadhimiynh: a. Kadhimiyah Town, b. l3aijiyat al-Washnsh, c. W'af:l,hash
Village, d. Tajiyat Agerguf, e. other villages belonging to
Kadhimiyah.

3. Al-Durah: a. Karradat 1~ b. Shakriyah, c. Harthiyah, d. f?arifah
areas , e. other villages within the area.

4. Karraddah al-Sharqiyah: a. centre of Karradah al-Sharqiyah, b. Sarifnh
of Knrradah al-Sharqiyah, c. mghdad al-Jadidah - Tel Muhamad,
d. Zufuraniyah, e. Sha.mma.iyah, f. other villa.ges in the area.

5. Al-Adhamiyah: a. the centro of Adha.miyah, b. village near the brick
works, d. othel" villages in the area.
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Table 8.11: Housing details in Baghdad area recorded in sub-divisions (Fig.8.13)

Total Total Total Average No.of No.of
No.of No.of No.of rent houses houses

Locality Houses Rooms People I.D. with with
electric piped
power water

Rusafah 19,141 65,692 184,011 9,900 16,531 17,060

Karkh 11,103 33,575 99,367 6,900 8,962 9,591

Sarifah (on both sides) 1,235 1,235 6,804 1,100 10 71

Kadhirniyah town 7,823 23,979 61,476 5,800 4,824 5,483

Villages surrounding 2,467 5,959 14,149 101 181Kadhimiyah

Bajiyat al Uashash 2,058 2,706 13,531 600

Washash Village 1,555 3,888 11,729 4,600 1,179 °1,300

Tajiyat Agerguf 1,110 1,378 5,229 1

Karradat Mariyam 1,689 4,794 11,305 6,900 916 919

Shakriyah 3,324 6,594 27,779 400 2 3

Harthiyah 630 1,306 3,759 5,800 80 147

Sarifah area 497 502 2,735 1,000 2 51

Villages surrounding 2,994 6,926 16,881 42 39
Durah
Karradah al Sharqiyah 12,118 42,122 79,234 16,200 8,176 8,530
Nohiyah Centre

sarifah colonies in 5,744 5,744 31,550 1,000 11 45Karradah al Sharqiyah

Baghdad a1-Jadidah and 2,717 4,598 16,981 ~,OOO 637 1,025
Tel Muhammad

Zufuraniyah 696 1,114 4,061 2,300 52 54

Shamaiyah 1,050 1,299 5,406 1,000 3 4

Villages belonging to 1,287 2,401 7,992 39 42
Karradah al Sharqiyah

Adhamiyah Centre 16,422 44,821 112,418 8,369 8,144 9,069

Villages surrounding 494 514 2,600 2
Brick Works

Villages belonging to 1,865 5,198 11,552 11 19
Adhamiyah

TOTAL 98,019 266,345 730,549 8,268 49,725 53,705

Tents

Kadhimiyah 17 17 100

Karradah a1 Sharqiyah 9 9 74

Durah 33 34 183 -
Adhamiyah 26 26 183

TOTAL 85 86 540

GENERAL TOTAL 98,189 266,517 731,629 8,268 49,725 53,705

Cont'd , ••
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Table 8.11 Continued

No. of No.of Houses Kukh

Locality
houses houses built Mud SaI'ifahs Vacant
with with ,with Houses Houses
bathI'oom w.c. bI'icks

Rusafah 7,201 18,675 16,690 1,643 127

Karkh 3,952 10,510 9,162 1,713 50

SaI'ifah (on both sides) 2 364 1,235

Kadhimiyah town 2,709 5,871 5,048 1,126 850 90

Villages sUI'rounding III 160 119 2,114 185 18
Kadhimiyah

Bajiyat a1 Washash 434 1.091 961 2

Washash Village 410 1,351 807 70 167 20

Tajiyat AgeI'guf 1 1.083 22

Karradat MaI'iyam 746 1.302 815 793 21 17

ShakI'iyah 2.721 3 2,082 749

HaI'thiyah 86 282 80 373 76 3

SaI'ifah aI'ea 156 3' 492

Villages surrounding 39 278 69 2,672 ;1.69 7
DUI'ah
KaI'I'adah a1 ShaI'qiyah 7,142 9,961 7,781 4,002 259..... Nohiyah CentI'e

Sarifah colonies in 6 781 5.744
l<arradah a1 ShaI'qiyah

Baghdad a1-Jadidah and 555 1,144, 712 755 1.215 4
Tel Muhammad

ZufUI'aniyah 40 263 55 342 299

Shamaiyah 3 161 30 3 359

Villages belonging to 37 555 64 1,627 40 4
l<aI'I'adah a1 Sharqiyah

Adhamiyah Centre 7,023 1l.132 7.747 4.085 3,455 186

Villages surrounding 110 100 306
BI'ick Works

Villages belonging 34 52 29 1,714 68 3
to Adhamiyah

TOTAL 30.096 66,204 49.217 27,491 16,413 790

Tents
Kadhimiyah

l<arradah a1 Sharqiyah 1

DUI'ah 1

Adhamiyah 2

GENERAL TOTAL 30.096 66.208 49.217 27.491 16.413 790

SOUIlce: Principal Bureau of Statistics. MinistI'Y of Economics, Report on the
Housing Census of II'aq, 1956, Baghdad (1956) pp. 5112, Table 8.
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From the above table it can be seen that Baghdad had about

44,000 sarifahs and kuld1l3. They are of course below the modern

standard of housingj moreover, most of the houses under the ti"6e

"other kinds" are built of brick and mud and again are far from

being up to date.

The brick houses of Baghdad consist of four categories: traditional

Arab houses, modified Arab houses, which together contained 39,210

houses; and covered houses (both of the semi western and the western

type) which contained 10,014 houses~1

Arabs are traditionally very keen house owners. The individual fS

life goal is to oWn a house to shelter himself and his family. The

following table illustrates this fact:

Table 812: House ~mership 1956

No • Perqer;i.-
Houses occupied by their

64,509 ·65.8owners

Rented Housos 30,410 31.0

Tenement (rent ed houses) 1,613 1.1

Vacant Houses 790 0.8

Rent Free Housos 631 0.7

TOTAL 98,019 100.0

Source: Principal Bureau of statistics Ministry of Economics, Report
on the Housing Census or Iraq, 1956, Baghdad (1950) 13.

Housing amenities, though greatly improved in this period, are

still far from adequate.
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HO'!lsing ~am,enities in -Baghdad: Liwa by Qadhas are shown in

(Table 8.13).

Table 8.13. Housing Amenities in Baghdad Liwo. (by Qadhas) excluding
villages of less then 15 houses. ( F= 1(/ g. 13)

Qadha IArea Electrioity ~ pipad Bathrooms W.C. Total No.
Sq.km. Supply water of Houses

j supply .
* 1,956Baghdad 43,731 46,947, 29,912 58,654 86,898

~iIi1iyah 1,590 6,196 7,043 " 3,344 7,955 21,109.
Ms.dhmudiyah 1,338 439 502 189 949 5,642

I6,714
I

Samarra 803 1,929 918 3,638 I 10,703

~krit
I

- '~. J 999"
. I

! 1,154 455
i

665 1,690 : 3,726
! :

TOTAL h2,752 I 51, 624 57,420 I 32,q28 72,886 128,078 I; I

Source: Principal Bureau of statistics, Report on the Housing Census
of Iraq, 1956, Baghdad (1956) 41.

Electric light and power (400 - 200 volts D. C.) were supplied-

by a power house about t 1an north of the Royal ;Hospital with a

**subsidiary station ~n Abbakhanah district.

Water is pumped from. ~he Ti~is by three pumping stations with

sedimentation or filtration p1allts at Ilwiyah, K'adhimiyah and Karradah,

and distributed b~ under~ound mains.

* .The Greater Baghdad area includes houses in both Baghdad 'Qadha
and Xadhimiyah Qadha. The administrative boundaries do not coincide
with the area covered by Greater B9.ghdad.

** In the 1950's the Baghdad Light and Power Co., a thermo-electric
fuel-oil installation (previously owned by British Belgian interests)

was nationalized.38
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Street Syst:lmmd I-:unC'tiona.). DeVt-;],fipment:

As the centre of a steadily developing national roa.d system ~hdad

felt the inadequacy of its already existing streets in the period under

discussion. Motor vehicles increased in number, where the traditiopal

street system was designed for animal traffic. ~Consequently, the new

traffic was frequently brought to a standstill.

Side streets, as well as the main streets, were not controlled

properly. Vehicles of all kinds, and even lorries under repair used

to park anywhere in any street. Pavements, as now, were narrow and.

failed to cope with pedestrian traffic. Accordingly pedestrians

swarmed into the carriageway, to their own danger and to the inconven

ience of cars. This was and still is to be seen especially in the·

central area. Reasons for such problems were many, such as (1) an

inadequate number of north-south routes through the congested Old ~own

to link with the main roads in the residential areas developed aftE?r

1920, (2) the small number of bridges crossing the river, (3) inadequate

space at the bridgeheads on both sides, (4) the non-existence of any

riverside road for rapid traffic movement, (5) the lack of car parks,

especially in the business centre, especially in the face of an

increasing number of multi-storey buildings, (6) lack of long dist~ce

bus and lorry terminals and the absence of a peripheral north-south
.

road enabling the traffic to by-pass the central areas.

As it stands in flat desert land, the arterial road pattern of

Baghdad is very nearly hexagonal, with roads. leading in north

westerly (Mosul), north-easterly (Bagubah) , south-easterly (Kut),

south-westerly (Hillah) and westerly (Syria via Bamadi) directions.

Thus, the external main-road pattern is not completely hexagonal as it
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lacks the eastern dircrrt:i.on, as thore is no important settlement

in the direction of this semi-arid land, (Fig. 8.14.) On the other

hand a sub-rectangular interml main street system is to be found

within the city of Baghdad. Physically and functionally the two
'. " ,

systems are co-·ordinated to a considerable degree. The structural

evolution of the city in this period was intimately rolated to

these two patterns of main roads. .Houses and public buildings are

increasing in number inside the city, filling in the tracts between
, .

~

the streets, and following a ribbon developm~nt along the roads leading

out of" the city.

It is interesting to note that,' generally even the raih1aJ"s

follow in direction and location the rectangular street pattern of

:Baghdad and only in the next period. afte! 1956, did the city's

expansion leap-frog the railw~ lines on.both banks of the city as a

new east-west axis of groloTth began to a.-ssert :liaelf.

The rectangular patterhwas dictated by the axis of the ·general
... t \.'

,"

north west - southeast course of the Tigris-, to-which the streets run

oither parallel or at right angles.

The furthe;- gro\'1th of the city in the next period influenced

and limited the development of such an essentially simple main-road

pattern, when the city began to grow in ~l directions.

The strong inter-relationship between this composite recti

hexagonal system ofstraets is a dieit1netive 'mo"i'phological feat'ur~.

It was initiated in the previous period, emphasised in the one unq.er

discussion and is still ph~omenal in the firth or present period.
1\,

The Old Town, then has been forcibly opened to modern

development by the internal system of 'break-through' streets.

This revolutionized the function and physical structure of this
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traditional Core. The central area of Baghdad began to undergo

re~evelopmentalprocessos, mainly of the transformative,

replacement and accretionary ldnd. Both the "break-through" streets

and their associated development have 'resulted in an incipient kind

of ''westernized'' business centre, side by side with the still lively

traditional oriental core of bazaars. The modern part can be

considered as an extension to the old section. The two have integrated

functionally but less so morphologically. Each one specialized in

certain trades, businesses and services serving the whole community.

As a result of continued growth along the break-through streets of the

Old Town and their extramural extexwions the rectangular pattern followed

the Tigris <:xtonding ultimately from the southern-most s!i the most

northerly parts of the city. However, it was still within the secondary

fixation lines of the fringe belt of the pre-1956 city, i.e. within the

dyke on the East Side and. the railway line on the West Side. The new

street systems beyond tho pro-1936 oity have attracted new forms, both

houses and others, catering for the growing suburban oommunities.

Simultaneously, new building forms emerged along the imposed break-through

streets of the Old Town and. were of a modern type, serving this section

but also those who lived in other parts of the oity. Inopite of tho

vigorous oentral redevelopment and its diversified nature, some of

the new land. uses failed to enter the bazaar area. Owing to the

differenoes in spaoe availability, transportation efficiency and. the

needs of partioular groups of society.

In this period aI-Rashid street (Fig. 8.15a )entered its trans

formative phase of building development, when some of its fine

traditional buildings began to be knocked down for replacement purposes.

Because of demolition and replacement operations amounting cumulatively to
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central redevelopment, the composite architecture of this street

began to decline gradually, and to be made uglier still by the newly

introduced aircoolers whose heavy ma~hinery disfigures the balconies

and windows of the facades. Many business firms continued to be

attracted to a1-Rashid street and a1-Sadun street (Figs. 8.1, 8.16).

The latter then extended to Karradah al-8harqiyah suburb. Without

proper traffic regulations both sides of the central streets became

highly congestod, as most of the administrative and commercial functions

concentrated on a1-Rashid street attracting most of the traffic to it.

FUrthermore, traffic from the West Side, when crossing to the east,
e~

had to cross or run along a1-Rashid, which as mention, had no,..

parking spaces.

AI-Rashid street and, to a certain oxtent, al-Kifah street

became the main arcaded streets in Baghdad. They secured a protection

:£'rom the summer sun and from rain showers in winter (Fig. 8.1, 8.150).

Banking and insurance business began to function properly in

this period and found their first accommodation in a modern DUlti-

storey building. Thus these functions introduced a new building type

near al-Shur.:j9h Bazaar and along a1-Bank stroet, giving this portion

of the city an "American look" of business centre, though in an

incipient phase, but in a quite different climatic, social and historic

context which could not but disfigure the traditional harmony in one

of tho most historic parts of the city. In this period Rusafah, a

sub-rectang10 about two miles long and one milo wide, had four north

south streets, three of them being imposed ovor tho pre-existing maze

of tortOUB zuqaqs and thus fragmenting this compact part of tho Old

Town. They were a1-Nahr, a1-Rashid, al-Kifah and Sheikh Omar Streets.

Thus instead of the mass of zuqaqs and agids, six small piazzas were
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found along al-Rashid and. tl'10 along al-Kifah Street. Al-Kifah

Street, the second. break-through street to be opened in the centre,

swings round in the south-east to join aI-Rashid Stroet near Bab ~l-

Sharji. It grew gradually in this period to become a second-gradp

business street •.

These streets were linked together 'by a. few cross streets, tho

ohiof of which are al-Amin and. al-Wathbah Streets cut through tho

compact area to the two bridges of al-shudada and al-Ahrar, construc

ted between 1938 - 1,41, replacing the old pontoon bridgos.

Along the new central break-through streets of Baghdad more

central redevelopment took place, New frontages were developed

~.inly for business and conuneroial purposes. Although no enlargements

had taken place on tho zuqaqs, almost all of them were paved in this

period.

Al-Karkh on tho other side preserved almost the same patto~n in

its central areas as -in the provious period. It presented another

mass of alleys even more difficult to penetrato by the new media of

transport. The tramwL\}" line here was dismantled after the Socond

World War, consequently its road became the major traffic and re~id

ential street in al-Karkh. The main thouroughfares wore construqted

from the bridge heads of al-Shuhada and al-Ahrar. New streets pene-

trating the new suburbs were eithor continuations of old ones or

wore newly built in the form of wido tree..;lined boulevards. Street

* .construction and paving in Baghdad increased considerably during

this period compared with other towns as Baehdad commanded relatively

larger financial resources.

* In 1951 the street s of Sheikh Marui', 1vhfa al-Kadhim, Imam al-Adham
and several others were paved. A
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A:t'ter 1945 the city grew rapicUy towards south, north, west

and. east, though the west and south-north growth was more eVide~

(Fig. 8.1). This expansion can be attributed to the fact that al

I~kh was more secure against flood, to population growth, and to the

economic prosperity of the people settling in the new suburbs.

Convenience of design rather than f'unctional requirements

were considered in planning these streets which are most~ of the

gridiron pattern. The relative stagnation of the city's architecture,

and its semi-regional isolation was broken by the building of more

national highwa;ys as well as by the increase in flood control. Until

the end of the previous period Baghdad could be said to have been

a city without suburbs, because of the absence or neglect of

mechanical means of transport. Also the city had on~ narrow pontoon

bridges. Bu.t, as has been seen, because of street improvements and

growth the increasing number of cars, and the establishment of

public bus services, the city of Baghdad entered its new stage ot

'suburbanization. Indeed, for the first time Baghdad came to be a

city of dual face in terms of building fabric, a medieval and a

twentieth-century one. .As a consequence of suburbanization, the

city extended its municipal boundaries in 1948, to enclose the new

governmental and private developments in al-Harthiyah and al-lwl'ansur,

where the new race cour~~emerged replacing the old one on the East

Side. The population of the new suburbs thon comprised more than

a quarter of the total population of the city.

Because of the disadvantages of most of the modern central

and suburban developments of Baghdad, the Arab characteristics in

the layout of the Old Town should be maintained, particularly in

the surviving traditional areas. Bazaars and zuqa.qs for example

where people can l'1alk a.~t u,,;.'"fwert by cars should be preserved
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as human-ecale areas and as a cul~ural. heritage. Being originally
. hIJIt'YI';A1 ~y rend:t-l+1ade I'P(!de.T1-"",QJI

meant for podea-triR.nF.lt ~hoy a,1'o hi.s-t-Q.rJ.<lGl! O~ "'~P .V~"--Z".i",'11

precincts' and there is no need whatJ-oever to have cars enteril1&'

every zuqaq which is cool and. usually shaded. Catering for the

needs of the specific human community of Baghdad should be one

of Amanat al-Asimah's and the central authority's major goals.

It is true that as a result of the social levelling

engendered by the migration of the original property owners and. 'j;heir

replacement by multi-family units of poorer classes, slum degradation

has been inevitable. :But there the question arises as to how this

roplacement process can be avoided. All traditional mahalla.hs are

of central location. They aro physically and very much f'unctionap:r

integrated with the still functioning bazaars and mosquos. By .

improving and. dightly modifYing their building fabric, by equipping

these mahallahs with sewage systems and by looking at other aspects

as well as merely tho oconomic ono, these mahallahs could be used quite

successfully to house working-class peoplo under the suporvision of

Amanat al-Asimah. .Amana.t al-Asimah' should allow not more than one

family to each house. Tho houses close to the bazaars could be used

as lChans, workshops, and even departmental stores. This part

oo.n indeed. be transformed into a priceless area where new bazaars

could be developed in particular sections to house some of the modern

shops. The whole Old Town is within walking distance of this locality.

Already many European towns have begun to restrict the use of cars in

their central areas when it was realized that humans need to be

masters of some area.s without the unnecessary unnatural and unhealthy
I

competition of cars. This very small area, which is not more than

4 sq. kms should be treated as a valuable historic heritage that is

very different from the surrounding modern development. The
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architectural and cultural value of this centro1 area, i.e. its

uniqueness , will very likely increase the context of the contemporary

far less distinctive development outside tho Old Town. The completion

in this period of Sheikh Omar, the most easterly major street in 0.1

Rusafah, led. to the transfer of the railway sidings to their new site

beyond the eastern bund in the following period. This street, as

well as its equivalent street of Sheikh 1I.a.ruf on the West Side, both

of them peripheral, attracted small firms for repairing, craf'tsmen's

workshops, garages and warehouses. They are three-fold, in function 

light industry, retailing and residential. They have failed even

now, to develop a distinct architectural pattern. Sheikh Marui, a

curved street, is the 'consequent ' street following the primary fimtion

line of tho ottoman Wall, in this section of the Inner Fringe :Belt while

Sheikh Omar found its way through the already developed intramural

workshop area of a1-Rusafah. Further to tho east, betweon tho latter

street and the east bund, a small parallel stroet was cut through

this intramural light industrial and poor housing area for transportation

purposes. These deve10pmants have promoted the expansion and con-

solidation phases of the fringe belt.

In this period Baghdad had only four bridges, two of which were

located in the commercial centre, the combined rai1-and-road bridge of

al-Sarrafiyah with limit ed road capacity beyond :Bab a1-Mudham (built in

1951), and the pontoon bridge of a1-Aimah linking Kadhimiyah and

Adhamiyah, the two old northern twin suburbs of Baghdad. <. .
By the end of this period the oity stood at the threshold of

great physical and functional readjustment when a new bridge at :Bab

a1-Shar ji and a new north-south break-through street, a1-Jumhuriyah,

began to be developed. Al-Jumhuriyah street sliced through a1-Rusafah
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to connect al-8adun Street with the north road leading to al-Adhamiyah

via al-Waziriyah. Both of these revolutionar,y steps were completed in

the next period.

Consequently, al-Tahrir Square (now the major and biggest square in

the city) began to be constructed in line with the projected al-Jumhuriyah

Bridge, to be completed in the next period.

Although Abu-Nuwas, the night-time recreational promencade did not

reach Karradah it was extended, thus relieving the congestion along the

significant parallel street of aI-Sad-un. Some of the houses built after

1920 along Abu Nuwas Street began to change their function as the street

began to be lined with a considerable number of casinos, bars, restaurants,

hotels and coffee houses. It attracted many clients from the old recreation-

al centre at al-Maidan to the north of the Old Town.

A ring-like road was constructed around traditional Kadhimiyah,

penetrating the beautiful dense, palm groves.. This

township has been revolutionized both in function and structure by the

construction of this street and al-Sarrafiyah, the rail/road bridge.

The latter secured easier traffic f'low to and f'rom Baghdad (al-Rusa.f'ah).

New houses began to replace the orchards, heading towards the river.

Kadhimiyah's built-up area lay one km to the west of' the Tigris because

people, mainly Shiahs, wanted to build their houses as close to the shrine
•

of' al-Kadhim as possible, compared with Adhamiyah on the other side which

developed most of its buD.dings along the Tigris but not f'ar f'rom

Abu·-Hanifah's tomb. This tomb has been rebuilt and is very f'ine, with a

theological school (madrasah) attached.

Although private cars, taxis and buses increased in number replacing

*the traditional arabanahs, the city f'elt the necessity to organize a

* The total number of passenger cars, buses, and trucks was 20,826 in
1951, more than a third of the cars were in Baghdad.39
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Therefore, Law No. 38 was enacted in 1938, by

which the autonomous Baghdad Passenger Transport Board was established.

The war intervened and only limited services were brought into operation
, ",'. '. '. '* ~' . ( , • ,

in 1942, using converted arIl\Y ..trucks equipped with locallY. built bodies.

However, services started only after the Second World War when~~he

was
aforementioned law/implemented in 1941, anq. in 1950 the service was

taken over by the central government1° Since then it has been operated

by an Administrative Board under the llinistry of the Interior consisting of

a Director General. Now it is connected l'1i.th the Ministry of Municipalities.

As in other towns of the world, the motor bus lenBthens the radius

of regular communication,and accordingly the building of new ~ingle

family houses accelerated along almost the whole lenith of the new lines.

It is worth mentioning that in ma.n;y cases bus routes in Baghdad followed

the rapid residential developments.

Decentralization or suburbanization was encouraged by such innovation,

which made it possible to live at greater distances from the traditional

central areas, especially in the following period (Fig. 8.16).

A fleet of 263 buses of all types operated. They were in poor
-,

condition owing to excessive service and. poor equipment' of workshops and

garages. A decision was taken in 1950 standardizing type of buses.

From (Fig. 8.16) it can be seen that Bab al-Mud.hB.m and Ba.b al-Sharji

were the most important nodal points of the city. This was because of

the concentration of governmental offices in new and old buildings there.

At Bab- al-Mudham, for example there was 801 .Ama.nah Hall, al-Sh' ab Hall,

the headquarters of the Omnibus Administration, the Childrens Hospital,

the College of Arts and Soienoe, etc. Whereas in Bab al-Sharji, the

thriving second centre, thero are some governmental offices, all the

modern European-style hotels, nearly all tho first-grade cinemas, most

of the business houses such as the branches of western department stores,
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travel b~aux and rJJ8XJ3 banks. This aI'ea, in :fact. tl.-t-tre.~. and. S~ill

does attract, most of the business firms and administrative offices.

Very few ministries and general departments were shifted from the

traditional administrative portion in aI-Maiden and Bab al-Mudham, to

various parts of the city.

The Business Centre

In the inter-war period, a vast amount of European investment had

flowed into Iraq and. JJl8lliY other Middle Eastern countries, mainly into

the capitals, accompanied by a significant number of financiers,

merchants, 8Ilgineers and skilled workers. Pra.ctically all the main sectors

of the national econo~ had passed under foreign control which con-

sequently increased the westernization phase of the commeroial centre

through which the whole pattern has been modified. 'Westerners and

westernized people tend. to think and plan in terms of elaborate tecpnical

organisation. These influences, however, can be traced as far back' as

the second half of the past century, with the blosssoming of the factory

industry in Britain, and to a lesser extent, in other European countries.

As a result of these economio developments, many traditional

buildings in the oommercial centre beoame inconvenient for modern busi-

ness usos, and a wave of demolition took place, to be followed by

replacement operations. These central activities were accompanied by

some alteration and modification in the pattern of the fringe belt which

was to become an Inner Fringe Belt in the next period.

Following these processes, the commercial centre in :fact has

increased its functional capacity, aided by the transport development

which, in turn, changed the whole pattern of land values. The handling,

transport and distribution of merchandise was to Bome degree modernized,

shops and. hotels of European pattern multiplied, with Jews and Christians
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still prominent in those activities11

As -the econ0IItY' of the country improved, the purchasing power of

people, particularly in the major towns, increased. This modified the

selection of goods for sale in the bazaars and affected the type of

goods in the new rdail shops both along the extensions of the business

centre and on the new streets.

It is interesting to notice that, in contrast with tho large

modern firms on aI-Bank, aI-Rashid and al-Sadun streets, mostly run by

foreigners, many of the local merchants still retained their habit of

disguising their wealth in either poor looking shops or in baclc streets.

Most of the new constructions in the business centre, such as

the scores of bank buildings close to the bazaar area, and throughout

the oity, have departed from Arab architectural principles, climatic

requirements and cultural values.

A few cross and linear thoroughfares jabbed into tho unique

traditional central area. This as well as other areas of the city,

have fallen prey to the superficial understanding and application of

'modern architecture' and 'town ·planning'. Many metropolitan khans

and considerable sections of the sugs and bazaars were demolished.

This was encouraged by the absence of orderly legislation ooncerning

the preservation of the historic heritage. ~fureover, a disastrous f;re
,

raged in 1939, and the metropolitan bazaar of al-ShurjUh was badly

damaged12

In 1951-52 the oentral area was drastically affected, when the

government in premature and unconsidered decision knocked down the old

'red light' mahallah of Gug-Nazar, in al-Maidan district (Fig. 8.1).

Consequently, prostitutes dispersed throughout the city, concentrating

mainly in the southern parts of the city. This led to many new com-
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plicated social and moral problems in the rather conservative society

of an Arab capital.

The buildings, especially after the Second World War have been

replaced by 4 - 7 or 8-storey modern constructions of reinforced

concrete. The well-to-do families have nearly completed their

evacuation of this central area, contributing thus to the suburbanization

process on both aides of the city.

In the course of functional developments, the khans of the

business centre modified some of their functions; instead of catering

for camel and horse caravans, they began to house merchant offices,

textile, stationery, shoe firms, etc. and in al-Kadhimiyah for example,

mechanics' repair shops which serviced mainly pick-ups and lorries.

Thus the artisans of the commercial centre began to feel the severe

competition of such development.

As a result of the establishment of the National Bank (now the

central Bank of Iraq) located in the business centre, the national

currency began to be issued, in 1949, based on sterling to which bloc the

country belongod13 This event has had good economic consequences in

the country.

Between 1938 and 1941 the central pontoon bridges were replaced

by two steel bridges. Each formed an imposing structure 700 feet

long and 50 foet wide. These are the first permanent bridges to be

found in Baghdad through iIs long history. They have their effects on

the street system, traffic volume and commercial activities of the

commercial centre. They have further emphasised the traditional

centrality of the bazaar area (Fig. 8.l1a).
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P
In this period the business centre exanded indiscriminately into tho

A

surrounding residential, areas in both Rusafah and. Karkh. The city's

business centre is centrally located' on both sides of'the Tigris "and.

extends 500 - 750 m in depth from the river b~ on both sides. But

a general shifting of the central activities has been noticed chiefly

those related to retail business. This shift, or in fact extension,

is still taking place, heading to the south particularly, along' al-Sadun

and the new streets on both sides, influencing the over all commercial

hierarchy of the town. The movement of the commercial centre commenced

in 1920, and is still occurring, epitomized by the shift of some bartics

and the post office. Therefore, concurrent. with the movement of the

population in the centre itself, many hotels, business buildings and

cinemas have emerged along the new extensions of the business centre.

Al-Sadun street thus became more commercial in character than residential.

With the vast expansion of the city new commercial sUb.centres of retail

shops conveYing goods for daily consumption from allover the world, have

developed on a nuclear, linear. oluster or scatter pattern.

In spite of all those functionriland physical ohanges and the

alteration taking place in the business oentre and other parts of the

oity, the bazaars remained as at present the oommercial heart of the

city. Some bazaars retain their craftshops. Here artisans have their

retail shops grouped in certain sections, of which Suq al-Qumash (textile

markt) al-5a.ghah (gold and silversmiths' market) al-~e.fafir (coppersmith's

bazaar) and the bazaar of booksellers are the most attractive (Fig~.

8.18) •

The :Bazaar area was extremely congested espeflially during the day.

The upper floors were mainly occupied by manual and casual workers.



The working class and poor people began Jco occupy the contiguous

parts of the peripheral business streets, and the heart of the city,

reversing thus the classical distribution of the social classes, bearing

in mind the fact that tribalism and kinship were still playing their

parts in this residential redistribution, though not to the same

extent as in previous periods.

A major reason behind the continuous congestion of1he commercial

centre (bazaar area) wa.s that numerous long~sto.nce bus and coach

services convergod upon Baghdad, as well as short-distance services

from the :Baghdad region. They all were entering the business centre

to pick up and set down passengers, thus increasing traffic congestion.

In the following period some terminal stations for inter-eity traffic

were established on the edge of the commercial centre, from which they

continue their journey into the traditional Baghdad by local bus

services or by car.

In terms of location the bazaar area maintained its site between

the central bridges, intermingled with or near to the administrative

buildings. The latter are mostly close to the river bank above an<;l

below al-Shuhada Bridge. The principal onesnfe the Abbasid School of

aI-Mustansiryah, the La.__l Court, al-Saro.i, and the Arrrry Headquarters in

the old ottoman Citadel by Bab al-l~m and the Royal Hospital outside

the wall line in the north.

The main khans, alwahs and bazaars of Karkh were in tho mahallahs

of Suq Hamadnh, Suq al-Jadid and the bridgehead of al-Shuhada serving

local and metropolitan areas.
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Cultural and Administrative ~ervices (Figs. 8.1, 8.1S)

Tho construction of colleges, schools, Royal odifices, banks

foreign legations, transport buildings, administrative buildings,

mosques and hospitals were the main public buildings scattered

throughout Baghdad with some concentration in the north-west part of

Rusafah. They housed educational, administrative, religious and

health services.

Iraq, like D.l\Y other newly developing country, had no prevailing

tradition of public participation in governmental processes. The

Government, on the other hand, faced many public demonds, putting it all

the time under a strain.

It is a common occurrence in under-developed countries that a lot

of money is spent not on sewage systems and comprehensive housing pro

jects, but on schemes carrYing prestige value and useful only to

a minority. In Baghdad for example, symbolic monuments and

governmental palaces came into being to symbolize, perhaps, the

emergence of the country. 'fhere are many acute problems in Baghdad

which need to be treated with higher priority.

Some of' the new governmental buildings seem to have a very

little character or harmony with their surroundings, as Amanat al-Asimah

and other authorities did not yet recognise any philosophical,

cultural, artistic and social demands in the design of many of their

new buildings.

It is rather strange that many governmental buildings are

privately owned and rented to tho government. Some of these cases

(renting transactions) were perhaps deliberately planned!

Neither in this nor the next period did Baghdad have any civic

or governmental centre, though plans were put forward to develop them
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on the East and West Sidos respectively. The ':livic centre and

govornmental centre were envisaged as being 72 and 70 acres in extent

respectively. The appropriation and demolition for that purpose began

in the next period.

The necessity for more administrative building w~ realised

as the government itself developed. The ~tiona1 and municipal

governments became far mere complex and diversified in fUnction, and

this gro~nh roquired more buildings and more space14

In the period under discussion public and administrative land

uses expanded from their traditional administrative portion but outside

the wall line at Bab a1-Mudham and al-Waziriyah and the second. into

various areas in the new suburbs. The administrative expansion was

necessary a.nd. easy to achieve. There was not only a vast amount of

vacant land but much of it was already state-owned and therefore

obtainable at no cost. The fact that the government is the major land

oWlling body paves the ~lay for proper development. Most of the

government residential areas were developed on such land as well.

The provision of srhoo1s in this period was the responsibility

of two authorities, the Ministry of Eaucation and tho Ministry of the

Interior. As at present, most of the school buildings in the

built-up areas i"lOrO inadequate and had little or no adjoining open

space for use as pll3\Ygrounds. The main factors deciding the location

of schools are that they are either on state-owncd land, cheap 1~, or

land at low rates of rent. No proper consideration is given to acces-

sibility or the safety of the childreni there is also no proper

consideration of their relation to the distribution of the population

to be served.
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Bab al-Mudham and to a lesser extent al-Waziriyah are the

major administrative areas. The people's Hall (al-Shab), al-Amanah

Hall, and the buildings of the passenger service headquarters, were

built at lhb al-Mudham in this period beyond the ottoman Citadel.

They were some of the most modern buildings in the city. Al-Arlqaf

had built a fino library in this area, it dominated the townscape

of the area up to 1958.

Although the lUliversity of :Baghdad, developed in the 1950's

"has numerous colleges scattered widely throughout the city, its

min concentration was obviously in al-Waziriyah, where nearly all of

tho following colleges and educational institutions were established

in this period. They are the Engineering College on Abu-Tahib

Stree:, the College of Art and Science at Bab al-Madham,

now housing the Girl's College and Bome other university departments,

the College of Commerce and Economics, now the college of Arts, the Ve-

terinary College, the College of Agriculture at Abu-Ghraib on the

Syrian high road and the .Art AcadeIItY (then a secondary school) on

aI-Imam al-Mham Street, opposite the Royal Palace (al-Bilat). They

increased the importance of the Bab al-Mudham area as a major square

in the city particularly during daytime, compared with Bab aI-sharji

square which is thriving more at night owing to the concentration of

recreational facilities.

In this period more than 35 millions I.D. were spent for

expropriation of the orchard and palmgrove~otted-landof the

ICarradah Peninsula, where a new university will be located. The now

lUliversity will pull together and enlarge a number of colleges

scattered abo:u.t the city.
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There was also a private university of al-Hikruah (American)

on the :&srah highroad in Zufuraniyah which becDJlle part of :Baghdad

University in 19680

As at present schools were operating in many kinds of buildings

which could be classified in three basic categories: very poor

schools - housod in traditional courtyard houses, schools which were

functioning in rented houses of different styles, depending on l"1hero

they were located in the city and schools which were built by the

*government and. functioned in modern buildings.

T. al-Ral-li has put the numbor of students in laghdad by 1942/43

at 30,000.45 In 1941, fughdad had 31 per cent of the country's

literates and 44 per cent of the country's literate females16

The literacy in Baghdad among males and females over five was over

40 per cent and 20 per cent respectively11 The number of students

in colleges reached 900 in 1940/4118 the figure jumped to 11,618

students in 195619

In 1950, about 80 per cent of the men and 95 per cent of the

women in Iraq were illiterate. Moreover, educational concepts, then

as now, were far too narrow and too little related to everydB3"

problems of living. Thore is a great gulf between what is taught in the

schools and the exigencies of practical life?O

The distribution of literates and illiterates throughout the

country in 1953 proves that the greatest percentage of literates,

that is about one third of the population, was in Baghdad area. Atten

dance at elementary schools was high, exceeding 50 per cent of the

* Tho state prOvided elementary, secondary and higher education all
f'ree from December 1952.
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corresponding age groups in :Baghdad. The pupil/teacher ratio in girl's

schools in Baghdad was 2.96 teachers per 1,000 girls~l

Tablo 8.14 Some statistics of students of :Baghdad Liwa and Iraq in 1953

Population 1953 students
I

FemalJ TotaJ E1emen~_--.J_ SecondaryMale , l3oYS+ Girlst Toto.ll Boys rGirls fTotal-
B.Idwa t . 424,630 417,490 842,120 47,692 25,248/72,94°1 8,091/3,896 11,987
Iraq 2,181,868 ~488,958 ,4P70,826 195,803 62,530258,333/25,666,8,144 34,810

I .. .~J.. I ~_____ ~.
Source: Do:xiadis .A9sociatos, Housing Problems Policies, Programmes
in Iraq, Athenes (1956) 411.

The main hospital centre of Eaghdad is situated below Bab a1

Mudham at Iwadhiyah. It had 625 beds in 1943~2 Originally

this hospital was a big orchard owned by Najib Pasha, the then W~li

of :Baghdad, on which a palace was built to be his residence. By

1870 it was converted into a governmental palace for international

guosts. In the period 1881-1897 it became again a residence of the

Wali, but in 1897 it became a military hospital of a1-Majidiyah.

During the British Occupation it was used by the British troops

as their hospital. Finally in 1923, the government of tho new state

of Iraq changed it into the main Royal Hospital of the country.

It has been frequently rebuilt but is now replaced by a modern multi-

storey building attached to the Medical School.

Late in this period Dar aI-Salam Hospital was built in al-Sadun

area, having the advantages of peripheral location.

During this period 1948-1951, al-Twaithah Hospital (80,000 m
2

)

was constructed on a site near tho confluence of the Tigris and its

southernmost tributary, the Diya.la River. It has been used since

then as a T.B. hospital. The isolation hospital in al-Karkh (250 beds)
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was peripherally located and well reputed. Al-Shab hoepit~l

(142 beds) in Iwadhiyah and the childrenrs hospital (89 beds)

in fub al~·Mudham l'lOre built in the same area. In 1950 tho eye

hospital at al-Karkh was opened.

In 1949 there wore 797 doctors in Iraq of whom 41) or 53 ~ar

cent were in Baghdad.

In 1953 fughdoo had 25 hospitals (privato and pUblic) ond 551

doctors, out of the 84 hospitals and 874 doctors then already in

the country.

In spite of progross in publio health sorvices, the standard

'\ms very low compared lnth European countries. In 1$'43, for example,

tho death :rato of infants under one year of age per 1,000 was still

252~3 an extremely high rate. There "'as a. very high incidenco of

suoh endemic disea.ses as tr~choma, ho.ok worm, bil~zia, malaria

1

and dysentery. Hany of the then prov~iling diseases were the by-

product of polluted water and 'insanitary, congested living conditions.

In 1956 the dc~th rate was about 30 per 1,000 population and

infant mortality was about 100 per 1,000 live births, that is aQout

10 por cent of the babies born alive died in the first yoar of lif'e?4*

In 1941 on English firm prepared a report on the installa;tion

of a lJewoge systom but, 'like tho German one prepared in the 1930' s

it was not implemented. It should be emphasized that the completion

of Daghdad's overall sewage syste~ is urgently needed net only for

hygienic purposes but because of the rising leval of subsoil water..

* As at the present time there was no registrotion of infant
mortality.
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Apart from schools, colleges, hospitals and administrative

buildings) the city of Baghdad had five museauma, located as fo+lows:

the Centl·a.l Museum at al-Mamun street, tho Museum of Arab Antiquities

in the metropolitan Khan of lIirjtm, the Costume Uuseum, and. the

HEmpon 1.1useum in ol-Wastani Gate, the only surviving gate of

Baghdad's medieval wall.

Tho Government Guest House '\'las built in a pretty section ot'

an affluent area on al-Nidhal streot. The latter was a new street

commencing above the i-mll line from Sahat al-Tairan and swerving to

meet o.l-Sadun street at al-Fatih Square. It is a double carri~e

boulevard lined 'Hith a few administra.tive buildings o.nd high class
I

detached houses built mainly between 1936 and 1945. Some
s

Enbassies l'lere attracted by this stroot, while the othe~ were

primarily located at o.l-Waziriyah not fe:r from the Royal Palace

and the Ministry of Foreign Mfiars, a fine piece of architecture

built in this period, having an Arab-style facade.

The o.dministration's movement to tho south was further accen-

tuated by the establishment of the Directordo General of Surve;ys

situated beyond the south-cast corner of the city wall, but protected

by tho contiguous dyke running towards the Diyala river to the

south-cast of the city.

There WllS no essential religious change in this period, and

mosques continued as"!he finest architectural features in the city.

In 1955 fughdo.d Liwa had 109 mosques, i.o. 15.5 mosques per

100,000 Uoslems, emploYing 442 employeos~5 Some of the tombs

and shrines were still peripherally located, such as the tomb of

ZUmmurud Khatun and of the Sufi mystic al-Hallaj, both of which \-Tero

outside al-Karkh.
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As at present tho cemeteries gave an impression of complete

neglect, they were not planted l-dth trees nnd at the same time

were overused.

The main railway area was west of al-Rarkh, between al-Shalchiyah
)

tho main railway repair works, and :Baghdad ~lest station~ The present

Central station at al-R"arkh was built in 1948 and- opened in 1952•

.Another sizeable railWD\Y' area lay on the East Side round the

North station, outside the wall. It was connocted with laghdad

West station by railway line over the rail/rOad bridge of a.1-Sarrafiyah.

The ditch beyond the levelled old wall in the southern part

was converted into o.l-Ummoh public park. Further south in al-Sadun

area a wall dosigned park was completed, until the 1960' s the major

park in the city. MalV new industries emerged along the eastern edge

of the city as the traditional houses in the commercial centre failed

to accommodate them. They, with the repair shops, cemeteries, tombs,

gardens, camps, four la:rge bri ckworks, military training areas and

vacant pla.ces along the lines of the old "I-m.ll on the -East Side and

similar land uses on the Wost Side along Sheikh Ma.ruf street reprosent-

ed the eastern and "I-lestern stretcheD of the fringe belt which became

the Inner Fringe Bolt in the next period. The growth of this fringe

belt in this period was as a result of both expansion and infilling

giving this part of the city its characteristics56 by tho end. of tho

period.

Indust~ial Development (Figs. 8.1, 8.', t 8.2.r»

Tho railwa.v surrounding the Old TO"l-ll1 in sub-rectangular fashion,

thG availa.bility of cheap vacant land and the noarness to the

commercial centre were major factors in the development of the

industrial areas of :Baghdad. These typical fringe-belt areas, in an

inoipient stage of development in the previous period, became a distinct
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functional sec-tlon though intermingled with 10't'18r-C}.~s8 dwellings.

The f:i.rst site in al-Karkh was beyond Boghdad 1'1est station in

al-Salam, r.n area which had a feu flour and textile establishments;

they were loca.ted to the west of the principal works and repair

yards of tho Iraqi roilW8iYs at al-Shalddyah. Tho second was alOl..g

tho periphoral street of ffileikh Omar and other shorter streets

running between it and the eastern bund. Here, the majority of

industrial firms were of small scale, and mostly repair workshopss

iron foundries, garages, 't'larehouses end tho like. The third emerged

on tho southern limits of the East Side beyond aI-Rashid :Barracks,

comprising breweries, bottling plants, a power station and others.

The fourth and most recont is a.l-Durah Petroleum Refinery

.Plant which camo into operation in 1953, changing the functional

and physical pattern of the Hest Side. It produced one million tons per

*year. Al-Durah Refinery then represented tho heavy industry in

the country. It occupio.s 2,750 acres. Crude oil is supplied fr~m

**K. 2 near Kirltuk by a pipoline of 12 inches in dic.meter. Opposite

it, on tho other side, is a cement works occupYing 750 acres

and built in 1944. They were isolated from the residential areae

and had tho advantage of availability of plentiful water supply :from

tho Tigris~7 Thoy developed their specialized buildings in an

* At the present it produces 2 million tons annually.

** K.2 is the namo of one of the oil tm-rnships founded in Iraq after
tho 1940' s. The lotter K denotes Kirkulc, the name of the nearest
major oil producing city. Also there are Hl, H.2 (after Haifa);
T.l, T.2 (after Tripoli, the terminals of the Iraqi pipelines
of petrol.
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opon area where they could give off noxious or disag.;:'eeable fumes

without much harm. It uses lime brought from Kirkuk and in

1949 began to produce 250 tons daily?8

Tho bricblOrks were located along the Kirkuk: railwrw and

along tho Jiosul highroad, i. e. to the east o.nd north of the city.

A few modern briclaiorke were developed, and in 1~54 the state

Industrial Company wn,s established to produce different ldnds of

building materials?9 The number of bricbiorks in Baghdad l-laS 81

in 1954, this increase bchg concurrent with the physical expansion

of tho city.

AB at present most of Baghdad's industries were light e.Jld on

a small scale. They are usually inoffensive, use electrical pOller,

oro relatively noiseless, and occupy lightly constructed single

storey premises and depend entirely on road transport. They inplu.de

small firms such as bakeries, confectionerios, establishments for

food processing, ico manufa.at~trors, oorpentry, produation of ceramics,

buttons, glazed tiles, aluminium pots, etc.

A considerablo number of traditional dwellings and khans have

chanGed thoir functions and are housing such industries without

essontial chango in their form. They are located in close pro:q.mity

to, and in many cases are mixed with, residential maha.llahs. This

location increasod tho traffic volume in the central area which is

cho.raatel'izod by its mass of narrOl'T lanes, thoy l'10re usually used

by children as pltl\Ygrounds.

On tho other sido this central location in Rusafah and Karkh

enables a bettor distribution of emplotment to be achieved in reIn

tion to the areas from which employees are drawn, with a shortening
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of journeys to work, as compared with a concentration of factories

in 0. single large industrial complex.

Much industrial employment in lbghdad is provided by numerous

small-scale workshops end repair establishments, scattered throughout

the medieva.l part of Baghdad. Owing to their land requirements

modern large firms hnve been forced to develop in the peripheral parts

of Baghdad where ground prices are not prohibitive. Vehicular roads

and tho Tigris were another consideration in the choice of peripheral

locations.

Many of tho newly bUilt, small metal workshops occurring in

mst of tho residontial areas were established along roads that have

only recently been built or widened. They, together with man;y of the

vehiclo repair establishments, carry out their work or repairs along

the main roads as they havo no service room in front of their premisos

or adequate parking space. This is seen in Sheikh Omar, Sheikh

Maruf, al-Nidhnl, al-Kifah, al-Jumhuriyah streets al-Waziriyah,

al-KOdhimiyah and other places (Fig. 8j7b).

The slow progress of industry has had various reasons.

Considerable capital was in the hands of Jews who began to move to

Palestine from 1937 on and so did not invest their money in long-

term projects. FUrther, there l-laS a lack of adequate power and

transportation facilities. Also the illiteracy of a large number of

Ira.qi workers ca.de it hard to train them for any skilled or technical

job. Then thero wns the small sizo of tho internal market, the low

productivity of labour, and the narrow range of industrial raw

materials with tho exception of oil. The Development :Board, on the

othor hand, failed to implement its programme when only one-sixth of the

60
scheduled 17 per cent of the proposed fund was '. spent. Yet the
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latter is responsible for the establishment of a1-Durah Refinery

and other firms: During World WaY II a few industries made progress

such as tho manufacture of hand tools, produced from scrap metals,

the tanning industry, and soap and glass production. .Atter tho vinr

many Iraqi merchants turned to industry and began to invest their

capital in industrial firms. They were enc0uraged by the establishment

of the Industrial Brucie in 1946.

In 1950 a new industrial act was issued offering more

opportlUlitiel3 for the developmont of the nation's industry. It

replaced the old nct of 1929. The new nct granted limited but

generous exemptions from income tax and surtaxes and from custom~ du-

tics, and provided government land free of rent for ten years. In

1951 more than 81 manufacturing firms benofitted from this act~1

In 1950 the Ministry of Economics established the Directorate

General of Industry which has sinco began to carry responsibility for

62
industrial improvement.

According to the 1954 Industrial Census, the first reliable

one in tho cOlUltry's history, Baghdad Liwa differed from other Liwas

in having the highest industrial income making up 59 per cent of the

totn1 of the cOlUltry. This proves the difforent nature of industry

in Bo.ghdad. Liwa in relation to other Liwas.

Reckoning the numbE::r of industrial workers per 1,000

inhabitants of every liwa, Ba.srah had the greatest relative number

with 46 peoplo employed per "thousand population, Ramadi came noxli

with 42 Dnd :&.ghda.d with 41. Tho Census discloses also that the big

industries employing more than 50 people were mainly concentrnted

in the liwas of Baghdad. and Basrah.
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The greatest number of employed persons occurred in Baghdad Liwa,

amounting to col'e than one third of the total number of persons employed

in 0.11 Iraqi industries illcluding the oil industries. The average number

of workers per establishment varied considerably from liwa to liwa, being

highest in Basrah (11.3 persons) and Baghdad Liwa (7.1 persons).

Tho industrial significance of Baghdad Liwa is shown in the table below.

Table 8.15: Industrial statistics of Baghdad Liwa and Iraq (1954)

I No. of No. of I Workers Annual ~.ceiPt. Horse Value
Estab. Workers Per Est- Wages otal Power Machinery
lish- ablish- Bill I.D. s Gross etc.

I ments cent I.D. a I.D. ~
Average :

r

Liwa I
.

33,494 I 3. 366,190 j23.088.9841112,544I 8.811;922I B. 4,706 , 7.1
I I.

22,460 90,291 4.0Iraq 5,756,024139,198,098 195,8~1,15,657,963

l_--:-.-~---:.----_..-.:-_------,
Source: Principal Bureau of statistics, Ministry of Economics. The

Industrial Census of Iraq, 1954, Baghdad (1954).
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Table 8.161 Industrial Workers per Li.wa or large Town and Size of Industry.

~...- '
Industries employing

20 49 persons
Industries employing

1 - 19 persons -
Liwa No. of % Total of No. of Total of- Establish- Workers Establish- Workers

ments ments-
Mosul 2,456 11.1 6,663 6 163
Arbi1 1,463 6.7 2,234 1 38
Sulaimaniyah 863 4.0 1,716 - -
Kirkuk 1,323 ! 6.0 3,274 3 106
Diya1a 1,165 5.3 2,284 1 '25

Baghdad 4,582 20.8 11,953 56 1,745

Karba1a 2,086 9.3 4,868 2 75
Hi11sh 2,106 9.5 5,356 18 498
Kut 1,021 4.6 1,723 2 76
Amarsh 1,346 ·6.0 2,046 16 370
RaIladi 1,062 4.8 2,899 2 59
Nassiriysh 883 4.0 1,928 - -
Diwaniyah 671 2.8 1,581 3 80

:B9.srah 1,200 4.5 3,073 25 785

T01'AL 22,i~7 51,598 135 I 4,020

Town-Greater Baghdad* 4,449 11,726 56 1,745
Basrah Centre** 765 2,167 15 471

Mosul City I 1,930 '.5,575 6 163

Cont'd •••
* Including Karradah a1-Sharqiyah, Kadhimiyah and Adhamiyah.

** Old Rown, Ashar and Margi1.
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Industries e~loying

50 ,;.. 99 persons
Industries employing

100 - 499 persons'
Industries employing
500 or more persons

No. of Total of No. of Total of No. of Total of
Establish- Workers Establish- Workers Establish- Workers
ments ments ments

Mosul 2 138 6 1,068 - -
Arbil - - . - - - -
Sulaimaniyah 1 58 - - - -
Kirkuk 2 147 - - - -
Diyala - - - - - I -
Baghdad 19 1,296 39 7,524 10 1l,086

\-
l<arlJala 2 184 - - - -
Hi11ah 4 297 1 100 - -
Kut 1 90 - - - -
Amarah 1 52 - - - -
Ramadi 2 132 2 280 1 837

Nassiriyah - - 2 517 - -
Diwaniyah 2 105 1 200 - -
Basrah 27 1.703 32 7,786 1 1,222

TOTAL 63 4,~O2 83 17,475 12 13,145

Town-
Greater... -

:" .19 1,296 39 7,524 10 11,086
Baghdad

Basrahictc 6 386 , 22 5,605 1 1,222
Centre

Mosul City ~. 2 13B 6 1,06B - -

Source: Principal Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of Economics, The Industrial
Census of Iraq, 1954, Baghdad 1954.

* Including Karradah a1-Sharqiyah, Kadhimiyah and Adhamiyah.
*ir Old Rown, Ashar and Uargil.
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Table aJ. 7: Classification of Liwas by Number of Industrial Workers*

r4,13cS,912 dT 105,083 1 -......_l 22 __

Liwa Population Industrial % Industrial
1954 Workers Workers per

(1954) , 1,000 Inhabitants,

Mosul 571,052 9,203 8.7 16

1l.rbil 353,692 2,272 2.2 6

Sulaiman- 373,176 1,774 . 1'.7 5
iynh

Kirkuk 306,971 8,958 8.4. 29
, ..

Diyala 244,508 3,581 4.4 16

Baghdad I 861,926 35,183 33.4 41

Karbala 229,903 5,127 4.8 22

Hil1ah 119,659 6,211 5.8 35

Kut 234,189 1,889 1.8 8

Amarah 288,046 2,468 2.3 9

Hamadi 130,191 5,560 5.2 42

I Nassiriyah 267,610 2,445 2.2 9

IDiwaniyah
I

302,867 1,966 1.8 I 6
II

l Basrah I 391,856 18,446 17.5 I 46t

r TOTAL

Source: Principa.1 Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of Economics, The
Industrial Census of Iraq, 1954, laghdad 1954.

* Including workers in tho oil industry.

Bagh~d Liwa contained 4,106 industrial establishments, 4,582

of which employed less than 20 persons and were mostly of the scalIer

workshop type employing altogether 11,953. The re~ning 124 were

larger establishLlents; 56 of them each employing between 20 and 49

workers, 19 botween 50 and 99, 39 between 100 and 499, and 10 over

500 workers (Fig. 8.21). Tho 124 large establishments together

employed 21,651 workers. Theso establishments ranged from wool and
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textile facto:i:'~ios to small fil'ms producing construction materials

and the workshops of the state railways, followed in importance by

food, drink, clothing; furniture manufacture, motallurgy and

repair works.

1w may be seen from the (tables 8" 16 8.17), Baghdad had

more than 20 per cent of the iudustria1 establishments and 33 pel'

cent of the industria1:Ly employed l'lorkers. The ratio of industrial

workers per 1,000 inhabitants was 41 in Baghdad Liwa, while it was

46 in Do.srah Liwa indicating that Baghda.d came second in this respect.

However, Basrah acquired this sta.tus only b0cause the oil

industry wa.s included, otherwise Baghdad would lead the country a.s

it does in most activities.

l'
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Table 8.18: Lro.~ge Industrial Establishments employing more than 20
workers in Baghdad 1957.

Type of
Industry

No. of
Establi
shments

No. of
Employ
ees

Percent
of the
Total
E9tabli
shments

Percent
of the'
Total'
IDnplojrees

Confectionery

Bakeries, flour

Iindustry, food
production

~aq (local wine)

Tobacoo &cigarottes

Spinning and woaving

Printing

iTanning
I

ISoap and other
chemical industries

IBricks

1Tiles, ceramics
IICement and concrote

Welding

! Metallurgy

IRailway works

Car ropa~.:L'ing

i Construc·:;~on
I Electrici·;~J'· andIWater SuppJ.y

!~sport factories

Other Industries

,1 Not classJ.fJ.ed

5

5

4

6

20

8

3

7

21

4

3

3

4

1

6

4

1

2

8

209

203

282

1,936

4,653

422

191

724

3,532

142

649

85

430

1,849

1;932

2,955

1,592

80

55

620

100.0

.18.9

12.7

60

100.0

7.9

60

7.7

0.8

100.0

1.5

I 100.0

100.0

100.0

1.9

0.6

i 42.6

I 11.9
I

/100.0
84.5

I 52
II 56.6

1

97

84.5

t100.0
32.9

99

37.3

I25.3

1100.0
I

100.0

100.0

I
: 100.0
I

15.9 I
TOTAL 124

Source: K. IvI. e Industrialization of Iraq,
Translated into 1Irabic by M.H. Al-Tai and K. s.
(1963) 149.
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In Greater Baghdad 95 per cent of' the workshops employed only

30 per cent of the industrial labour force, each establishment

employing less than 10 persons. 50 per cent of the firms employed one

worker each and 25 per cent employed two each. For Baghdad only 2. 7

per cent of the industrial establishments employed more than 20

persons each. The number of those firms was 124 as shown in

(Table 8.16).

According to tho Census only 5 per cent of the total labour force

of the country was engaged in industry, a fact reflecting the nature of

63tho country r s e conoIl\Y•

The dominance of the small-scale industries in Baghdad can be

judged from its phyEiognoIl\Y t where both tradit i'o nal and modern houses

have managed to house a large variety of industries witnout

essential change in their structures. Indeed, in Baghdad and

~~----~

IOOst of the Arab towns, it is difficult to distinguish between tho

workshop and the house where both have the same plan and form. However,

most of the small factories replaced the original owners who as has·

been mentioned, have forsaken their centrally located houses. The

modorn large industries on tho other hand can be easi~ recognized

both in torms of location i.o. on periphery, and forms where mosl of

them are housod in buHdings designed for such land usc.
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Migration as an Aspect of Baghdad' s 1.Iodern .Developme~

Introduction:

Migration has been included in this part of the study because

it has greatly influenoed the ~wnscape and 'the evolution and 80cio-

economic structure of the city since World War II. To ignore migration,

is to ignore a major aspect in the cities of the Third World. About

a third of the dwellings of ~hdad have been erected by migrants,

-influencing the character of the city considerably by large spontane?us

accretions of sarifah (woven reed mat hut) and k'.1kh (mud hut) struct'!U'es

both i~ide and outside th& fixation linea of the fringe belt.

The development of such illegal constructions came into being by

filling as well as external accretionary processes, resulting in

scattered, clustered and huge colonized shanty settlements.

This chapter attempts to determine how far Baghdad has been

"ruralizedlt as a result of the gradual and suocessive waves of fall~n

migrants. Previous studies have dealt with the problem without speQific

a:s.e)~. of their influer~ce en the ~~.ere :Baghdad or othsr 'GLt.;l,~'I!

No morphological analysis of a town such as Baghdad would be 

complete without some reference to the blight of the ~kh and sarife,h

encampments of migrants or to the permanent settlements for migrant~

built late:r.

Iraq hn9 its own type of migration which differs even from the

other lfi.ddle Ea.stern countries. Social traditions continue to be a

major deterrnl-r'\~,1t in both the loeational and structural pattern of

migrants' a'rea,') in :Baghdad. :Migrants are living in the eapital but

without assinJ.ln.ting an urban way of life. This has made l3a.ghdad a.

community with both urban and rural facets.
~
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Historical Trends:.
In the absence of regular and accurate censuses, the figures

given on migration are estimates only. Governmental censuses have

not considered internal migration trends. Census offices have

information only for movement into and out of the country as a wholo,

and therefore there are no data on the exact nature and volume of

internal changes. As emigration is very limited in Iraq the discussion

l-Till deal with internal migration only, its trends, causes and results.

Rural-to-urban migration, the dominant type in Iraq, goes back

to the time after the first Vorld \far and is of two kinds, migration

between Ii-was irrespective of whether the origin of the migrants was

rural or urban, and rural-to-urban migration.

Migration is considered as a major factor influencing both the

distribution of population and its demographic characteristics.

The development of migration in &ghdad can be traced in three

distinct phases, i.e. pre-1941, 1947-1963 and post-1963 (Fig. 9.1).

The first pel'iod marks the beginning of migration, the second

witness~~'its climax, while the third ropresents its decline.

The establishment of the national police and army in lQ18 and

*1920 was a major cause of the initial trend. The majority of

people for- 'chese two institutions were recruited from the rural areas,

and when thQY had been trained professionally, they tended to sottle

in ~hdad 6Q1d other major tows with their families and often some of

their rela.tives as well since they could easily find jobs there.

In 't.l.1e 1930's and be~se of the economic gro\'lth and relative

attractiveur.i>!s of ~hd.ad. and other major tOl-ms, the tempo of migra-

wn quickened. The Second World War and economic development have
--.._--~--------------_._-~-----------.-_~-

'; The Conscription Act was passed in 19351
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accelerated such movement.

During this period sheikhs becai41e involved more in economic

i.e. commercial and industrial activities in the main towns, which

in turn added to the already bad. relations between them and their

fallahin tribesmen, which in turn led to the flight of more fallahin.

The involvement of Sheikhs in commercial and industrial

activities resulted in increased absentee landlordism, sheikhs

appointing their sirkals (agents) to run their agricultural affairs

in the countryside. standing between tenant and landowner, the

sirkals misused their authority and tried to get as much as possible

from the land. Instead of paYing to the sheikh only, fallahin now

had to pay the sirkals as well.

According to Ja\'iad, hOl-lever, industrial developmeut a.:f'ter the

1930's was the main reason for this migration. He states that the

majority of the sarifah d\'iellors were employed in the industrial

establishmemi3 of Baghdad. No statistical information was available

about this aspect, though by the 1950's no less than 57 per cent of

the industrial workers of Baghdad were found to be squatter migrants

( uha ... )2m Jl.rJ.n.

If O~9 examines the first census of Iraq, held in 1947, an

obvious trend towards migl'ation between liwas can be observed.

From (Tc-hle. 9.1) it appears that Baghdad Liwa had the greateEt net

in-mig'".ca.Hm in that year. 22 per cent of the population living in

Baghdad t./~v4 were born outside it, 't'lhereas 7 per cent only of the

people br.·vY'l in Baghdad Li\'1a had moved away. This reflects the wide

opportum:t:1£9 and better conditions found in the capital.



Table ,.1: The Internal migration (Lhm of birth and residence) in 1947 ( Foreignersand nomads eXd.1ded):

5.9
7.0

25.5
3.6

5:"7
3.6
4.1
7.4

9.1
1.1
9.9

13.4
10.8
12.4

Percent of
people
born in
Liwa but
living out
side it

No. born
in Liwa
and liVing
outside it

21,933
24,950

101,242
11,218

535,978 30,7~5
237,588 8,581
229,967 9,436
282,820 20,868

274,673 25,038
660,927 46,247
165,394 16,312
134,431 17,990
275,656 29,832
223,237 27,780

No. born
in Liwa
irrespoc>
tive of
residence

j 381,867
':0'58 011-. ,
396,722
307,997

4.7
2.5
3.5

16.6

3·5
4.4
2.6
8.1

8.2
22.0
9.3
8.7
5.7

12.7

-..-----..-~--.--t- • • .- - .......--_~--_."--f..--._._---_.

Percent of
Residents
born outside

--.-.....~--....-..-- I • i • •• I

)

!
) I

I I
,. I 41484 . 4,484

. 22. ~9.9 tt- 1... 519
.......... m...... -b.'--.'-" ~ ..+---_.~-

! 4,~r92J357 /419,305 I
- --- -- - -~_._---_._._---.....-..._,,-._-----------~_~.....L __..----- . ,

,.
Citizens of No. born No. born
Iraq living in Liwa outside

I Liwa in Liwa of residence Iiwa of
1 residence
I

-~-r~ ...-...-.........- ... . .-
Mosul 523,713 505,183 18,530
Arbi1 239,575 22,907 10,568
S"..llaim:miyah 226,322 220,531 5,791
Kirkuk 284,998 261,952 23,046

Diya1a 271,908 249,635 22,273
Bnghdad 788,001 614,680 182,00O(a
BaIJJadi 164,280 149,082 15,198IKarba1a 127,594 116,441 11,153
Hi11ah 260,777 245, 824 14,953
Kut 223,577 195,457 28,120

! ·Diwaniyah 377,849 359,934 17,$15
I nassiriyah 341,141 333,061 8,674

Amarah 306,235 295,480 10,755
Easrah 255,787 296,779 8S,008(b

. UnknO.\m II Outside Iraq i ~~~~.
Total I 4,3,92,357 3-,866,9 i52

------~
. . .

I
oo
-""t

I

D. G. Adams~ Current Population trends in Iraq, Middle East Journal, 10, 2 (1956) 59.

(a) 53,973 persons of these came from Amarah Liwa.
(b) 28,446 persons of these came from Amarah Liwa.
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The four southern liyas yhore tho '£eudal' systeD dooinated,

stood out froD the other regions as the source of fnllnhin oigrants.

More than 40 per cent of tho people born in the ~outhern liyas yore

living outside thoir native aroas. Amarah Liya alone yas and still

is the Llajor source of mgrants to Baghdad and Basrah. 81 per cent

of the 101,242 Annrah Digrants yere living in the liyas of Baghdad

and Basrnh. This, has led to the rapid and unnatural expansion of

both cities during tho 1950's.

It is possible to trace the source of IJigrants by a regional

cODpnrison of the rates of population groyth. In the period 1957 - 1965,

there yere 54 qadhas yith a rate of groyth less than the average rate

of groyth of the population; in 17 of these (24.6 per cent) the

population decreased during this period. Prosuoably theso qadha.s yore

the Dain sources of rJigration to Baghdad. Fig. 9.2 is based on the

differences in groyth rate of Iraqi qndhas.

The go~~~nnent had in fact contributed to the early yavos of

mgration yhen n ney agricultural lay yas passod in 1933, ecpoyoring

the landolmer to keop the fnlla.h on his land as long as tho la.tter

yas in debt to hiLl, the fnllah yorking \lith his fa.Llily not for a.

fixed yago but for a share of tho crop. Tho portion of the crop

retained by the falJ ar, varied \lidely froD one eight to one third and

the am01:'.: j~: land cultivated by each also varied froD 50,000 -

3
58,000 ~q . ..h,.

Al."ost nll migrants in Baghdad settled on vacant unfenced lots

in the resid.eJltial areas and on the outskirts of the city, \lith

practicaU'I 'no sanitary facilities. Thus, the city began to undergo

a physicQ:.t G..ho."1.ge oYing to sarifah and kukh accretions, filling in

the built.-\lp area and extending it along the fringe belt (Fig. 9.1)
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In every case the first shanty settlements snowballed as relatives
.
followed those who had already moved to the city.

The age distrib~tion in Baghdad in 1941 gives some indication

of migration to the city. The general sex ratio was 1092, and in

ages 10-59 this ratio was 1123. At the same time 65 per cent of

all males were in the age group 10 - 59, the corresponding percentase

in the whole country being then 551

A number of studies have touched upon the theme of fallahin

~ migration, mostly in the 1950's, but there is a considerable discrepancy

between their estimates of the number of people involved, fi~'es

*ranging from 60,000 to 120,000.

It seems remarkable for an as/pe~t of city life that has such far~.

reacb!n5 impact on the character of the economy not to be covered by

accurate statistics.

In 1951, the percentage of population living in Baghdad Liwa but

born outside increased to 35, and in Basra~ to 21, while it ranged from

6 - 14 in the other liwas. . This indicates that city-ward migration

had increased especially towards Baghdad.

* In 1951 the International 1lission estimated the total number of
fallahi~ migrants living in kukhs and sarifahs in Baghdad City at .
60,000.' Wirth in 1953, put the number at between 60,900 - 10,000.6

. Vlliilst al-Midfair also in the 1950's put. it at 125~000.. In 1954/55
Minoprio aH~ associates estimated the number of migrants to Baghdad

9as 107,025 with 80 per cent of them originating from Alarah Liwa.
The Bureau of Statistics reported that in 1956 there were 92,000
migrants inhabiting 16, 4-13' snrifahs and kukhs, whereas the Ministry
of the Interior had put the number at 120,000. Al-Hilali put the total
number of migrants during the period 1941-1957 at 330,000 people out of
which 159,000 migrants were in Baghdad. Th.e migration volume from
Amarah Liwa towards Bag~Bad was estimated at the rate of a full cargo
of ten lorries per day. But ~he Directorate General of Civil
Affairs, the department responsible for population affairs, put11he
number of migrants in sarifah and kuk.h shanty towns at 1091~38.

M.Azeez on the other hand put the migrant volume at 85,000 in the
period 1941-1956. D. Warriner put the numbe130f sarifah dwellers at
40,000 in 1955 and Philips at 34,000 in 1951.
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Now it is possibJ.e -to trace tho average mgration between

1iwas, using the statistics availablo for tho censusos of 1947 and

1957. Perhaps a moaningful rosult can ba achieved concerning the

annual averago trlgration bl3tyeon Iraqi Liws as show in (Ta.ble 9.2).

Tho rosults for oach 1iYa were calculated by using the equation

Y =81 - 80 + M, yhere 81 denotes tho number of migrants living in a

1iwa in 1957, So the nUtlber living in tho SODO 1iwa in 1947, M the

numbor of Lligrant8dying botYeon 1947 and 1957 and Y tho net increase

of trlgrants.

Table 9.2: Net Annual Increase of Higrants in tho Iraqi Li1JO.S

Mosul
Sulainaniyah

·Arbil
Kirkuk
Diyala
Raoadi
Baghdad
Kut
HiJJah
Kubal,..
Di\tIUUayh
1Iat\rah
N assiriyah
Basrah

+340
+2400
-260
+750
-1870
-380
+25000
-4110
-860
-900
-3160
-22000
-6760
+3500

According to Doxiadis in 1957, thore were 2,400,000 peoplo living

in sarifah dwollings in Iraq. This represents 37 par cent of the

who1o population of the country. Baghdad Il.iwa had 12 par cent of the

total number of sarifah dwellers. Doxiadis estimatod tha.t more than

300,000 i.e. 35 por cant of tho population of Baghdad woro living in

sarifah dwolljne:s. It was assumod that 73 per cent of thosa tligrants

came from Amal"'ah U.wa alono, 10.3 per cent from Kut Liwa, 4 per cant

from Hillah UWQ.J another 4 per cant from Nasairiyah Liwa and tho
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rem~ng 8~5 per cent from other liwas14 (Fig. 9.3). This

indicates that Amarah Liwa. continued as the most depressed rural

area in Irnq. Baali in fact gave the percentage from Amarah Liwa

as 75~5

According to the 1957 census (Table 9.3) there were more than

320,000 migrants in Baghdad Liwa, representing 25.2 per cent of the
"

whole pOPUlation of the liwa which was more than 1,313,000.

Table 9.3: Population distribution accordin~ to place of birth in
Baghdad, Basrah and Kirkuk (1957):

Liwa Total No.of Population Population % ot
population born in born out- migrants
in (000) liwa of side li~a

or resi ence
Ros~c;.~1e,.., •.:. lou)

Baghdad 1,313 981 332 25~2

Basrnh 503 440 62 12.5

Kirkuk 389 377 12 3.0

, .
SO\lI'Co, Dr. H. H. Sal.DaJ1, The Ioonomic Dovelopmont of Iraq, 1864 - 19'8,

Beirut, 1 (1965) 75.

This large number of migrantII has bean housed in sarifah and kukh

shanties extending along tho eastorn fixation line (Eastern Dyke) I

vith substantial concontrations in some of the mora advantageous
tho

sites, the most attractive aroas lying along or noar to/medieval wall

of Baghdad, not far from tho centre (Fig. 9.4).

In 1956, tho Principal Buroau of Statistics, Ministry of Economcs,

carried out tho first housing census in Iraq. Table 9.4., based on it)"

shows the spatial distribution of sarifahs in tho Baghdad area, which
c.

does not, however, coin~ide with tho Ananat al-Asinah boundaries.

It shows that tho highost number of sarifahs yore on the East Side.

Tho tahlo also reveals that the sDrifllhs \lOre gGnero.lJ.y sitUtltod on tho



outskirts of the city. The number of rented snrifahs was vary small,

less than 3,000.

A strange featuro of tho census was that it showed fomalos

outnumbering malos in all tho settlements. However, this does not givo

a true picture as Lligrants usod to underreport their males to avoid

Llilitary service.

Table 9.4: Distribution of sarifabs in Baghdad area 1956 (Fig. 9.4)

Locality No. of Number of Total Owned Rented No.of
Sari- Famil- Holos FODalos Popu- Sari- Sari- Sarifahs
fubs ios la.tion fabs fabs s~ppliod

l4th el-
ectricity

Rusafab and I I
Karkh (Old 1,235 1,252 3,219 3,583 6,804 775 460 10
Tow)
Karradnh 5,744 5,894 14,196 17,354 31,550 5,610 143 11Contre
Baghdad a.l.
Jadidnh 1,215 1,228 3p.J6 3,585 6,601 1,210 5 -
and Tol-
Muhcunmad
Villagos 698 7i2 1,67~ 2,190 3,861 697 1 1of Karr&-
dab al-
Sharqiyah
Adhaniynh 3,455 3,722 9,321 10,890 20,216 2,586 869 11
Contre
Villages
ef AdhaLli- 374 374 900 1,600 1,960 373 2yah -
KadhiLliyah 850 868 2,200 2,497 4,697 580 270 4Centro
Villagos of 1,335 1,476 3,558 480 7,838 1,312 14 1KadhiLliyah

Durah 1,507 1,532 4,062 4,644 I 8,646 480 1,027 I 1

TOTAL 16,413 17,058 42,tlf.3 ~6,R23 192,173 13,6231 2,789 41

Source: Central Buroau of Statistics, Hinistry of Economics, Report on tho
Housing Consus of Iraq 1956 Baghdad (1956) pp 12,20.
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The average number of faLlilies per sarifah was 1.04, while

16the average number of persons per sarifah was 5.5. By the end

of 1960 tho earifahs of Baghdad had grown to 44,000 i.o. noarly 45

per cent of the total houses of the city. Their inhabitants were

estimated at 250,000, or Dore than a quarter of tho population of the
. 17 . ,I
city. In 1962, tho co1~Ssal mooentuo.of migration was inescapab~e,

. \, 18
as tho nuober of migrant fo.oilies shot up to Dore than 90,000

thus onlarging the shanty towns, occuIJ3ing large tracts of vacant

land both publicly and privately owned. The increase of fallahin

migrants has resulted in both the growth of earlier shanty towns attd

tho croation of now onos. Tho old nuclei have doubled or oven

tripled in size. Al-8hakriyah on tho West Sido and al-Asimah on t~o

East Side are examples of this(Fig. 9.1)

Tho s1nnm of Eigrants has continued sinco 1963, but at a lowor

rato as now rostrictions wero applied against furthor rural-to-urban

tligration. Tho total nWJber of migrants reported' by the Directorate

General of Civil Affairs fer the period 1962-1968 was more than Bl,~60

with an annual average of Dore than ll,6~9

It is important to roooDbor, howover, that all available

figures put togother still do not give a cotlplete picture of Digration

from rural to urban areas, as they supply inforoation about tligration

between liwas rather than to towns. Furthermore, the figures do not

go beyond 1957 as the 1965 results have not beon published yet.

In the absence of such data one can only compare the genoral

growth of the urban and rural population based on tho general averago

growth of each. Emigration, as already mentioned, is negligible.

One can assumo that tm rate of growth in the rural areas is almost

equal to that of urban areas. This is becauso tho highor birth

rata in tho rural areas is accoopmded by a highor death rate. Thus
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nn equivalont rato of growth is maintoinod. Thorofore by studying

tho growth trends of urban populo.tion ono can,o.ssumo toot the rural-

to -urban migration was on a. litlited scalo fO,r tho poriod prior to

1947t 0.13 tho urban growth Wo.s slow. At tho 'boginning of this

oentury tho poroontago of tho population living in urban areo.s was

23 por oont a.nd inoreased to 32 por oont in 1947, whilo in tho

following docade it jumpod to 39. This moans toot tho urbnn growth in

this decado WllS five timos that of tho first ha.lf of tho century.

On this basis one can recognizo tho change in tho vo1uoo of rura.1-"J;o

urban Iiligro.tion. Tab10 9.5 roflocts this trond perhaps moro accur~toly

than tho official statistics, if it is correct to assume that tho

difforenco betweon tho growth ratos is dorivod basica.lly as a. rosult of

tho imbalance of populo.tion distribution owing to migration. Ono can

obsorve tho following foo.tures: Tho immigration in 1947 - 1957 ws

obVious as tho ra.to of urban growth was 10 par cont coro than tho

growth ra.te of tho total population in Ir~. In a rogional context

the highost rate of growth is soon in tho contral rogion, and

particularly in Baghdad Liwo.. The ra.to of growth of tho northorn and

southern liws ws lower than tho rato of the growth of tho popula.tion

of tho country. ProSUli1nbly migration botwoon tho rural and urbnn

aroas of thoso li\o1O.s ws vory limited in tho north and south, and it

may be said thnt a considerablo volumo of migration from both tho

rural and urban aron of thGSO liwas to towns in othor liwas, ws ta.ld.ng

placo.
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Table 9.5: Tho general grottth of the population of Iraq; comparod
with the genoral grovth of the urban population.
1947 - 1965 (in 000)

..

I I.
Rogion No. of total Urban %of growth %of growth

population Population 1947..:.57 1957 - 65

194711957 1965 1947 1957
1

1965 Total Urban I Total ,Urban
Pop. Pop. Pop. 'Pop.

Iraq 4,826 16,.340 18,2621 1,720 f2,425 .3,647 :1:31.~ I~·o1 ':.,30•.3 ".50.4

Northorn 1,.347 1,72.3 2,185 462 557 879 127.'} ~20.6 126.8 .157.5L1wo.s

Central 2,4.31 .3,284 4,516 891 1,46.3 2,064 J35.t 1.64.2 /...3"l.Ii .'4]..1
L1wo.s .
Baghdad 817 1,.31.3 2,124 424 856 1,.308 ~.60.7 ~OJ.9 :~~~8 :g)2.9
Liwo.

Southorn 1,047 1,292 1,520 .367 405 663 ·~23.4 :110.<3 rZI.~.oJ{ :1.6.3.7L1was
I I

Sourco: Diroctorato Gonoral of Civil Affairs, Consuses of 1947, 1957 and 19~5.

Tho not avorago ~gration as shown in tho abovo tablo do~onstratos

that tho ~ovel:1onts within tho northorn 1iws was low cOlJpa.rod with tho

contral and southorn 1iwas. Roforence to Table 9.2 appoarrto indicato

that tho liwas which grow most in population owing to tltis cigration

wero rospectivo1y Bagh1a.d, Basrah, Kirkuk and Mosul. Ama.rah 11wa, hOllovor,

was tho sourco of tho oajority of migrants.

From Table 9.5 it appoars tlult tho rato of urban grottth ws

faster in tho poriod 1957 - 1965 tl~ in tho provious poriod, which

onab1es us to aSSUIile tllllt tho vo1uee of migration has incroased in this

poriod. Furthemore, the percontago of urban growth increased in almost

all regions, which indicatos a chango in tho direction of migra.tion.

Instead of migrating only to tho capital, SOlJe have migratod to other

tows. Although thoro is' no infomation a.bout the placo of birth in
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the census of 1965, one can predict tInt tho same Dajor trends llill

bo seen in tho patterns of the internal migration,in tho period

1957-1965, as in the proceding period:

(0.) within the boundarios of tho Bamo liw, towards:ilis

contro or major town,

(b) within tho SOlle rogion; from one lhro to another, nnd

(c) frOD all liwas to Baghdad.

Apart frOD Baghda.d, the mo.in targots of all kinds of migrants

ilro Basrah, tho oil contre and port of tho country, Hosul, tho

economic capital of tho north, Sulo.imnniynh tho najor ~kot contre of

tho Kurdish aroas nnd tho roligious towns of Karba.la, Najaf, Saonrra

and Kadhimiynh (Bagb:lad). Kirkuk is anothor tow noar tho northorn

oilfiolds which attracts tligrants.

Hotives for Him:ntion:

To undorstand tho sarifnh and kukh problom ono 1ms to doa.1 with

its causos, consequoncos on tho socio-functional and physical structuro

of tho city. The ana.lysV will bo brief as it is beyond the scopo

of this work. The fa11ah t s misorablo life was tho major factor in his

flight towa.rds urban centros. As tho Internntiona.1Uission found,

ho was living at a vory low econooic and nutritiona.1 standa.rd. Tho

fnllnh who cultivnteS25 donums (15.5 acres) of wintor crops annually,

(this was probably abovo tho avorage), would produce 30 leg. on averngo.

~ho tota.1 crop on 25 donums would then bo 7.5 tons. Of this tho

fa11Wl would probab~ got two fifths or tIlroO tons as Ids sharo (as

a.lready montioned it varied wide~,) out of which ho had to retain soed

for the next yoar and to pay for somo holp with tho throshing and

harvesting, in a11 amounting to one half to one ton noro. His f~

might consist of fivo or six people, including hioself, his wife and
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childron, and ono or two other relatives, such as his parents or

unmarried sister. The minimuD retained for food would be one ton, in

practice it was more. Ho would thus havo little more than one ton loft

to soli and ho might even havo to keap part of this for his draft o.rrl.mals,

if they aro unable to find enough stubble and othor natural fodder. With

the reduction of istihlw~ (consumption) tax, transport etc. costs, he

would soli his share at 20 I.D. per ton, but cuny fnllnhin undoubtodly

sold tboir o=q)actcd production in advance. Thus 10 I.D. for the winter

crop and porhnps another 10 I.D. 'for tho scall SUlilIiler crop would

constituto his total cash incoce for tho yoar~O and this would bo

spont mainly on food, clothing and possibly SODe 10w-qUtllity tobacco•.

Sugar and toa aro ospocially important food itens.

In mnny cases the fallah has had to pay the denands of ona or

more intermediarios who standC; between tho tenant and the landower

as sub-lossoos and bniliffs~l

The mierfu"1t in Baghdad on tho other hand can Yithout difficulty

get 0. monthlY incomo of more than the annual incone of his follow

tribesman, in o.l-qo.riynh (the villaGo). Tho avorago monthly income

per fOLlily llDong tho fo.milios intorviellod ~tc.l.~\."'i:~A;'·~ by the writer in

o.l-Thawrnh was 28.4 I.D. From tho above it is clear why the fo.llo.hin

wero always liable to sink doopor into dobt to their landlords, who

frequontly became absontoo lomUords nrtoJ tho Second World War. Through

this process the landlords were able to hold their fallnhin virtunlly as

slaves. The landlord, I mo.llnk I in fact was in a position to force the

fo.llo.h to borrow from ltim and frOD no other money londer. He could also

forco tho cultivator to vote for hiD when ho stood for a seat in

Ipn.rliumont l • After indepondenco the conditions of the fallnhin was

much yorse tlUln during tho ottoman occupation, when a large part of the

I

I
i
I
!
i,
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rural incOIaO was distributed equitably within the tribal comLllll'lities.

Thus when fa.lla.hin predictably ned to Baghdad a.nd other towns,

they found themselves in a new context almost completely safe from

the grasp of their former sheilchs. In Iraq, therefore, it is still

true to say I Town air ma.kos one free 1~2

Tho sa.rifah and kulch settlements in Baghdad wero siIaila.r to the

dwellings tho migrants had left. They CQ.Iae to be very different

froIa slums in the Europea.n sense. In Baghdad s a.rifalls are 'the first

step in the social elevation of their inhabitants. It is true that

sa.rifah dwollers live, even today, in conditions that are below the

minimum European standards, but the conditions undor their tribal.
chieftdns from whom thoy had. fled were nearly always worse. Falla.hin

"
migrants in Baghdad. had. a. more huma.n existence than in their state of

semi-slavery in the rural aroas.

The wretched health situation in the southern parts of the

country was recognisGd by Quint, uhen he reported that 95 per cent of

the villagers had had a.t least one endemic disease, 80 per cent two and

60 per cont at least three. Pa.ra.sites such as schistosomiasis, and

onclystoma, asca.res, and amoeba. infested the fallahin. Tuberculosis

of the lungs and the bones was common. Bajal (a form of yaws) wns also

prevalel1t~3 This was coupled with the la.ck of a.ll kinds of health

and medical. services. Baghdad unjustly monopolised such amenities.

In 1950 for eXEUilple, Baghdad. had 30 hospitals \lith 1,988 beds, 56

dispensaries, 419 doctors, whereas Amar-all, the main sourco of migration

had 5 hospitals with only 353 beds a.nd 20 doctors~ In 1955 of the

93 private chemists I shops in Ira.q, 91 uere in Bnghdad, also Baghdad

had 57 per cent of tho countryls 189 pharma.cies~5 This is still

the case a.nd in 1958 for example, Baghdad had 61 per cent of the

I

I
1

j
1
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public hospitals and 22 per cent of the private hospitals of the

CO'Wltry, whereas by 1967 the figures \oTero 49 hospitals in Baghdad

Liwa and 21 in Amarah~6

Some villages in the south are situated at least eight hours

from the nearest doctor and usually the fallWl could not afford the

transport.

Tho SODe factors applied to educational opportunities. There

was virtually no literacy in tho southern rural areas of Iraq, and yet

occasionally the goven~ent distributes leaflets to improvo methods of

cultivation. In the majority of casos tho big landoimers have resisted

establishing schools on thoir land. Baghdad also dominated tho CO'Wltry

in this aspoct of life. In 1956 for example, Baghdad had 3,000 teachers

out of the 7, 000 in the CO'Wltry, and had also oore than hnlf of the

primary schools~7

However, povorty in the rural areas affects the educational

standard of the fallahin. Host of tho fallahin cannot afford to send

thoir children to schools, for they are considered oconomic msots in

that they help to till the land.

Thero is goneral agreement that the migration rate is closoly

linked to tho expansion of tho nation1s industries" (i.e. increaso in

employment) during tho growth period 2~ This is true in Iraq too.,

though tho rate of industrialization was far less than that of migration

and. in fact, migration started. well ahead of the date of the intra-

duction of modern industrialisation into the country. Tho rolationship

betwoon the two, as already indicated, ~ bo appreciated mIen one

realises that 57 per cent o.f the labour .force of Baghdadrs .factories

in 1957 was reported to be composed of migrants from tho south.



The land tenure system at the time uus another major f'uctor

behind the cityward exodus f'rom the countryside. Falla.h~.,. Q.I'e almost

exclusively tribal people, organised under the rules of' their sheikhs.

The sheikhs were able to registor land in their own names thus

roduclllg the f'o.llwtin tribesmen to mere sharecroppers. Through its

antiquated laws the governQent either supported these conditions or

*applied a laissezf'airo policy bef'ore 1958.

Thus sheildls, few in number, became a.1Dost the solo owners and

mastors of tho agricultural Part of southern Iraq. In Amaral! Liwa

2f'or example, under this shura tenancy system l 18377 Ian of land were

owned by only 483 landholders, while the othor f'o.llnhin VTore landless

and thus bec~e agricultural labourers~9

The agricultural-livestock census of' 1952-531 carried out by

the Statistics Department of the }linistry of Economics, disclosed the

f'ollowing information:

Table 9.6: Frequency of agricultural holdings in Iraq 1952/53.

Percent of I Size of agricultural Holdings as p.c.
flandowners holdings (donums) of' total agricl., Jand.

1.460 from 1 - less than 100 9

0.452 from 100 - less than 1,000 31
I 0.510 from 1000 - loss than 101000 40I
I

more than 10,000 II 0.004 I
20

I ,
Source: Principal Statistical Organization, ~tlnistry of Economics,

Results of tID Agricultural and Livestock Census in Iraq,
1958/1959, Baghdad (1961) pp 6,311.

* Thero wore many backtro.rd laws such as the law of the tribal judicial
system of 1928.
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From the above it is obvious that Iraq was a country where tho

majority of the population were landless. 60 per cent of the

agricultural holdings were owned by o~ 1 per cent of the landholders,

~~d each owned a hol~~g of not less thm1 1,00 donums.

According to the census, more than 98 per cent of the population

of Iraq 1mcl. no land. The prevalence of feuc1alisUl uas more strildng in

Ama.rah Liw where the average size of agricultural holdings was 4,260

acres, against the average of 126 for the country as a uhole~O

Peasants who owned small holdings, a very small percenta.ge, wore

confronted with problems, such as inadequate methods of cultivation,

lack of water for irrigation purposes and inadequate availability of

acrricultural credit. It is true, as Baali realised, that the townward

movement of fallahin J particularly to Baghda.d, is not diroctly caused by

urbanization or industrialization but rather by the rural situation

discussed~l

On the 30th September 1958, an agrarian reform ws declared.

Unfortunately, it failed to curtail the migration movemont for various

social, technological, oconomic, adcinistrativo and political reasons.

The confiscation and rG-c1istribution of land was very slow, and even..
then did not continue at an oven rate. This can be seen in the

fact that the highest flood of fa.llahin migrants flocked to Baghdad after

1959, following the rumours which accompa.n.i.ed the revolution, that

houses of splondid types, and botter opportunities would be provided for

the sarifah and kukh duellers~3

In 1960, for example, whilo a third of the fixed period had pas~J

o~ one sixth of tIlO supposedly confiscated land had been confiscated~2

,
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Political dissen'Siol1 among follahin also operated to bring

about migration, especially after the 1958 revolution. For example,

fallnltin of different political ideologies were involved in blo~

clashes in which many were ldlled and wounded. Such incidents forced

many faJJ.ahin to seek refuge in Baghdad anel the othor major tOtmS~4

Tho flood of 1954, which S11ept most of the arable areas ofthe

southern liwns, caused If.idesproad damage to crops and property. A

considerable but unco1h'ited number of kukhs and sarifahs were destroyed,

thus loaving fallohin homeless and in turn creating a sudden wave of

migration.

After 1950, the transportation system of the country improved

considerably, espocio.lly after the establishment of the Developmont

Board. This has ma.de the ihllahin more mobile, facilitated the

intercourse bet'W'een rural and urban aroas, and ma.clo tho tOlIDS even

more attractive to the fnllahin.

The dominant tribal disputes which in many cases led to fightine
we,",

between different tribes, sometimes la~ting several d~s, ~ another

r.Iotive in encouraging migration. With the absence of police or other

governmental forces, tribal fighting or retaliation 'W'as a froquent

occurrence • Relatives living in Baghdad's shanty towns also contributed

to migration by describing their wrotched life as a paradise to their

relativos in the homo villages. Thoy told thom, that f~~dom in

choosing ono's work and lroY of lifo, recreational facilities, and

lhigh1incomes wero o.ll found in Baghdad. Consequently relatives came

to tho capital, living with the earlier squatters for a time. When

they found jobs, they built their own sarifo.h, near their relatives

who usually grouped themselves III certain settlements, adding thuB

to the ruralization procoss taking placo in Baghdad.
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From the families interviewed by the writer in al-T1mwrah, it

was found that tho main motives for migration among the migrants wore

economic, social, health reasons wld family ties. More than 75 per

cent of them moved to Baghdad seelcing better payment while about a

quarter of them camo for other reasons.

Table 9~7: Motives for Higration among Interviewees in al-Thawrah.

Notive I %

Botter employment and
income 75.9

Family tics 6.9

Better social and he0.1tIl
services 6.9

More recreational
facUities 6.9

Education 3.4,
t

100.0 .

Source: Fieldwork 1971. See App. A Table IC.

All these factors were operating either to push fallahin from

their rural areas or to attract them to the major tows. HeanwhUe

tho Government ignored thom, and developed no policies related

to a long-term distribution of population and the most suitable

balance between urban and rural popul.a.tion~5

Because of the ineffectiveness of the earlier proposals

for dealing with the migration problem, it 1ms only recently begtL"l to
'36

decline~ This was becauso of some governmental restriction on such

movements and the slight improvement in rural conditions. In
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September 1961, the General Militar,y Officer, issued an order by

which no sarifah or kukh could be erected within Amanat al-

Aaimah's boundaries. In 1963, almost all kukhs and sarifahs were

knocked down, and the dwellers were rehoused chiefly in al-Thawrah

and al-Shulah settlements.

This was followed by a new act passed in March, 1965, prohibiting

"building" any new sarifah in :&ghdad~7 These decisions naturally

played a role in reducing the scale of migration, though, in spite

of these devolopments, migration still continues, and new clustered

or scattered sarifahs have begun to emerge again. This was to be

expected as nearly all the decisions' made were treating symptoms

rather than causes. Thus Hamurabi's code was more effective in combating

the lawlessness of tho people flocking into the early Mesopotamian

cities than modern Iraq's treatment of its problems has been~8

However, the squatter phenomenon is not a matter of -histor,y, it is

a complicated socio-oconomic problem influencing almost all aspects

of life in Baghdad, and it should be realised that migration in

Iraq, and its consequences in cre~ting slums, cannot be eliminated

unless poverty itself is attacked.

Some of the consequences of m.igration

Baghdad and Basrah in particular, ha~ suffered the severest con-

sequences of migration. The main problem was that of housing from

which Baghdad suffers more than any other city in the countr,y

(Fig. 9.5).

The pattern of land values, like the physiognomy of Baghdad ha\S'!

changed considerably. As a result of the first peak of migratbn in

the 1950's, a new law of land subdivision was passed in 1955, per-
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a
mitting the Pjlrcellation of governmental and vacant rural lands.

Consequently, rapid subdivision took place in much of the agricultural

and vacant lands surrounding the capital. Al-Huriyah, al-~~iya.
v

and other suburbs, thus began their incipient modern development.

These areas house chiefly migrants, and low middle-class and middle-

class families. In the 1960 l s they became huge suburbs within the

enlarged Amanat al-Asimah boundaries (Fig. 9.1). Most land in these

two areas was owned by two influential and wealthy families (al-

Chalabi and al-Baiya 1 ) ~ The effect of the new law in the 1950's

was that subdivision yielded 3,040 plots in the area of al-Washash

west and north of the old airport, about 12,000 plots in al-Dawoodi

west of al-Mansur, and about 19,000 plots were on the East Side in

Waziriyah, B3.ttawiin and Karradah al-5harqiyah39 (Fig. 9.6).

The inhabitants of sarifah shanty towns have contributed to the

employment problem, as the labour force surpassed the potential of the

capital. In 1947, only 25 per cent of Baghdad's sarifah dwellers

were omployed permanently, as against Elll average of 30 per cent for

the whole country.

In 1954 the principal Bureau of statistics, Ministry of Economics,

surveyed 126 families living in sarifahs in Baghdad. They found that

the earning families had an average 1.2 wage earners per family.

The :Bureau also found that 89 per cent of thetotal family income was

derived from work.



Table 9.8: The number and percentage of 'Working persons in sarifah
camps according to occupation.

Occupe.llio~ No. • %

Government employees (except 'Workers) 46 31.5
Administrative in private enterprises - -(except 'Workers)

Transport 'Workers 9 6.2

Construction workers and working 8 5.5proprietors in industry

Working in services 9 6.2

ether craftsmen 51 34.9
Wholesalers and retailers including

working proprietors and pedlars 4 0.7
Workers not specified 6 8.2

I

Others 4 6.8

Total I 137 100.0

Source: Principal Bureau of statistics, The Household Budget Enquiry
in the. Oity of Baghdad and its Environs, 1954, pp 7 - 12.

This survey found that only 41 per cent of the 'Workers in the

surveyed mrifah area 'Were unskilled compared with the 39 per cent of

the urban sample. It also showed that while 12.2 per cent of the

surveyed sample in the built-up area were retailers, they constituted

only 4.3 per cent in the sarifah sample. Pedlars conSituted 4.8 per cent

of the town sample 'While the percentage reached 14.3 in the sarifah

sample.40 However, Doxiadis put the percentage of unskilled
41

workers in the sarifah area at 60 in 1957 while in the samo year

year Philips found in his sample in al-Asimah settlement that more

than 55 per cent were unskilled12 The writer found that the percent-

age of the unskilled 'Workers in al-Thawrah was 45.7 per cent the rest

having temporary occupations as pedlars, porters, sweepers, etc.,
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while 38.5 per cent joined the police and ar~~3

Al-Midfai found that 62.1 per cent of the sarifah inhabitants of

al-Asimah and Adhamiyah were unskilled. The second important

occupation was the itinerant salesman. The percentage was 12.2

in the al-Asimah area~4

Wi'th tho excess of the labour force the average wages have decreased

considerably, at the same time increasing the unemployment problem.

This is reflected in a striking characteristic of l3a.ghdad streets

today, i.e. the fact that its pavements are full of pedlars and the

number of gahwahs (coffee houses) ha:S~ increased dramatically to cater

mainly for idle migrants.

Gahwahs mainly frequented by migrants are concentrated in areas

such as al-Thawrah and al-Shulah. Sometimes, gahwahs became an

alternative to the fallahin's 'guest houses' in thoi:r villages,

whore they could meet and goss;p.

streets, and are most unh~ienic.

Gahwahs mainly line the major

Some of the migrant fallahin,

however, become semi-skilled or skilled workers after living and

working in the city for some years. Generally migrants are

competing with city workers for jobs, thus affecting the income and

living standard of the latter when urban dwellers have to accept

lower paid jobs.

The availability of cheap labour in brickworks and other building
'h

indust~ affects the production of these industries which remains

primitivG or at " the best unmechanised.

The wages of migrant workers are usually low, and the montltr

income of a migrant family in the 1960's has been variously estimated

as 10 - 20 I.D. 45 whereas in 1954 it was less than 9.5~

* For the urban family in Baghdad. the average monthly income was put
by the Principal Bureau of statistics at more than 12.5 I.D.4Q
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1960 statistics for al-Shakiriyah settlement in al-Karkh, showed that

5.2 per cent of the inhabitants had a monthly income of 11 - 14 I.D.

Those with more than 25 I.D. represented no more than 3 per cent of the

total population. The average monthly income in Karradah al-sharqiyah

on tho East Side was less than 10 I.D11 The average monthly income

of the interviewed families in al-Thawrah was about 28.4 I.D. in 1911.

From the above it can be seen how low the av.erage income of the migrant

fallah is, yet he enjoys a superior status compared to his former

condition in his home village. In the countryside some of the fallahin

as Az&oz stated, had never seen any money while others were living even

by st €laling.

:Migrant families were economioally active. Men are engaged in

different kinds of unskilled work, while women especially in sarifahs

built on the vacant lots in established residential areas also work as

scrvants for tho well-to-do families thus' supplementing the family

income. Women in buffalo-owning sarifahs sell milk, butter, and

yoghourt in tho city, and even tho small children oan earn a few files

every day by begging and doing small jobs. Besides all these opportuni

tie~ not available in the rural areas, migrant fallahin are making use

of the free health and educational services of the town.

The naturo of expenditure of tho sarifah dwellers, can bo seen by using

information from tho sample surveys carried out in Baghdad and its

environs by the Prinoipal Bureau of statistics in 1954 and by the

Central statistical Organisation in 1961. From (Table 9.)') it is clear

that more than 80 per cent of tho family income in sarifah areas was

spent on essential items suoh as food, clothing and fuel. Sarifah

dwellers spent more on these items than those people liVing in the built-
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up area of Baghdad itself. Sugar, for example, absorbed more than

11 per cent of the income of the sarifah dwellers, whereas it

accounted only for 6 per cent of the income of city households.

Sarifah dwellers on the other hand paid nothing for rent, whilst

it constituted about 10 per cent of the urban family's income. Both

groups spent the same amount of their money on meat as on cereals.

Table 9.9: Average monthly expenditure per household in Baghdad
and environs 1954. .

34.4-~
10.68
4.")7
0.43

11.85
0.00
2.lf[

758.,8/ I940

4
2
o
o
1
o
o

'9. !Total

Meat
Vegetables
Eggs
Sugar and Tea
Fruits
others

Foodstuffs:

Type of Expenditura * , **
Built-WQ SU'ea f-=Sa.r=-=il.ff~ah~Ca.=;:FP~S~------4I.n; Fils 'Percent I.n.l Fils I Percent I

~'------""------+---i--"""""""---~--~--+------1

I 674 25". ~I 4 042 I
092 11.59 1 252
887 4.90 0 536
252 :1.lW 0 051
187 6.42 1 385
291 1.;'7 0 000
557 3.~1 I 0 257

7.97

10.5'8

1.16
0.00

528

935

240

137
000

o
1

o
o

1

3.;'71 I 0 358

!

7.6). 1
7.:20

1.JO
9.i1.D

408

434
309
786

2

1

1

o
1

Clothing
Fuel and Elec-

tricity
Furniture
Rent
Miscellaneous:

Cigarettes
Transport and

others

Cleaning Mator- 0 I 686
ia1s I f

I

GRAND T01'AL 100.00

Source: Principal Bureau of statistic, Ministry of Economics,
statistical Abstract for 1955, Baghdad (1956) pp 132 - 133.

* 291 houses ** 55' Sa.rif'ahs
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AI3 shown in (Ta.b1e 9.10) sarifah dwellers continued to spend. a higher

proporiion of their income on food. They spent hardly anYthing on

rent compared with the urban families. Electricity accounts for

2 per cent of the family income in the city, whereas to the sarifah

dwellers the percentage is negligible. In 1961, the average monthly

expenditure of the household in urban fughdad was about three times

that in tho sarifah encampments. The average montlt'" expenditure in

Baghdad City and its environs was less than 7 I.D18
The same

survey shows that city dwellers are consuming more animal protein,

calcium and vitamins than those of sarifah dwellers.

Table 9.10: Average Monthly expenditure per household according
to type of expenditure 1961.

Type of Expenditure Built-up Area Sarifah Camps

I.D. Fils *Percent **I.D. Fils 'Percent..

27 342

5 048

4 936

4 839

4 829

1 753

1 445
1 364

1 216

1 I 151

Foodstuffs

Rent

Hedicine & Med.
Trca.tmE:nt

Clothing

Furniture

Transport

FUel

Cigarettes

Cleaning Materials

ElectricityI Entertainment and

t:~~~~r:~~~:~e.
2

56

402

48.i;~

'1J. QO

8;'16

8.59
8.57
3.11

2.56

2.42

2.1f

2.04-

100.0 i

11

1

1

1

1~

887

018

610

312

713

502.

452

715

I 481
. 053 1

235

6:2.6Z;

0.{)9

8.50
6.91

3~75"

2.6lf

7.{>r
3.76

2.53

0.30

1.23

100.0

Source: Ministry of Planning, Central Bureau of statistics:
The Household Bud ot . r in the Cit of Mad and
its Environs, Government Press, l3a.ghdad 19 2 , Table i6 p 11.

* 756 families

** 126 flUlli.lies
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Wirth has suggested that with its increasing number of migrant

fal1ahin Iraq in 1953 resembled France before the revolution.

Social unrest l-lllS continually increas~ng among fallahin, both in the

rural areas and the major towns. He rightly realised that in

Baghdad, as in pre-revolutionary Paris, a restless crol'ld in the

ropital could achieve more than a rebellious tribe in the south.

He predicted that the 100,000 sarifah dwellers would be a main factor

in any revolutionary happening. This in fact was what happened in

Baghdad in 1958~9

Eiucational, health, and other public services of lhghdad suffered

stress. Baghdad was Unable to service such huge numbers of

adventitious people, and this added to the already weakened service

facilities. The health of the established urban people was jeo

pardized. The sarifah shanty towns, arranged in a ring round. Baghdad

mu. unsanitary practices which caused many ep';demic diseases and

led the government and the wealthy Baghdadi's to think of the urgent

need for supplying sanitation and medical care to these encampments,

if only for selfish reasons! 50

As a direct result of migration pressure on the public services

the budget of Baghdad Liwa had a deficit of 1.0 million I.D. in

1956/57. This was also because most sarifahs were encompassed by

tho now boundaries of .Amanat 0.1- Asimah which had been enlarged in

1954/55~1

An a result of rural-urban migration, the amount of cultivated

lands and agricultural produce showed a general decline, as rig. 9.7

for .Amara Liwa indicates. The country began to import considerable

quantities of rice, wheat and other foodstuffs which could easily

be produced locally. Iraq for example has spent about 22 million



Fig. 9.9

a. Sarifah settlement in Amarah Liwa

b. Sarifah settlements in Baghdad, 1952/53
(after Wirth)
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Age GrOUE %

under 5 Years 20

6 - 13 years 23

over 13 years 57

In 1956, the number of foma1es and males in the sarif'ah shanty towns

of Baghdad was 58,316 and 54,102 respective1~9

Of those families interviewed in a1-Tha.wrah, 57.6 per cent were

males and 42.4 per cent females.

The lugrant dwellings: (Figs. 9.8, 9.9)

Sarifah camps affect not only the ph;ysiognomy but also the social

and economic life of the city. The fa11ahin migrants brought their

'pre-fabricated' snrifah in the form of Woven rEed mats with them but

already in the first winter they discovered that it is far too cold

to make do with such light structures. Mesopotamian fine clay soil which

required only the hot desert sun to produce durable 'adobe' or sun-dried

bricks can be very easily usc:d to form crude mud. walls that will with-

stand central Iraq's atmospheric and seasonal variations.

Tho climatic conditions of Baghdad thus influenced the structure of

the new dwellings of the fll.11ahin. Owing to their huge numbers the

uncontrolled sarifah and kukh settlements have influenced the mor-

pho1ogica1 evolution of the city considerably.

Sarifahs could be quickly built overnight on any piece of unfenced

property, and their owners could only be evicted if and when the

landowner was about to prove his property right in the land. Indeed

requisite legal action in Iraq r~quired a year!

A sarifah is a hut with a single room, occasionally two or more

rooms, constructed mainly of woven reed matting, where, on average,

5.7 pers,Jns livo, sleep and cook. A typical sarifah is built over a.
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wooden frame, and its roof is constructed in barrel-vault shape 't'Jith

independent matting structura.11y supported at the two gable ends.

The lvaI1s are ofton covered with mud during the rainy season (winter).

The sarifah has one opening as a door through which air and light

enter, and possibly small hi~openings. The entrance is often closed

by a mat or cloth. In general ea.ch sarifah has floor area of 20

sq. m and is seldom more than 2 m high (Fig. 9.9)
I

Usually, there is no separate kitchen space. Food is prepared

in an odd corner. If a special space was set aside for a kitchen, and

no chimney existed; the smoke would have to emerge through the only

entranoe door, or through a. special hole made for this purpose in the

outer wall. Most sarifahsm.d no access to a latrine, and if such

exist it ~Ji11 only consist of a shallow hole surrounded by a piece of

reed matting or mud wall. The object is clearly privacy rather than

sanitation. It is reported that 9S per cent of sarifahs had no 1atrinef?

In the sarifahs surveyed by the writer in the summer of 1971 only 6 per

cent of the sarifahs in the a1-Ghaza1i area were provided with latrines.

B:1thing, if there is any, takes place in large petrol cans.

One distinguishing characteristic of sari.fahs is that they can be

removed easily to another site without difficulty. The labour force

is free, as family members, relatives and. neighbours co-operate to

remove the sarifah and re-crect it at an;y new location.

Two or more sarifahs sometimes combine to open onto little

walled yards, the whole forming the dining area of related families.

The oven is usually primitive and provided in ever,y sa.rifah as

'EJXl essential plan element. It is used daily for making bread, using

twigs or dung as fuel materials. It heats the adjacent areas in

winter and sometimes, as in Co.iro, provides a t'ITarm bed for a family
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61
without blankets.

A sarifah costs 30 I.D. and a kukh 10. A sarifah lasts less than

62*5 years whereas kukhs will last for a.bout 10 years.

The block pattern of sarifah dwellings has been well presented

by Doriadis. Blocks of sarifahs are tho main tribal structure,

influencing the whole pattern of sarifah encampments. Blocks of sarifahe

consist of groups of common courtyards enclosed by high mud boundary

walls, in which there are usually from three to five single-room huts,

each occupied by one family. As found in nl-Shakriyah 15.5 persons or

three families were sharing one courtyard on average, ~dth a common

oven, toilet, and pit for rainwater drainage. No water or ldtchen

were provided ,exactly as in the case in the present sarifahs of the

al-Ghazali area. In Fig. 9. 8 one. can trace the sarifah and block plans,

together with the detail of persons, families, rooms, courtyards and

built-up areas of a typical block complex of seven courtyards. The

**average number of persons per room was 4.8. Each person had 5~5. sq.m

of the built-up area. The average size of room (sarifah) was 22.5 sq. m.

The average number of families per sarifah was 1.4 in this sample. The

above analysis and figures refer to dwellings whose owners had no

buffaloes. For migrants with buffaloes, concentrated in al-Asimah to

the East of the East Dyke, sarifah arrangements are different, as shown

in Fig. 9.10.

Sarifah o.nd kukh sattlements are arranged at random. with narrow

irregularly aligned pathways, usually having ditches full of stagnant

and foul waters near winch human boings and animals live huddled together.

* Do~dis put the approximate cost of mud-built sarifah of 20 sq. m
at about 20 I.D.

** In the surveyed houses in al-Tho.wrah it was 3.2.
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To facilitate the accessibility to various parts of some

sarifah settlements, the government had laid down (built) rectangular

or straight dirt roads for whoeled traffic, which is perhaps has

been ever used. In case of existence of such roads, sarifah

settlements"r..f/divided into unequal rectangular sarifah blockS"

The description of one such settlement at al-Asimah lYing

adjacent to al-Saddah al-Shc.rqiyah will give an idea of the pattern

and life of these sarifah squatters areas (Fig. 9.ll'). In 1947, the

population of this shanty to\<m was put at 20,910 persons. They were

comprising 16.2 per cent of the total population of Baghdad's squatter

settlements, only 644 males and. 5 females of these reputed'to be

literate. The sarifahs of this encampment as in others were erected

on land owned by inhabitants of the city or by the state. The

population of al-Asimah increased to 50,000 dwellers by 1953/54, and

at least 75 per cent of them came from Amarah Liwa~3

There were no latrines and only four taps in the whole colo~,

refleating the lack of governmental efforts to improve conditions. The

only drainage channel flowed through the encampment and was open.

It was forming pools and dirty lagoons of liquids, where buffaloes

swam and from which odious smalls rose. The channel is now being

closed. Frequent floods and. rainwater turned the area into a b~g,

causing~ of the sarifahs to. collapse and. disrupting communications.

Tho slum areas of al-Asimah and other sarifah camps have no intrastrue-

ture, such as a water supply, an electricity network, paved streets

or garbage collection. Also, they lack community services such as

schools, mosques and. medical care. In 1956, it was found that while

E9 per cent of the houses surveyed in Baghdad. had electricity, no
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sarifah was supplied with electricity~4 Epidemic and endemic diseases

(smallpox, trachoma, dysentery, bilharzia, hook-worm, otc.) played

havoc with the sarifah population, especially among children and the

old. During the 1954 flood, practically all sarifahs of al-Asimah

(and otherseast of the bund:) collapsed leaving tens of thousands of

people homeloss. Thus they were forced to camp on the othor side of the

dyke taking up any available space. Some of the inhabitants, however,

remained near the brickworks, despite the risk of floods in tho area,

so as not to lose their jobs there~5 Rudimentary suqs of food were

developod in the shack towns and these f\Ulctioned under the most in-

sanitary conditions.

The Leographical pattern of ,Sarifah Shant;)'; Towns (Fig. 9. 1 , 9.4)

During tho period 1919 - 1968, the population of Iraq has

tripled, while the population of Baghdad has increased eightfold.

Kirkuk Liwa, containing the main oil city of Iraq, has multiplied its

population fivo times while Basrah, the port and socond major town

of tho CO\Ultry grew to 4 - 5 times its size and the liwas of Karbala

and Diyala 4 times. Amarah Liwa, the major source of migration,

increased its population by onl.Y one fifth~6 Tho enormous and

spee~ increase of Baghdad was gained mainly by migration.

The numerous shanty towns within and around :Baghdad have created new

socio-oconomic forms and problems never experienced before. They express

an intimate relationship between chronology, spatial pattorn and loea-

tiona

As was mentioned before these shanty Bettlements passed through

threo phases, 1. e. an incipient phase during the 1940' B, an int ermediate

phaso during the 1950's and a final phase during the 1960's and

1970·s. .As rogards spatial pattern, sarifah shacks occur scattered
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(dispersed) in small clusters, or in large colonies. Locationwise,

they are either intra- or extramurally located. Intramural shanties

lie either close to the fixation linea or further within the built-up

area. The latter are to be found either in the vacant lands

beside the well-to-do families (Fig. 9.9) ,or in the palmgroves,

particularly those which were unfenced. The extramural shanties, on
-- ...... "

the other hand, are located in either proximal or distal sites~~:

The major factors determining the loeational pattern of fallahin

shanties are proximity to relatives, the commercial centre, the

workshop and. industrial areas, the health and educational institutions,

and wealthY families, and availability of unfenced vacant lots, and

barracks. Tho type of land ownership also influenced the spatial

distribution of sarifahs importantly. Thus the floodablo open areas
.

outside tho eastern dyke became favourable sites4 not only because there

was no possibility for the extension of permanently built-up aroas on

this side, but also because the land here is owned either by the state
;

or. al-Awqaf Department. Thus tho fallahin were able to use tho land free
t or

of charge/at very low rent.

Some of the fenced orchards however, were unoccupied by sarifahs

as they were owned, chiefly by influontial families who could prohibit

such construction, sometimos by using the army or police.

During the formative phase, i.e. in the 1940's, sarifah shanties,

assumed a dispersed pattern with some tendency to clwmring (Fig. 9.1) _

These shanties were located either in distal or in proxiI:llll extramural

sites. The former is soon in the Shakriyah and Karradat Mariyam areas

on the West Side, the latter in the al-Asimah area on the East Side.

However, it is interesting to notice that on either side of the city

shacks wore not far from the railwa;ys. Likewise the barracks,
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West Side

particularly those on thel have attracted these structures. On

the East Side there were some intramural sarifah shanties, but close

to those at al-Asimah some of the eastern shanties of this period were

near enough to the brick works where further opportunities for work

were available.

the Old Town.

On both sides of the oity they lay fairly near to

In the seoond period i.e. in the 1950's, further expansion sarifah

areas took plaoe. Tho scattered and clustered sarifahs of the first

phase acted as nuolei around which huge sarifah and kukh camps have

grown. Some of the earlier clusters were assimilated within the mammoth

shanty towns of al-Shakriyah - Karradat Mariyam and al-Asimah. OEfter

olusters were dismantled beoause their oocupants moved to sites nearer

to tho oentre though still within the sarifah colonies.

During this stage the initial formative faotors continued to be

important but some new onos emerged as well.

Sheikh Omar Street in Rusafah and Sheikh Ma.ruf Streot in Karkh

developed as major workshop streets with garages, warehouses,

slaughterhouses, railway stations and light industries, and attracted

some of the sarifah squatters. As seen in (Fig. 9.1) the shanties of
71.A.ciist"./b,dlm tf

this period aooumulated in ten major areas.~~ealthy families in this

and the third period oontinued as a major determinant factor in looating
C

the fallahin shaks.

"
By being next to the wealthy families like those found in Harthiyah

at present fallahin can work as servants in these houses. They also

supply themselves here with free water and seoond-hand olothes. In
jer

addition, thoy benefit from the oontact with those wealthy familll' who

are influential and might bo able to find jobs for them. Thus it

was,and still is, a oommon feature in the physiognomy of :Baghdad to
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find clustered or scattered sarifahs beside the large residences of

well-to-do f&nlies in a kind of spatial symbiosis.

It is interesting also that both in the 1950's and 1960's terminal
tl

garages influenced the location of shanty towns in that fallhin migrants
f\

could follow the news of their original native areas and contact their

tribal relatives from these garages.

Occasionally the streets of Baghdad wore occupied by sarifahs of

lighter construction. Sometimes oven wrecked cars around the

traditional town or near the centre were used as part of sarifahs~1

In this period as well as in the third phase of sarifah developments,

sarifahs wero concentrated more on the East Side, where the commercial

core. the main industries and offices are located. Also owing to the

existence of flood danger none of the urban dwellers darod to build their

houses outside the dyke. In 1956, about 65 per cent of the sarifahs

were located on the East Side and were inhabited by more than 10 per Gent

of sarifah inhabitants~8

Although shanties grew in the fifties, only in the third phase,

i.e. the 1960's, did they reach their unprecedented size and distri

bution, influencing the whole pattern of the city. This phase can be

divided into two sub-periods, i.o. a peak sub-period up to 1963, followed

by a recessive sub-poriod. The latter arose from the transfer of

sarifnh dwellers to the new permanent housing settlements of al-Shulah and

al-Thawrah (Fig. 9. 6) .

The growth of sarifahe during the final phaee consisted of the

expansion of the original shanty towns as well as the emergence of new

sarifah camps. This occurred both intramurally and extramurally.

Intramural expansion is seen in Karradat Mariyam, Rahmaniyah,

Shalchiyah and Hurriyah-Kadhimiyah 6n the West Side. It is also found
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in al-Sarrafiyah, Bustan Haj Muhsin, al-Kasrah and the periphery of

several traditional mahallahs on the East Side. They have since been

enveloped by subsequent residential and other accretions. ~ramural

sarifah developlOlents formed part of the expansion of the Inner Fringe

Belt. Thus the pre-1956 city has been girdled with an almost complete

ring of sarifah settlements, varying in width from one to five kms~9

Along the fixation line of the dyke on the East Side, the sarifah settle

ment near :Baghdad al-Jadidah, has nearly merged with that of al-Asimah.

The latter in turn has almost merged with the shanty town outside a1

llaziriynh, which again was not far from that of a1....SU1aikh.

It is interesting that virtually none of the fa11ahin migrants rented

rooms in houses inside the city, simply because they could not afford it

and also because they did not want to be involved in tho life of the city

on their first arrival. This increased .the external expansion of shanty

encampments. Thus it may well bEl said that before the replacement of

sarifah settlements Baghdad developed into a 'megalo-s1um' city rather

than a megalo po1is7°

On tho East Side, the dyke marks a clear morphological and social

division between the city of Baghdad, where the higher income people

live, and the poor migrants of the sarifah camps. At first sarifah

dwellings grew along this dyke and in so doing echoed the traditional

linear form of Baghdad's growth. This linear growth was impeded by

al-Rashid Barracks to the south and the agricultural lands to the north,

and by the fact that the fa11ahin did not want to be too far from the

centre. Thus east-west growth accelerated despite such setbacks as

the floods on the East Side. However on both sides of the city sarifahs

near the barro.cks were primarily occupied by migrant soldiers and their

relatives.
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The area between Adhamiyah and Rusafah has not yet been ful17

built-up. Built-up arens here were interspersed with palm groves and

vacant lands, such ns of al-Sarrafiynh, al-Kasrnh and :Bu.stan Raj

Muhsin. These residuals of open lilnd were occupied by the sarifnhs

of fallahin migrant s. These relatively central sarifah enclaves

between :Bab al-Mudham, where tho main health and educational

institutions ara f"und, and Adhamiyah, strung along the streets of

Abu-Talib and 'aI-Imam al-Adhal} had all the advantages of central

location. Educational and medical facilitios as well as opportunities

for work were available in this aren.

On wither side of the city the size and distribution of intra-

and extramurnl sarifah camps were changeable ~

true on the East Side.

Every second or third year on average, the inhabitants of

sarifahs beyond the dykes had. to leave their shacks:il the Spring and

flee before the advancing waters of the Tigris. But most of them

returned to their former sites in the following season. Eafore 1953,

the government periodically attempted to clear sarifahs from the

residential areas, which whore occupied mainly by affluent government

members. A few dnys t notice to move 'Was given, and then tho sarifahs

were torn down. Prior to tho flood of March 1954 the residential

suburbs had. been fairly well cleared of sarifahs, and the migrants

were settled beyond the eastern bund, mainly in al-Asimah. When that

area was inundated, they returned to the residential arens filling the

empty lots again. In 1954/55 the suburbs were once more forcibly

cleared of most of the huts, but when the vigilance of the policemen,

most of whom were themselves forcer fnllahin, relaxed tho snrifahs

were rebuilt. Whether these people were new migrants to the city or
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simply people who had returned from other sarifah areas cannot be

said with certainty, for the sarifah settlements surrounding the

city have continued to grow with the continuance of migration!l

The hygienic condition of the east'ern sarifahs further

deteriorated because some of the city's waste water was pumped over

the dyke to these areas. In addition, .Amanat al-Asimah, the main

authority responsible for the city's cleanliness and hyg iene,

together with private individuals used this site as 0. dumping ground

for huoo.n and animal excrements and rubbish.

On the West Sido the spatial distribution of shack towns was not

influonced by :flood danger, as this side is higher and thus more

secure from flooding, hcving also the added advantage that water is

readily avo.ilable from the Tigris and other co.nn.ls such as o.1-Khir

(Fig. 9.1). Accordingly the ext6nsion of the West Side was more

obvious tmd took place earlier than that of the East Side. The

railw~ workshops, textile and other industries are found on this side,

also 0. considerable number of the wealthy families,,. 0.11 of which

offered more opportunities for work. Moreover al-Karkh includes 0.

portion of the commercial centre from which the migrants derived many

advantages. Sarifahs on this side had scattered more than on the East

Side. An intermittont ring of shanties could be observed in the

extramural of the fringe belt of traditional Karkh. Within it 0.1

Shakriyah and Karradat :r.hriyam have the biggest kukh and sarifah

accumulation. Probably it emerged as far back as the 1930's and like

the other centres, has expanded largely in the 1950's and reached its

greatest size in the 1960's. Somo of the sarifah inhabitants were

soldiers or employees in Al-Washash barracks similar to al-Asimah, the

railw03' line to fusrah was the axis along which the encampment expanded.
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SubscqUent growth of the city of Baghdnd engulfed al-8hnkriy.ah and

other sarifah settlements, mostly in the form of high-class residential

suburbs. Thus nearby shllnty towns obto.ined additional loeational

advantages. Different parts of the city are o.lso eo.sily o.ccessible

by regular public and private transport and the heo.lth o.nd educational

fo.cilities of traditional Ko.rkh could be used by the fallahin migra.nts

as well.

Moreover there were severo.l other small extramural sarifah clusters

such as the settlement of Um al_ Idha.m near the lhsrah railwtW. .Around

traditional Karkh emerged the Sheikh Maruf, Sheikh Junaid and al

Rahmaniyah agglomerations. Further to the north, the sarifah

settlement of al-Shalchiyah has developed along the Mosul railway and

is almost linked with the proxiool fringe belt settlement of Karkh and

Hurriyah. The old airport, the railway works, the railway lines, the

cemeteries of Ko.rkh, the MUaul highroad and al-Khir canal were the

main axes along which the West Side sarifahs ho.ve developed.

Sarifah settlements have common features. Despite the existence

of some rectilinear po.ttern of primitive and unpaved main roads
..

built at an carlier date, they are charactcrized by numerous tort,.ous

pathways and agids impenetrable to wheeled traffic o.nd developed

exclusively for pedestri~and animals (Fig. 9.11). A series of

stagnant pools for cattle were occasionally interlaced with narrow

paths, running just above the water level. The physical condition of

Kukhs o.nd sarifa-hs in Baghdad was, then as now, Duch worse than

predecessors in the rural areas as migrantshad to accommodate themselves

mainly in very compact settlements (Figs. 9. 8 , 9.~, 9.11).

From this discussion it is c1eor that sarifah dwellings, together

with railw~ establishments, industrial firms, dykes, cemeteries,

parks, residual cropped land and vacant land constituted characteristic
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fringe-belt land uses in lhghdad up to 1963. With the earlier

urban expansion of the city particularly before 1956, sarifahs had

failed to penetrate the intramural adjacent to the eastern fixation

line, because owners have a1re~ developed their plots as residences

of mainly middle class complexion.

Sarifah dwellers as a relativel i ortant element in
oity "ife.

hdad's

In course of time, many shanty towns have come to ploy a rather

significant role in the social and economic life of the city. In a

strange, yet perfectly natural wcy, l3eghded absorbed its sarifahs

'organically', the fallahin producing services for the city dwellers

and. vice versa. Thus both parts are perfectly tuned to one another,

making a seemingly stable socio-functional complex. Dr..Adams had

noticed the social system that was based 'lipon the proximity of the

poorest to the wealthiest elements of the society. The former supplied

cheap servants and gardeners, eggs, chickens, etc. Until the end of the

1950's, tho major source of milk products in the city wore the cattle of

snrifah dwellers. ~~ other foodstuffs in the local suqs, originated

in the sarifah CaI:lps. The sarifah inhabitants in turn have come to

depend upon the wealthy neighbours for much of their income, and for

water, which was not available to many of the urban poor!2

In the former rural areas milk could be consumed merely by the

fallahin themselves, but in Baghdad it became a source of cash incoce.

Cattle lived in a special ca.ttleyard built against the sarifahs with one

of its four mud. walls made into a IDLU'lger. Usually cows were found in

the residential areas, whereas buffaloes were raised on the fringe of

the settlements. Women and children lead their cows on halters out

through the stroets into the residential areas. They uait in front of
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each house for the servant or one of the inhabitants to bring the milk

bottle and milk the cow straight into the bottle with the help of

a large funnel. This method of transporting the milk :from the cow to

the consumor's door assures him firstly that he is getting absolutely

:fresh milk, and secondly that it is pure cowt s milk, and not mixed with

goa.ts' or buffalots milkP Thus the sale of milk was a main factor

in the location of cattle sarifahs. Cattle remained in the town and the

fodder was brought to them from outside. This practice was found especial

ly in summer where the tomperature is too high for ordinary milk transport

a.nd where there is not enough refrigerated transport.

The concopt of class symbiosis i. e. the functional co-exiatence of

two economically very different classes in the same area in :Baghdad adds

another interesting sooio-morphological feature to the oaso study of

Baghdad. It is also typical of other large cities in the Third World.

This co-existenoe has resulted in a distinct organism that brings mutual

advantage to the participants.

In terms of morphology, it was not unoommon for the sarifahs of

fallahin to be located in proximity to the mansion-like houses of woll

to-do inhabitants. Sometimes sarifahs have been built next to the walls of

tho houses of wealthy people and on a:ny vaoant land near to them. The

morphological homogoneity of well-to-do localities thus became heterogeneous.

This physical proximity is associated with functional integration.

As mentioned earlier the sarifah inhabitants performed necessary servioes

for the wealthy urban people who inhabited the permanent houses.

Sarifah dwellers sell produce such as milk and eggs to their

wealthy neighbours. At the same time the wealthy families were, as now,

benefitting from nearly every member of the sarifah dwelling. Children

and women act as servants. These servioes included such things as

washing the floors of the houses, dish-washing, watering the gardens,
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sOIJetiIJes baking traditionn.l bread and washing clothes. Wealthy ladies

are sometimes accompanied by sarifah women in their shopping or picnic

trips to carry and do what ever may be required. It is still c. matter

of 80cial prestige among tho high class communities to have servants.

Sarifoh men on the other hand act as servants, porters, gardeners,

guards I, chauffours and perforo all Idnds of unskilled work.

In addition, wealthy families supply the sarifah dwellers with

water, clothes, food and sometimes even shelter.

The functional integration resulting from the spatial sYIJbiosis

of sarifahs and high-class houses forma a type of strong social

relationship in tho mjority of cases. lti.grants' loyalty now is

towards the wealthy urbanites instead of their former sheikhs. The

influential urbanites used to find permanent jobs for such fallahin

either with private firms or the a.r~,the polico,or other government

dopartment). In spite of this spatia.! sYI?biosis of sarifo.hs and large

houses and the functional integration between the inhabitants,

marriage would of course never take place between the two groups.

Each class has its own social circles within which they behave as a

distinct community.

When the wealthy WOL1o.n entertains her friends the sarifah woman

still acts.as servant, and will not mix in any W03 with the gathering,

and the same applies to sarifah men.

The mutual interest between the two classes was one of the

reasons behind the failure of several attecpts to clear the intramural

sarifahs prior to 1963.

Sarifah Ropl.a.cemeq,t

From the above it can be seen how the migrants have influenced

the socio-economic structure of the country in general and the

morphology of Baghdad in particular. The housing problem seems to be
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beyond the control of the government, the agricultural decline began

to show its negative consequences on the national economy. Therefore

the government took some restricting action against the continuation

of migration by using,tho police to watch the movement of peasant

farmers. Orders and special acts in 1961, 1963 and 1965 prohibited

sarifah construction within Arnanat al-Asimah boundaries. All

sarifahs were ordered to be cleared during 1963, and to implement

such a radical decision army and police were used to demolish these

bUildingst leaVing hills of debris in the very flat areas of

BDghdad. Arrrry trucks transported ftuJilies and household effects to

their new permanent dwellings in al-Thawrah (the Revolution) and

al';"Shulah (the Torch) (Fig. 9.6).Attempts to resettle migrants in

fact go back to the 1950' s, when various projects were proposed to

ro-house them. The only successful one was that of al-Thawrah in

1960. In the same year, al-Shulah was chosen for tho samo purpose on

the Wost Side. Clearly the ~uthorities dealt with the consequences

of migration rather than its causes.

1lB a result new waves of migrants have followed tho distribution

of new houses and plots, asbenoficiaries started writing to their

rolo.tives describing their nell "splendid" life in their new "fine"

houses, thus encouragi~ thorn to leave their villages. Migration

aftor 1963 was often clandestino. Once again lhghdad. has its own

sarifah and kukh colonies, though not on the same scale. The new

sarifahs sho\'1 a tendency to occur as far as possible in the same areas

as the former sarifahs, especially on the edge of traditional Rusafah

(in al-Ghazali area along the bund) and Karkh (in Sheikh Maruf

in al-Salae and along al-Khir canal (Figs. 9.1, 9.l2a~ ).

Furthermore, some so.rifahs have infiltrated into the built-up areas on
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both sidos, but this time restricted mostly to the poor or low middle

class areas such as Baghdad al-Jadidah settlement~ The number of

migrants to Baghdad between 1963 - 68 has been reported as 54, 703~

which is certainly a figure well below the actual number who migrated.

It covers only urban migrants who left their settlements. Fal1ahin

migrants have never informed the authorities about their movements,

especially not after 1963, since they are naturally afraid of the

government's reaction and penalties. Because of that SOCD of the

cigrants, though small in number, ",ere settling for the first time in

tenements in central areas of the city. The majority settled with

their relatives in al-Thawrnh and al-Shulnh until they found their

way into tho city and only a few who have no relatives have dared to

erect new so.rifnhs.

The registered annual average of migrants to Baghdad between

1963-68 was more than 9,000 as is shown in the following table. .

(Figs. 9. JJ, 9. J4 )

Table 9.11: Migration to o.nd from :Baghdad Liwa in the period
1963-1968

Yoar Migrants to lbghdad ! Migrant s from :Baghdad

1963 25,292 11,956

1964 9,238 4,665
1965 3,271 3,037
1966 2,738 4,364
1967 5,999 4,843
1968 8,465 5,602

Total 55,003 34,467

Source: Directorate General of Civil Affairs, Baghdad (1971)
Official Reports.
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From this table it appears that migrants from Baghdad were less

in number than those coming to :a1.g'hdad.. Tho number to leave Baghdad.

was 34,467 making an annual average of more thnn 5,000.
q'/~

Fi.g~i\9.l4 show!.:;' the pattern of the registered in and out migration

in Iraq by liwa in 1968 as well a.s the registered migration to and from

Baghdad during tho period 1963 - 1968. It shows that Baghdad tops the

other liwas in both kinds of migrants, vlhereas Arbil Liwa in the north

was tho least mobile liwa. Amara.h and Diwaniyah however, were tho only

liwo.s which ha.vo lost some of their inhabitants by the high rato of out-

migration.

Thero are no figures for the new migrants, but the :Master Plan

of Baghdad in 1969 estimated the numbe~ of sarifahs and kukhs, i.e.

substandard houses at 5 - 10 per cent of the total number of Baghdad

houses (175,000 in 1965)74 Accordingly the number of Sarifahs will

range between 8,750 - 17,500 as shown in the following table.

Ta.blo 9.12: The Locations of the new sarifah colonies and their estimated
numbers:

Area Estimated nuruber of sarifahs

Around the fringe belt of old 3,000Baffhdad on either side

Baghdaf. al-Jadidah 1,800

Karradah al-Sharqiyah 1,500

Karradat Mariyam, Western SUblbS I 3,000and Washash

Kadhimiyah 3,800

Total 1~100

. . 0- r _.l

'Source: Writer's estimate basedCln Polservice Consulting Engineers
Mastor Plan of lhghdad, Warsaw 1 (1969).

In Kadhimiyah aarifahs occupy 24 hectar?5 This means that the average
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number of sarifahs per hectare is more than 198•

.As surveyed by the writer, the new sarifahs are not different

from those prior to 1963, apart from the fact that they are now

without exception, located within the built-up area (Fig. 9.1) .

Because of their fear of governmental prosecution ma.ny migrants have

developed their kUkhs inside cemeteries, such as the al-Ghazali sarifah

area, and on remote sites such as alorlg al-Khir canal. Al-Ghazali

sarifah camp'·· was surveyed as being representative of the new

sarifah areas, and some of its families were interviewed in the summer

of 1971-

Many of the graves in al-Ghazali cemetery have disappeared. Their

bricks have been used to build new slum structures. It is strange when

one wanders in this growing settlement, to see a few concrete graves

scattered between the kukhs. Migrants had failed to demolish such

well built graves.

Fallahin chose cemeteries as their sites because they rightly

expected no objection as long as there were no complaints from indivi

duals either from al-Awqaf department or from Amanat al-Asimah. Further

more, some of these cemeteries are over-used and further burials would

take place at other sites. If a decision to remove the sarifahs from

the pulll.icly owned cemeteries was made it would take years to put it

into effect.

Forty families were interviewed; it appeared that more than 70 per

cent of them migrated for economic reasons, while only 0.5 per cent came

for educational reasons.
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Table 9.13: Motives of the new (post-1963) migrants in the surveyed
sample of al-Ghazali Sarifah Camp: .

. - . -- ..__. -"-" -_ .._-----~------.

Motive

Batter P8\YIIlent

~o follow relations

Better social services

~ulitary and Police
services

flealth factors

More recreational
facilities

iFor education

70.2

10.8

9.2

1.0.
'0.5

100.0

Source: Fieldwork 1971 Table K.

None of the surveyed kukhs had bathing facilities and only two

of them had primitive latrines. Filth and evil smalling liquids are

seen everywhere beside these illegal structures. .As they are so close

to the built-up areas they are the source of greater health risks to

the city. 75 per cent of the kukhs used bricks and mud as building

materials. Tho plan of these kukhs does not differ from that of

the pro-1963 kukhs. lot is interesting to note that the appearance e;
kukhs and sarifahs can be used as a guide to indicate the place of

origin of the migrants as certain tribes built their huts in the

traditional tyles of their former villages. The new kukhs are
-1

u
exclusively ocqpied by new fallahin migrants compared with the old

A

shanty towns, which were shared with some urban poor to a limited

extent. Beside the l::ukh et)campment of al-Ghazali, and beyond the
~ .

eastern dyke, botween al-Thal'lI'ah Road and the southern wall line,

a horribly unhealt~ open market has developed, where one can find

all kinds of unh,ygieni c cheap foodstuffs such as fish, meat, vegetables,
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e%gs
low-grade fruit, sheep,/together with second-hand household tools; etc.

Swarms of flies and stagnant pools are found near the squatting sellers

who areminly migrants living in al-Thawrah. The Directorate

General of Health of the Capital is little more than half a kilometre

away from this primitive and dangerous market!

As already seen, there are big discrepancies between the

estimates of kukhs and sarifahs and their inhabitants before 1963.

HOHever, about 55,000 sarifahs and kukhs were knocked down within

the Amanat al-Aaimah boundaries during 196376 As mentioned before

tho families who occupied these sarifahs and kukhs were transported

to al-Thawrah east of the eastern bund and al-Shulah to the west of

Kadhimiyah. It lolas possible to carry out this large-scale

action, because the completion of the new flood-control facilities

after 1956 on the Tigris and its tributaries above the city, freed

laghdad from the constriction of its encircling dykes. AB a result

Baghdad has now more than quadrupled in area in order to house migrants

and urban families aspiring to a suburban life.

The sites of al~wrah and al-Shulah are flat, allowing easy

dovelopment and are not too far from the traditional centre. The

houses or plots were distributed at random: beneficiaries have not

been chosen on ~ basis of fundamental qualification such as time

spent in laghdad by the 'per son, his place of work, number of family

members, income, etc. Of the employed people in the families

interviOl"lod 24 per cent and 51.7 per cent were working at distances

of more than 15 and 10 km respectively. The area of al-Thawrah was

5,800 donums of state land. It is about 5 Ion from the Old Town.

The first step WM taken by the Ministry of Public Works and Housing,

when it built 911 houses in sector No. 4 in 1960/1961. These houses
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were distributed to low-income civil servants, most of whom were

migrants. The remaining land was sub-divided into lots of a

standard size of 144 sq. m. Each family was given one lot free of

chargo on which they were to build their own house.

In compliance with the government decree owners built cancrete-

floored, brick-walled homes in place of their former hovels. The

average cost of tho houses of families interviewed in the field

survey was 483.6 I.D.

Government engineers provided plans and supervision; and

government banks arranged loans for these small inoxpensive structures.

Tho percentage of interviewed families benefitting from the bank loans

was 35 per cent. This means that a hig~'~ercentage of them were wealthy
i
L

enough to build their new houses.

The avorage covered floor area of the surveyed houses in al-

Thawrah was 73.5 sq. m consisting of one to four rooms, with a back

yard attached (Fig. 9.15, 9.16). The majority of the houses of tho

interviewed families have 1 to 3 rooms.

cent of the total houses.

They represent 75 per

Table 9.14t The distribution of tho surveyed houses according to the
number of rooms in a1-Thawrah and al-Shulah•
. ... . . .

Al-Thawrah Al-Shulah

No. % No. %
One room 1 5 1 5
Two rooms 7 35 8 40

Throe rooms 7 35

I
6 30

Four rooms 5 2.5 4 20

Five rooms - - 1 5

20 100.0 ! 20 100.0
« e . ..

Sourcet Fieldwork 1971. See Appondix A Table oa
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The plots were distributed in stages. At first the government

distributed 6,000 plots, then 4,350 plots and finally another 6,000

plots. A total of 16,350 plots in al-Thawrah were thus

distributed between 1961 and 1964. In 1968/69, the number of

distributed}iots jumped to 58,210. 50,471 were distributed by the

J.fi..nistry of Publio Works and Housing!r and 4,496 by l3aghdad City CoWlcil.
"I

The latter were distributed to tho poor citizens of l3aghdad, but not

to migrants. At present, al-Thawrah, has expanded to provide 85,000

plots for formE~ sarifah and other low-income families77 Before

1963, plots were distributed to any citizen who wanted to live in al-

Thal'lI'ah and al-shulah, though sarifah dwellers oonstitut ed the

highest percentage of beneficiaries.

It was planned that al-Thawrah and al-Shulah would be provided

with a sufficient number of primar,y and secondary schools, police

stations, public baths, post offioes, markets, religious institutions

and other social faoi1ities. At present, however, thore are 45 primary

sohools for girls and boys, and 17 intermediate nnd secondary schools

in a.l-Thawrah; while a1-Shulah has only 6 primary schools and 3

intermediate and secondary schools. The inadequacy of the schools in

these settlements is revealed by the fact that a high percentage of

the pupils of both public and private schools in Baghdad are derived

from these two settlements, especially on the East Side. It can

also be seen in the low percentage of 11terata people in these two

settlements. /

The following table shows that only 0.5 per cent and 0.97 per

cent of those interviewed in a,l-Shulah and a1-Thawrah had graduated

from intermediate schools. The percentage of college graduates in

al-Shulah and al-Thawrah were rospective1y 0.002 per oent and O.O~
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per cent. Thero were no female graduates in al-Shulah while 0.1-

Thawrah had only one. I~ tho opinion of many of the migrants

girls should not be as free as urban girls. The illitera.cy percentage

was high in both settlements, being 44.2 and 42.0 in a.l-Shulah and

al-Thawra.h respectively.

Table 9.15: Litoracy in al-Thawrah and al-Shulah settlements
in 19681'69:

..... . . -I

I
Literacy status .Al-Thawrah .Al-Shulah 1

1tl.les Females I Total % lthles Females Total' % I
Children 1,315 1,172 2,477 29.60 1,562 1,467 3, 029 29.8v
Illiterate above 1,318 2,195 3,513 42.00 1,746 2,754 4,500 44.,07 years old

Read and write
23.f6

J

without quali- 1,391 568 1,959 1,743 556 2,299 22.7~
fications

Primary school I 229 39 268 3.1:f(J 243 26 269 2.6.0graduates
,

Intermediate sohoo1 76 5 81 0.97 43 4 47 0.50graduates I

I

Secondary school 33 2 I 35 0.42 8 1 9 O.Q(Jggraduates I

o·~~l6
I

0.08College graduates 1 I 7 2 - 2.
Technical or pro- I Ifessiona1

oertificate I 5! 1 i 6 0.07 7 1 8 O.Ofj~
holders I II ,

I

TOTAL I 8,346/100.0 ~ I 10,163 100.0.
f '

Source: Compiled from the unpublished results of the field survey in
al-Thawrah and a1-Shulah settlements in 1967/68 by the Ministry
of Labour and Social Affairs. (Baghdad (1971).

Al-shulah, (Figse 9.1, 9.6, 9.17) 2 kIll, west of the Baghdad-l.!osu1

high\'l8Y, was planned to rehouse the West Side sarifah dwellers.

Howe1T8r,many of these have sott1ed in a1-Thawrah. The following table
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shoHs the former sarifah colonies of the families intervievmd in

al-Thawrah.

Table 9.16: The former sarifah settlements of interviewees in
al-Thawrah

Sarifah settlement

-Asimah

tumiyah

Sheikh Omar

wadhiyah and Bustan Muhsin

el Muhammad and Tel Harmal

imiyah

heikh Ali (Rahmaniynh

\Shakiriyah and Karradat M9.riyam..

10.3

3.4
10.3

10.3

l3.al
6.9

! 20.7
1! 24.~ I

Source: Fieldwork 1971, See Appendix A, Table L.

It appears that in cl-Thawrah 95 per cent of the surveyed houses

were owned by their occupants. The average number of families per

house was 1.45. 20 per cent of the houses were occupied by three

families each, while 10 per cent of the surveyed houses were inhabited

by two families each. The average area per person was 12.7 sq. m.

All the surveyed houses were single storeyed. 5 per cent of

the houses have a dining room, while 65 per cent of them have guest

rooms. 65 per cent of the houses have flat roofs with surrounding

brick parapet where families sleep. The remainder of the houses

lacked roof parapets as the inhabitants sleep in the courtyard.

The new houses are better than their sarifah$;lhis is expressed

by the fact that 100 per cent of the interviewed houses are provided with

water supply and elec;tricity, 75 per cent have bathrooms, and all are

provided with toilets. The construction of these houses is ver,y bad,

55 per cent of the surveyed houses having been repaired from one to three

times each.
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The data from the field work proved that not all the details

required by the government have been insisted upon by the authorities.

Presumably the outside appearance satisfied the authorities.

Houses might be built according to various simple designs

prepared by the Ministry of Public Works and Housing. Temporary

kukhs and sarifahs were allowed to be erected beside the plot while

construction was taking place.
(tannurs)

Virtually all houses are provided with ovensl. The oven here is

the massive flat-topped type in which traditional circular bread is

baked daily. 100 per cent of the interviewed families in both al-

Thawrah and al-Shulah have these tannurs, 80 per cent of the tannurs

in al-Thawrah were in the courtyard, while 20 per cent were on the

roofs of the houses.

The number of sarifah families who settled in al-Shulah was

estimated at 6,000 in 1961. However, the number of distributed plots

has now reached 13,00078 Houses were built to the same standards

as those in al-Thawrah (Fig. 9.18).

Ebth localities are supplied with electricity and water indicating

a relative improvement in the hygiene of the new settlements. 100 per

cent of the surveyed houses in al-Thawrah were prOVided with purified

pumped water and electricity. However a sewage system has not been

constructed in oither settlement •

street plans of these towns are unlike tho pattern found in their

former sarifall settlements. They are now of a rectilinear geometrical

pattern (Fig. 9.18) of intersecting lines.. The residential areas are

thus divided into regular sho'Gt blocks. None of the streets have pave-

mont 8 and most are not surfaced as yet - a fact of whi ch 41.4 per cent

of the interviewed families complained..
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Empty plots between the hOUSGS are supposed to be gardens or

parks. Instead they are now ditches filled with lagoons and filthy

water, both of rain and from the surrounding houses, whose inhabitants

openly throw their dirty water into the street and into these vacant

plots. Fu.milies dig soil from them to erect walls, additional rooms

or ovens, increasing thus the size of such ditches, which become

dumping places for rubbish so creating a health hazard. The spatial

distribution of the supposed gardens indicates in fact the present

distribution of unhaithy drains and dunghills.

Traffic congestion occurs only in the major streets. Almost

exclusively the vehicles seen are state-owned or buses and taxis for

hire. None of the interviewees owned a private car.

In both settlements a few social institutions have developed for the

migrants, suoh as husa9niyahs (Sliah mosques), mosques and coffee-

houses. All the interviewees frequent mosques in the 8c'r'eR and 96.6

per cent of them regularly frequent the local coffee-houses.

On the other hand both localities lack many facilities as

shown in the following J tablOo I'!

Table 9.17: Facilities required by tho interviewed residents of
al-Thawrah.

i
Kind of facility

More educational institutions

More health facilities

Social clubs

Setrerage r
,st·reet paving I

I Public bath (Hammam)

I Families without complaint

%of the total families

6.9
6.9
6.9

'10.3

41.4
13.6

14.0

100.0

Source: Fieldwork 1971: See Appendix A Table H.
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The complaints of the interviewed families were expected, as

there is a big gulf between what was proposed and what has been

carried out. At the present and because of this situation, it is

doubtful whether the new settlements are much better than the former

sa.rifah settlements. For example, 160 schools were proposed in 0.1

Thawrah and only 62 have been built, and 9 sports fields were pro

posed in al-Shulah but none have been made. Nor were atW of the

suggeded 16 public gardens developed. The only two sports clubs in

al-Thawrah have emerged only recently as they are run by the

people themselves, in unsuitable and inconvenient buildings and

grounds.

Markets in al-Thawrah occupy vacant land, being temporarily

authorized by Amanat al-Asimah. :Ench suq has 200 - 400 small wooden

or metal stalls of 2 x 2 m (Fig. 9.l2'c). These constitute two

parallel rows giving a. square patterns. The main items provided

in these market are vegetables , fruit, meat, fish, household stuffs,

textiles, second-hand clothes, shoes, etc., all of which are of low

grade quality, being thus very cheap compared with the prices in

suqa located in well-to-do residential areas. 100 per cent of the

interviewed families i~ al-Thawrah do their daily shopping in the

growing markets of the locality, while 82.8 per cent of them frequent

the bazaar area for luxury goods.

Income and e:seenditure of mig:.rent f~ilies in their new settlements.

The annual income per migrant family in their new settlements

has increased considerably. This can be seen in the following

table.
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Table 9.18: The distribution of annual income in al-Thawrah
according to family size.

Annual income I.D. Family size

I 2-4 5-617-8 /'9 - 10 111 - 12
i I I

ILoss than 100 I 5 2 I 1 I 1 I!

I j I

100 - 150 - - . - j - I -
150 - 200 2 2 I

I I
200 - 250 1

I
1

f
250 - 300 1

I - I - - I -
300 - 350 1 t

I
I

1I - - - ,
• II ,

350 - 400 1 I 2 1 t

I I I
400 - 450 - - 1 I - i -, , i
More than 450

,
3

I : 1 I 2I I ,

I
Total 8

f
8 7

,
3

t
3 Jl

i
I

I- - ..
Source: Fieldwork 1971. See Appendix A Tables A, E.

According to the survey of the Ministry of Labour and Social

Affairs 1968/69, 71.3 per cent of the families interviewed in al-

Shulo.h and 63 per cent of those in al-Thawrah had an annual income

of less than 250 I.D. 79

The nature of expenditure of the migrants in their neli houses

shows some change compared with the migrants' former sarifah and

kukh period. This is related to the increase of their income and also

to their new housing condition. However, the field survey showed

also that foodstuff continued to be the main item, accounting

about 50 per cent of the total expenditure of the family.

Electricity and water supply became more important to thom. The

so.rifahs were without electricity, and safe water\'Bs supplied either

from a few scattered taps installed in the main streets, or directly

from the canals and river. However, these two items constituted
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5.. 4 per cent of the total family expenditure, while the sarifah dwellers

were paying 0.3 per cent of their expenditure on electricity in 1961.

Transport expenses have increased, from 2 .. 6 per cent of the family

expenditure in 1961 to 10.2 per cent of the interviewed families t

budgets in 1971.. The increase reflects that no consideration "ms

given to the place of \"lork when the sarifah dwellers were rehoused.

The new settlements are further away from the centre than the former

shanty towns ..

Furniture became more important as the houses have completely

changed.. The new brick-built houses are mainly of one to three rooms, are

owned by their oocupiers who felt the necessity of buying some sort of

furniture, absorbing a high percentage of their expenditure, 7.3 per cent

in 1971 whereas it had boen 4 per cent during the sarifah period in 1961..

Tho expenditure on fuel decreased as electricity began to be used

for lighting.. The animal dung charcoal has been replaced b,y more

efficient heating devices.

Table 9.19: Average monthly expenditure per household of the interviewed
families in a1-Tho.wrah accor~ing to. the type of expenditure
in 1)'71.

Type of Expenditure I.D. Fils %
Foodstuff 15 330 48.9
Clothing 2 500 10.7
fransport 2 450

I
10.2

Recreation 1 950 8.4
Furn:ilure I 1 540 I 7.. 3

I I
6.0Fuel and electricity I - 910 I

I
Medical t-reatment I - 750 I 4.. 0
Safe water - 190 1.4
other expenditures - 395 3.. 1

Ioft~/ 26 ,_.-. 01~ 100 .. 00
I

••1.\
•

Source: Fieldwork 1971: See Appendix A Table G..
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Have the miSEants been absorbed into urban life?

11igrants in al-Thawrah and al-5hulah maintain their distinct

pattern of lifo, by comparison with that of tho urban citizens. This

was also the case when they were living in their former sarifahs.

The fClIilily life of the migrants works within their own tribal frame.

Rehousing themselves, side by side with their animals, fallahin brought

their whole rural WD¥ of life with thorn to Baghdad.

Whon they wore rehoused they felt the social imbalance and became

afraid of losing their strong tribal ties. Accordingly they began

to find a wew to rebuilJ their tribal organizations. Houses or plots

were oxchanged by the occupants clandestinely as this is illegal.

51.7 por cent of the interviewed families in al-Thawrah have

exchanged their houses to be near to their relatives. Thus the families

of certain tribes have been able to regroup themselves. The result"

was that the whole of the accustomed social and residential system

has been recreated. This regrouping process results in a bigger

concentration of migrams from particular tribes than could arise by

chance. For example, Section 264 in al-Thawrah is inhabited now

mainly by members of the Slaimah and Baidhan tribes and Section 74

by thoso of the al-furraj tribe~O
a

It is/well known fact that such famous tribes as Bani-Lam,

al-Bu-Muhammad, al-.lI.zairij, nl-sal-Tid, al-16hadil, al-Bu-.Amir, 0.1-

SadlUl, al-Bu-Darraj t et c. have developed their own enclaves of bri ck-

built houses. This ldnd of residential grouping reveals that the

urban society of Baghdad has only a limited influence on the migrants I

social life.

The follol'ling table shows hOl-J' far the migrant families have

proserved their tribal and social traditions.
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Table 9.20: The distribution of interviewed families of a1-Thawrah
according to the number of related families living in
tho same section (Fig. 9.18)

.......
~o. J

No. of related families %living in the same scction
I

I
3. H-less than 3

t
1

3 - 6 7 24.1I
7 - 8 , 21 72.5

I

I

1100.01 29. . . .
Source: Fieldwork 1971, See Appendix A

Table C.

100 per cent of those interviewed put proximity to relatives &B

0. decisive factor in maha11ah choice ..

By this grouping they tend to reproduce the conditions of life

to which they '\olCre accustomed. They feel more secure when they

collect in certain parts of the city with people haVing the same

backgrounds. In Cairo, migrants usually settle in parts of the city

not very difforent from their home area physically and socially, while

in fughdad they mainly fo110li their relatives. In al-Thawrah and 0.1-

Shulnh, strangers are easily recognized by the inhabitants. It is

not uncommon that these strangers will be stopped by one of the

inhabitants and asked the reason for their presence. This will not

happen in the urbanized suburbs of the city. :r.iost of the migrant

tribesmen developed a distinct social sub-system within the city of

:Baghdad. Some tribes have evolved certain agreements signed by the

heads of branches of the same tribe. These agreements cover severa.l

items such as the appointment of a chieftain (aheikh), the

fixing of mrriage costs, and. the fixing of blood money which should
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be collected by the members of the tribe in equal shares. Also the ag

reement fixed the cash payment that should be paid to an injured member

within the same tribe, if a. local quarrel takes place, and this

usually is not more than 20 I.D. If a. member of the tribe has

been killed, tho blood money obtained will be divided, one third going

to the family of the person ldlled, the rest being divided between the

other tribe members. Some ngreements have more details dealing with

other aspocts of life~l Unlike Korman in Iran, the evidence from

lhghdad suggests thnt the impact of modernization in the city has

altered the economic pattern of the migrant family rather than social

01' tribal organization~2 !my fallah migrant \..ho deviates hora the

tribal norms may suffer punishment and ostracism. Traditional

fa.mily pa.tterns haVG been l'ridely maintained, while occupations have

changed completely.

1w evidenced by the fieldwork, the family size of the migrants of

al-Tho.wrcll has increased due to medical and economic improvements.

This has holped to mintain the tribal custom of increasing the

sizo of family, indicating that they are not yet urbanized, since a

family in urban areas for economic reasons tends to reduce its size.

The fertility ra.tio in somo sarifah areas was 966.3, while for

Baghdad it was 788.5~3

The average size of the interviewed households in al-Thawrah was

6.2. It is larger than that of the country as a Whole, where the

average family size \-me 5.2 in 1957. The percentage of families of

more than 8 persons wa.s 34.4 in al-Thawrah.

Tho potential labour force is high in both settlements as more

than 41 per cent of the interviewed people in al-Thawrah were

between 15 - 44 years old and only 11 per cent were over 44 years of

age.
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Table 9.21: Size of intervie"led families in al-Thm-:rah.

10 t 1 3.450 1 10 5.49 I
_1_1_..-.r 3......-__~1..-.0-.3_4_)_1 3_3 ~__18_._13 J

Total I 29 . 182 I............._..-. ......-_...............-..-J

I
""Ii

I Size of No. of %of Total No. %of total
I family families Total of occu- of occupants
! (porsons) of this I Fa.m:ilies pants

I size I

j -...----
r 1 - I - - -

2 3 10.34Lf 6 3.30

3 3 10.344- 9 4.95

4 3 10.34tf 12 6.59

5 3 10.34lf 15 8.24

6 3 10.3411- I
18 9.89

i

1 4- . 13. rroo 28 ! 15.38·
I I

8 3 I 10.34/f 24 I 13.19I
I I I

9 3 10.34~ I 27 14.84 !
I j

Source: Fioldwork 1911, See Appendix A Table A.

Furthermore, tha migrant in Baghdad still prafers to marry one of

his relatives, a tendency uhich is less prevalent among the towns-

pooplo of tho oity. l·lore than 19 per cent of the interviewed men

in al-Thawro.h marriod relatives. The percentage of men with more

than one wife "las ovor 13 por cent. Thus the traditional tribal and

rural habit of marrying relatives is still maintained in the new

urban contoxt •

Table 9.22: lfu.rriage status and preference according to the interviewed
men in al-Thawrah:

Totals Married to re1atives I Married to non-
relatives

One wife 25 (86%) 21(72%) I 4 (14%)

ITl':o Hi.ves 4 (14%) 2(7%) 2 (7) i
I I,
J I. .

Source: F.i.eldwork 1971, Appendix 11. Table B.
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Migrants of a1-Thawrah and. other places have sent for tribal

1eadors from their homeland to join them in their neu life. Some

of the migrants still feel loyalty to their leaders. Leaders here

aro relatives and inherited the leadership. Thoy are different from

those sheikhs \-Tho beCD.Illo absontee landlords. This means tl1B.t migrants

have two types of sheikh, the: fer/dhal landlords and tribal ones who
il:,i V
"

follow tho tribal lines in their relationship with tho fa1lahin. Jfull-

ahin ho1p thoir tri001 sheikhs in building al-mudhif (guest houso) for

tho tribe and sometimes even supply them with their daily needs.

According to their place of origin, migrants here show the SaIne

characteristics as in their former sarifah areas. 69 per cent of the

interviewed families in al-Thawrah were from Amarah. 65.5 per cent of

them have moved to Baghdad directly l'1hile 27.6 per cent have moved twice

before settling in Baghdad.

The following tables shew the origins of interviewe migrant

families and their periods of residence in Baghdad.

Table 9.231 Migrant families in al-Thawrah according to their place
of origin.

Source: Fieldwork 1971, ~pendix A Table J •

Liwe. of ori,dn No. of families ~

Amarah 20 69.0

Kut 6 20.7

Diyala 1 3.4
Baghdad Q9.dhas 2 6.91

i 29 1.00.01
i

~f .

Three of the interviowed families migrated to Baghdad more than

24 years ago. Five of the families have followed their relatives in
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Table 9.24: Period of residence in Baghdad.

Period of Residence No. of families cJ,

5 years 5 17.24

5-9 2 6.90

10 - 14 3 10.34

15 - 19 9 31.03

20 - 24 7 24.14

)24 3 10.3r

29 100.00

Source: Fieldwork 1971, See Appendix A Table J.

Tho migrant families still maintain strong links with their home

area, ond 51.3 per cent of the interviewed families visit their

homo araa not less than once a yea:r.

Moreover, 100 per cent of the intervic:;wed families provide

accommodation ~crtheir relatives when these visit Baghda.d~ 65.5

per cent of them a:re supporting close relatives in their place of

origin, 34-4 per cent of these supporttheir relatives regularly.

The reasons for finanoial assistance were poverty (65.5 per cent),

socia.l tradition (31.03 per oent) and absence of social security

*(27.59 per cent).

* Some of the families gave more than one reason for the financial
support of their relatives, which wore included in the abovo
percentages.
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